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This thesis constitutes a comparative study of contextualised language, concerned with 
the recurring rhetorical form of the pre-battle harangue in Latin historical narratives. 
Focusing upon battle rhetoric produced in the context of the early crusading 
movement, it utilizes comparative non-crusading material from a long twelfth century. 
Centrally the dissertation challenges previous scholarship which understood battle 
rhetoric as providing a direct insight into the psychology of medieval soldiery, that was 
by and large generic in nature. Instead, this thesis contends that battle rhetoric was an 
ideal opportunity for authors to dynamically emphasise particular themes, present 
didactic lessons and explore ideas of virtue, justice and faith through direct speech at 
climactic moments.  
Chapter One explores the classical and scriptural underpinnings of the teaching and use 
of rhetoric in medieval western Europe and contextualizes the Roman tradition of 
rhetoric as it came down to the twelfth century. It displays how the rhetorical tradition 
which influenced medieval authors presented the ‘invention’ of orations as more than 
ornamentation, and that the aims of rhetoric to teach, move and please involved a 
commitment to truth, ethics and moral worthiness. The remainder of the thesis applies 
this understanding of rhetoric to orations from accounts detailing crusading expeditions 
of the twelfth century. Chapter Two examines one of the earliest accounts of the First 
Crusade, the Gesta Francoum, identifying the most significant themes and tropes of its 
orations. These themes and motivational appeals serve to structure a wider exploration 
of First Crusade sources in Chapter Three. Chapter Four and Five each focus on a 
single text, concerned with the Second Crusade and the Third Crusade respectively.  
Alongside comparative material, these chapters chart the development or disappearance 
of particular ideas in battle rhetoric, and account for the shifting priorities and aims of 
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 Xenophon’s Cyropaedia (written c. 370 BC) recounts that, when Cyrus the Great 
was asked by his companion Chrysantas, in the midst of active campaigning, to speak to 
the assembled Persian soldiers before battle against an Assyrian army, Cyrus supposedly 
replied that: ‘There is no exhortation so noble that it will in a single day make good 
those who are not good when they hear it. It could not make good bowmen, unless they 
had previously practised with care, nor spearmen, nor knights.’1 Despite the professed 
scepticism of the power of words to improve the quality of soldiery, the Assyrians 
received their own exhortation and Xenophon’s Cyrus, not long after his protest, also 
conformed with this custom. 
Similarly, in recounting the final defeat and death of Lucius Sergius Catilina, the 
first century BC Roman Senator who had sought to overthrow the consulship of 
Marcus Tullius Cicero and Gaius Antonius Hybrida, Sallust claims that it was only when 
Catiline was trapped between a Roman army and impassable mountains that he resolved 
to try the ‘fortune of war’. Having decided to commit to battle, Catiline assembled and 
addressed his soldiers, beginning his oration with a common rhetorical device of 
apophasis, denying something as a means of implicitly affirming it: 
‘I am well aware, soldiers,’ he said, ‘that mere words cannot put courage into a man: that 
a frightened army cannot be rendered brave, or a sluggish one transformed into a keen 
one, by a speech from its commander. Everyman has a certain degree of boldness, either 
natural or acquired by training; so much, and no more, does he generally show in battle. If 
a man is stirred neither by the prospect of glory nor by danger, it is a waste of time to 
exhort him; the fear that is in his heart makes him deaf. However, I have called you 
                                                             
1 Wayne Ambler (trans.), The Education of Cyrus, by Xenophon (Ithaca, NY, 2001), p. 108. 
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together to give you a few words of advice and to tell you the reason for my present 
purpose.’2 
 Raising the morale of his soldiers through a public oration before battle was 
joined is of course exactly what Catiline, as he is presented by Sallust, was hoping to do. 
Modern familiarity with this convention, whether it be in a military context or not, is no 
doubt in part due to the chronologically pervasive nature of the genre. Considering only 
western historical narratives, influential literary examples of pre-battle orations are to be 
found in considerable number and varied circumstance. In the Greco-Roman tradition, 
the Illiad presents an exhortation to the Greeks at Troy, delivered by Agamemnon king 
of Mycenae: ‘Be men now, dear friends, and take up the heart of courage, and have 
consideration for each other in the strong encounters, since more come through alive 
when men consider each other, and there is no glory when they give way, nor warcraft 
either.’3 Likewise, in the final book of his Aeneid, Virgil has Aeneas deliver a speech 
before the climactic Trojan assault upon the Latins, wherein perishes the titular hero’s 
nemesis Turnus.4 
Beyond the epic tradition, Caesar’s Bellum Gallicum has been noted for the 
regularity with which it depicts battle orations, even if some were ‘long enough only to 
urge them [Caesar’s soldiers] to remember their long-established record for bravery, and 
not to lose their nerve but to resist the enemy assault with courage.’5 
In the Judeo-Christian tradition, while Christ was understood to have been the 
foretold Prince of Peace by the prophet Isiah,6 the wars of the Old Testament were an 
                                                             
2 Leighton D. Reynolds (ed.), C. Sallusti Crispi: Catalina, Ivgvrtha, Historiavm Fragmenta Selecta, Appendix 
Sallvstiana, (Oxford, 1991), p. 95. Sallust, The Jugurthine War/The Conspiracy of Catiline, trans. by S. A. 
Handford (Middlesex, 1987), p. 229.   
3 Richmond Lattimore (trans.), The Iliad of Homer (Chicago, IL, 1951), 5.529–32. 
4 Book XII, 554–73. Virgil, The Aeneid, trans. by William F. J. Knight (Harmondsworth, 1956), p. 326.  
5 Caesar, Seven Commentaries on the Gallic Wars, trans. by Carolyn Hammond (Oxford, 1998), 2.20–21. Keith 
Yellin, Battle Exhortation: The Rhetoric of Combat Leadership (Columbia, SC, 2008), pp. 7–8, 14, 130.  
6 Isiah 9:6.  
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apt setting for rhetorical exhortation, with examples being found in Deuteronomy, 
Joshua, 1 and 2 Chronicles and 1 and 2 Maccabees.7 Indeed, the ordinances and laws of 
warfare established by Moses in Deuteronomy 20 prescribes battle rhetoric as a duty of 
the Israelite leaders.8   
 Anne Curry has drawn attention to the scriptural influence, specifically 1 
Maccabees 3: 17–19, upon one of the most famous battle speeches of all time, delivered 
by Henry V. Supposedly taking place at the Battle of Agincourt on 25 October 1415, 
this oration is best remembered not for its chronicle versions but its inspiring rendering 
in Shakespeare’s Henry V.9 In her examination of the varied versions of that speech, 
Curry has stressed that a reconstruction of Henry’s actual words, if such a speech took 
place, are of course impossible. However, the common trend of expansion and 
development of literacy, and later of detailed military records over the course of the past 
half millennium, allows modern scholarship closer proximity to what can reliably be 
considered the actual exhortation of commanders. Moreover, in the western historical 
tradition, the phenomenon of battle speeches transcended the medieval and early 
modern battlefield, with examples of recognisably familiar battle rhetoric being crafted 
by serving officers during the 2003–2011 Iraq War,10 as well as by leaders in the ongoing 
(15 March 2011 – present) Syrian Civil War.11 
Outside of a narrowly, or even broadly, defined historical context the familiarity 
of this convention to a modern audience is no doubt due in part to the not 
inconsiderable influence of its place in film and literature on contemporary culture, with 
                                                             
7 Deuteronomy 31:6–7, 31:23; Joshua 1:6–7, 1:9, 1:18, 10:25; 1 Chronicles 22:13; 28:20: 2 Chronicles 32:7,  
8 Deuteronomy 20: 1–9.  
9 Act IV, scene iii, 18–67. Anne Curry, ‘The Battle Speeches of Henry V’, Reading Medieval Studies, 34 
(2008), pp. 82–3.  
10 NBC Enterprises, Operation Iraqi Freedom: The Insider Story (Kansas City, MO, 2003), p. 103. James 
Mattis, ‘A Marine’s Letter to His Troops’, Dallas Morning News, March 21, 2004.  
11 Dexter Filkins, ‘Hezbola Widens the Syrian War’, The New Yorker, 26 May 2013, 
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/hezbollah-widens-the-syrian-war [accessed 29/11/17]. 
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perhaps the most famous example being found in Franklin J. Schaffner’s 1970 biopic 
Patton.12 While the phenomenon or trope of the pre-battle speech thus looms large in 
the contemporary imagining of warfare both ancient and modern, it is arguable that this 
notion would have been as familiar to a medieval audience. A multitude of 
contemporary, or near contemporary, narrative accounts attest to the idea that, prior or 
sometimes during battle, medieval soldiers received public orations that sought to raise 
morale and reinforce the willingness of men to fight, and if necessary, to die rather than 
allow their forces to suffer a rout. This multitude of sources, both classical and 
medieval, make it easy to believe that in the medieval world it was common practice for 
an army’s leadership to publicly address assembled soldiers, or perhaps groups of 
officers, following a commander’s decision to commit to battle, before or sometimes 
during the fighting itself.  
 This thesis centres on the textual phenomenon of battle rhetoric, from a largely 
western European perspective, over the course of a slightly elongated twelfth century. 
In the context of medieval historiography, it has long been recognised that the set piece, 
pre-battle orations found in medieval narratives are largely rhetorical inventions,13 which 
were nevertheless likely influenced by both the reality and wider expectation of pre-
battle exhortations. These complex, and often highly literary speeches, would however, 
not be simply understood by oration authors or their audiences as ‘mere rhetoric.’14 
Medieval authors often turned to classical rhetorical manuals to help them construct 
their histories,15 and clearly understood that the ‘embellishment’ of words had a 
                                                             
12 Patton, DVD, directed by Franklin J. Schaffner (Beverly Hills, CA, 1970).  
13 Susan Edgington, ‘The First Crusade: reviewing the evidence’, in The First Crusade: Origins and Impact, ed. 
Jonathan Phillips (Manchester, 1997), pp 57–77. 
14 David S. Bachrach, ‘Conforming with the Rhetorical Tradition of Plausibility: Clerical Representation 
of Battlefield Orations against Muslims, 1080–1170’, The International History Review, 26:1 (2004), p. 2.  
15 Nancy F. Partner, ‘The New Cornificius: Medieval History and the Artifice of Words’, in Classical 
Rhetoric and Medieval Historiography, ed. by Ernst Breisach, (Kalamazoo, MI, 1985), p. 10.  
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complex relationship to the truths that they depicted.16 The classical tradition of rhetoric 
had long influenced Christian preaching by the days of Pope Gregory I, and reached 
back through Augustine of Hippo and Tertullian, perhaps to the first educated Romans 
to convert to Christianity. This tradition established for the educated clergy, who were 
more often than not the authors of battle orations, the idea that rhetoric was the means 
by which people could be persuaded to believe and act in a manner desired by the 
speaker.17    
 These instances of direct speech at dramatic points within a wider narrative 
were of course opportunities for authors to enliven their work and display their literary 
and rhetorical talent. While they often contain non-hortatory content, such as orders 
from commanders to soldiers, most of the content of these speeches is hortatory, 
containing a variety of different motivational appeals that seek to encourage the soldiers 
being spoken to. These motivational appeals have been described by John Bliese as 
largely interchangeable.18 However, while there are clearly recognisable tropes and 
recurring themes of battle orations, this thesis will demonstrate that these ideas were 
not deployed unthinkingly or in a rote fashion. From its origins in classical historical 
narratives, the battle oration was an opportunity for authors to present particular and 
purposeful constructions of warfare, as well as reinforce the wider themes of their 
narratives, through direct speech at climactic moments.   
 In his account of Gnaeus Julius Agricola’s conquest of Britain, Tacitus recounts 
a battle oration supposedly delivered by a Caledonian chieftain named Calgacus at the 
Battle of Mons Graupius. This speech, which in common classical fashion is mirrored 
                                                             
16 Ruth Morse, Truth and Convention in the Middle Ages: Rhetoric, Representation and Reality (Cambridge, 1991), 
p. 2.  
17 James J. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages: A History of the Rhetorical Theory from Saint Augustine to the 
Renaissance (London, 1981), p. 279.  
18  John R. E. Bliese, ‘Aelred of Rievaulx’s Rhetoric and Morale at the Battle of the Standard, 1138’, 
Albion, 20:4 (1988), p. 546. 
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by a speech delivered to the Romans by Agricola himself, contains a number of themes 
common to medieval battle orations as well as a deeper message:  
Whenever I consider the causes of the war and our desperate position, I have great 
confidence that today, the day on which you are of one mind, will mark the beginning of 
freedom for the whole of Britain. For all of you have united together, and you have not 
tasted servitude. There is no land beyond us and even the sea is no safe refuge when we are 
threatened by the Roman fleet. Thus battle and arms, which brave men honour, are the 
safest recourse even for cowards. Battles have been fought against the Romans before, 
with varying success. But our forces were the Britons' hope and their reserve, for we, the 
noblest in all Britain, who dwell in her innermost sanctuary and do not look across at any 
subject shores, had been keeping ever our eyes free from the defilement of tyranny. We are 
the last people on earth, and the last to be free: our very remoteness in a land known only 
to rumour has protected us up till this day. Today the furthest bounds of Britain lie open 
and everything unknown is given an inflated worth. But not there is no people beyond us, 
nothing but tides and rocks and, more deadly than these, the Romans. It is no use trying to 
escape their arrogance by submission or good behaviour. They have pillaged the world: 
when the land has nothing left for men who ravage everything, they scour the sea. If an 
enemy is rich, they are greedy, if he is poor, they crave glory. Neither East nor West can 
sate their appetite. They are the only people on earth to covet wealth and poverty with 
equal craving. They plunder, they butcher, they ravish, and call it by the lying name of 
“empire”. They make a desert and call it “peace”.19 
 Calgacus’s oration is not just an exhortation to raise the morale of his 
Caledonian soldiers, but an implicit criticism of the Roman state which serves to 
                                                             
19 Anthony J. Woodman (ed.) with C. S. Kraus, Agricola, by Tacitus (Cambridge, 2014), chapters XXXII– 
XXXIII. Tacitus, Agricola and Germany, trans. A. R. Birley (Oxford, 1999), pp. 21– 2. While this example 
would not have been known widely in the medieval world, it has been argued that several authors, 
including authors of battle rhetoric were familiar with Agricola. These included Adam of Bremen and 
Peter the Deacon. Leighton D. Reynolds (ed.) Texts and Transmission: A survey of the Latin Classics (Oxford, 
1983), p. 410.  
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reinforce Tacitus’s wider criticisms of the tyranny of the empire and specifically the 
despotism of the Emperor Domitian.20  
 While it is difficult to underestimate the influence of classical models of battle 
orations, especially from popular works such as Sallust’s Bellum Catilinae and Bellum 
Iugurthinum, it is important to note that medieval oration authors did not simply copy 
from the classics, as has occasionally been suggested.21 In the introduction to Raymonde 
Foreville’s edition of William of Poitiers, Foreville argued that William copied the 
harangue at the Battle of Hastings from Sallust’s Bellum Catilinae.22 However, a 
comparison between these two speeches displays little direct borrowing.23 Foreville 
focuses on the parallel claim that the soldiers cannot flee, but this topos is common to 
both classical and medieval orations.24 Moreover, as Chapter One will demonstrate, by 
the twelfth century classical examples of battle rhetoric was but one of a myriad of 
literary influences drawn upon by oration authors. 
 
Research Context 
 Despite the frequency with which battle orations are drawn upon by modern 
historians the previous scholarship on medieval battle rhetoric has been limited. Most 
notable on the topic is the work of Bliese, who surveyed widely battle rhetoric in 
Western European narratives written between 1000–1250.25 Bliese’s analysis focused on 
the ‘specific appeals and persuasive strategies’ of the examined orations, and argued that 
                                                             
20 Thomas A. Dorey, ‘Agricola and Domitian’, Greece and Rome, 7:1 (1960), pp. 66–71. Matthew 
Kempshall, Rhetoric and the Writing of History, 400–1500 (Manchester, 2011), p. 520.  
21 Beryl Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages (London, 1974), p. 20.  
22 Raymonde Foreville (ed.), Histoire de Guillaume le Conquérant, (Paris, 1952), p. xxxix, 184 n. 1.  
23 John R. E. Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans – A Comparative Study of Battle Rhetoric’, Nottingham 
Medieval Studies, 35 (1991), p. 2 n. 1.  
24 Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans’, p. 4.  
25 Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans’, pp. 21–6.  
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compiling these results allowed the construction of a ‘vocabulary of motives in war.’26 
Bliese highlighted seventeen identifiable appeals that reoccurred with some frequency.27 
Centrally, Bliese argued that his typology of ‘motivational appeals’ could be used in 
order to provide an insight into the psychology of warfare in the medieval period.28 
While he accepted that battle orations were not verbatim reports of actual speeches, but 
rhetorical inventions, Bliese argued that oration authors would have employed the 
appeals that they believed should have been used, and were the most effective at 
convincing men to fight.29 
 This methodology has a number of problems. Broadly, his analysis fails to 
contextualize the orations he examined within the wider narratives in which they are 
found. More specifically to a crusading context, his narrow typology fails to identify 
elements of battle orations that set such speeches apart from many similar ‘non-
crusading’ speeches, such as liturgical elements, scriptural references, and notions of 
pilgrimage and penance. This thesis contends that these elements are crucial to 
understanding the message of such speeches, as well as the wider narratives in which 
they appear. Bliese has described most battle orations as ‘generic and largely 
interchangeable’ and as seldom specific to individual speakers.30 While myriad examples 
this thesis will engage with defies this understanding of battle rhetoric, an illustrative 
example of the issues of a limited typology is valuable here.  
 Ranking as the eighth most common appeal in his survey, Bliese described the 
appeal to ‘the tradition of victory’ as the recognition of past military successes attained 
                                                             
26  John R. E. Bliese, ‘Rhetoric and Morale: a study of battle orations from the central middle ages’, Journal 
of Medieval History, 15 (1989), p. 204.  
27 Bliese, ‘Rhetoric and Morale’, pp. 204–17. Although these appeals number only 16 and in a different 
order in his ‘The Courage of the Normans’, pp. 3–4.  
28 Bliese, ‘Rhetoric and Morale’, p. 201.  
29 Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans’, p. 2.  
30 Bliese, ‘Aelred of Rievaulx’s Rhetoric’, p. 546.  
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not only by the audience but also their ancestors.31 While understanding why such an 
appeal would be effective seems obvious, there is much that is ill defined about this 
categorization. An examination of instances where appeals to ‘the tradition of victory’ 
occurs reveals how the meaning or significance of such an idea within the narrative in 
which is it found can vary drastically depending on its form, details and circumstance. 
In what can perhaps be considered a more typical example of this appeal, Gerald of 
Wales, in a speech from his Expugnatio Hibernica, has the Cambro-Norman leader 
FitzStephen addresses his soldiers:  
My comrades in other battles, picked fighting men, who have endured with me so many 
perils and have always displayed a spirit lofty and unconquered: if we consider carefully 
who we are, under what leader we serve, and with what a steady record of success we are 
entering upon this decisive struggle, we will win the day with our usual valour, and our 
good fortune in battle, with the favour she has shown of old, will not desert us.32 
 This oration goes on to attribute this tradition of victory at least in part to the 
lineal descent of the soldiers from Gallic and Trojan ancestors, whose martial virtues 
they have naturally inherited. Given the prominence of Gerald’s own family in the 
Norman invasion of Ireland, this praise of the virtue and ancestry of the Cambro-
Normans is unsurprising. The form and true significance of this clear appeal to the 
‘tradition of victory’ contrasts sharply with an example from the early thirteenth century 
account of the fall of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, the Libellus de expugnatione Terrae Sanctae 
per Saladinum. In this instance, the Master of the Military Order of the Knights Templar 
addresses both Templar and Hospitaller combatants prior to a disastrous defeat:  
Esteemed brothers, and comrades of mine, you have always resisted the vain and weak, 
taken revenge upon them, from them you have always had victory. Therefore, gird 
yourselves, and stand in the battle of the Lord, and you should be mindful of your fathers, 
                                                             
31 Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans’, p. 4.  
32 EH, pp. 47–8.  
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the Maccabees, whose place you have undertaken for a long time now of fighting for the 
Church, for the law, for the heritage of the crucified one. You should know truly that your 
fathers were everywhere victorious not by their numbers, by their arms and equipment, but 
by their faith and justice, and by their observance of the commandments of God, since it is 
not difficult to overcome either by many or by few when victory comes out from heaven.33 
 Herein the idea of the ‘tradition of victory’, instead of being understood as 
relying upon direct descent and innate qualities, is employed by the author of the 
Libellus to very different ends.  Rather than literal ancestors, the fathers (patres) of the 
Templars and Hospitallers are identified as the biblical Maccabees, who were victorious 
over their enemies by the power of God. This specific identification provides insight 
into the textual influences which likely impacted the author of the Libellus, with the 
association of the Military Orders, specifically the Templars with the Maccabees being a 
feature of the writings of Bernard of Clairvaux and other prominent contemporary or 
near contemporary churchmen.34 Moreover, this formulation of the motivational appeal 
to a tradition of victory relates to some of the central concerns of the narrative of the 
Libellus as a whole, specifically spiritual righteousness and the place of the divine in 
directing the course of historical events. Such a juxtaposition highlights the variety and 
versatility of even the most commonly recurring motivational appeals. This serves to 
display the need to properly contextualize these speeches in order to discern their 
meaning and significance within the wider narratives in which they are found. 
Furthermore, this approach can go a tremendous way towards reconciling what may 
appear to be divergent notions within battle rhetoric, such as appeals to fighting for 
Christ being found alongside promises of worldly wealth, in a way that rejects an 
understanding of battle rhetoric as a form of medieval writing wherein the concerns and 
priorities of oration authors, usually clerics or monastics, were often supposedly 
                                                             
33 LTS, pp. 211–12. 
34 Miriam R. Terresa, ‘The Use of the Bible in Twelfth-Century Papal Letters to Outremer’, in The Uses of 
the Bible in Crusader Sources, ed. by Elizabeth Lapina and Nicholas Morton (Leiden, 2017), pp. 197–9.  
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suspended in order to display a ‘pragmatic’ representation of warfare.35 Bliese has also 
argued for the limited amount of ethopoeia, or character delineation, in battle rhetoric 
from the period 1000–1250, while this thesis will argue for the importance of 
contextualization regarding the presentation of individual speakers and specific 
audiences, not simply as a rhetorical tool but as essential to oration writing.36  
Therefore, this thesis in part builds upon the work of John Bliese but will also 
challenge many of Bliese’s conclusions. It utilizes to an extent the typology of 
motivational appeals set out by Bliese in his survey studies of battle rhetoric. However, 
the major themes of the examined speeches are conceived more broadly in order to 
allow for analysis of the hortatory content in a more holistic fashion, rather than merely 
as set motivational appeals. Moreover, it seeks to challenge Bliese’s understanding that 
battle orations consist of largely interchangeable motivational appeals or appeals that 
were simply believed to be most effective at encouraging soldiers, instead arguing that 
the motivational appeals of battle rhetoric were more often than not selected in order to 
reinforce the wider themes and didactic messages of the narratives in which they are 
found. 
 David Bachrach has, in an examination of battle speeches made before 
encounters with Muslim enemies written between 1080–1170, highlighted that because 
of the classical emphasis on utilizing material suitable (aptum) for one’s rhetorical 
purposes, oration authors would be careful to fill their battle speeches with appropriate 
motivations to fight. That such material was recognisable by an audience familiar with 
warfare even at the expense of accurate detail was, supposedly, paramount.37 This desire 
to write plausibly, according to Bachrach, meant that while army commanders, as well 
                                                             
35 John R. E. Bliese, ‘When Knightly Courage May Fail: Battle Orations in Medieval Europe’, The 
Historian, 53:3 (1991), p. 503. 
36 Bliese, ‘Aelred of Rievaulx’s Rhetoric’, p. 548.  
37 Bachrach, ‘Conforming with the Rhetorical Tradition of Plausibility’, pp. 2–4. 
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as clerics, could deliver rousing speeches that included themes of divine power and aid, 
as well as faithfulness to God, oration authors changed their rhetorical strategies to suit 
the speech giver. Speeches given by secular commanders needed to be free from 
comparison, distinction and exempla which were common tools of preaching, being 
presented as simple and to the point.38 This thesis will explore the influence of classical 
rhetoric upon crusading battle rhetoric in detail in Chapter One and will challenge and 
seek to nuance Bachrach’s formulation. 
 Outside of the recurring rhetorical form of battle rhetoric, this thesis seeks to 
address in part the broader lacuna of scholarship that deals with direct speech in 
medieval historical writing. No doubt this omission in modern scholarship is due in part 
to the broad and diverse nature of the topic. Where studies have been attempted they 
have focused either on a single work, such as Alan Murray’s examination of orality in 
the chronicle of Galbert of Bruges, or on a group of texts focused on similar subject 
matter.39 However, forms, functions and content of direct speech, even in single texts 
are often greatly divergent, and, as Murray has noted, the accuracy and purposes of 
different kinds of discourse varies considerably.40 Hence this thesis has been restricted 
to a single, albeit widely conceived, form of direct speech, through which it will seek to 
provide some insight into the phenomenon more broadly. 
 In seeking to examine battle orations as inseparable elements of wider 
narratives, this thesis also builds upon a recent trend in medieval historiography, that 
being the move away from static conceptions of texts as data, in order to consider their 
                                                             
38 Bachrach, ‘Conforming with the Rhetorical Tradition of Plausibility’, p. 17. 
39 Alan V. Murray, ‘Voices of Flanders: Orality and Constructed Orality in the Chronicle of Galbert of 
Bruges’, Handelingen der Maatschappij voor Geschiedenis en Oudheidkunde te Gent n.s., 48 (1994), pp. 103–119. 
Rasa Mažeika, ‘Pagans, Saints, and War Criminals: Direct Speech as a Sign of Liminal Interchanges in 
Latin Chronicles of the Baltic Crusades’, Viator: Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 45: 2 (2014), pp. 271–88.  
40 Murray, ‘Voices of Flanders’, p. 109.  
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dynamic function as literary works.41 Rather than repositories to be accessed for ‘facts’, 
a comprehensive analysis of battle orations demands an appreciation of the influence, 
readership and shifting legacies of the narratives within which they are found. This is 
particularly appropriate in the case of the narrative accounts of the early crusading 
movement, which contributed significantly to the development of crusading ideals in 
western Europe, that were to hold a long and significant resonance.42 
 This thesis is, therefore, an empirical study of contextualized language, centred 
on the hortatory content that is the mainstay of battlefield orations. While much of the 
content of battle orations, I will argue, resists Bliese’s narrow typology of rhetorical 
topoi, there are prominent preoccupations that recur through battle rhetoric in twelfth-
century narratives.43 This is unsurprising in part because of the very nature of battle 
rhetoric. As Elizabeth Keitel has argued and as David Bachrach44 has also discussed, 
only so many arguments would be plausible and compelling when ordering soldiers into 
battle.45 
 The guiding questions of this study are: what is the character and nature of 
battle rhetoric in twelfth-century crusade narratives? How does the hortatory content 
compare with speeches in contemporary non-crusading accounts? How do the themes 
and preoccupations of battle orations develop over the course of the twelfth and early 
thirteenth century? More specifically, this research asks: what does textual comparison 
reveal about how chroniclers understood crusading in relation to ‘secular’ warfare? 
What do orations tell us of the place of spiritual reward in crusading and ‘secular’ 
warfare? To what extent do the emotive appeals employed by oration authors reflect the 
                                                             
41 Damien Kempf, ‘Towards a Textual Archaeology of the First Crusade’, in Writing the Early Crusades, 
Text, Transmission and Memory, ed. by Marcus Bull and Damien Kempf (Woodbridge, 2014), pp. 116–7. 
42 Kempf, ‘Towards a Textual Archaeology of the First Crusade’, p. 126.  
43 Bliese, ‘Rhetoric and Morale’, pp. 205–17.  
44 Bachrach, ‘Conforming with the Rhetorical Tradition of Plausibility’, p. 3.  
45 Elizabeth Keitel, ‘Homeric Antecedents to the Cohoratio in the Ancient Historians’ The Classical World, 
80 (1987), p. 171. 
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concerns of the clergy that preached crusading? What do these texts reveal about 
contemporary perceptions of courage and loyalty in war? Subsidiary to these questions 
this research asks how battlefield orations developed as a distinct form of medieval 
writing in this period, and seeks to better explain the interest in this form from writing 
from both clergy and the literate laity. 
 
Corpus Summary 
 This thesis is centrally concerned with the battle rhetoric found in the 
contemporary or near contemporary narrative sources which detail the military 
campaigns commonly identified as the First Crusade (1095–1099), the Second Crusade 
(1147–1149) and Third Crusade (1189–1192). More specifically, the foundational texts 
of this research are Latin prose narratives. Investigation of Latin poetic narratives 
concerned with these topics has been limited, in part due to the scope required for an 
extensive treatment of both prose and poetry, but also because the vocabulary of poetry 
is naturally subordinated to metre in a way that the vocabulary of prose is not.46 While 
the core texts of this thesis will be discussed at greater length in subsequent chapters, 
this section will outline briefly the corpus which has been examined.47 
 Of the numerous Latin prose narratives produced in the first half of the twelfth 
century that detailed the First Crusade, eleven contain battle orations. These are: the 
anonymous Gesta Francorum et aliorum Hierosolimitanorum, the Historia de Hierosolymitano 
Itinere of Peter Tudebode, the Historia Belli Sacri, the Montecassino Chronicle, the Historia 
                                                             
46 Conor Kostick, The Social Structure of the First Crusade (Leiden, 2008), p. 4.  
47 Full bibliographical references for this corpus are given in the Bibliography as well as Abbreviations. 
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Hierosolymitana of Fulcher of Chartres, Baldric of Bourgueil’s Historia Iherosolimitana,48 
Guibert of Nogent’s Dei Gesta per Francos, Robert the Monk’s Historia Iherosolimitana, 
Ralph of Caen’s Gesta Tancredi de Expeditione Jerosolimitana and Albert of Aachen Historia 
Iherosolimitana. In addition to these narratives, the chroniclers Orderic Vitalis and Henry 
of Huntingdon also employ rhetorical orations before battle in the sections of their 
works which detail the events of the First Crusade.  
 The failure of the Second Crusade in part accounts for the comparative lack of 
interest it received by western authors of historical narratives and thus a nadir in the 
production of crusading battle rhetoric. However, valuable material for this thesis is to 
be found in the epistolary narrative De expugnatione Lyxbonensi. This text details a 
combined Anglo-Norman, Flemish and German expedition to the Holy Land that was 
diverted from its objective in order to take part in the Portuguese campaign that 
ultimately captured Lisbon in 1147. Although writing around several decades after the 
events of the Second Crusade and the authorship of the De expugnatione, Helmold of 
Bosau’s Chronica Sclavorum also contains battle rhetoric which supposedly took place 
during the military campaigns against Polabian Slavs in modern eastern Germany, in 
1147. In the second half of the twelfth century, the great chronicler of the Latin East, 
William of Tyre, included an account of the First Crusade in his Historia rerum in partibus 
transmarinis gestarum. This account, as well descriptions of battle elsewhere in the text, 
employs battle orations, although usually in oratio obliqua. 
 A greater number of narratives detailing the Third Crusade utilize battle 
rhetoric. Many of these narratives have been established to be, or are suspected to be, 
English in origin. These include Richard of Devizes Chronicon de rebus gestis Ricardi Primi, 
                                                             
48 BB. An English translation of Baldric’s Historia by Sue Edgington is forthcoming, and I would like to 
thank Dr. Edgington for allowing me to consult the unpublished translation. Unless otherwise stated 
translations from BB are my own.  
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Roger of Hoveden’s Chronica, the Libellus de Expugnatione Terrae Sanctae per Saladinum, the 
Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi, and Ralph of Coggeshall’s Chronicon 
Anglicanum. However, there are two contemporary German narratives which contain 
battle rhetoric that supposedly took place in the crusader attack on Iconium in 1190. 
These are commonly known as the Historia de expeditione Friderici I imperatoris, traditionally 
attributed to one ‘Ansbert’, as well as the Historia Peregrinorum. 
In terms of their battle orations these narratives will be analysed systematically 
both against each other and alongside a wide body of non-crusading texts, or texts 
where orations occur outside of the circumstances of crusading, which contain battle 
rhetoric, written from the mid-eleventh to early thirteenth centuries. This corpus 
incorporates work originating in the British Isles, Northern and Southern France, 
Southern Italy, Germany as well as the Crusader States.  
 
Thesis Structure 
  This thesis is structured into five chapters, not including its Introduction and 
Conclusions. Chapter One seeks to establish and properly contextualize the 
phenomenon of battle rhetoric within the Western tradition of narrative history writing, 
with particular reference to the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In exploring the place of 
‘rhetoric’ within pre-battle orations, this chapter considers a number of different 
influences upon the crafting of persuasive speech in medieval historical writing. Such 
influences notably include the classical ars rhetorica, a tradition which, as well as 
imparting lessons on the suitable forms of rhetoric which were to be deployed for 
particular purposes, also emphasised the need for rhetoricians to consider what 
rhetorical material would be most aptus for their audiences, as well as demanding that 
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invented material possess qualities of plausibility and verisimilitude. This classical 
influence was both direct, being transmitted to medieval authors often through popular 
rhetorical manuals, particularly those of Cicero, Quintilian and the Rhetorica ad 
Herennium, as well as being indirectly filtered through the writings of the Church Fathers 
and early Christian writers. Also considered is the impact of education of oration 
authors, particularly in regard to the words of Scripture. Lastly, in attempting to address 
the proliferation of battle rhetoric in the twelfth century, this chapter considers what in 
a broad sense the audience and purpose of battle orations could be, emphasising in 
particular their moral and didactic messages and evident deployment as exempla.  
 Part II takes as its focus the battle rhetoric of the contemporary or near 
contemporary accounts of the campaigns of the First Crusade, which would have a clear 
influence upon the writing of battle rhetoric throughout the remainder of the twelfth 
century. Chapter Two focuses on a single text, the Gesta Francorum et aliorum 
Hierosolimitanorum, examining how battle rhetoric is employed in that text in comparison 
with orations from a small number of eleventh-century historical narratives. It will 
establish the more prominent themes and motivational appeals of the Gesta and 
contextualize them within the framework of the early crusading movement.  
 Chapter Three expands upon the findings of Chapter Two, in examining battle 
rhetoric from other narratives of the First Crusade. It will display how the themes and 
motivational appeals found in the Gesta were developed in the battle rhetoric of these 
later authors. It will display the influence of ecclesiastical ideas concerning proper 
behaviour in warfare and argue that battle rhetoric formed part of a broader explanatory 
framework that was highly concerned with the spiritual status and behaviour of 
combatants. Similarly, in conjunction with Chapter Two, this chapter will also argue that 
far from being merely rhetorical ornamentation, battle rhetoric was a popular and 
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versatile rhetorical tool that allowed oration authors to reinforce or present important 
themes or ideas in their wider narratives in a forceful way through direct speech at 
climactic moments.  
 Part III then moves on to consider the phenomenon of battle rhetoric 
throughout the remainder of the twelfth century and into the thirteenth century. 
Retaining a focus on crusading and holy war, this part consists of two chapters, both of 
which take a single rhetorically rich narrative as a starting point, from which they 
explore the variance of battle rhetoric, the development of particular themes or 
motivational appeals as well as the impact of circumstance, character delineation and 
audience upon battle orations. Chapter Four focuses upon the De expugnatione Lyxbonensi 
in comparison with crusading and non-crusading orations written between 1145–1187  
in order to display how the text seeks to justify the expedition and model a form of holy 
war centred on unity and right intention. Moreover, this chapter highlights the increase 
in importance of appeals concerned with authority and the justice of a conflict in an era 
when warfare became the subject of work by canon lawyers.  
Chapter Five, centred on the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Richardi, argues 
that due to the influence of the fall of Jerusalem in 1187, as well as the on-going lack of 
success in the Holy Land in the early thirteenth century, a shift in the conception of 
holy war is perceptible through contemporary battle rhetoric. Notably, Itinerarium’s use 
of appeals to martial virtues, as well as its presentation of divine aid, serve to set this 
work apart markedly from earlier orations and frame crusading as being performed not 
centrally as penitential devotion but as heroic, if ultimately unsuccessful, military service 
to Christ. 
 Part IV encompasses the thesis Conclusions, Bibliography and Appendix.  
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Chapter One: Rhetoric and Battle Rhetoric  
Introduction 
In spite of its problematic status as a pagan discipline in a Christianising empire, 
Roman rhetoric underwent considerable Christianization and advocacy at the hands of 
certain churchmen, particularly Augustine of Hippo (354–430 AD). It subsequently 
found its way into medieval preaching, legal systems and education as part of the seven 
liberal arts.1 Rhetoric has been understood and approached by modernists as ‘style’,2 and 
a great deal of scholarship concerned with rhetoric has concentrated on the recognition 
of prescribed tropes and figures of speech, identified and explored in both classical and 
medieval texts.3 Many of these rhetorical devices were utilized by medieval oration 
authors. Adnominatio, which involved the clever manipulation of the letters in a 
particular word, discussed in the Rhetorica ad Herennium, was for example utilized by 
Henry of Huntingdon and Gerald of Wales.4 While an example of paradystole or distinctio,5 
the reassessment of a virtue as a vice (or vice versa), can be found in Walter Espec’s 
speech in Aelred of Rievaulx’s Relatio de Standardo when the English soldiers are told that 
the fierceness of their Scottish opponents does not come from true courage, but out of 
an irrational contempt for death.6 
 Of greater significance to the examination of battle rhetoric is the broader 
conception of rhetoric as the art of good speech, speaking well (bene) as opposed to 
                                                             
1 John R. E. Bliese, ‘The Study of Rhetoric in the Twelfth Century’, Quarterly Journal of Speech, 63:4 (1977), 
pp. 364–5. James J. Murphy, ‘Saint Augustine and the Debate about a Christian Rhetoric’, Quarterly Journal 
of Speech, 46:4 (1960), pp. 400–10.  
2 Kempshall, Rhetoric and the Writing of History, pp. 6–7.  
3  RAH, p. 257, 333. IO, iii, pp. 301–3, 349–55. Daniel D. McGarry (trans.), The Metalogicon of John of 
Salisbury: A Twelfth-Century Defense of the Verbal and Logical Arts of the Trivium (Berkley, CA, 1955), p. 54, 56.   
4 HH p. 447. EH, p. 161.  
5 RAH, pp. 167–9, 317. IO, iii, p. 483. 
6 RS, p. 186.  
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speaking correctly (recte), which was the realm of grammar.7 By this definition good 
speech was persuasive speech, usually encountered in the situation of the words wielded 
by a successful orator. The power of persuasion was at the heart of battle rhetoric. It 
underscored the conceit of medieval oratio obliqua, instances wherein rousing 
exhortations are simply described in the third-person. It also highlights the importance 
of oratio recta battle rhetoric, that is hortatory direct speech aimed at the audience of the 
oration within the narrative and more explicitly at those who would read or listen to 
said narrative.  
The influence of classical rhetorical teaching, as well as that of classical and 
biblical texts as models for oration authors, is the subject of this chapter. Moreover, 
because of the established understanding of the place of rhetoric in helping to shape the 
content of historical narratives,8 as well as signposting how authors wanted their work 
to be interpreted,9 this chapter will discuss what the use of rhetoric by oration authors 
can tell us about the purpose of this recurring rhetorical form and how authors intended 
such speeches to be received and understood. This will necessitate an examination of 
the ‘truthfulness’ of battle orations, from the perspective of classical and medieval 
rhetoric. This chapter will argue that battle orations were rhetorical inventions 
influenced, though not prescribed, by classical and biblical language, presented as part 
of a tradition of historical writing that demanded plausibility and verisimilitude. Yet 
these rules could be bent and broken so that battle rhetoric could present particular 
themes or moral and didactic lessons vital to the narrative concerned, at climactic 
moments through direct speech. Moreover, this chapter will emphasise the importance 
                                                             
7 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 8. H. M. Hubbell (trans.), Cicero, On Invention. The Best Kind of Orator. Topics., 
(Cambridge, MA, 1949), pp. 13–15, 97. IO, i, pp. 301–3, iii, pp. 85–7.  
8 Ruth Morse, Truth and Convention in the Middle Ages (Cambridge, 1991). Richard W. Southern, ‘Aspects of 
the European Tradition of Historical Writing: I - The Classical Tradition from Einhard to Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 20 (1970), pp. 173–96.  
9 Gerda Heydemann, ‘The Orator as Exegete: Cassiodorus as a Reader of the Psalms’, in Reading the Bible 
in the Middle Ages, ed. by Jinty Nelson and Damien Kempf (London, 2015), p. 22.  
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of the context in which these texts were produced, a literary landscape subject to the 
influences of monasticism, church reform and the crusading movement.  
 
Principles of Classical Rhetoric and their Medieval Development 
 While the proliferation of narrative history writing in the early twelfth century 
was provoked in part by the advent of the crusading movement, this phenomenon was 
just one aspect of a broader rise in the production and study of history in this period.10 
Although it is impossible to describe the writing of history in a single formulation, 
among the most significant influences on medieval historiography was that of classical 
rhetoric.11 In regards to battle rhetoric this classical influence did not involve medieval 
authors simply copying classical examples.12 The importance of classical influences on 
the writing of battle rhetoric is at once more encompassing, pervasive and nuanced. 
 The writing of history, lacking its own field of study, curriculum and educational 
programme, was a subsidiary subject, subsumed into the trivium.13 William of Newburgh 
famously highlighted the position of history writing as a ‘secondary’ activity when he 
explained that taking part in such a task during a period of prolonged illness would be 
refreshing and far easier than the mentally taxing work of engaging with the mysteries 
of theology.14  Without its own systematic guidelines, the basic rules of history writing 
were those common to the entirety of this art of language. Throughout the medieval 
                                                             
10 John O. Ward, ‘Some Principles of Rhetorical Historiography in the Twelfth Century’, in Classical 
Rhetoric and Medieval Historiography, p. 103. 
11 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 3, 34.  
12 Cf. Foreville, Histoire de Guillaume le Conquérant, p. xxxix, 184 n. 1. Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages, p. 
20. 
13 Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages, p. 18. Lars B. Mortensen, ‘The Glorious Past: Entertainment, 
Example or History? Levels of Twelfth- Century Historical Culture’, Culture and History, 13 (1994), p. 66. 
John O. Ward, ‘Classical Rhetoric and the Writing of History in Medieval and Renaissance Culture’, in 
European History and Its Historians, ed. by Frank McGregor and Nicholas Wright (Adelaide, 1977), pp. 1–
10. 
14 Peter G. Walsh and Michael J. Kennedy (eds.), William of Newburgh: The History of English Affairs, Book 1 
(Warminster, 1988), pp. 26–7.  
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period these rules were to be fundamentally found in the classical rhetorical manuals 
that had come down to that age, sometimes fragmentally and often through mediation. 
Central were two works of Cicero De Inventione, c. 89 BC and De Oratore, c. 55 BC. 
Beyond Cicero is a manual that was long attributed to his authorship the Rhetorica ad 
Herennium, c. 86–82 BC as well as Quintilian’s Instiutio Oratoria, c. 86–95 AD.15 However, 
even in regard to these foundational texts, there has been considerable debate over their 
precedence and utility.16  
The fundamental aims of rhetoric were to teach (docere), to move (movere) and to 
please (delectare) and each goal required different methods.17 In teaching truths, rhetoric 
was part of dialectic, yet truth required rhetoric in order to appear true.18 Like truth, 
rhetoric was thought to also give force to virtuous and moral behaviour by its ability to 
stir emotions, as Cicero asked: ‘Who more passionately than the orator can encourage 
[others] to virtuous conduct, or more zealously reclaim [them] from vice? Who can 
more austerely censure the wicked or more gracefully praise men of worth?’.19 The 
connection between history, rhetoric and ethics was commented upon by Beryl Smalley, 
who described the history of historiography as a long attempt of history to separate 
itself from these sister disciplines.20 They were, as Smalley noted, welded together in the 
writings of Sallust, who prefaced his most famous works De coniuratione Catilinae and 
Bellum Jugurthinum, with praise for the pursuit of virtue and explanations of the 
                                                             
15 Reynolds, Texts and Transmission, pp. 98–112, 332–4. 
16 Bliese, ‘The Study of Rhetoric’, pp. 365–6. Hastings Rashdall, The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages: 
Volume 1: Salerno, Bologna, Paris, ed. by Frederick M. Powicke and Alfred B. Emden (Oxford, 1936), p. 35. 
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Rhetoric in the Middle Ages (London, 1981), p. 111. 
17 IO, i, p. 397. Elenore Stump (trans.), Boethius’s De topicis differentiis (Ithaca, NY, 1978), p. 83, 87.  
18 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 350.  
19 Hubbell, Cicero, On Invention, p. 223. Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 9.  
20 Beryl Smalley, ‘Sallust in the Middle Ages’, in Classical Influence on European Culture AD 500–1500, ed. by 
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consequences of the degradation of morality he saw as having taken hold in Rome.21 
Quintilian’s own manual also reinforced this notion. Because the scope of rhetoric was 
so broad as to be practically unlimited, dealing as it did with every aspect of human life 
which was the subject of speech, it was an ultimately philosophical and ethical, rather 
than purely practical discipline. This meant that the perfect rhetorician was a wise and 
morally virtuous individual.22 Despite the hostility to pagan learning in the fourth 
century, this notion survived on into the Christian world, being espoused in the eighth 
century by Alcuin of York.23 
What did not survive were the traditional arenas in which rhetoric was practised, 
those being the Roman law courts and forums of politics, leaving history among its few 
remaining outlets.24 These origins further emphasise the importance of speeches25 in 
regard to rhetoric and highlight in the field of twelfth-century historical writing a not 
inconsiderable lacuna in the topic of direct speech in historical narratives. Rhetorical 
tools were classified with reference to their vocational origins.  These division were 
demonstrative (or epideictic) rhetoric, which sought to praise or blame, legal or judicial 
rhetoric, the rhetoric of the law courts, and deliberative rhetoric, which seeks to 
persuade the audience to undertake a particular course of action. The most 
straightforward of these, with obvious relevance to battle rhetoric, is demonstrative 
rhetoric. With reference to its positive formation, as oppose to its use to castigate, 
demonstrative rhetoric seeks to praise an individual or group, in order to maintain or 
aggrandize their reputation (fama), so they will be recognised in the present and 
remembered in the future. The deployment of such praise was understood to require a 
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robust knowledge of virtue and vice, being able to distinguish as Quintilian put it, 
between things that are morally worthy (honesta) from things which are morally 
reprehensible (turpia).26 That this knowledge was crucial to the production of material 
which properly praised good men is evidenced by the listed summaries of virtues and 
their corresponding vices in works such as Cicero’s De Inventione, with such sections 
often being transmitted on their own.27 
The recognition and praise of virtue naturally makes up a significant portion of 
the hortatory content of battle orations. Moreover, the purpose of demonstrative 
rhetoric, to praise past virtue in order to inspire future virtue, resonates strongly with 
twelfth-century battle rhetoric, wherein calls to recall the deeds and virtues of ancestors 
are not infrequent.28 Furthermore, that the praise of generations past carried with it an 
implicit criticism of contemporaries, who may not have been able to live up to the 
example of their forefathers, would find particularly fertile ground in the generations 
following the success of the First Crusade. In an instance of direct speech delivered by 
one of the central characters of the account of the capture of Lisbon in 1147, De 
expugnatione Lyxbonensi, the Anglo-Norman leader Hervey of Glainville invoked this 
notion directly in a simple dichotomy. Either the crusaders would show themselves to 
be worthy emulators of their ancestors, a path to glory and honour, or they would face 
disgrace for their failure.29  
Outside of a crusading context, classical ideas of demonstrative rhetoric were 
central to numerous texts which provided models for oration authors and instances of 
historical figures, from among the laity as well as the clergy, whose deeds and virtues 
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could be emulated, the widely influential vita of St. Martin of Tours by Sulpicius Severus 
being a strong example. Sulpicius opened his work by contrasting classical notions of 
the immortality of fame with Christian eternal life, yet nevertheless concedes the 
benefits of writing about ‘great men’ in order to stir a desire for others to emulate such 
people. The example of St. Martin is of course also meant to stir its audience to virtues, 
specifically those of wisdom and a desire to serve heaven.30 The vita of St. Martin 
certainly appears to have influenced one historical narrative which features the longest 
and most rhetorically rich instances of battle rhetoric in the twelfth century, Aelred of 
Rievaulx’s Relatio de Standardo. This is most obvious in the closing moments of the story 
of the Scottish invasion of England in 1138, with a defeated Prince Henry of Scotland 
offering his breastplate to a beggar.31 
However, given the obviously bellicose nature of battle rhetoric, perhaps more 
important to its flourishing in the twelfth century were the influence of vitae of laymen 
whose military careers were central to their legacy. Notable here for its subject matter as 
well as for the number of surviving manuscripts is Einhard’s vita Karoli, which like 
Severus’s work, begins with a justification for writing that carries strong echoes of the 
earlier work. Einhard’s preface, which he insists is below the required ‘Ciceronian 
eloquence’32 of the subject matter, nevertheless advances notions which would shape a 
great deal of subsequent historiography including the problem of forgetting great men 
and their deeds, the importance of fame and glory, the imitation of virtue as well as its 
commemoration for posterity.33 That these same themes could be used to inform the 
writing of histories with a greater scope than a single character was displayed by the also 
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widely influential Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum of the Venerable Bede. Like Einhard, 
Bede’s prologue stresses the didactic nature of his work:  
Should history tell of good men and their good estate, the thoughtful listener is spurred on 
to imitate the good; should it record the evil ends of wicked men, no less effectually the 
devout and earnest listener or reader is kindled to eschew what is harmful and preserve, 
and himself with greater care pursue those things which he has learned to be good and 
pleasing in the sight of God.34  
Dedicating his work to Ceolwulf, king of Northumbria, Bede lays heavy 
emphasis on the virtuous and pious Oswald of Northumbria, and records an oration 
which the saintly king supposedly delivered before battle against the pagan Caedwalla 
that reinforces this didacticism; ‘Let us kneel together and pray to the almighty, 
everlasting and true God to defend us in His mercy from the proud and fierce enemy; 
for he knows that we are fighting for a just cause and for the preservation of our whole 
race.’35 
It is difficult to underestimate the influence of these works, especially during the 
proliferation of history writing in the twelfth century, which display the importance of 
the tradition of demonstrative rhetoric in medieval historiography. That this tradition 
was clearly heavily involved in the production of battle orations is evidenced by the 
number of these speeches which address issues such as virtue, honour and glory as well 
as faith and moral behaviour. Additionally, beyond the praise of virtue, battle rhetoric 
down to and beyond the twelfth century often dealt with the other side of 
demonstrative rhetoric, the castigation of vice. In medieval historiography the principles 
of this aspect of demonstrative rhetoric were bound up with Christian spirituality by 
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Gildas. His work of c. 540 De Excidio et Conquestu Britanniae, in the manner of an Old 
Testament denunciation, argued that the sins of the rulers of Britain were the cause of 
the calamities which fell upon their kingdoms.36 That one such scourge (plaga) upon a 
people, inflicted by God because of their sins, could be defeat and subjugation by 
foreigners was recognised by Thietmar of Merseburg in the early eleventh century, and 
Henry of Huntingdon in the twelfth.37 Through the medium of battle rhetoric, this 
macro view of human history could be transposed to the micro level of the battlefield 
where virtue both moral and martial, righteousness and sin convened with or against 
fortune and providence. While the lesson imparted by these orations is usually one of 
ultimate success, like Gildas’s ‘tearful history’, there are in the twelfth-century examples 
of the inclusion of battle orations prior to significant defeats. This phenomenon is all 
the more striking in a medieval context because of the relative lack of paired speeches 
(delivered by opposing commanders to their own soldiers), compared to classical 
examples. Outside of the handful of medieval instances however, battle orations are 
usually positioned at the climax or culmination of hardships which are or will be 
successfully confronted. 
The influence of deliberative rhetoric, arguing for or against a course of action, 
is perhaps less obvious when examining battle rhetoric. Although few orations deal with 
overtly political matters, and never involve the presentation of alternate courses of 
action, the Rhetorica ad Herennium describes the primary goal of deliberative rhetoric to 
be to advise what is useful and advantageous.38 While the purpose of this rhetoric was 
to secure advantages, with clear utility (utilitas) ranging from virtue, wealth or allies,39 the 
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greatest concern was to identify the course of action that was morally worthy followed 
by what would bring security. However, Cicero makes clear that beyond immediate 
considerations of necessity and circumstance, those actions which are morally worthy 
will more often than not bring security, while actions which bring security, though 
intrinsically inferior to morally worthy actions, will allow for such actions in the future.40 
An illustrative example of the importance of these ideas to medieval historiography is to 
be found in the prologue of Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum where 
deliberative and demonstrative ideas are set side by side to reinforce the moral-didactic 
nature of his work and argue for the advantages history has over philosophy when it 
came to teaching ethics.41 Similarly, in his Topographica Hibernica Gerald of Wales quotes 
Virgil’s excusing of Aeneas’ use of deception in warfare, ‘who asks of an enemy whether 
he employs guile or virtue?’.42 Arguing that expedience is often considered better than 
honour, yet he almost immediately adds in the fashion of Cicero that only what is 
honourable can be said to be truly expedient.43 A rhetorical tradition which permitted 
the absence of a totally impermeable dichotomy between the praise of high ideals and 
expedient necessity helps reconcile examples of battle orations, particularly in crusading 
accounts which were highly concerned with the spiritual status of those involved, 
wherein insistence on the righteousness of the cause being fought for and calls for 
divine aid are set alongside arguments of necessity.  
 That such arguments from necessity appear with such frequency,44 though often 
as a coda to otherwise ideological orations, poses a challenge to the interpretation of 
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battle rhetoric. An example from the Historia Hierosolymitana of Lisiard of Tours, from a 
battle oration supposedly delivered by Baldwin I during the first Battle of Ramla on 7 
September 1101, displays well the discordant notions often advanced: 
You who are going to fight for the Lord, be strong in the Lord, and in the strength of his 
might (virtutis). Almighty God is able to save you: Always recall his sweet promises and fix 
them in your mind, by which your scarcity and poverty he most benevolently strengthens, 
saying: Do not be afraid, little flock, for it hath pleased your Father to give you the 
kingdom.45 If we should think only of the king of the earthly realm, or of wages or gifts, 
we should deservedly tremble, fearing either to be conquered or to die. For a person about 
to fight, it should appear preferable to die, a person who knows that an eternal kingdom 
has been prepared for him when he dies by the eternal king. Whether he dies in this battle, 
this time or should we escape, we should have no doubt of victory. If we seem to the 
ungodly and foolish to be defeated, dying in their presence, coming to Christ our joy, we 
triumph better over the devil and over the world. If, however, as our Christ has frequently 
done, he wishes to save our bodies here and to provide victory over these enemies, we 
shall in fact be less glorious than if we die: but nevertheless, we will obtain a great name, 
beyond the name of the great who are still on the earth, for ourselves, which Christ our 
lord will give to us.  Of flight no one should ever think, because we are too far away from 
our Francia.46 
The lessons of deliberative rhetoric address the sense of perceived cognitive 
dissonance resulting from this juxtaposition. Far from monks and clerics unashamedly 
presenting the ‘real’ motivations of medieval warriors, removed from any sense 
theology or legality of warfare,47 the rhetorical training of medieval authors aided them 
in setting the ultimately profound and powerful spiritual advantages of battle alongside 
harsh but expedient necessities, which arguably was thought to include promises of 
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material wealth. Moreover, the contrasting of crusading and non-crusading orations in 
subsequent chapters will display how many examples of twelfth-century battle rhetoric 
reflects the flexibility to circumstance expected of deliberative rhetoric in the medieval 
world. That the deployment of rhetorical arguments depended greatly on understanding 
the circumstances in which they were to be utilized, in order that the rhetoric was 
appropriate (aptus), was central to inventio, that is the ‘discovery’ or construction of 
arguments which serve to make the text convincing.48 
Argument, according to Cicero, was a principle or reason which establishes faith 
(fides) in something otherwise in doubt.49 The presentation of these arguments, including 
their arrangements (dispositio), were required to ensure the rhetoric was moving. This 
could also permit the inclusion of ‘made up’ narrative (ficta narratio). Narrative for 
Quintilian was, similarly, ‘the exposition of something which has been done, or as if it 
had been done, in a way which is advantageous to the goal of persuasion’.50 This 
principle allowed for ‘making things up’ in order to evoke the emotions desired by the 
rhetorician within his audience. Beyond writing clearly, the power to evoke the desired 
response required the placing of an event ‘before one’s eyes’ (sub oculos subiectio). This 
was not meant to present what had been done (res gesta), but displays how it might have 
been done (ut res gesta) in full detail. 51 The idea of history being set out before one’s eyes 
either through physical depiction or vivid ‘made up’ description is certainly present in 
the twelfth century. William of Malmesbury describes the writing of Eadmer as 
depicting events so vividly ‘that they seem, as it were, to have been placed before our 
eyes’.52 Sallust commonly prefaced particularly vivid sections of his narrative by saying 
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‘you would have seen…’ (cerneres).53 This technique was also employed by authors such 
as Guibert of Nogent.54 Furthermore, a similar figure of speech is used by Aelred of 
Rievaulx in Walter Espec’s battle oration, ‘we have seen, we have seen with our own 
eyes…’55  
Quintilian sets out that forming or ‘making up’ ficta involved both true and false 
constructions of events which both happened or might have happened in the past. 
While belief in a narrative (fides) derived from the authority of the narrator, it can 
nevertheless be appropriate to invent events according to what is true. Being manifest 
before the eyes of an audience, and possessing the similitude of truth, if they are indeed 
verisimilar, they will present the truth.56 Building upon Cicero’s tripartite model of 
narrative of history, narrative and fable, later writers such as Capella and Priscian refer 
to the idea of argumentum in Quintilian’s approach to judicial rhetoric, which advances 
the use of presenting events which were done or could have believed to have been 
done, not as argumentum but as fictio.57 This understanding of argumentum or fictio was still 
accepted in the twelfth century, with the Parisian philosopher Thierry of Chartres 
defining argumentum as ‘the argument of something made up and verisimilar’ in his 
commentary on De Inventione.58 Fictio, that is argument (as well as history), was 
concordantly meant to be understood as being distinct from fable or ‘poetic fiction’, 
which could never have actually happened.59 
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One of the most obvious and prolific examples of the application of this 
‘rhetorical fiction’ is of course sermocinatio, the invented speech given to a character in 
language appropriate to their character and standing.60 This sort of invention could 
involve not only the words being said but the character expressing them, and their 
usefulness for historians as well as poets was actively recognised by authors from the 
classical world to the thirteenth century, as the work of Geoffrey of Vinsauf 
demonstrates.61 The tolerance of falsehoods in invented speech, and in the writing of 
historical rhetoric in a wider sense, had to be checked by rhetoricians who were morally 
worthy individuals with virtuous goals in mind.62 While lies which were meant to 
deceive (mendacium) were understood as different from the verisimilar way in which 
history, as with all other human affairs, were written about,63 classical manuals never 
presented a clear dichotomy between truth and falsehood, ‘history’ and ‘fiction.’64 It was 
within this middle ground of plausible invention that battle rhetoric should be 
understood as residing. Additionally, that these rhetorical manuals stressed the 
identification of one’s audience in order to craft appropriate rhetoric,65 and on crafting 
truthful, that is probable, credible verisimilar narratives, necessitates further discussion 
of the audience and truthfulness of battle rhetoric below. 
While the influence of rhetorical manuals is evident in the principles imparted to 
authors down to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, it is important to recognise the 
development of the principles and study of rhetoric over the course of the medieval 
period down to the twelfth century, and how this teaching was bound up with medieval 
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education in the production of battle rhetoric, being present alongside the crucial 
influence of Scripture and those authors whose works mediated the teachings of the 
Bible. This development markedly began with the work of St. Augustine and presents a 
development of many of the ideas of classical rhetorical manuals, particularly in regards 
the abovementioned unclear boundaries between truth and rhetoric.  
Within a classical understanding, truth was thought to require rhetoric to make 
it seem truthful, because it was only through emotional rhetoric and stylistic eloquence 
that people could be convinced to act together in the common good, for example, by 
convincing soldiers to fight and die on behalf of their people.66 The epistemological 
scepticism of Cicero known in the medieval world through his Academica held that truth, 
which came from natural law, could never really be known and that the sublunary world 
contained only appearances of truth. History, according to Kempshall, was 
distinguished from poetry because it aimed at the truth, while rhetoric was only 
concerned with what was like the truth.67 However, this distinction between history and 
poetry was far from universal in either the classical or medieval world. Ancient poets 
such as Horace claimed for their discipline parallel attributes that Cicero had claimed 
for rhetoric, and thus history.68 This blur between verisimilitude and fable, history and 
poetry centred around continuing questions regarding truth, quid est veritas?69 Bede 
notably included verse in his historia, and pointed to the verse elements of the Book of 
Job.70 Moreover, these questions were by no means resolved by the twelfth century, as is 
evidenced by the frequent intervention of poetry in medieval historiography. Henry of 
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Huntingdon in the prologue of the Historia Anglorum called Homer a historian and 
claimed history and poetry shared the same didactic goals.71 
However, the Ciceronian understanding of truth underwent severe scrutiny in 
the writings of St. Augustine, for whom securing the place of a historical understanding 
of Scripture, in particular of the New Testament, was crucial. Debating with Jerome on 
his interpretation of Galatians, in which Jerome highlighted the verisimilitude of the 
events of Galatians 2:11-12, Augustine feared that the presence of verisimilitude could 
undermine the ‘sacred history’ of the book of Acts and the truth which should influence 
and characterise the life of Christians.72 However, as many of the above medieval 
examples display, not everything which was ‘made up’ was for Augustine, and those his 
ideas influenced, a lie. Augustine even accepted that lies were present in certain 
instances within the Bible. However, where these lies are present they carried figurative 
truths. This distinction was necessary to not render all parables lies.73  
As for Cicero, distinctions between falsehoods can be drawn by their purposes, 
good or bad, but historical truth for Augustine remained in the events of history (res), 
from which could come both literal and figurative truth depending on signification.74 In 
a post-lapsarian world where the enjoyment of direct knowledge, in particular 
knowledge of God, was hampered by sin, mankind could only harness indirect 
knowledge through the interpretation of signs and symbols in order to access what 
Augustine called ‘veiled secrets’.75 However, for all this theoretical complexity and 
suspicion of rhetoric, which was certainly far from ignored by authors of battle rhetoric, 
Augustine’s work retained an evident acceptance of the utility of rhetoric for Christians. 
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Beyond its truthfulness, historical narratives for Augustine needed to be trustworthy 
and useful.76 Moreover, that rhetoric in historical writing could be put to explicitly 
Christian use through exemplum, and narratives with clear moral and didactic purposes, is 
evident in both Confessiones, and De ciuitate Dei.77 Augustine’s combination of classical 
rhetoric and scriptural exegesis is echoed in, to select only one example, Dei Gesta Per 
Francos wherein Guibert sought to marry rhetorical eloquence, which only fitting for 
such vaunted subject matter, with something which was akin to Scripture in its levels of 
complexity and interpretation.78 
 
Textual Influences on Medieval Rhetorical Writing 
As well as the indirect influence of scripture, mediated through the writings of 
the Fathers, Augustine but also notably Orosius, Eusebius,79 Cassiodorus and Gregory 
the Great as well as many Carolingian authors who formed much of the basics of 
medieval education in monastic and cathedral schools,80 the text of the Bible directly 
influenced the production of twelfth-century battle rhetoric on several levels. The Bible 
was fundamental to how medieval authors understood the historical process, and the 
function of history was encapsulated in, for example, Ecclesiasticus 44:1, 15 – ‘let us 
now praise men of renown, and our fathers in their generation’, ‘let the people shew 
forth their wisdom, and the church declare their praise.’ As a literary influence 
especially, the Bible was far from a single model, being instead a collection of very 
different types of writing, not ‘the good book’ but the ‘holy books’ or sometimes a ‘holy 
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library.’81 Far more crucially than a guide to the writing of history the Bible was the 
fountainhead of exegesis, the ultimate guide to the interpretation of meaning in any 
event, the perfect specula and a well-spring of examples with which to look at the past 
present and the future.82 Latin twelfth-century historical narratives were littered with 
scriptural references and allusions just as they were filled with quotations from classical 
texts, and the battle rhetoric of these histories were no different.  
One of the most influential ‘books’ of the canon in regard to twelfth-century 
history writing was the psalter, which was often the first book employed in basic 
education.83 For use in the crafting of battle rhetoric the suitability of psalms was greater 
than may be initially imagined. Numerous psalms contained descriptions of violence 
and employed notions of victory and defeat in war which were in the exegetical 
tradition given allegorical and mystical meaning in order to transform them into lessons 
in spiritual combat.84 Although the twelfth century would see significant developments 
in regards to notions of spirituality in warfare, it is important to note that the 
recognition and interpretation of martial themes in the psalms had a significant history 
prior to the twelfth century. For example, in his gloss of Psalm 78 Cassiodorus gave the 
prayer a specifically Maccabean setting. The story of the wars between Judas Maccabeus 
and his family against the Seleucid Empire has been recognised as a potential prototype 
martyr narrative for Christians, which of course differs from a traditional understanding 
of martyrs as victims rather than enactors of violence.85 In the twelfth century Bernard 
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of Clairvaux even wrote a short treatise on ‘why the Maccabees, alone of all the 
righteous of the Old Law, have been accorded by the Fathers the unique privilege of an 
annual feast and veneration equal to our own martyrs.’86   
Due to the prominence of the psalms in lectio divina,87 the language of the psalter 
became the language of monasticism. In this context victories were won through prayer 
and good works, Christians fought in spirit and defeated invisible enemies not by 
relying on their own strength but in humbly acknowledging their weakness and placing 
their trust in God. Many of these notions form important themes of twelfth-century 
battle rhetoric.88 Moreover, a number of books of the Old Testament which recounted 
the wars of the ancient Israelites were a more than suitable source for authors of battle 
rhetoric to draw from, providing numerous parallels to contemporary conflicts.89 1 and 
2 Maccabees were particularly appropriate books to draw from in the crafting of 
narratives of warfare, and their influence upon accounts of the First Crusade has already 
been examined.90  
Although there are few instances of scriptural pre-battle speeches of the kind 
found in Maccabees outside of those books, many other specific books and verses 
proved popular for authors of battle rhetoric. Due to the fact that oration authors were 
often recounting stories of battle where the Christian protagonists were seriously 
outnumbered, a specific verse which is perhaps the most frequently drawn upon line of 
scripture in regard to twelfth-century battle rhetoric is that of Deuteronomy 32:30: 
‘How should one pursue after a thousand, and two chase ten thousand? Was it not, 
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because their God had sold them, and the Lord had shut them up?’. That this verse of 
the Song of Moses, along with a similar passage Joshua 23:10, was so popular with 
authors of battle rhetoric is no doubt in part because of its succinct and powerful 
summation of divine support. These notions, which were an intrinsic part of the biblical 
cycles of sin, suffering through calamity, redemption through discipline and finally 
victory prior to an inevitable fall again into sin, were first mapped onto non-scriptural 
history by historians such as Orosius and Eusebius, who were models for later 
authors.91 These same ideas were, as will be demonstrated in subsequent chapters, a 
cornerstone of twelfth-century battle rhetoric in both crusading and non-crusading 
circumstances.  
Due to the readily available examples of armed conflict between the chosen 
people of God and their enemies within the Old Testament it is unsurprising that Old 
Testament references predominate over references to the New Testament in twelfth-
century narratives of the First Crusade. More surprising perhaps is just how narrow this 
lead is, with references to the Gospels, particularly of Matthew, Acts of the Apostles 
and the Book of Revelation being evidently thought appropriate to gloss the late 
eleventh century campaigns to the Holy Land.92 That the New Testament may have 
been seen as less appropriate to draw upon, given its message that war was antithetical 
to the state of peace within which Christians were meant to dwell, was evidently no 
hindrance to oration authors placing the words of Peter or Paul into unabashed 
directives to kill. For example, Adhemar of Le Puy’s battle oration in Robert the Monk’s 
Historia begins with an reference to Paul’s letter to the Romans.93 
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For direct references to violence or violent imagery, a knowledge of the words 
of the Gospels or the rest of the New Testament was far from useless. Previous 
scholarship has highlighted verses such as Christ’s proclamation; ‘Do not think that I 
came to send peace upon earth: I came not to send peace, but the sword’,94 his approval 
of the two swords present at the Last Supper,95 as well as the great deal of violent and 
military imagery in Revelation.96 It has been suggested that the importance of these 
references to the New Testament within narratives of the First Crusade lies in their 
relevance to evangelical and apocalyptic readings of these texts that went beyond the 
fulfilment of Old Testament prophecy.97 Even more important for battle rhetoric are 
notions which originated in the New Testament which would undergo a tremendous 
degree of transformation during the era of the Gregorian Reform movement, the 
Investiture Controversy and the early crusading movement.98 Perhaps the most 
important of these notions to directly appear in twelfth-century battle rhetoric is that of 
the miles Christi, derived from 2 Timothy 2:3.  
Beyond the complex and shifting notion of the miles Christi, which is most often 
encountered in battle rhetoric as an identifier of the audience,99 it is the language of the 
Old Testament which seems to have had the greater influence over oration authors. No 
doubt this is at least in part because of the blending of the political ideology of the Old 
Testament into so much of the symbolism of kings and kingdoms in medieval Europe. 
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Unlike the Old Testament, or the Koran,100 the narratives of the New Testament simply 
did not deal with the experience of warfare, let alone address the problems of facing a 
potentially superior enemy in battle, while the accounts of the wars of the ancient 
Israelites did exactly that.101 However, beyond supplying material that classical 
rhetoricians would have found aptus to the writing of narratives of warfare which took 
place in their own age or perhaps earlier, biblical allusions in historical narratives were 
more than rhetorical dressing. Instead, as has been recognised in the case of crusade 
sermons,102 such allusions were important parts of the texts, signalling to another level 
of meaning to which authors hoped at least some amongst their audience would be 
receptive. While narratives which focus on a single event or series of events such as the 
First Crusade contain similarities in terms of their interpretation, Katherine Allen Smith 
has displayed how diverse their exegetical strategies were. Similarly, while battle orations 
between the same texts are often comparable, instances of direct copying are rare and 
the ways in which different authors elaborated upon the speeches of earlier texts reveals 
the diversity of thought, priorities and aims of those authors. Moreover, examination of 
the scriptural allusions of historical narratives highlights the common ground between 
the practice of history and exegesis in the medieval world, emphasising in particular the 
didactic and devotional purposes of the former.103  
Several important classical texts, both prose and poetry, also loomed large in the 
education of oration authors, not providing rhetorical guidance as much as notable 
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examples of direct hortatory speech in historical narratives. Of these by far the most 
influential was Sallust, who has been described as the most powerful historian of the 
Middle Ages, through his two works De coniuratione Catilinae and the Bellum Jugurthinum.104 
Both narratives contain examples of battle rhetoric and their wide dissemination and 
impact throughout the medieval period has been well recognised in previous 
scholarship.105 The examination of manuscripts alone provides a clear testament in this 
regard, with Sallust’s two surviving works together existing in 245 copies by c. 1200, 162 
of which (85 copies of Jugurthinum and 77 copies of Catilinae respectively) being 
produced in the twelfth century.106 Not unlike the histories of the Old Testament De 
coniuratione Catilinae and the Bellum Jugurthinum were concerned with a number of matters 
that were directly relevant to twelfth-century oration authors such as moral judgements 
on historical events, the motives of historical actors, vivid battle scenes and invented 
speeches, proverbial maxims, warfare, politics geography and ethnography.107 Sallust has 
been shown to have been a direct influence upon a number of oration authors from 
Widukind of Corvey, William of Poitiers (whose debt to Sallust was remarked on 
specifically by Orderic Vitalis),108 to historians of the early crusade movement such as 
Fulcher of Chartres.109 The influence of Sallust on Henry of Huntingdon’s thinking is 
evidenced by his discussion on the importance of history, and specifically his remark 
that an understanding and appreciation of history is what separates man from beast, a 
notion taken directly from Sallust.110 
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As well as Sallust, the direct influence of ancient poets, in particular Lucan and 
Livy, are evident in the instances of quotation of their works, or at least the 
employment of their language, in a number of examples of twelfth-century battle 
rhetoric.111 Likewise noteworthy was a work of classical antiquity that was nevertheless 
often studied alongside the histories of the Old Testament, that is the De Bello Iudaico of 
Josephus.112 While that work contained no examples of battle rhetoric, there are several 
instances of hortatory direct speech during scenes depicting warfare, urging Jewish 
fighters to take their own lives rather than suffer defeat at the hands of the Romans, 
which bear close resemblance to more typical instances of battle rhetoric.113 
Although the influence of classical rules of rhetoric,114 as well as classical models 
of battle orations,115 have been recognised for their impact upon twelfth-century battle 
rhetoric due in part to the tremendous impact of the works of Cicero or Sallust, it 
would be wrong to over-egg the extent to which these orations were part of a classical 
tradition of historical writing. The use of contemporary or near contemporary texts by 
authors of twelfth-century battle rhetoric display how distinctively medieval this literary 
phenomenon was, especially by the year 1200. 
 
The Context of Battle Rhetoric in the Twelfth Century  
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It has been noted that prior to 1100 western Europe was far from distinguished 
by an active or innovative historiographical culture.116 However, the number of texts 
written within a few decades of the Norman conquests of England and Southern Italy, 
as well as the events of the First Crusade, that detailed what were perceived by 
participants, non-participants and contemporaries to be exceptional events, show how 
Latin historiographical culture had the potential to respond to such developments. 
More than half a century prior to this, the Norman world displayed a certain 
historiographical dynamism in Dudo of St. Quentin’s Historia Normannorum.117 In writing 
the history of a line of secular princes in the form of a gesta, Dudo’s work was the first 
of its kind. The genre had a rather long history by early eleventh century but had been 
used only in relation to ecclesiastical officials. As well as its secular focus, the Historia 
Normannorum was also notable for being concerned with the biographies of its heroes 
rather than an emphasis on particular offices or office holders.118 This tradition of 
heroic writing, which emphasised epic deeds in battle, would continue into the twelfth 
century and beyond in works even as religiously minded as the historia of Orderic Vitalis, 
who earlier had produced epic material and invented speeches for the Gesta 
Normannorum Ducum.119 The heroic nature of battle orations fit naturally into this 
tradition and it was in the narratives of battles that we find in authors such as Orderic 
what Marjorie Chibnall called ‘echoes’ of chansons de geste.120  
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While a detailed comparison of battle rhetoric from Latin narrative histories and 
contemporary vernacular chansons is beyond the scope of this thesis, the relationship 
between such texts in terms of orations has not been entirely ignored.121 Beyond battle 
rhetoric, the influence of chansons on history writing is well recognised. For example, 
despite the notion that the Northern French Benedictine authors who re-wrote the 
account of the Gesta Francorum, namely Robert of Rheims, Guibert of Nogent and 
Baldric of Bourgueil, did so in order to extend and refine the narrative theologically,122 
Carol Sweetenham has argued that by far the greatest literary influence upon Robert’s 
Historia Iherosolimitana were the chansons de geste.123 Like Chibnall, Sweetenham drew 
specific attention to Robert’s detailing and glorifying of the process of battle in minute 
detail. 
If chansons de geste were an important influence on early twelfth-century Latin 
narratives of the crusading movement, then surely no less crucial than such texts to the 
continuation of this heroic tradition were those same Latin narratives, whether prose or 
poetry. The verse narrative Historia Vie Hierosolimitane of Gilo of Paris for example was 
either a source utilized by Robert the Monk, or else those texts shared a common 
ancestor.124 That the battle rhetoric of twelfth-century Latin poetry merits further 
investigation is evident from the number of orations in certain poems. While William 
the Breton’s prose Gesta Phillipi Augusti contains only a single oration, at Bouvines, his 
poetic Philippidos contains eleven.125 Beyond poetry, the relationship between prose 
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narratives of the early crusading movement, in regard to exact chronological order of 
production, textual borrowings or more indirect influence, have already been the subject 
of a considerable amount of scholarly investigation.126  
While some instances of borrowings from these sources in regard to battle 
rhetoric are well known and have likewise been commented upon, such as Orderic 
Vitalis’s use of Baldric of Bourgueil’s Historia in his own account of the First Crusade, 
including an oration by Bohemond of Taranto,127 other instances have received less 
attention. For example, Neil Wright has identified textual borrowing in Baldric of 
Bourgueil in the battle rhetoric of the Gesta Consulum Andegavorum. However, the extent 
of this borrowing, both from Baldric as well as from sources which Baldric himself 
clearly drew upon, such as an extended appeal drawn from 1 Maccabees, has not 
previously been recognised.128 Yet this active selection, interpretation, reinterpretation 
and deployment of borrowed material utilised by oration authors is, as the remainder of 
this thesis will argue, potentially of great importance to the understanding of the wider 
narratives within which they are found.  
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That the heroic tradition found fertile ground in the campaigns of the First 
Crusade is unsurprising. More intriguing is the fact that contemporary, or near 
contemporary, Latin narratives that detail these events, despite usually being created by 
ecclesiastical or monastic authors, were so evidently interested in this tradition. Even in 
a historiographical context which saw rhetorical monographs of the sort that often-
made use of battle orations as not fitting work for a monk129 one does not need to look 
far before finding monastic ‘chroniclers’ who never the less invent, or sometimes copy 
from another account, battle rhetoric to include in their work. Moreover, it is far from 
challenging to find examples of monastic writing that lingers on the violent, often gory 
details of battle or even those who purposefully emphasise martial themes. In his survey 
of battle orations written c. 1000–1250, Bliese categorized together requests for or 
appeals to combatants to display martial virtues, particularly bravery or manliness 
alongside appeals to what he deemed the public recognition of those virtues in the form 
of honour and glory, as well as their antithesis, infamy and shame.130 The significance of 
acting courageously, as it was perceived and understood in the medieval world, was 
highlighted by Philippe Contamine, who recognised courage as a form of noble 
behaviour which, as many battle orations display, was related closely to notions of race, 
blood, ambition, honour glory and renown.131 This is not to say, as a brief comparison 
with the battle rhetoric of the chansons reveals, that the monastic or clerical authors of 
twelfth-century Latin prose narratives did not have their own priorities or their own 
conceptions of the events they were describing and, as subsequent chapters will argue, 
the simple praise of past martial achievements was far from the main concern of 
twelfth-century battle rhetoric authors.  
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The relevance of certain events dominant on the political stage of western 
Europe in the eleventh and twelfth centuries to the writing of battle rhetoric necessarily 
highlights the ecclesiastical and monastic context of that same period. Here the context 
is dominated by the inseparable yet conflicting nature of the secular and religious 
spheres of society in this era, typified by the Gregorian reform movement of the 
Church and Investiture Controversy. Growing out of tenth- and eleventh-century 
attempts to extradite the Church from the control of lay elites in both Rome and the 
localities, in order to halt what were understood be abusive practises,132 the reform 
movement would over the course of the eleventh century be forced to rely evermore on 
temporal power, backed by spiritual justification133 in order to enforce what was 
perceived by partisans of reforming popes to be the ‘right order’ of Christendom. It was 
within this wider milieu of reform that monastics and churchmen of all kinds were 
writing about war with a growing regard for the moral and spiritual status of fighting 
men, and asking questions as to their place in wider Christian society. This was 
undertaken in a monastic literary tradition which exegetically had long understood war 
as allegory, prefiguring spiritual struggles, first of Christ and the apostles, then the wider 
Christian community, particularly martyrs and ascetics.134 It has been argued that the 
crusade movement broke with this tradition, with authors glossing narratives of the 
First Crusade with those explicitly militaristic psalms which thus prefigured physical 
rather than monastic spiritual combat.135 However, it is perhaps more accurate to argue 
that notions of how spiritual combat was constituted is what had been altered, given 
that for some at least, crusading was spiritual combat, as one instance of battle rhetoric 
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from the Gesta Francorum contends; ‘you know in truth that this is no war of the flesh, 
but of the spirit.’136 
While a number of authors of twelfth-century battle rhetoric were not monks, 
and over the course of the twelfth century battle rhetoric would increasingly be 
produced by clerical authors who often orbited royal courts, many clerical authors 
would nevertheless be influenced greatly by monastic texts.137 The French Benedictine 
narratives of the First Crusade, especially the work of Robert the Monk, would serve as 
a model for narratives of later crusades. However, monastic influence was of course far 
from homogenous, and although Benedictines outnumber members of any other order, 
substantial battle rhetoric was also penned by Cistercians, notably Otto of Freising, 
Aelred of Rievaulx, Ralph of Coggeshall and potentially the author of the Libellus de 
expugnatione Terrae Sanctae per Saladinum.138  
 
The Purpose and Audience of Twelfth-Century Battle Rhetoric 
Far from merely being meant to simply enliven historical narratives, battle 
rhetoric in the twelfth century in both crusading and non-crusading circumstances 
sought to reinforce particular themes of their wider narratives and impart, to perhaps a 
considerably diverse audience, moral and didactic messages relevant to contemporary 
conceptions of violence, justice, spirituality and society.  
While the argument that twelfth-century narrative histories are moral and 
didactic in nature is far from innovative, the discussion of didacticism in such texts has 
never utilized battle rhetoric in a systematic or comprehensive way. Previous 
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scholarship of battle rhetoric has even argued that orations, in reflecting the ‘reality’ of 
medieval soldiery, were far removed from the moralizing world of legalist and 
theologians, ignoring the fact that many oration authors were themselves theologians.139 
Moreover, the place of didactism in twelfth-century ‘Angevin’ histories has recently 
been challenged by Michael Staunton, who has argued that medieval historians were 
often more interested in explaining often confusing series of historical events than they 
were in the creation of moral lessons. However, Staunton does concede the place of 
histories as exempla that functioned similarly to hagiography.140 Additionally, ethics were, 
within both the classical and scriptural literary traditions, inseparable from the practice 
of interpreting past events, and while some authors were more removed from the 
events they described than others, battle rhetoric often concerned events recent enough 
to still bear direct relevance to those who engaged with these histories. This was 
perhaps of even greater relevance to chroniclers of the crusading movement, whose 
works were often utilized with greater intensity ahead of a new expedition. If nothing 
else, the continual presence of Latins in the Holy Land would have served as a continual 
reminder of the place of chroniclers, their audiences and those who took part in the 
crusading movement within this unbroken and ever advancing chain of history. This 
chain was constantly presented as depending on the moral and spiritual practises of 
Christians to ensure victories and sin was thought to bring correction through defeat.141 
 Even if moral lessons were not the primary concern of chroniclers, to relegate 
ethics very far down a supposed list of priorities is to contradict the very words of many 
oration authors. Henry of Huntingdon made it clear in his Historia Anglorum that his 
aims were not only to entertain but to encourage moral reform, through what he hoped 
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would be a work to not just be studied by other churchmen like himself, but would 
have a wider appeal. Although a clergyman, Henry never shies away from presenting 
martial achievements he clearly approved of as done in a way that was morally worthy 
(probitas), sometimes explicitly through battle rhetoric.142 Similarly, Orderic Vitalis saw 
himself as writing history to provide moral examples, and clearly intended his work to 
be of interest outside of the monastic community of Saint-Evroul.143 Although the 
earliest narratives of the First Crusade, the Gesta Francorum and the account of Peter 
Tudebode, do not provide any similar statements of intent, others make at least curt 
statements regarding purpose. Fulcher of Chartres, for example, began his Historia 
Hierosolymitana by stating that it was pleasing and beneficial, to both the living and the 
dead, to either read or hear ‘the deeds of faithful predecessors’ who had followed Christ 
in taking the cross, in order to inspire others to better serve God.144 Robert the Monk’s 
prologus, which praises past historians, first among which was Moses, presents his 
account as providing a worthy model for emulation.145 That the reading of these texts, 
or hearing them being read aloud,146 could serve as effective instruction would be a 
notion that was underscored not only by monastic lectio divina but also the teachings of 
classical rhetoric. It was recognised by Quintilian that exempla were more effective at 
imparting certain lessons than other forms of teaching. The suitability of historical 
exempla, both good and bad, was also expressed by William of Malmesbury, Gerald of 
Wales and Gervase of Canterbury, the latter explicitly highlighting exempla as especially 
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suited to the less well educated. Gerald also specifically discusses the usefulness of 
unsuccessful exempla to instruct their successors.147  
The importance of memory in classical rhetoric for the purpose of delivery was 
foundational to the way texts were experienced by audiences beyond a lone reader and 
works such as the Gesta Francorum even indicate in their doxology where readings would 
end. The proper recollection of past events was believed to be crucial to avoiding sin, 
especially the sin of pride which was thought to ensure chastisement once past events 
were perceived as being utilized to praise men rather than God. That this same notion is 
central to so many battle orations exposes their didactic nature.148 The element of 
religious devotion evident in works such as Robert’s perhaps appears to sit uneasily 
alongside the clear instances of commemoration, celebration and exhortation of martial 
achievements which form the backbone of battle orations. This tension, coupled with 
the clear desire of some authors to find an audience for their work that was perhaps 
outside of their monastic community, naturally raises the question of who battle 
rhetoric was written for?149  
Regarding the ‘don’t flee’ topos, one of the most pragmatic recurring devices of 
twelfth-century battle rhetoric, John Benton argued that similar instances in vernacular 
literature were meant to instil in the audience one of the ideals of chivalry, that knights 
do not flee from battle.150 However, it has been noted that within a number of Latin 
histories true infamy was reserved, at least on crusading expeditions, not for those who 
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fled battle, but those who abandoned the campaign.151 Prior to battle, shame in Latin 
narratives appears to be more often reserved for the criticism of inaction, hesitation or 
defeat. It is perhaps the case then that the ‘don’t flee’ topos has more to do with the 
influence of military manuals such as that of Vegetius152 which argued for the 
uselessness of flight as a strategy for preserving lives once battle was joined, a point 
made explicitly by many battle orations. Even accepting a level of pragmatism or realism 
in the ‘don’t flee’ topos, it is evident that so much of battle rhetoric was meant to impart 
more abstract lessons or present moral and martial examples for emulation, and so was 
greatly concerned with high ideals.  
In terms of potential lay interest in, and exposure to, battle rhetoric the issue of 
language looms large. There has been recently a shift in scholarship away from the 
notion that the majority of lay elites were ignorant of Latin, ‘the language of 
Lordship’,153 and although the level of Latin knowledge in lay society remains perilously 
difficult to determine and quantify, it has been argued that an increasing number of 
laymen from c. 1100 had some skill with the language.154 Given battle rhetoric’s not 
infrequent employment of the language of the liturgy, the language of battle speeches 
would have been perhaps more familiar to a lay audience that other common elements 
of Latin histories.155 Well known of course is the phenomenon of educated men trained 
for the Church but who ultimately had secular and military careers, but basic training in 
Latin grammar, rhetoric and logic was available for many young men who were never 
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destined for an ecclesiastical career.156 Over the course of the twelfth century moreover, 
works in Latin such as family histories, once the preserve of kings, became common to 
lesser lords and even castellans.157 
Intent to seek a wide audience is in part attested to by the claim, found in many 
historical narratives, that such works have been deliberately written in a simple style in 
order to accommodate a lack of expertise in Latin. Writing at the close of the eleventh 
century, Geoffrey Malaterra claims to have consciously chosen a plain and simple style, 
which, at the request of his patron, was akin to that of the classical histories which 
Count Roger had read to him in court.158 The Gesta Francorum and the account of Peter 
Tudebode have been noted for their simplicity, which in the case of the Gesta was 
commented on by contemporaries. That the simple language employed echoes the 
Vulgate and in terms of doxology and structure almost resemble sermons lends even 
greater credence to the idea that these texts were meant to be widely disseminated.159 
Fulcher of Chartres likewise claimed that he had decided upon a simple prose style,160 
which certainly makes sense given his clear aims of popularising the story of the First 
Crusade, as well as encouraging migration to the East. Given his focus, it is difficult to 
believe that Gerald of Wales’s Expugnatio Hibernica would not have received interest 
from Cambro and Hiberno-Norman lay elites. The Expugnatio Hibernica was even 
written with a table of content that would allow those interested in the speeches or 
descriptions of the narratives central characters to more easily access material that was 
relevant to their interests.161 Similarly, with its numerous descriptions of battle, replete 
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with cut-and-thrust details which would not be out of place in a vernacular epic, Helen 
Nicholson has argued that although the Itinerarium and Ambroise’s Estorie sprang from 
different literary traditions they approached the subject matter of the Third Crusade in a 
very similar way, and that the same educated nobility who appreciated hearing Ambroise 
recited would have enjoyed hearing readings of the Itinerarium.162 
While declarations of simplicity may be a common rhetorical device, this does 
not mean that they were without sincere meaning, nor were such professions universal. 
Examples of authors who claim to have written in an elaborate style, or at great length, 
are far from rare. The extensive and sophisticated work of Albert of Aachen has been 
described as difficult to classify, with an audience that was likewise not easy to imagine 
but one that seems to have extended beyond the cloister.163 Moreover, Guibert of 
Nogent and Baldric of Bourgueil are clear in their intentions to write sophisticated 
works in elaborate language, worthy of their exalted subject matter, for an educated 
audience. However, this high literary pretension did not seem to prevent authors who 
did claim to write simply for a wide audience from drawing upon Baldric’s work. 
Manuscript evidence, as well as other documentation, attest to instances of lay 
ownership of crusade chronicles particularly towards the end of the twelfth century, and 
display the popularity of the subject.164 Outside of a crusading context one of the most 
popular Latin ‘histories’ of the twelfth century to make extensive use of battle orations 
was Geoffrey of Monmouth’s De gestis Britonum,165 often called the Historia regum 
Britanniae, which survives in over two hundred manuscripts, with around seventy 
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existing before 1200.166 A copy was known to have been owned by Walter Espec, who 
Aelred of Rievaulx depicts as an avid reader of history.167  
Even if a significant majority of arms bearing lay elites, who within the historical 
narratives with which this thesis is concerned are almost always the audience of battle 
rhetoric, could not read orations, it is difficult to argue that the material itself would not 
have been of interest to such men and their families. Furthermore, a lack of literacy in 
no way prohibits the idea that the conceptions of warfare, carefully crafted by oration 
authors along with their clear and sometimes blunt didactic lessons, could not have 
been transmitted to the laity.  
That monastic authors, as well as the clerics who wrote battle rhetoric and often 
relied upon monastic writings, were interested in lay elite culture is evident from 
numerous instances of battle rhetoric. In a clear example of writing beyond his 
monastic purposes, Orderic Vitalis crafts two instances of pre-battle rhetoric which 
supposedly took place before a skirmish near Bourgthéroulde in 1124, which focuses 
more than most examples of Latin battle rhetoric on lay themes of loyalty and duty to a 
secular lord, in this case Henry I of England. Nevertheless, Orderic still manages to 
insert a lesson on the folly of knightly pride.168 In parallel, scholarship exploring lay 
interest in monastic culture is abundant. Constance Bouchard and Marcus Bull have 
argued convincingly for the influence of monasticism on lay spirituality, and more 
broadly on how close families of the arms-bearing classes could be to monastic 
communities.169 Moreover, lay kin groups took an active role in the monastic 
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preservation of the past through participation in rituals involving donations, as well as 
other activities.170 Discussion of the influence of monastic ideology on laymen has also 
highlighted anecdotes such as Orderic Vitalis’s description of the cell of Maule, a 
dependant of St. Evroul, and its relationship to local arms-bearers, with knights often 
visiting to discuss ‘practical as well as speculative matters’ with the monks.171 
More specifically for battle rhetoric, contact with monastic communities was 
understood to be able to accommodate success in war, an obvious preoccupation of 
arms bearers,172 and much of battle rhetoric arguably instructs its audience in how 
warriors had previously secured such success. This relationship again stresses the 
importance of the liturgy to warfare, crusading and battle rhetoric, the enactment of 
which had long been central to the departure of pilgrims.173 That the liturgy had great 
relevance to the development of the crusading movement from its origins in pilgrimage 
is highlighted by the inclusion of liturgical texts alongside accounts such as the Gesta 
Francorum in certain manuscripts.174  
Furthermore, recent scholarship has highlighted the commonalities between 
monastic and ‘knightly’ ideals and societal spheres which have perhaps been eclipsed by 
the literary sharpening of this divide in the age of the Reform movement.175 A 
tremendous degree of hagiography, as well as other material, convinced monastics that 
the same virtues which were prized by knights, such as courage, fortitude and physical 
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strength, made such men exemplary monks following conversion.176 While the use of 
war as allegory was common across western monasticism, the Cistercian Order was well 
known for accepting converts later in life, compared to the Benedictines, and the 
fondness for stories of knights who had been strong and brave, but also humble and 
obedient in their careers displayed how good knights could be good monks.177 
Furthermore, just as many monastic texts appear to contain lessons for a lay audience, 
monastics were sometimes called upon to display ‘knightly’ virtues, such as manliness,178 
or were exhorted in the manner of battle rhetoric. Such instances were by no means 
limited to the Cistercians, although a sermon by Aelred of Rievaulx does provide a 
particularly powerful example,179 with Eadmer including a rousing speech delivered by 
St. Anselm to the monks of Canterbury on his departure from England in 1097.180 As 
has been discussed above, battle rhetoric over the course of the twelfth century became 
less and less the preserve of the monastic author, however the instruction imparted by 
monastics seem in part to have endured. Written around 1220 and set against the 
backdrop of the Third Crusade, the Ordene de chevalerie celebrates knighthood as a path to 
salvation, yet one that required serious dedication to monkish virtue and restraint.181 
The notion of the knightly profession being practised as a route to salvation, 
albeit as long as it was done with a markedly high standard of virtue and piety, was of 
course heavily intertwined with the crusading movement and marks a significant 
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development from the pre-crusading era. In the tenth century Odo of Cluny wrote a vita 
of the Frankish Count Gerald of Aurillac which he seemed to be interested in utilizing 
as a spiritual exemplar for the reform of warriors.182 Similarly, writing in the early 
eleventh century, Ælfric of Eynsham re-worked the scriptural story of the Maccabees as 
instruction for laymen. While Ælfric’s use of the example of the Maccabees is in order 
to valorise the spiritual struggle of the oratores and largely condemn the worldly violence 
of the bellatores, Judas Maccabeus remains an active warrior rather than a passive 
martyr.183 Moreover, Ælfric, despite the theological problems associated with militaristic 
heroic virtue, nevertheless drew a link between the heroic violence of the Old 
Testament and spiritual heroism.184 Similarly, Orderic Vitalis, in describing the court of 
Hugh d'Avranches, earl of Chester, details the activities of a clericus named Gerald who 
used examples of spiritually righteous warriors to minister to Hugh’s knightly 
household.185 Like Ælfric, it was Gerald’s intent to ultimately glorify the spiritual warfare 
of monastic life, rather than physical violence. Despite this, Gerald no doubt influenced 
the development of a militaristic knightly piety, which would eventually manifest itself 
in the First Crusade.186 After 1099, the vindication of Urban’s call to arms would 
provide a wealth of examples of warriors participating in warfare that was spiritually 
justified and marked out by the conduct, suffering and ultimate victory of the 
participants. That this coincided with a proliferation of both crusading and non-
crusading orations is far from coincidence. As subsequent chapters will argue, the battle 
rhetoric of holy war was purposefully crafted to impart lessons regarding warfare, 
spirituality and justice and, moreover, presented these issues as being at the forefront of 
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soldiers’ minds before the perilous wager of battle. In parallel to this, battle rhetoric was 
often utilized to reinforce particular themes of the wider narratives they were contained 
within. These varied purposes are in line with the notion that texts could be understood 
on different levels, and received differently by a diverse audience. This was not only a 
lesson of classical rhetoric but also of lectio divina. Moreover, following the rhetorical 
traditions of plausibility, and in crafting material which was aptus, for what this chapter 
has argued was a diverse audience, leads to the conclusion that lay interest in and 
understanding of these texts would likely have also varied greatly, with arms bearers 
being largely concerned with the righteous pursuit of martial recognition as opposed to 
the warnings against sin, or understanding battle rhetoric as literal truth rather than 
verisimilar inventio. On this point and in regard to Orderic Vitalis, Marjorie Chibnall 
discussed the case of Samuel Johnson’s cessation, after three years, of writing up 
Parliamentary Debates for the Gentleman’s Magazine.187 Supposedly, Johnson elaborated 
these speeches from whatever scraps of information he was able to obtain. However, he 
told his biographer James Boswell that ‘as soon as he found out that the speeches were 
thought genuine he determined that he would write no more of them’, saying that ‘he 
would not be an accessory to falsehood’.188 Dr. Johnson’s remark naturally distinguishes 
his conception of truth from the medieval understanding, where a constrained sense of 
truth could nevertheless accommodate invented speech.189 
 
Conclusions    
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 This chapter has sought to explore the place of ‘rhetoric’ within pre-battle 
orations and illustrate its impact upon medieval oration authors, whose speeches were 
part of a rhetorical tradition of historical writing that demanded plausibility and 
verisimilitude. This influence was translated from the classical and early medieval period 
down to the twelfth century through various channels. At the most basic level, the 
teachings of classical rhetoric were transmitted to medieval authors through popular 
rhetorical manuals particularly those of Cicero, Quintilian as well as the Rhetorica ad 
Herennium, with the writing of history having no specific curriculum of its own. These 
rhetorical manuals were centrally concerned with the production of persuasive speech, 
which went beyond ornamentation. The essential goals of rhetoric to teach, move and 
please, were bound up with a commitment to truth, as well as ethics and moral 
worthiness. These priorities, particularly regarding truth would be engaged with and 
developed significantly over the course of late antiquity and the early medieval period, 
yet still have a clear bearing upon twelfth-century ideas of plausibility, verisimilitude and 
truth. Equally crucial for the crafting of battle rhetoric were the classical rhetorical 
principles which demanded the identification and understanding of an orator’s audience 
in order to craft appropriate inventio, yet the allowances made in order to do so ensured 
there was never a clear line between truth and falsehood in the teachings of classical 
rhetoric.  
These lessons did not come down to the twelfth century unchanged but were 
filtered through a Christian tradition of rhetoric which developed notably after ideas of 
classical rhetoric were fused with the scriptural tradition in the work of St. Augustine. In 
particular, Augustine’s thinking on truth, memory and the distinction between literal 
and allegorical truth, informed by the partition of the ‘letter’ and the ‘spirit’ of Scripture, 
reflected his understanding of post-lapsarian humanity as unable to possess true 
knowledge, including true knowledge of the past, being forced to rely on indirect 
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knowledge and interpretation. Many of these ideas contributed to the continual debate 
on truth in history both ‘sacred’ and ‘secular’, wherein history was often recognised as 
more ‘truthful’ than poetry, but nevertheless was understood to detail events as they 
might have happened.  
Of great influence upon medieval history writing in the twelfth century were the 
words of Scripture, both as they were to be found in the many and varied books which 
made up the Bible, and as they were understood through the mediation of Church 
Fathers, Carolingian scholars and others. The variance in the utilization of Scripture by 
authors of battle rhetoric reflects its versatility and multiplicity of purpose. Of particular 
relevance were the psalms, which loomed large in medieval education, monastic lectio 
divina, as well as the books of the Maccabean Wars.  While the New Testament did not 
reflect physical warfare like the Old Testament, significant political, social and religious 
developments in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, in particular the Gregorian reform 
movement, saw a reinterpretation or redeployment of the language of the Gospels, the 
Pauline Epistles and other books in order to support notions of holy war. Many of 
these notions found their way into twelfth-century battle rhetoric, notably the idea of 
the miles Christi. Medieval education in the late eleventh to early thirteenth century also 
provided oration authors with a number of direct examples of battle from popular 
works of history such as the works of Sallust. However, evidence of direct borrowings 
from classical orations is limited.  
The nature of oration writing in Latin histories was shaped heavily by changes in 
European literary traditions, specifically from the late eleventh century, which were 
driven in part by the important military events of the age, and go some way to an 
explanation for the proliferation of battle rhetoric in the twelfth century. The Latin 
tradition has been shown to have developed in parallel with vernacular traditions and 
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the relationship between for example the Latin histories of the First Crusade and 
twelfth century chanson de geste raises thorny questions as to the purpose and audience of 
these texts and their orations. Centrally it has been argued that far from rhetorical 
ornamentation, battle rhetoric was an opportunity for authors to reinforce particular 
themes or notions at climactic moments through direct speech and impart moral and 
didactic lessons about the place of prowess, justice and piety in warfare. It has been 
demonstrated that battle rhetoric would have been of interest to a wide audience, 
beyond the setting of the monastic cloister in which it was often produced, with many 
works which include battle rhetoric explicitly being produced for the purpose of moral 
reform or to provide others with moral exempla to follow. While the issue of the extent 
of lay literacy in this period remains a difficult one, there is evidence to suggest that 
through various channels, members of the lay arms-bearing elite, who were almost 
always the audience of battle rhetoric within historical narratives, could encounter these 
speeches or their messages. Moreover, the level of interaction and mutual interest 
between lay and monastic culture both prior to and during the twelfth century is 
demonstrated by the commonalities between lay and monastic ideals that are to be 
found in battle orations, even as boundaries and definitions of spiritual warfare, holy 




Chapter Two: Battle Rhetoric in the Gesta Francorum 
 This chapter takes as its focus the Gesta Francorum et aliorum Hierosolimitanorum.1 
The Gesta has, in contemporary crusade historiography, often been regarded as one of 
the most valuable accounts of the ‘second wave’ campaign commonly called the First 
Crusade.2 The text is far from lengthy, rapidly tracing events from the preaching of 
Urban II in 1095 to the Battle of Ascalon on 12 August 1099. Nevertheless, it is 
difficult to overstate the importance of the Gesta to the present-day study of crusading, 
and specifically the First Crusade. This is due to the place occupied by the Gesta in the 
corpus of literature which was produced soon after the success of that campaign.3 In 
the fifty years following the capture of Jerusalem, at least twelve prose accounts 
dedicated to relating the events of the expedition were penned by a varied group of 
writers including participants, monastics, settlers in the newly established Crusader 
States and ‘armchair crusaders’ in the west.  
 The Gesta is foundational to many of these accounts, and has even been argued 
to have come to occupy a place in crusading historiography as the ‘normal’ account of 
the First Crusade.4 The text was re-written in the early twelfth century by Robert, a 
monk of Rheims, at the instruction of his abbot, supposedly because of the text’s 
unpolished style and the fact that it contained no description of the Council of 
Clermont.5 The ‘unsatisfactory’ nature of the text also provoked Baldric of Bourgueil 
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and Guibert of Nogent to produce their own re-workings. So fundamental was the 
Gesta to the story of the First Crusade that it was even utilized for both anecdotes and 
narrative structure by other eyewitnesses, including Raymond of Aguilers and Fulcher 
of Chartres.6 It has also been long suggested that the libellus that Ekkehard of Aura came 
across while on pilgrimage to Jerusalem was the Gesta; however, that there is no direct 
evidence for this has been highlighted by several commentators on the text.7 
 The Gesta is an obvious starting point for an examination of ‘crusading’ battle 
rhetoric. This chapter will critically examine the text of the Gesta as it is found in its 
most recent edition, with reference to what has been discovered and posited about the 
account’s own dynamic history.8 In doing so it will establish the major themes and 
preoccupations of the battle rhetoric of the Gesta, which will serve as analytical 
groundwork for the examination of how these themes were developed, abandoned or 
reinvented in later orations. This chapter will also argue that, in spite of its foundational 
place amongst the corpus of contemporary writings on the First Crusade, there is little 
that could be described as conventional in the Gesta’s battle rhetoric. The battle orations 
of the Gesta resist the interpretative framework of John Bliese, as well as many of his 
conclusions concerning the phenomenon of battle rhetoric. Far from being most 
concerned with the presentation and praise of Christian martial virtues or revealing 
glimpses of bellicose pragmatism beneath an ideological veneer, the battle rhetoric of 
the Gesta is largely concerned with devotional spirituality and notions of pilgrimage 
which were central to the new kind of holy war Urban had called for in 1095. Moreover, 
the ‘crusading’ rhetoric of the Gesta will be shown to represent a break from earlier 
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First Crusade, Kempf, ‘Towards a Textual Archaeology of the First Crusade’, p. 116–17. 
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examples of battle rhetoric, both in terms of the influences upon those speeches, as well 
as the forms which they ultimately took. This is the case not only when comparing the 
rhetoric of the Gesta to orations from non-crusading warfare, but also can be recognised 
through a comparison with eleventh-century orations supposedly delivered against 
Muslim opponents, where certain, perhaps backwards cast, notions of holy war and 
crusading have been previously recognised.9 In doing so this chapter will highlight the 
variance of battle rhetoric, as well as the weakness of a typology which too narrowly 
defines ‘common motivational appeals’, or fails to contextualise often complex and 
multifaceted notions about divine aid, the place of virtue in warfare, the invocation of 
the cross of Christ or the Holy Sepulchre and so on.10 Lastly, this chapter will 
demonstrate an aspect of both crusading and non-crusading rhetoric which will be 
subsequently developed in later chapters. That is, rather than serving simply or even 
primarily as rhetorical ornamentation to a narrative, battle orations often serve to draw 
attention to or specifically reinforce certain important themes of their wider narratives. 
While many of these themes are broad enough to be almost universal, such as the 
divinely directed nature of the important events of history and in particular the outcome 
of wars or battles, others are more pointed and specific. One common, but not always 
present theme of battle rhetoric, with specific relevance to crusading warfare, is a 
concern for ‘correct’ aims and righteous intentions among combatants, giving many 
orations an important moral and didactic aspect. This aspect would, like many of the 
ideas of the Gesta, be subject to subsequent development by later writers. 
 
Text 
                                                             
9 Kenneth Baxter Wolf, Making History: The Normans and their Historians in Eleventh Century Italy 
(Philadelphia, PA, 1995), pp. 146–7.  
10 Bliese, ‘Courage of the Normans’, pp. 2–4.  
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The text survives in seven manuscripts, as well as an attested to but not 
surviving manuscript which was utilized by Jacques Bongars. The likely earliest 
manuscript is the early twelfth-century Vatican Reginensis Latin 572.11 The account is 
divided into ten books, with the last book having been completed shortly after the 
Battle of Ascalon, where the narrative ends. Hill suggests that the first nine books were 
written before the author left Antioch in November 1098. This is plausible, particularly 
in light of book ten’s distinctive nature, but there is no direct evidence within the text 
itself to support this idea. On the other hand, the Gesta’s treatment of the Holy Lance, 
initially accepted as genuine before a loss of favour, becomes more comprehensible if 
the text is considered to be the product of two different phases of writing.12  
 Despite its place at the heart of the historiography of the First Crusade, there is 
little known about the provenance of the Gesta. Although criticised for its style and 
credulousness by both medieval and modern commentators, recent historiography has 
come to appreciate the text as rich, complex and resisting straightforward interpretation. 
Rubenstein has done much to display the dynamic nature of the Gesta’s development, 
attempting to account for the anomalies between the Gesta and notably the narrative 
attributed to Peter Tudebode which have prompted others to seek after an ‘Ur-Gesta’ 
which has been occasionally hypothesized but never convincingly conceptualised.13   
Even accounting for the nuances of Rubenstein’s presentation of the ‘literary 
tradition’ of the text this study accepts the understanding of the Gesta as an eyewitness 
source, not dependent on any other narrative.14 In regards to its ultimate authorship, 
one of the few details that can be stated with conviction is that the author was a 
                                                             
11 GF, pp. xxxviii–xlii. Cf. Louis Bréhier, Histoire anonyme de la première croisade (Paris, 1924), pp. xxiv–xxv. 
12 GF, p. ix, 68. France, ‘The Use of the Anonymous’, p. 30. Colin Morris, ‘Policy and Visions: The Case 
of the Holy Lance at Antioch’, in War and Government in the Middle Ages: essays in honour of J.O. Prestwich, ed. 
by John Gillingham and James C. Holt (Woodbridge, 1984), p. 37, n. 14.  
13 Rubenstein, ‘What is the Gesta Francorum’, p. 181. France, ‘Use of the Anonymous’, pp. 30, 40–1. 
14 France, ‘Use of the Anonymous’, p. 59.  
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member of the southern Italian crusading contingent lead by Bohemond of Taranto, 
referring to France as ‘ultra montanas’ and showing the greatest familiarity with 
Bohemond’s army. He was similarly knowledgeable concerning the landscape of 
southern Italy, and perhaps came from Apulia, which in one of his long speeches 
Kerbogha, Atabeg of Mosul, lists as his ultimate objective of conquest.15 
Given this likely Italian origin and the subject matter of Christian war against 
Muslim enemies, it is perhaps tempting to understanding the Gesta in light of a broader 
historical tradition centred on the late eleventh-century Mediterranean. Herbert E. J. 
Cowdrey has, for example, drawn attention to the similarities between the narrative of 
the Gesta and that of the Carmen in victoriam Pisanorum, a poetic treatment of the 
campaign against the African city of Mahdia by the Pisans and Genoese in 1087.16 
However, the battle rhetoric of the Carmen and the Gesta are considerably divergent in 
their form and focus. While a greater degree of similarity is to be found between the 
battle orations of the Gesta and Geoffrey Malaterra’s De Rebus Gestis Rogerii Calabriae et 
Siciliae Comitis et Roberti Guiscardi Ducis fratris eius, this only serves to throw into sharp 
relief the devotional and penitential aspects of the Gesta’s battle rhetoric. Moreover, 
unlike Malaterra, who states clearly the influence of classical histories upon his text,17 
the Gesta is largely devoid of the sort of classical allusions which are to be found in the 
works of those who sought to improve upon its story.  
Notably, the Gesta, along with many other First Crusade Latin histories, has also 
been viewed in light of the tradition of Old French epics, with Colin Morris arguing that 
the Gesta is itself a chanson de geste.18 While certainly well supported, this view perhaps 
obscures the spirituality integral to the text. Moreover, an acceptance of Rubenstein’s 
                                                             
15 GF, p. xi, xii, p. 1. 
16 Herbert E. J. Cowdrey, ‘The Mahdia Campaign of 1087’, English Historical Review, 92 (1977), pp. 21–2.  
17 GM, p. 4. 
18 Colin Morris, ‘The Gesta Francorum as Narrative History’, Reading Medieval Studies, 19 (1993), pp. 61–7. 
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conception of the Gesta as ultimately a collection of camp stories and sermon material 
reinforces the notion of Norman Housley, that many of the dominant ideas of the Gesta 
likely represent the reality of contemporary popular understandings of the crusade 
endeavour, rather than an ecclesiastically driven picture of events.19 This dichotomy, 
which an examination of battle rhetoric can go a significant way to challenge, is at the 
heart of an enduring debate over the status of the Gesta’s assumed singular author, as a 
cleric or layman. The suggestion that the Gesta was written by a literate knight, who had 
perhaps turned away from a career as a cleric by the death of one or more older 
brothers, was suggested by Heinrich Hagenmayer and followed by Hill in the 
introduction to her edition.20 This view has been challenged by Hans Oehler, and more 
recently by Morris and Rubenstein,21 and the notion of clerical authorship now has 
wider favour. 
While an examination of the Gesta’s battle rhetoric naturally cannot conclude 
this ongoing debate, which has recently been revived by Conor Kostick,22 its 
conclusions do merit some comment. Rather than being chiefly concerned with the 
celebration of martial heroics, as suggested by Bliese’s broad overview of contemporary 
battle rhetoric,23 the orations of the Gesta both reinforce and provide insight into the 
wider themes, particularly the spiritual themes, of the text as a whole. They provided the 
author with a way of displaying how important religious ideas were lived in the context 
of fighting through the actions of the crusaders.24 It would be a leap, however, to 
assume that this spirituality necessarily reflects ecclesiastical status, as Kostick has 
                                                             
19 Rubenstein, ‘What is the Gesta Francorum’, pp. 200–4. Norman Housley, Fighting for the Cross: Crusading to 
the Holy Land (London, 2008), p. 184.  
20 GF, p. xiii.  
21 Hans Oehler, ‘Studien zu den Gesta Francorum’, Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch, 6 (1970), pp. 60–6. Morris, ‘The 
Gesta Francorum’, pp. 55–71. Jay Rubenstein, ‘What is the Gesta Francorum’, p. 187. 
22 Conor Kostick, ‘A further discussion on the authorship of the Gesta Francorum’, Reading Medieval Studies, 
35 (2009) pp. 1–14.  
23 Bliese, ‘Courage of the Normans’, p. 5.  
24 William J. Purkis, Crusader Spirituality in the Holy Land and Iberia c.1095–1187 (Woodbridge, 2008), p. 8.  
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highlighted that the authorship dichotomy should clearly not be framed as being 
between a cleric and an uneducated knight.25 Nevertheless, the fact that the battle 
rhetoric of the Gesta is far more concerned with the spiritual than the martial lends 
some weight to the notion of clerical authorship. 
The Gesta contains seven instances of battle rhetoric.26 The first is delivered by 
Bohemond of Taranto to his soldiers during what is usually called the Battle of 
Dorylaeum on 1 July 1097.27 The second speech, which also takes place during that 
same encounter, is described as a message passed ‘along our lines’.28 The third and 
fourth speeches are both delivered by Bohemond, one to an assembly of crusade 
leaders prior to battle, the other to Robert FitzGerard suo conostabili, which takes place 
during combat at what is conventionally called the Lake battle on 9 February 1095.29 
The fifth speech, again by Bohemond, is delivered to his soldiers before the assault 
upon Antioch in which the crusaders seized the city.30 The sixth speech is delivered to 
the Provençal visionary Peter Bartholomew by St Andrew during the siege of Antioch 
by Kerbogha.31 The final speech is given by Raymond Count of Toulouse to his soldiers 
during the siege of Jerusalem.32 Although none of the speeches are extensive, the 
longest being Bohemond's speech to Robert FitzGerard at only thirty-six words, they 
merit close study. While criticized for its rustic style, the Gesta makes tremendous use of 
direct speech at a number of significant points in the narrative. The employment of 
direct speech highlights the importance of the events they concern, including Pope 
                                                             
25 Kostick, 'A further discussion’, p. 2. 
26 Six is the number of orations given by Bliese in 'The Courage of the Normans' p. 23. However, there is 
no oration or direct speech of any kind at pp. 94–5 while this paper includes the brief hortatory statement 
of Bohemond at p. 36 and the speech given by a vision of St Andrew to Peter Bartholomew at p. 60 
Bliese does not include these in his bibliography of speeches.  
27 GF, pp. 18–19. For the battle see John France, Victory in the East: A military history of the First Crusade 
(Cambridge, 1994), p. 169–85.  
28 GF, pp. 19–20. 
29 GF, pp. 36–7.   
30 GF, p. 46.  
31 GF, p. 60.   
32 GF, p. 97.  
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Urban’s preaching of the crusade, the response to Bohemond’s questions about the 
nature of the expedition and the warning of Adhemar to the crusaders, related at his 
death. An oration even precedes the significant moment when the crusade leaders 
appoint Bohemond as the single commander of the entire force. Moreover, the Gesta’s 
author was aware of how to use direct speech to achieve his desired effect. He 
purposefully writes Turkish speech in a bizarre way to distance Turks from the language 
of the rest of the narrative. Likewise, the lament of Firuz during the attack on Antioch 
is given in Greek.33  
 
Themes and Topoi 
It is unsurprising that among the most common elements of battle rhetoric in 
orations, written c. 1000–c. 1250, is the appeal to martial virtues. Bliese’s typology 
categorized together such calls for bravery, valour, displays of honour, promises of 
glory or an encouragement in some way to act in a manner fitting to combat. Many of 
these calls naturally often contain a gendered element.34 Examples of such appeals in the 
Gesta can be found in Bohemond’s speech at Dorylaeum, where he calls upon his 
knights to fight uiriliter.35 Similarly, Robert FitzGerard is called upon before the Lake 
battle at Antioch to charge the enemy ut vir fortis.36 It is also with such terms that the 
Gesta author has one of Bohemond's soldiers describe their commander,37 at once 
praising Bohemond’s prowess while revealing their own inexperience in combat.  
                                                             
33 GF, pp. xv–xvi, 1–2, 7, 32, 60, 74. France, Victory, p. 245. 
34 Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans’, p. 3. A notable instance wherein notions of masculinity are 
deployed as encouragement by a female speaker is discussed in Patricia Skinner, “Halt! Be men!’: 
Sikelgaita of Salerno, Gender and the Norman Conquest of Southern Italy’, Gender & History 12:3 (2000), 
pp. 622–41.    
35 GF, p. 19.  
36 GF, p. 37.  
37 GF, p. 36. 
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Although instances of these quite loosely defined motivational appeals are not 
rare in the Gesta, they are nevertheless underdeveloped, and extended appeals to 
prowess or honour never occur. This is in clear contrast to contemporary or near 
contemporary examples of orations from other narratives. In an instance of oratio 
obliqua, William of Poitiers presents a harangue delivered by William, Duke of 
Normandy, before meeting with the Anglo-Saxons at Hastings:  
He reminded the Normans that in many and great dangers they had always come out 
victorious under his leadership. He reminded them all of their fatherland, of their noble 
exploits and their great fame. Now they were to prove with their arms with what strength 
they were endowed, with what valour they were inspired.38 
Such extended appeals to martial virtues, calls for valour or references to 
honour can also be found in orations from what have been argued to be, though not 
without challenge, accounts of ‘pre-crusades’.39 One oration from Malaterra’s De rebus 
gestis is devoted almost entirely to these ideas: 
Most valiant ones, you cannot afford to sit here any longer as if your strength were spent. 
If you do, you will find yourselves submerged in the depths of putrid death, no longer 
breathing, and bereft of any memory of military honour. Be mindful of our ancestors, of 
our people, and of our widespread reputation for vigour. Avoid the stigma of future 
reproach. Remember how many thousands of the enemy you killed at Cerami when you 
were fewer in number than you are now. Fortune, which was smiling on you then, is still 
directing you. Return to your former strength! Despite your initial flight, if you turn around 
now and win a victory your honour will be restored.40 
That such extended appeals to martial ideals are lacking in the battle rhetoric of 
the Gesta illustrates how, comparatively speaking, the praise of martial achievements and 
                                                             
38 WP, pp. 124–5.  
39 Rousset, Les origines et le caractères de la première croisade, pp. 27–42.  
40 GM, p. 46. Kenneth Baxter Wolf (trans.), The Deeds of Count Roger of Calabria and Sicily and of His Brother 
Duke Robert Guiscard (Ann Arbor, MI, 2005), p. 113.  
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depictions of prowess was not as great a concern of the author. Where such instances 
do appear in the Gesta, it will be demonstrated that they are almost always found 
alongside other, primarily spiritual motivational appeals, and serve to chiefly reinforce 
those same notions.  
However, this is not to say that the author was uninterested in military affairs, 
far from it. Indeed, the Gesta’s author displays a keen interest in martial matters, and by 
no means shied away from recording the gruesome realities of contemporary warfare, 
even when extremely violent actions were undertaken by Christians. This interest in the 
fighting conducted over the course of the First Crusade could be interpreted as support 
for the notion that the author was a soldier, rather than a cleric. Kostick has argued that 
of all the ‘groups’ that took part in the First Crusade the author of the Gesta was most 
interested in the milites. The numerous references to milites within the Gesta, and the fact 
that the author writes about certain military manoeuvres in the first person, have been 
taken by Kostick as evidence that the author was a knight.41 However, as has been 
demonstrated, an examination of the Gesta’s battle rhetoric is far from occupied with 
martial appeals. 
 Furthermore, it is not difficult to challenge the notion that the author was, of 
all the participants on the First Crusade, most concerned with milites. While recounting 
the key events of the expedition would require significant attention being given to 
milites, it could be argued that the Gesta is far more concerned with the poor. However, 
given the difficulties of distinguishing between the different social groups that took part 
on the First Crusade, it might be more accurate to suggest that the author of the Gesta 
was keen to display the nature of the crusade as a venture of poverty. The crusaders as a 
whole are described as gens mendica, and there are numerous references to the poor 
                                                             
41 GF, pp. xii, 29, 35–7. Kostick, The Social Structure of the First Crusade, p. 16. 
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quality of the arms that they bear.42 Significantly, in lamenting his defeat at the battle of 
Ascalon, an Egyptian emir despairs at the fact that he had been defeated gente mendica 
who carry nothing but the bag and scrip.43 A serious concern for the poor is outright 
stated in the Gesta in the speech by Adhemar of Le Puy that is written out after the story 
notes his death. This speech calls on milites to show concern for the poor and warns 
them that without the pauperes the milites will not achieve salvation.44 Adhemar’s speech 
occurs at a crucial moment within the text and seems to reflect the author’s concern for 
the stability of the expedition in the wake of the victory at Antioch.  
On the other hand, it is impossible to deny the bellicose attributes of the Gesta, 
which, along with the infamous instance wherein the crusaders are harangued by a 
promise of attaining riches, discussed further below,45 seem to conflict with evidence of 
a surviving version of one of the decrees issued at Clermont recording that ‘whosoever 
for devotion alone, not to gain honour or money, goes to Jerusalem to liberate the 
Church of God can substitute this journey for all penance.’46 Such instances have been 
used to argue that battle rhetoric displays what little regard oration authors could have 
for the directives of theology or legal theorists when writing about war, being flashes of 
insight into the true motivation of warriors, and are to be best understood within the 
rhetorical tradition of plausibility.47 However, when examined with an appreciation of 
concordant appeals, and understood within their narrative context, such notions do not 
appear contradictory to the kind of holy war Urban had called in 1095, and largely serve 
to reinforce the spiritual themes of the Gesta.  
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 In discussing the crusade’s participants, the Gesta does seem to differentiate 
between the milites, referring to mounted warriors, and other kinds of soldiers. In his 
speech at Dorylaeum Bohemond instructs omnes milites to go and fight bravely, while the 
pedites are instructed to pitch the camp.48 This instance may reflect the secular values of 
military prestige and family honour that were the forerunners of the chivalric ethos and 
certainly played a part, though perhaps not a great part, in the recruitment of the First 
Crusade.49 However, this may be to read too much into details that no doubt in part 
accurately reflect the reality of the complex sequence of military events called the Battle 
of Dorylaeum. It is, moreover, the case that at the close of the eleventh century a 
precise meaning of the term miles remains elusive, although the picture becomes 
considerably clearer over the course of the twelfth century.50 
 Of greater significance than the precise social connotations of miles is 
Bohemond’s description of his seniores as milites Christi,51 a description found throughout 
the text, and largely absent from the battle rhetoric of other contemporary narratives.52 
While miles is often better understood to mean soldier rather than knight, the idea of 
miles Christi, specifically in its utilization by Pope Urban II, was aimed in particular at the 
class of knights and castellans from which Urban himself had come.53 The full 
vocational terms of the miles Christi could not apply to pedites.54 Heavily utilized by Pope 
Gregory VII and authors of investiture polemics,55  the phrase miles Christi was 
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ultimately derived from Second Epistles of St. Paul to Timothy.56 The Epistles have 
been noted for the motif of depicting inner struggles as physical ones, and the notion of 
the miles Christi has been argued to have its origins in Christ’s instruction to do battle 
with the forces of evil. For the better part of a millennium the miles Christi was not a 
soldier at all, but a monastic,57 or holy man.58 The development and deployment by 
Urban II of the idea of the miles Christi focused on the group that Urban more than any 
other wished to see take part in the pilgrimage of the First Crusade: professional arms-
bearers. The ‘new’ knighthood of men who were milites Christi was contrasted with the 
‘old’ knighthood of robber warriors. Rather than fighting for wealth and earthy glory, 
milites Christi participated in war as an act of Christian charity. This was exemplified in 
certain scriptural passages, one of which, Matthew 16:24, is included in the very 
beginning of the Gesta as the scriptural impetus of the crusade.59 Crucially, the vocation 
of the miles Christi was presented as one that was as valid, or almost as valid as that of 
the monk, as their combat with material evil paralleled the spiritual combat again the 
forces of the Devil in which professed religious engaged. This association of the 
warriors of the First Crusade with the monastic life is exemplified in the Gesta’s longest 
battle oration, in which Bohemond tells Robert Fitz-Gerard: ‘You know in truth that 
this is no war of the flesh, but of the spirit.’60  
 These instances of battle rhetoric highlight how central notions of penitential 
devotion, pilgrimage and the conceptual monasticization of the laity current in the late 
eleventh and early twelfth century are to the construction of crusading warfare found in 
the Gesta. Through battle rhetoric these various threads of spiritual warfare, parallel to 
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but with a clear precedence over physical warfare, are intertwined with elements more 
typical of battle orations. In this way the earliest crusaders were ‘recruited to the ancient 
ranks of the milites Christi’,61 whose fighting was done not primarily upon earthly 
battlefields but in the soul. Bohemond is the Gesta’s miles Christi par excellence and is 
described as fortissimus Christi athleta, an ideal that Robert FitzGerard is told to live up to 
in the speech before the Lake Battle.62 Like the designator miles Christi, athleta Christi also 
had long held connotations of spiritual combat. The ninth-century monk Hrabanus 
Maurus in a commentary on the Epistles amalgamated the spiritual miles and athleta of 
St. Paul into a single figure.63 While many of these elements of the Gesta’s battle rhetoric 
are brief and often underdeveloped many of these notions would undergo tremendous 
development at the hands of later authors who wrote about the First Crusade. 
 That same oration prescribing spiritual warfare concludes with Bohemond 
bidding his constable: vade in pace; Dominus sit tecum ubique. The significance of this lies in 
its relationship to contemporary liturgical practice. The use of ‘vade in pace’, a form of the 
dismissal after Mass, reflects the importance of liturgical practices to the Gesta author 
and the wider crusade expedition. This is corroborated by other eye witness accounts, 
such as that of Raymond of Aguilers, who twice compares the crusader army in battle 
order to a church procession.64 Regarding themselves as pilgrims, the crusaders thus 
adopted on their march to Jerusalem the liturgical practices that had been traditionally 
associated with pilgrimages.65 The importance of the liturgy is elsewhere displayed in the 
Gesta’s narrative on a number of occasions. In the direst of circumstances during the 
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siege of Antioch, the crusaders supposedly responded to their plight by fasting, 
performing processions, receiving communion and celebrating mass. The crusaders’ 
devotion to liturgical practice inspired Jonathan Riley-Smith’s description of the crusade 
as a great monastic community on the move, its path marked by regular and solemn 
intercessory liturgies.66 This devotion can also be seen in the text of the Gesta through 
the notes of various feast days in relation to specific events of the crusade, as well as 
through the doxology of the text.67 These instances, coupled with the lack of scriptural 
references beyond perhaps the most widely known books of the Gospels and Psalms, 
and the echoes of New Testament language, which Robert Levine has suggested is 
intended to emulate the Vulgate, reveal the sermonistic  nature of the text.68 This would 
lend weight to the understanding of battle rhetoric advanced in Chapter One as being 
intended to enhance the accessibility of works which sought to impart instructive, 
didactic conceptions of war, in which the physical battles of the crusaders were 
presented as righteous, quasi-monastic and chiefly spiritual, warfare.  
Given this conception, it is unsurprising that, as with martial motivational 
appeals, the topos of material reward is also given a religious element. Notwithstanding 
the arguments against the idea that materialism was a significant motivation in the 
recruitment of the First Crusade,69 and the requirement that the crusaders travel East 
not out of a desire for wealth, at the battle of Dorylaeum the crusaders were supposedly 
encouraged by the idea that if they are victorious they would gain great riches.70  
However, the motivation of wealth employed by the author of the Gesta is 
justified by the reasoning that spoils attained after victory were God-given. The 
phrasing of the passage in which wealth is used as a motivator at Dorylaeum is that the 
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crusaders will gain riches if it pleases God.71 The lack of dichotomy in the presentation 
of this appeal is far from universal, however, for the author of the Gesta it is clear that 
wealth, like victory, is God-given. That the taking of spoils could serve moralizing ends 
narratively has been highlighted by Rubenstein,72 and was similarly presented as the 
God-given result of righteous warfare in the Old Testament.73 It was nevertheless 
crucial to the success of the crusading endeavour for the pilgrims to possess righteous 
intentions, with the author noting that it was precisely because locals did not realize the 
crusaders were peregrini that they feared them as robbers,74 and they are often presented 
as being unconcerned with personal gain. For example, immediately after the defeat of 
Kerbogha, the Gesta claims that crusaders opt to pursue fleeing Turks rather than seek 
any spoils.75 Likewise, the highly valued standard seized at Ascalon by Robert of 
Normandy would provide the silver made as a devotional gift to the Holy Sepulchre.76 
Furthermore, as with appeals to martial virtue, the single promise of riches in the battle 
rhetoric of the Gesta contrasts sharply with the more numerous and often significantly 
more developed instances of this appeal in other narratives.  
In framing its martial and material motivations in religious or devotional terms, 
these notions are brought more closely in line with the most significant theme of the 
Gesta’s battle rhetoric, and of the text more widely, that of the divinely directed nature 
of the events being narrated. Four of the Gesta’s seven battle orations contain 
assurances that God is with, or will support, the crusaders.77 These instances make clear 
that the success of the endeavour was directly attributable to God, which is furthermore 
stated in the Gesta by the figure of Christ, in a vision supposedly received by a ‘certain 
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priest’ who had taken refuge in a church during an enemy attack.78 After St. Peter and 
the Virgin Mary appear to intercede on behalf of the crusaders, whose sin is identified 
as the cause of their predicament, Christ promises to send assistance after five days. 
This is repeated in the oration delivered a short while later to Peter Bartholomew by a 
vision of St. Andrew who tells Peter: 
Arise, go and tell the people of God to have no fear, but to trust surely with their whole 
hearts in the One True God, and they shall be victorious everywhere, and within five days 
God will send them such a sign as shall fill them with joy and confidence, so that if they 
fight, their enemies shall all be overcome as soon as they go out together to battle, and no-
one shall stand against them.79 
 Rather than God merely providing the crusaders with courage, as Kerbogha’s 
mother claims he does for Bohemond and Tancred, the divine aid that is ultimately 
received is in the form of legions of saints, led by the warrior saints George, Mercurius 
and Demetrius. The literal truth of their appearance is something the author is eager to 
stress.80 Victory, as a result of faith or trust in God and power of the saints was a feature 
of eleventh-century battle orations, particularly against Muslim opponents. Andrew of 
Fleury concludes the battle oration he invented for his depiction of the battle of Battle 
of Torà (1003) with an extended example of such an appeal.81  
Unlike the Gesta Gvillelmi, the battle rhetoric of the Gesta relates divine support 
not to the ‘iustam causam’ being fought for, but as the result of trust or fides in Christ and 
his sign.82 The Gesta’s deployment of the Holy Cross in battle rhetoric highlights its 
significance to the wider narrative. The adoption in 1095 of cloth crosses sewn onto the 
crusaders’ clothing was in part a manifestation of a powerful theme of contemporary 
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devotional writing, the significance of the cross to Christians. It was directly equated by 
the pope with Christ's instruction that, ‘If any man will come after me, let him deny 
himself and take up his cross and follow me.’83 This is not only among the opening 
statements of the Gesta, but provides the impetus behind Bohemond’s famous cutting 
up of his finest cloak to fashion crosses.84 In the Gesta’s second battle oration, the 
crusaders are told to be unanimes in fide Christi and Sanctae Crucis uictoria.85 It is clear that, 
as a potent symbol, the cross had multiple meanings.86 The sign of the cross as an 
emblem of victory had its origins in the famous vision of Constantine before the Battle 
of Milvian Bridge on 28 October 312.87 The reworking of Eusebius’s account by 
Tyrannius Rufinus would ensure that the idea of the victory bringing cross would have a 
long history in the tradition of Latin historical writing.  
The protective, talismanic quality of the cross, is also manifest in the Gesta, with 
Bohemond being described as ‘protected on all sides by the sign of the cross’, in the 
fashion reminiscent of an instance in the vita of St. Martin.88 In an earlier instance, the 
Count of Flanders is said to have been ‘armed at all points with faith and with the sign 
of the cross.’89 Likewise, crusading rites that absorbed the older practice of blessings of 
the cross emphasised its protective and salvific power.90 Given that the spirituality of 
the crusaders developed over the course of the journey,91 this association likely reflects 
the anxieties of the crusaders, for whom the darts of enemies were literal as well as 
spiritual.  
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Of greater significance than its protective qualities, however, was the dimension 
of adopting the cross onto clothing as a sign of personal religious devotion which, as a 
preparatory act prior to military campaigning, was unprecedented in 1095.92 It was the 
difficulty and danger of taking the road to Jerusalem that made it such a severe and 
highly meritorious penance93 and the Gesta is quick to establish the link between the 
Holy Cross and penance. Urban is said to have preached that the crusaders ‘must suffer 
for the name of Christ many things, wretchedness, poverty, nakedness, persecution, 
need, sickness, hunger, thirst and other such troubles, for the Lord said to his disciples, 
‘You must suffer many things for my name.’94 This is shortly after Urban called for the 
faithful to ‘take up his cross.’ Moreover, the crusaders are described by the Gesta as 
wearing the badge of the cross on their right arm, or between their shoulders, a visual 
expression of the scriptural ideal of imitatio Christi.95 
While the language of being signed with the cross had an ancient history, which 
was exegetically revived in the eleventh century,96 the cross was not an emblem of 
pilgrimage prior to 1095. Instead, it seems to have been brought to pilgrimage from a 
monastic context. More specifically, it has been argued that Urban was influenced by a 
combination of the theological legacy of Cluny in regards to cross-devotion as well as a 
more personal interpretation of Daniel 2:21 wherein the populus christianus replaced the 
sacred emperor in effecting necessary change in Christendom.97 Thus, in his alignment 
of pilgrimage with the monastic life through the adoption of the cross as a sign of their 
vow, Urban transformed pilgrimage, although he did so in a way both churchmen and 
the laity would likely have understood, with penance being an important feature of lay 
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piety which had also come from monasticism.98 Like baptism, or entrance into the 
religious life, the adoption of the cross symbolized a form of conversion in the hopes of 
some form of freedom from sin.99 Such a conversion demanded the moral and spiritual 
reform which in part explains the moralizing and didactic nature of the Gesta’s battle 
rhetoric discussed above, many instances of which would receive further theological 
development. Without such notions the pilgrims would have failed to achieve the aim 
of their adoption of the cross, to leave behind the sinful past and live in the future in 
repentance.   
 This central notion of penitential devotion is expressed in the Gesta though 
numerous accounts of the suffering and deprivations of the crusaders. After 
Dorylaeum, the text recounts how in the Anatolian desert the Franks ‘barely emerged or 
escaped alive, for we suffered greatly from hunger and thirst, and found nothing at all to 
eat except prickly plants which we gathered and rubbed between our hands.’100 Later at 
Antioch, we are told that the lack of supplies was such an issue that men ate leaves, 
thistles and trees as well animal skin: ‘These and many other troubles and anxieties, 
which I cannot describe, we suffered for the Name of Christ and to set free the road to 
the Holy Sepulchre; and we endured this misery, hunger and fear for six-and-twenty 
days.’101 
 Penitential suffering, like the notion of martyrdom is never explicitly stated in 
any of the battle rhetoric in the Gesta, although later accounts of the First Crusade 
would utilize both in their orations. This is spite of the author’s clear interest in these 
notions. The Gesta has Pope Urban claim that ‘great will be your reward’, citing 
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Matthew 5:12, wherein such rewards are received in heaven.102 In relaying the story of 
an unfortunate group of German crusaders who going on ahead of the main Frankish 
forces became isolated and were killed or captured by Turks, the Gesta claims that they 
‘were the first to endure blessed martyrdom for the Name of our Lord Jesus.’103 
Moreover, in the aftermath of the crusaders first major success, the capture of Nicaea, 
the Gesta relays that: 
We besieged this city for seven weeks and three days, and many of our men suffered 
martyrdom there and gave up their blessed souls to God with joy and gladness, and many 
of the poor starved to death for the Name of Christ. All these entered Heaven in triumph 
wearing the robe of martyrdom which they have received, saying with one voice, ‘Avenge, 
O Lord, our blood which was shed for thee, for thou art blessed and worthy of praise 
forever and ever. Amen.’104  
 The lack of martyrdom as a motivating appeal in the Gesta’s battle rhetoric, if 
not the broader narrative, is perhaps best understood as a reflection of the author’s 
understanding of the expedition as a pilgrimage, rather than the germinating form of 
holy war it was actualizing into. It is crucial that the Gesta claims that martyrdom was 
not just granted to those who died fighting the enemies of God, but to those who 
starved to death in the name of Christ. It is only with the First Crusade that a mass of 
material concerning warrior martyrs first appears,105 while death on pilgrimage, however, 
had long been thought to be meritorious.106 For the Gesta author the essence of the 
crusade was penance, of which the risk and hardship of battle was just one aspect, 
symbolically embodied by the cross. Hence it is the cross, not the promise of the 
martyr’s crown which the Gesta author does place narratively speaking at the forefront 
of the crusaders’ minds before combat through battle rhetoric.  
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This use of the cross is but one way in which the Gesta’s battle rhetoric is 
distinguished from all predecessors. Like the cross, the Holy Sepulchre is utilized in 
order to reinforce the wider spiritual themes of the narrative. At the Battle of the Lake, 
Bohemond tells Robert FitzGerard to ‘fight valiantly for God and the Holy 
Sepulchre.’107 Despite the considerable debate over the place of Jerusalem in Urban’s 
preaching,108 the ultimate goal of the crusaders in the Gesta, even more so than the city 
of Jerusalem itself, is the recovery of the Sepulchre. The text opens by relating the papal 
preaching of the crusade, which was understood to have taught that ‘if any man, with all 
his heart and all his mind, really wanted to follow God and faithfully to bear the cross 
after him, he could make no delay in taking the road to the Holy Sepulchre as quickly as 
possible.’109 When the text narrates the suffering of the crusaders, it does so with 
reference to the Sepulchre,110 and when the crusade appears to be in serious danger of 
disintegration, it is the Sepulchre that the Gesta author fears will be abandoned.111 This 
fixation on the Holy Sepulchre in part reflects the view of Jerusalem that was prevalent 
in western Europe until 1099, that Jerusalem was the city of the Holy Sepulchre.112  
The emphasis on the Holy Sepulchre in the Gesta reinforces the conception of 
the First Crusade as a pilgrimage. The crusaders understood themselves to be pilgrims 
on the via Sancti Sepulchri and even at the end of the four-year campaign the Sepulchre 
remained at the forefront of the participants’ minds.113 At the siege of Jerusalem in 
1099, the Gesta explains that it was decided to attack the city with war machines so that 
‘we might enter and worship at our Saviour’s Sepulchre.’114 In utilizing so heavenly the 
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image of the cross and of the Sepulchre, the Gesta displays the significance of the ideal 
of imitatio Christi, of which penitential pilgrimage was an expression, to those who took 
part in the First Crusade.115 
An element that defies Bliese’s typology, which nevertheless features in the 
battle rhetoric of the Gesta, and which reflects and reinforces the wider contemporary 
spiritual understanding of the crusade, is that of Christian unity. In the second speech at 
Dorylaeum, the crusaders are called upon to stand ‘unanimes in fides Christi’.116 Similarly, 
in the speech before the attack on Antioch, Bohemond tells his men to go ‘securo animo 
et felici concordia.’117 The idea of unity is also perhaps being expressed in the last oration of 
the Gesta, in which Raymond of Toulouse encourages his men to be quicker about their 
attack on Jerusalem before the other Franks have already entered the city.118 It is 
certainly true that the mission of the First Crusade united a number of diverse groups of 
people, supposedly through their love of God and neighbour,119 in what was perhaps a 
reflection of how the ideal of imitatio Christi provided unity to the new and varied forms 
of religious life which flourished from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries.120 
 In practice, it can be seen in the Gesta that unity between the varied forces of 
the crusade was a necessary precaution for the security of the undertaking. Book I 
relates how a company of Italian crusaders led by a man named Rainald was cut off 
from the rest of their army, before being easily routed by the Turks, their fate being 
either death or slavery. Soon after, a German crusader is reported to have betrayed a 
number of his own companions to the Turks.121 These events seems to foreshadow the 
author’s mistrust of the leaders of the main crusader force that he expresses most 
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forcefully when describing the oaths made to Alexius.122 As the crusaders moved further 
into Anatolia and on into the Levant, the need for unity grows ever greater. A story in 
Book IX concerning deserters fleeing from Antioch describes how in attempting to save 
themselves they are instead cut down by the Turks.123 Likewise, the tasks of foraging for 
food and searching out supplies of water held the same dangers.124 Given that, in 1095, 
the idea of fighting for Christ was embryonic, and would be shaped by the experience 
of the crusaders, it seems likely that the danger of the expedition and the suffering the 
participants faced emphasised this idea of unity in the accounts that documented it.125 
This emphasis on unity also helps explain why the Gesta dealt with Bohemond’s 
abandonment of the crusade after Antioch so curtly.126 
However, this theme does not merely reflect the experience of crusading, but 
like other prominent elements of battle rhetoric, illustrates how the lived reality of the 
crusaders was underscored, propelled and actualised by scriptural and devotional ideals. 
Like the crucial notions of imitatio Christi and contemptus mundi, the ideal of the first 
Christian community in Jerusalem that is described in the Acts of the Apostles, the 
ecclesia primitiva, and the apostolic life (vita apostolica) it fostered, loomed large in the 
thinking of the religious communities in this period.127 The essence of the primitive 
Church was thought to have been captured in the verse: ‘And all they that believed were 
together and had all things common. Their possessions and goods they sold, and 
divided them to all, according as everyone had need’,128 and: ‘And the multitude of 
believers had but one heart and one soul. Neither did anyone say that aught of the 
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things which he possessed was his own: but all things were common unto them.’129 
Moreover, in the first four chapters of Acts of the Apostles, the ‘followers of the Way’ 
are repeatedly described as behaving with ‘one mind’, unanimiter.130 The emphasis on 
unity through the text’s battle rhetoric, which utilises related terms that denoted being 
of one-mind, such as unanimis and concors, reflects the importance of the idea of the vita 
apostolica and ecclesia primitiva within the text. The Gesta uses the word unanimiter to 
describe the military deeds of the crusaders five times.131 Moreover, the fact that the 
Gesta uses unanimiter interchangeably with uno corde et animo, the exact language of Acts 
4:32, suggests a direct link between the First Crusade and the spirit of the ecclesia 
primitiva, as well as exhibiting the ability of battle rhetoric to present in a succinct and 
forceful manner notions which were central to the ideological framework of those who 
took the cross.132  
 
Conclusion 
The hortatory content of the Gesta’s battle rhetoric focuses on several distinct but 
interconnected motivational appeals, many of which have been identified as common to 
a broad survey of Latin orations in the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
However, in regard to their content, form and function, the battle rhetoric of the Gesta 
cannot, when properly contextualised, be accurately described as standard or 
conventional. Despite an apparent broader statistical frequency within the genre, the 
Gesta’s orations have little interest in appeals to martial virtues or prowess, especially in 
comparison with other contemporary orations. Moreover, where such notions do 
appear, they are often part of broader spiritual notions central to the wider narrative. 
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The distinctive nature of the Gesta in this regard seems to be in part influenced by an 
understanding of the crusading endeavour as divinely guided, wherein the righteous 
intentions of the participants was directly related to the success of the endeavour. This 
is reinforced by the presentation of crusaders as combatants, in the taking of spoils, as 
well as the formulation of the Gesta’s single short promise of wealth in its battle 
rhetoric.  
However, the notion of righteous warfare being divinely directed was of course not 
new at the turn of the twelfth century, and battle orations had by 1100 long been part of 
the broader literary history of Christian holy war. The Gesta is to an extent part of this 
tradition; however, when understood within an eleventh-century context regarding the 
development of notions of holy war, ecclesiastical and monastic reform, and 
contemporary practices of pilgrimage, the battle rhetoric of the Gesta takes on 
significant devotional and penitential aspects hitherto unrecognised by the study of 
battle orations. This is most evident in the elements of the Gesta’s battle rhetoric which 
have often fallen outside of a broad typology of orations, such as the appeals to the 
Holy Cross, the Holy Sepulchre, the emphasis on Christian unity, as well as the ideal of 
the miles Christi. As has been argued, many of these notions were revived during the 
spiritual and ideological reform taking place at the end of the eleventh century, and 
subsequently found their way into the battle rhetoric of a new kind of military 
endeavour, at once externally violent and internally penitential. 
This penitential spirituality, rather than rhetorical flair or military pragmatism, is at 
the heart of the Gesta’s use of direct speech, and its battle rhetoric more specifically, 
although the text blends all three of these elements to a degree. The liturgical and 
exegetical elements of the battle rhetoric of the Gesta also serve to distinguish it from 
the orations of works such as Malaterra’s De rebus gestis, being devoid of the kind of 
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references to Old Testament wars and warriors that authors often had recourse to when 
attempting to convey the conflicts of their own day as righteous. The battle rhetoric of 
the Gesta clearly lacks some of the anxiety and self-consciousness of those texts. For 
example, while the Gesta is satisfied in presenting the capture of riches as God-given 
Malaterra employs a reference to Acts 4:35, ‘and distribution was made unto every man 
according as he had need’,133 in justifying what is otherwise an extended appeal of 
promised wealth. Similarly, promises of divine aid in the Gesta are never presented as 
contingent on the enactment of Christian rites, as they are in comparable instances.134 
The penitential nature of the crusade was, for the author of the Gesta, manifest. In this 
way the difference between the Mediterranean wars of the late eleventh century and the 
First Crusade is highlighted by the different ways in which were justified through battle 
rhetoric.  
The Gesta has been characterized as both rich and complex as well as raw and 
unpolished, being described by Rubenstein as a hurriedly constructed piece of work.135 
Whether the text was quickly assembled or not, an examination of the battle rhetoric of 
the Gesta certainly reveals a level of care and attention that has been given to its 
instances of direct speech with papal preaching, penitential spirituality and likely the 
motivations, hopes and anxieties of the crusaders informing the content of these 
speeches. Even as rhetorical invention this hortatory content is invaluable as indicators 
of crusading ideology which would be subsequently developed by those who, in the first 
few decades of the twelfth century, were to rewrite the story of the Gesta and the First 
Crusade.  
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Chapter Three: Battle Rhetoric in Narratives of the First Crusade, c. 1100–1144 
Introduction 
 The previous chapter analysed the battle orations found in the anonymous Gesta 
Francorum and established a specific set of distinct but largely interconnected ideas and 
motivational appeals that related to crucial themes of the Gesta’s as a whole. It argued 
that although it is possible to identify the commonly recurring rhetorical topoi of the 
genre, the battle rhetoric of the Gesta is far from conventional when examined against 
the typology and broader statistical approach of Bliese.1 Moreover, the battle rhetoric of 
the Gesta is best understood in part as the inheritor of a particular rhetorical tradition of 
oration writing, but at the same time represents a break with, or at the very least a 
significant watershed of, that same tradition. While conceptions of righteous wars 
conducted with or directed by divine support had a long history prior to 1095, the battle 
rhetoric of the Gesta ought to be understood within the context of developing notions 
of holy war influenced by eleventh-century ecclesiastical and monastic reform as well as 
contemporary practices of pilgrimage. This serves to illuminate the devotional and 
penitential aspects of the Gesta’s specific construction of crusading warfare as well as the 
penitential spirituality at the heart of the Gesta’s battle rhetoric.  
 This chapter builds directly upon Chapter Two, analysing a number of later 
Latin narratives of the First Crusade. Following a critical overview of the narratives 
under consideration, this chapter will systematically examine the place of themes 
present in the Gesta in this broader corpus. This chapter will display how recurring and 
prominent notions were utilised by oration authors and to what end. It will examine 
how these ideas were deployed, developed or discarded by specific authors. As with 
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Chapter Two, the development and deployment of specific ideas within battle rhetoric 
will be contextualised within the ecclesiastical setting of the early twelfth century, which 
will serve to highlight the moral and didactic purposes of many of the orations 
examined herein. Finally, this chapter will go some way towards illuminating the 
influence of crusading battle rhetoric beyond the confines of traditionally defined 
‘crusading’. It will do so by establishing instances of influence by crusading rhetoric on 
non-crusading battle orations, both through concordant motivational appeals as well as 
direct textual borrowing. It will display how, through the use of ‘crusading battle 
rhetoric’, non-crusading warfare could be sanctified by oration authors, as well as how 
the early crusading movement had a broader impact upon how righteous warfare was 




 Thought to be a priest of Civray in Poitou who took part in the First Crusade, 
Petrus Tudebodus is otherwise an obscure figure, although he perhaps travelled East with 
his brothers Arvedus and Arnaldus Tudebodus.2 The extent to which Peter should be 
considered the author of the entire work has been called into question.3 Moreover, the 
value of this account has been dominated by the issue of the relationship between 
Tudebode and the Gesta. Heinrich Hagenmeyer argued in his edition of the Gesta 
Francorum that the Historia de Hierosolymitano itinere was the derivative work of the two.4 
One the other hand, John and Laurita Hill claimed Tudebode, the Gesta and Raymond 
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d'Aguilers all drew on a common now lost source.5 This theory has been more recently 
questioned by John France who argues that the idea of a lost common source fails to 
explain why a French priest would have employed the term nos when describing events 
from the viewpoint of the Italian contingent on the First Crusade.6 Sharing extended 
section of identical text, it has been questioned as to whether they should be considered 
separate works at all,7 and the most recent studies of the relationship have posited 
several solutions which approach the issue by postulating stages of composition,8 
although the Gesta has largely retained its primacy. The dating of the text has also been 
tied to this ongoing debate, with composition in the first few years of the twelfth 
century likely.9  
There are six instances of battle rhetoric in the Historia de Hierosolymitano itinere, 
many of which align with the orations of the Gesta. The first is delivered by Bohemond 
of Taranto at the battle of Dorylaeum.10 The second speech is described as being 
‘passed along’ the lines of the crusaders and takes place shortly after the first.11 The 
third speech is delivered to Robert FitzGerard by Bohemond during battle outside of 
Antioch.12 The fourth speech, again delivered by Bohemond, occurs prior to scaling the 
walls at Antioch.13 The fifth speech, not found in the Gesta Francorum, is delivered by a 
messenger that is sent to Raymond Pilet during the fighting around Antioch.14 The final 
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speech, as in the Gesta, is delivered by Raymond Count of St. Giles to his soldiers 
outside of Jerusalem.15  
 
Fulcher of Chartres 
 The other eyewitness account which this chapter will analyse is the Historia 
Hierosolymitana of Fulcher of Chartres. The text was edited by Heinrich Hagenmeyer, 
who argued that the historia was written in several stages over the course of the first 
three decades of the twelfth century.16 Fulcher was a participant on the First Crusade 
who departed with the army led by Robert of Normandy, Robert of Flanders and 
Stephen of Blois.17 The scope of the Historia Hierosolymitana extends beyond the First 
Crusade, covering the reign of King Baldwin I of Jerusalem from 1100 to 1118 in Book 
II and the reign of Baldwin II until 1127 in Book III. Fulcher joined Baldwin’s 
contingent during the First Crusade prior to his departure from the main army and 
journey to Edessa, relying on the Gesta Francorum and Raymond of Aguiler’s Historia 
Francorum qui ceperunt Iherusalem for his account of the main crusader force during this 
absence.18 In his own words, Fulcher was the chaplain of that same Baldwin.19 The three 
instances in which Fulcher uses the surname Carnotensis indicates his place of birth. 
Beyond the text, he is identified by a charter of 1112 as Prior of the Mount of Olives.20 
 The majority of the battle rhetoric in Fulcher’s account is found in Book II. 
However, two instances occur during the fighting around Antioch with one occurring 
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soon after the other. In the first instance, a vision appears to a fleeing cleric and tells 
him to return to his fellow Christians, promising aid in the forthcoming battle. The 
second speech is delivered by an apparition of the brother of a crusader trying to flee 
the city.21 Although Bliese does not list this instance in his bibliography of battle 
speeches,22 both orations contain hortatory content, unlike other instances in Fulcher’s 
account that Bliese does qualify as battle rhetoric.23  
 That the most substantial battle rhetoric in Fulcher’s Historia occurs during 
Book II highlights his aim of exalting Baldwin I. Baldwin delivers two long speeches to 
his soldiers before battle, the second being notable for the fact that the Christian forces 
are subsequently defeated.24 The final speech takes place on the 26th of August 1105 
and is an impassioned call for both fighting men and prayers to God for an upcoming 
battle. It is delivered by the Patriarch of Jerusalem.25 
 
Historia Belli Sacri 
 Sharing a great deal of material with the Gesta, Tudebode, as well as several 
other First Crusade narratives, the Historia Belli Sacri, or Hystoria de via et recuperatione 
Antiochiae atque Ierusolymarum, likely originated at the Abbey of Montecassino. It was 
possibly written at any point between 1130, the year Bohemond II died, and 1153, as it 
remarks that Ascalon was still in Muslim hands. Jean Flori has suggested the date 1131, 
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while Evelyn Jamison contended that the majority of the text was put together in 1118, 
with a reworking taking place in 1131.26  
 In terms of its battle rhetoric, the historia largely follows the Gesta and 
Tudebode, with some speeches repeated almost verbatim. These include the two 
orations which take place at Dorylaeum,27 however Bohemond’s speech to Robert 
FitzGerard is considerably extended, as is the rallying cry preceding this.28 Moreover, 
Bohemond’s speech before the scaling of the walls at Antioch is notably altered.29 
Shortly before this is a brief speech by Rainald Porchet with some hortatory content.30 
The vision of St. Andrew is likewise included, along with the exhortation, despite its 
absence from Tudebode’s work.31 Also included is a speech towards the end of the 
narrative, perhaps inspired by but certainly distinct from an oration of the Gesta Tancredi, 
which is delivered by Eberhard of le Puiset.32 
 
The Montecassino Chronicle 
 As its name indicates, this source, like the Historia Belli Sacri, also originated at 
the Benedictine abbey of Montecassino. It was worked on by a series of authors, 
notably Leo of Ostia who started the chronicle in 1075 and was likely revised by a monk 
named Guy, as well as Peter the Deacon until c. 1135.33 The chronicle contains four 
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instances of battle rhetoric,34 only one of which, a speech at Dorylaeum, is directly 
relevant to this chapter.35 
 
Baldric of Bourgueil 
 Like Robert of Rheims and Guibert of Nogent, Baldric of Bourgueil was a 
historian of the First Crusade who sought to improve upon the libellum… nimis 
rusticanum he encountered,36 which was without a doubt the Gesta Francorum.37  Baldric’s 
historia, composed in around 1105, with possible revisions perhaps taking place after 
Baldric took up his archbishopric in 1107,38 is just one part of an impressive corpus of 
work that includes poems, letters, elegies, sermons and hagiography.39 Baldric’s high 
level of education and access to a variety of writings is evidenced by the number of 
classical allusions in the Historia, as well his other works.40 Although not as widely 
copied as Robert, the manuscript tradition of Baldric’s historia extended beyond France 
and into Anglo-Norman England and Spain.41  
 Baldric’s account of the First Crusade has been compared to chansons de geste in 
an attempt to account in some part for its popularity. Moreover, Steven Biddlecombe 
has argued that it was Baldric’s desire to ensure that the story of the First Crusade 
served as an example to others who might take the cross that prompted him to 
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38 BB, pp. xxiv–xxx.  
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introduce and stress important theological ideas that are supported by motifs 
reminiscent of epics, as well as plausible and flawed characters that his audience could 
identify with, in language that would be accessible but also enjoyable.42 Although Baldric 
roughly follows the narrative of the First Crusade found in the Gesta, he greatly 
expanded some of the Gesta’s orations, as well as inventing new speeches. The majority 
of the historia’s seven battle speeches are delivered by Bohemond. These include two 
orations at the battle of Dorylaeum,43 one of which is delivered by Bohemond,44  and 
four during the fighting that takes place around Antioch.45 The final battle oration takes 
place outside the walls of Jerusalem, prior to the crusaders begin their attack. This 
speech, which is delivered by a group of priests not only contains a number of the 
recognizable and common appeals categorized by Bliese, but it is also clearly concerned 
with vocalizing the theology of the crusade.46  
 
Guibert of Nogent 
Like Robert and Baldric, the Benedictine monk Guibert of Nogent rewrote the 
events of the First Crusade from another source, very probably the Gesta Francorum, the 
style of which he found lacking.47 He also drew upon the account of Fulcher of 
Chartres which nevertheless earned his ire.48 The account itself provides a number of 
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clues as to the dating of the text, being likely between c. 1107–1109. However, 
Rubenstein has argued that the text underwent revision until c. 1120.49  
Guibert’s attitude to the crusade is exemplified not only in the title of his 
account but also in one of the instances of battle rhetoric in which Bohemond tells his 
soldiers unambiguously ‘it is not you, but Christ who has fought’.50 There are six battle 
speeches in Gesta Dei Per Francos. Two speeches occur during the battle of Dorylaeum, 
one delivered by Bohemond and another by a group of the leaders of the crusade. 
Three speeches occur around Antioch, two being delivered by Bohemond and another 
by Hugh of Vermandois. The final speech, which also occurs in the Gesta and Robert 
the Monk takes place during the siege of Jerusalem and is delivered by Raymond of St. 
Giles.51 
 
Robert the Monk  
  Of the three Northern French Benedictines to rework the story of the First 
Crusade as it appears in the Gesta, Robert of Rheims, often called Robert the Monk, was 
by far the most successful. Despite Robert’s casting of the First Crusade as an almost 
entirely French endeavour, and thus a French success,52 his account was widely copied 
and read outside of French speaking territories and survives today in eighty-four full 
Latin copies dating from between the twelfth and sixteenth centuries. Beyond the fact 
that Robert was a monk of the abbey of St. Rémi at Rheims, little is known about him, 
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though he may have for a brief time been abbot there.53 In his own words Robert was 
compelled to write by his vow of obedience54 to Abbot B. who is named as Bernardus 
in two twelfth-century manuscripts, Benedictus in at least six others, and in other 
manuscripts simply as B or N.55 The identification of Abbot B. has been a source of 
some debate, with previously favoured candidates shown to be unlikely.56 It has been 
suggested rather that B. was in fact Baldric of Bourgueil.57 Compared to the Gesta, 
Robert provides a lengthier description of the Council of Clermont, which he claims to 
have attended.58 
Sweetenham, in the introduction to her translation of the Recueil edition, 
suggested a date for the completion of the Historia of c. 1106–1107.59 However, the 
fashion in which Robert refers to King Philip of France in the past tense has led 
Damien Kempf and Marcus Bull, the most recent editors of the text, to argue for c. 
1110 as a more likely date of completion.60  
 Robert’s Historia contains five instances of battle rhetoric, most of which occur 
during the fierce fighting around the city of Antioch, a crucial episode in many 
narratives. The first instance of battle rhetoric is a long speech given by Bohemond to 
raise the morale of desperate men besieging the city.61 The second instance is a pre-
battle sermon delivered by the Papal Legate Adhemar of Le Puy immediately before the 
besieged Christians give battle against the army of Kerbogha the governor of Mosul.62 
The third instance follows shortly after and is delivered by Hugh of Vermandois during 
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the battle itself.63 The penultimate battle oration is delivered by Adhemar following the 
arrival of the saintly army of heaven.64 The final speech is delivered by Raymond Count 
of St. Giles outside of Jerusalem. Like the version of this speech in the Gesta there is 
little hortatory content in this final speech.65 
 
Ralph of Caen 
While Ralph of Caen did not participate in the First Crusade, in 1106 he joined 
the entourage of Bohemond of Taranto during his recruitment tour of France and in 
1107 travelled to the Holy Land, perhaps as a chaplain,66 although his clerical status has 
been questioned.67 His connection to the crusading movement was established much 
earlier however. In his youth Ralph studied at Caen, probably at the cathedral school, 
under Arnulf of Chocques who would take part in the First Crusade and ultimately rise 
to be Patriarch of Jerusalem.68 After serving both Bohemond and then Tancred, until 
the latter’s death in 1112, Ralph sought out his old tutor’s patronage. The Gesta Tancredi 
was written around this time, possibly while Ralph was a cathedral canon at Jerusalem 
before 1118, the year Arnulf died. However, D’Angelo has suggested that the text 
underwent reworkings between 1113 and the 1130s, possibly by Arnulf or someone 
inspired by him.69 The Gesta Tancredi or the Tancredus is dedicated to Arnulf.70 
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Only existing in a single manuscript, Brussels Bibliothèque Royale 5373, the text 
has been edited for the Recueil, as well as being more recently edited by Edoardo 
D’Angelo. The narrative covers events from the embarking of the South-Italian 
Normans on crusade to the siege of Apamea in 1106, ending abruptly. Like Guibert of 
Nogent, Ralph of Caen’s work displays his high level of education and indicates that he 
was well versed in both the Bible and the classics.71 Moreover, the personal contact he 
had with crusade leaders, exaggerated or not, and time he spent in the newly formed 
Crusader States meant he was excellently placed to write an account of the First 
Crusade that is largely original and independent of other narratives.72 
 The Gesta Tancredi contains four instances of battle rhetoric. The first occurs 
during the battle of Dorylaeum, being delivered by Robert Duke of Normandy to rally 
Bohemond and his men.73 The second is delivered by Eberhard of le Puiset during the 
fighting within Jerusalem.74 The last two speeches, both of which occur following the 
capture of Jerusalem, are delivered by Tancred and occur during the fighting around 
Latakia. The second of Tancred’s speeches is cut short where the manuscript ends.75  
 
Albert of Aachen  
 Albert of Aachen’s Historia Iherosolimitana is by far the longest contemporary 
narrative of the First Crusade, being around ten times as long as the Gesta Francorum 
based on the pagination of the Recueil editions.76 It has been more recently edited and 
translated by Susan Edgington. The first six books of Albert’s Historia detail the First 
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Crusade and were in their final form by 1102,77 while the later six are dedicated to 
detailing the events of the first two decades of the Latin East and were completed 
sometime in the 1120s.78 Not only were the two halves of the Historia composed 
separately but they likely also circulated separately.79  
 Albert has been described as having a superficial knowledge of the classics, but a 
much deeper knowledge of Scripture.80 Despite expressing an earnest desire to take the 
cross, Albert was an ‘armchair crusader’. Nevertheless, working from Aachen did not 
prevent Albert from furnishing his account with a high degree of detail regarding life 
and events in the Latin East, no doubt utilizing the testimony of returning crusaders.81 
 Albert’s first six books contain nine battle orations. The first is delivered by a 
bishop to embattled crusaders fighting around Nicaea.82 The second is delivered by 
Adhemar of Le Puy to a group of men under his command at the Iron Bridge.83 The 
third speech, which is also delivered by Adhemar, takes place as the crusaders assault 
Antioch.84 The fourth speech occurs shortly after this and is delivered by both Godfrey 
of Bouillon and Robert of Flanders.85 The fifth speech is delivered by an unnamed cleric 
to besieged crusaders who consider fleeing the city.86 The sixth speech closely follows 
the fifth and is delivered again by Godfrey and Robert.87 The seventh speech is 
delivered by Adhemar, Godfrey and Robert to the crusaders before the battle against 
Kerbogha.88 The eighth and ninth speeches, both delivered by Duke Godfrey occur 
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during the fighting at Ascalon, one being a heavily theological speech delivered to the 
prefect of Ramla, the other being an exhortation almost entirely concerned with 
discouraging looting during battle.89 
 
Orderic Vitalis  
 Orderic Vitalis dedicated the ninth book of his Ecclesiastical History to telling the 
story of the First Crusade. Book IX was probably written before Book X, despite the 
non-sequential authorship of other parts of Orderic’s magnum opus, and was completed c. 
1135.90  
Orderic’s account of the First Crusade is largely an epitome of Baldric of 
Bourgueil. While he adds details of his own, including details of the fighting around 
Antioch and Jerusalem91 and is otherwise known to have indulged in epic invention, 
Orderic neither added to or developed the battle rhetoric of his source material.92 His 
account of the First Crusade includes only a single speech, that of Bohemond to his 
constable Robert FitzGerard during the Lake battle.93 This speech is close, but not 
identical to, the same speech in Baldric of Bourgueil.94 Later in his work, while narrating 
the reign of Baldwin I of Jerusalem, he includes a short oration by the king at Jaffa.95 
 
Henry of Huntingdon  
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 In a fashion similar to Orderic, Henry, Archdeacon of Huntingdon, devotes part 
of Book VII of his lengthy Historia Anglorum, to the story of the First Crusade. 
However, unlike Orderic who has been argued to have shaped points of the First 
Crusade narrative specifically so that it might better fit the broader aims of his work,96 it 
has been argued that Henry deals with the digression in a hasty and disjointed fashion.97 
Diana Greenway, Henry’s modern editor, has argued that the text was developed in six 
different stages, between 1123–1154. However, the narrative of the First Crusade, 
written in the first stage (c. 1131), underwent no serious revision after this point.98 
 Henry most likely worked from other texts for his account of the crusade, 
having similarities with the Gesta but also Baldric of Bougueil, Ralph of Caen and 
William of Malmesbury.99 His wider work contains a number of significant extended 
battle orations, only one of which, taking place at the Battle of Dorylaeum and delivered 
by Robert of Normandy, forms part of his crusade narrative.100 
 
Themes and topoi 
Martial Virtue 
As was discussed in Chapter Two, the work of Bliese ranked appeals to martial 
or ‘chivalric’ values as the most prominent rhetorical topoi in medieval battle rhetoric. 
His typology grouped these appeals alongside promises of honour, glory and 
recognition for displaying such virtues.101 The nature of battle rhetoric obviously lends 
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itself to such content, which is found in many First Crusade orations. In Robert the 
Monk’s earliest harangue Bohemond tells his men, whose morale is wavering outside of 
the walls of Antioch, that they have been distinguished so far as outstanding soldiers 
(bellatores egregii) and reminds them of their successful record of victory.102 In Guibert’s 
Dei Gesta, at Dorylaeum, Bohemond orders his soldiers to attack the enemy viriliter and 
to honorem pariter vobis vitamque defendite.103  
Appeals to martial virtues or the desire for honour and glory were not reserved 
for instance where battle orations are put into the mouths of lay commanders. 
Churchmen often deliver speeches that contain these same appeals. In one of Albert of 
Aachen’s orations, delivered by Adhemar of Le Puy during the assault on Antioch, the 
bishop, seeing ‘that the hearts of his men were weak from fear’ addresses them saying: 
‘You should not fear the enemy’s attack. Stand firm, rise against these tormenting 
dogs.’104 
 While such appeals are common throughout the battle rhetoric of First Crusade 
narratives, there is little development of these ideas when such orations are compared 
with the Gesta. Many speeches that contain martial appeals simply copy, or closely 
follow the language of the Gesta, such as the first oration in Peter Tudebode.105 Even 
when significant attention is given to martial appeals, such as in Baldric’s speech 
delivered by Bohemond at Dorylaeum, the forms they take are generic and 
undeveloped.106 
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 Sweetenham has argued that the Gesta makes it clear that participants of the 
First Crusade were soldiers first and foremost.107 However, in the previous chapter, it 
was argued that the battle rhetoric of the Gesta emphasised the nature of the First 
Crusade as a venture of spiritual devotion. While appeals to martial virtues, calls for 
bravery and promises of glory are common in the context of battle rhetoric, their 
statistical frequency has perhaps been misleading when attempting to understand the 
nature of battle rhetoric, particularly rhetoric found in crusading narratives. In the 
previous chapter it was argued that martial appeals, while present, are often couched in 
religious language, or make reference to the divine. An example from an oration that 
contains a number of martial appeals is Baldric of Bourgueil’s speech, delivered by 
Bohemond at Dorylaeum:  
Brave soldiers of Christ, see! Now is the time for fighting. Set aside all fear, which can even 
make men into women, and boldly attend to your own defence. Tirelessly bear the blows 
of the attacks, and trusting in Jesus as our helper put forth your warlike hands...108 
 Such appeals, which attribute martial virtues to the divine or reinforce them 
with reference to God or Christ, occur in a number of narratives. Albert of Aachen, in a 
speech delivered by Godfrey and Robert of Flanders, claims the crusaders were told 
that escape was impossible, so they should ‘stand firm and endure with manly spirit all 
of your difficulties for Christ.’109 In the pre-battle sermon of Adhemar of Le Puy in 
Robert the Monk’s Historia Iherosolimitana, a martial appeal is formed from a scriptural 
quotation of Joshua 10:25, confortamini et estote viri robusti.110 
 These instances highlight how even overtly bellicose appeals were incorporated 
into the wider explanatory framework of the First Crusade, recognisable across a 
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number of distinct narratives. At the heart of this framework was an understanding of 
the venture as divinely directed. Even military prowess could be understood as a gift 
from God, a notion that was found in the writings of Churchmen from Augustine to 
Ivo of Chartres,111 and was presented in the Gesta and texts that followed it in a speech 
by Kerbogha’s mother.112 It was in this way that the martial achievements of the 
crusaders could be celebrated without contravening the ‘controlling principles’ of sacred 
history writing.113  
As with appeals to martial virtues the public recognition of virtue, usually termed 
fame and glory are often found alongside or involve spiritual and religious ideas. In 
Guibert’s Dei Gesta a group of crusade leaders, during the fighting at Dorylaeum, tell 
their soldiers: ‘If death is to be your lot, the heavenly kingdom and a joyful death await 
you; if you remain alive and persevere in your faith, certain victory awaits you, and after 
victory glory, and after glory greater courage.’114 Glory in First Crusade battle rhetoric 
does not just appear as a consequence of victory. In a Baldric speech delivered at 
Antioch, Bohemond tells the crusaders: ‘For I ask that we do not die as idle men, 
lacking the desire to fight. Let us not be a reproach or a disgrace to all Christians. If it is 
our fate to die, let us at least die in war gloriously.’115  
Like material reward, honour and glory is often represented as God-given. In his 
version of Bohemond’s speech to Robert FitzGerard, Guibert has the oration conclude 
with the line: ‘Go then, and offer your bravery for the suffering of Christ, and do not let 
such an opportunity find you slow to act, for God may be preparing to give you great 
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glory (honor).’116 Likewise, honour and glory are often represented as going hand in hand 
with fame which, although it does not appear as a motive appeal in battle rhetoric, is 
presented by Guibert in Dei Gesta as being Christ-given rather than earned by anyone 
for their own actions.117 
In this fashion, authors of the First Crusade narratives used their battle orations 
as a way of reconciling the theological underpinnings of the expedition as they wished 
to portray it, as well as the commandment of Urban that men should travel to the East 
for the love of Christ rather than for wealth or glory, with the desires familiar to an 
audience with first-hand experience of warfare and the campaigns of the First Crusade 
specifically. Thus, appeals to martial virtues and promises of glory, rather than being 
dichotomous with the devotional and spiritually righteous essence of the crusade are 
reinforced by references to it.  
Another example of this combination of appeals that have previously been 
understood dichotomously as bellicose or spiritual comes from Baldric’s version of 
Bohemond’s speech to Robert FitzGerard, closely followed in Orderic Vitalis. In both 
speeches, Robert is called on to fight bravely in support of his fellow Christians.118 
Similarly, when discussing the antonym of honour and glory, shame, whose relevance to 
an understanding of lay aristocratic culture is highlighted by its prominence in 
vernacular battle rhetoric,119 Latin authors direct the appeal to a religious end. Rather 
than being deployed in relation to the identity of a kin-group or gens, Baldric has 
Bohemond express concern for the reputation of Christians and the Christian faith.120 
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 Often found alongside martial appeals that are free from other religious 
reinforcement is the exhortation of the crusaders as milites Christi, who are described as 
courageous in some way. Baldric’s first battle oration, in a manner similar to the Gesta, 
begins, ‘fortissimi Christi milites’,121 which is likewise the opening of the Dorylaeum oration 
in the Chronica Monasterii Casinensis.122 Following the example of the Gesta, speeches 
written as taking place at Dorylaeum frequently highlight the special status of milites, 
knights as opposed to foot-soldiers, who are usually referred to as pedites. It is his own 
knights that Bohemond, in Dei Gesta, addresses when he says; ‘go forward, attack them 
like men, defend your honour and your life’, concluding his harangue with ‘and you, 
foot soldiers, pitch the tents carefully.’123 Similarly, in Peter Tudebode’s Historia 
Bohemond’s oration at Dorylaeum is rendered: ‘My lords and most valorous Christian 
soldiers! It is obvious that we are surrounded and are confronted with a difficult battle. 
Therefore, the entire force of knights shall advance courageously against the enemy 
while the footmen prepare the defences skilfully and hastily.’124 
As Chapter Two argued, the history of the notion of the milites Christi, as well as 
its previous deployment by ecclesiastical authorities in the eleventh century in particular 
highlighted the special status of this sanctified knighthood.   
The understanding of this status is reflected in many First Crusade battle orations. 
Not only are crusaders frequently referred to as milites Christi but the place of milites in 
Christian society is dealt with in Baldric of Bourgueil’s second oration, delivered by 
Bohemond outside of Antioch. In this long harangue, the central theme of which is 
Christian unity, Bohemond tells his men:  
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How does a lord differ from servant, a noble from a plebeian, a rich man from a poor 
man, a knight from an infantryman, unless the advice of those of us in power is of use to 
them, and ensures that they have help? If the Turks rule over me with impunity, I no 
longer want to live. You, ruling lords and famous men, the light and flower of victorious 
France, the glory and light of a powerful army, you must fight for yourselves and lay down 
your lives for your brothers.125  
 This nuanced exhortation defines knighthood in contrast to the foot soldier and 
emphasises the demands of Christian love and charity that a true miles Christi must be 
ready to answer. These obligations are made all the more forceful for their expression in 
wording strongly reminiscent of John 15:13.126 Such an emphasis on charity is also part 
of Albert of Aachen’s battle rhetoric. At Antioch Godfrey and Robert of Flanders 
remind their men ‘that it is the charity of God to lay down one’s life for one’s friends.’127 
These instances illustrate that the deployment of the ideal of the miles Christi is, 
like other examples of seemingly martial rhetorical topoi, better understood as one 
element of a richer construction of crusading warfare, which whether experienced 
directly or not had clear moral and didactic aims towards the fighting men who were the 
audiences of battle rhetoric, narratively speaking. As with the orations of the Gesta, the 
essence of much First Crusade battle rhetoric is a devotional spirituality which crucially 
allowed arms-bearers to continue to practise their profession. Fulcher makes this clear 
when he has Urban contrast those soldiers fighting for eternal reward, with ‘those who 
have been hirelings for a few pieces of silver’,128 an obvious scriptural allusion with 
damning connotations. 
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 As the previous chapter argued, the vocation of the miles Christi was presented as 
one that was as valid or almost as valid as that of the monk, their combat with material 
evil paralleling the spiritual combat again the forces of the Devil in which professed 
religious engaged.129 This association of the warriors of the First Crusade with the 
monastic life is exemplified in the Gesta’s longest battle oration, in which Bohemond 
tells Robert Fitz-Gerard: ‘You know in truth that this is no war of the flesh, but of the 
spirit.’130 This understanding of the vocation of a miles Christi to fight a spiritual battle131 
is echoed in the final battle oration of Baldric of Bourgueil: 
The enemy that we see denies us this city, but an enemy that we do not see occupies the 
paths leading to it. Against them our battle is a spiritual one. And it is a more serious 
matter for us to struggle against spiritual evils in heaven than to fight against flesh and 
blood that we can see. Those who are muttering in this little place are the limbs of those 
spiritual evils, and they are inferior to and more stupid than their masters. If these people, 
who are almost nothing, will be able to defeat us and to take from us this city that we see, 
what do you think their masters will do, when their slaves dare to do so much? Certainly, 
we must be afraid that that heavenly city may be closed to us and may be taken away from 
us, if our home is removed from us in our idleness by its evil hosts. We shall be timid and 
ineffectual in the spiritual battle if we do not rise up against these weak dogs, who cannot 
even bark, effeminate and defenceless, full of fear for whatever death they may suffer.132 
 In this oration, Baldric develops further the notion found in the Gesta Francorum 
that the crusade was not a war of the flesh but a war of the spirit, arguing that the 
physical war is subordinate to, and yet must be fought in order to proceed with, the 
spiritual war.  
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 It is, of course, far from the case that all bellicose motivational appeals appear 
with religious or spiritual reference. Where such instances occur, they are often not 
simply for the praise of unidentified crusaders, frequently serving the author’s purposes 
in other ways. A good example of this is the short speech delivered by Hugh the Great 
during the final encounter at Antioch against Kerbogha: ‘Men, battle runs away from us 
- do let us look for it and go to the famous commander Bohemond. That is where the 
battle is that you want and where the well-armed enemy can be found.’133 Here Hugh is 
portrayed in a way that displays his bravery and his confidence in himself and his 
soldiers. Moreover, this passage associates Hugh, whose crusade career would ultimately 
be marred by his departure after Antioch, with the heroic Bohemond. Robert takes a 
number of other measures to sanitize the career of Hugh of Vermandois, and to 
integrate him into the high group of crusade leaders.134 James Naus has attributed this 
account of Hugh’s participation on the First Crusade, including the probable intended 
deception in describing Hugh’s death, to the threat posed to the significance of the 
abbey of Rheims, as the provider of royal sanctity and legitimacy, by Louis VI’s 
coronation at Orleans in 1108.135  
The praise of heroics, however, need not be explicitly political. Henry of 
Huntingdon renders an oration at Doryaelum that is constituted solely of practical 
warnings against the utility of flight, as well as calls for bravery. This is in sharp contrast 
to the majority of First Crusade rhetoric, though very much in line with Henry’s other 
orations. The valorisation of Robert of Normandy was evidently not hampered by his 
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subsequent defeat and imprisonment at the hands of his brother, and his words are 
even given the classical stylings of Virgil and Lucan. 136 
That martial appeals, particularly those that are delivered without religious 
reference, are downplayed in many of the battle orations of First Crusade narratives can 
be explained by the didactic purposes of many of these narratives. These purposes are 
often part of the broader explanatory frameworks of victory or defeat, for example 
when Fulcher writes of the disasters that befall the crusaders when men ‘trust too much 
in their own excellence’ rather than in God.137 With a central message of a number of 
First Crusade narratives being that God worked through the crusaders to bring them 
victory, failure was attributed to sin and wicked intentions. Given the presentation of 
the notion that men in victory boast of their own virtues rather than glorifying God as 
transgressive,138 the comparative lack and underdevelopment of themes celebratory of 
martial virtue in First Crusade narratives becomes easier to understand. This is not to 
argue for a strong martial/religious dichotomy of these narratives, but rather to 
highlight their devotional and didactic essence that saw the development of virtue as the 
result of the crusaders fulfilling the penitential demands of their vows. 
  
Material Reward 
Like appeals to martial virtues, the promise of material reward is ranked highly 
among Bliese’s categories of common topoi.139 A cursory survey of the instances wherein 
the promise of wealth appears as a motivational appeal in battle orations from First 
Crusade sources would appear to conflict with Urban’s decree that the crusaders should 
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travel to the East not out of a desire for riches or glory but for love. This understanding 
of the crusade was developed by authors such as Guibert of Nogent, who described the 
‘recent and incomparable victory of the expedition to Jerusalem’ as being completed by 
men who were ‘not driven by a desire for empty fame, or money or to widen 
borders.’140 
 Despite instances wherein appeals to martial reward are utilized, the attainment 
of riches is far from a prominent theme of First Crusade orations or their wider 
narratives. When Guibert of Nogent penned an instance in which Bohemond’s men 
looted residents of Anatolia, he was clear that pillaging was only the result of trade 
being refused.141 This may have been a more significant point to make given that the 
victims were Eastern Christians. Narratives of the First Crusade do of course contain 
numerous references to the crusaders seizing plunder without shame from Muslim 
enemies.142 This is unsurprising given the nature of medieval warfare and particularly the 
peculiarity of the crusading expedition, to say nothing of the fact that all armies march 
on their stomachs, a reality that would have been appreciated by an audience with first-
hand experience of warfare. Guibert details the relief that spoils, particularly in the form 
of livestock, bring to the crusaders following an encounter with the enemy.143 Moreover, 
it seems to have been well understood by authors that spoils were the glue that held the 
crusading expedition together, in part through bonds of service. In the Gesta Tancredi, 
the titular hero is described as being so wealthy that ‘no one who fought for him was in 
want.’144  
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For the most part, when material reward is deployed in First Crusade battle 
rhetoric, it is contrasted with the more favourable motivational appeal of heavenly 
reward. Adhemar of Le Puy’s pre-battle sermon in Robert the Monk provides a strong 
example of this formulation: 
No misfortune can touch you. The man who dies here will be happier than he who lives 
because he will receive eternal joy in place of his mortal life. Conversely the man who 
survives will triumph over his enemies in victory; he will gain their riches and not suffer 
any need. You know what you have suffered, and the situation you now face. The Lord has 
brought the riches of the Orient right up to you - in fact, put them in your hands.145 
Similar contrasting formulations of this appeal are found in both Baldric and 
Albert.146 
 As is the case in the Gesta Francorum, in which the battle oration at Dorylaeum 
includes a promise of wealth that is God-given,147 when material reward appears as a 
motivator and is not contrasted with heavenly reward, it is still presented with religious 
reinforcement. This is the case in Peter Tudebode, who follows the same speech in the 
Gesta Francorum closely, promising God-given riches.148 This depiction of spoils as 
divinely provided is not restricted to battle rhetoric. Robert the Monk describes how 
following a battle ‘those who were poor were suddenly made rich with the help of 
God.’149 Later First Crusade narratives thus display a clear development in regard to the 
appeal of wealth, beyond the notion of plunder as God-given. Not only are extended 
instances of this appeal frequently subordinated to an ideal central to the crusade as 
holy war, authors also often go to great lengths to involve the taking of spoils in the 
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abovementioned explanatory framework that was heavily concerned with the motives 
and intentions of participants.  
Albert of Aachen’s account of the First Crusade contains a clear emphasis on the 
risks, both spiritual and physical, of plundering, and specifically against battlefield 
looting. Following the victory of Antioch, Albert associates the seizing of spoils with 
avarice and corruption.150 At the battle of Ascalon, Albert writes that the lure of plunder 
was a tactic used by the enemy to bait Christians into danger, and claims that battlefield 
looting was forbidden on pain of excommunication.151 Moreover, in a somewhat 
atypical piece of battle rhetoric during the same battle, Duke Godfrey recognised that 
the pursuit of plunder was sending Christians into danger, and addressed them thus:  
O rebellious and incorrigible men, who has bewitched you, that your hand is turned to 
forbidden and illicit plunder, before our enemy, with God’s help, has fallen to the sword? 
Alas! Leave off looting, resist the enemy and do not give way now to those who are rising 
up and looking for bitter vengeance on you.152 
That the theme of greed was a particular preoccupation for Albert can be seen 
from its reoccurrence throughout his Historia, Book XII of which concludes with the 
story of an unsuccessful raid in which a number of Christians are captured. This is 
explained by Albert as occurring because the raiders were greedy for plunder on a holy 
day.153 However, Albert was not the only oration author to also write about the dangers 
of battlefield looting. Guibert wrote of wealth being used by the enemy to tempt men 
away from the crusader army.154 Likewise, Ralph of Caen relates a story in the Gesta 
Tancredi where crusaders hungry for spoils pursue the enemy rather than supporting 
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their allies and are ultimately captured. Ralph is clear in his expression of the irony that 
men recklessly chasing spoils had become spoils themselves.155 
This broader concern regarding the consequences of greed, which intertwined 
spiritual and non-spiritual elements, certainly did not have its origins in the crusading 
movement. Churchmen as far back as Augustine, writing on what kind of warfare could 
ever be considered just in a Christian context, condemned wars fought for plunder.156 
That there was no ideological distinction between the divinely directed nature of the 
crusade, the behaviour (particularly in regards discipline and cohesion) of its participants 
and the taking and distribution of wealth during the campaign is exemplified in the 
Gesta Tancredi, where a heavenly vision instructs a nobleman named Anselm that in 
order for him to be the recipient of heavenly reward he must be sure to pay the men in 
his service.157 The efficient and virtuous ways in which Tancred utilized or spurned 
wealth during the crusade are detailed throughout the text.158  
 It is clear then that material wealth as a motive appeal was not antithetical to the 
representation of the First Crusade that early commentators were keen to convey. It is 
decried only in moments wherein greed threatens the unity and discipline of the 
crusaders on the battle field, where unity was most desperately needed. The importance 
of paying soldiers their wages in order to combat greed and the risk of a disruption to 
discipline was expressed in a homily of Maxmius of Turin, as well as being attributed to 
Augustine.159 As it is presented in Robert the Monk’s speech by Adhemar of Le Puy,160 
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or in Guibert’s version of Count Raymond’s speech at Jerusalem,161 the promise of 
wealth complements, usually in a subordinate fashion, the central devotional spirituality 
on display, rather than being dissonant with it. In the Gesta Tancredi, spoils are described 
as the prize of victory,162 and as victory is God-given, so too is plunder. Nevertheless, 
promises of wealth are not a frequent motivational appeal in early twelfth-century 
sources of the First Crusade, appearing only once in a closely copied speech in Peter 
Tudebode,163 and not at all in Fulcher of Chartres or Albert of Aachen.  
 
Gentes and nationes 
 Despite ranking lower in his survey of rhetorical topoi, what Bliese categorized as 
appeals to ‘national’ or ‘racial’ identities appear much more frequently than promises of 
wealth in battle orations from First Crusade narratives. This typology is, however, 
particularly unhelpful in regard to these appeals, distinguishing ‘national’ and ‘racial’ 
reputation and ‘traditions of victory’ as separate topoi among his sixteen categories.164 
That these rhetorical devices are clearly discernible from one another can be called into 
question. The first battle oration in Robert the Monk contains a good example of both 
of these appeals: ‘Yet to what race has God granted the privilege of fighting so many 
battles, beating so many terrible enemies, enriching themselves with so much spoil from 
races and being crowned with the palms of so many triumphs?’165 Similarly, 
Bohemond’s Dorylaeum speech, found in Baldric’s Historia, includes an appeal to the 
racial reputation of the Franks, with Bohemond saying: ‘I beg you, let not the praise of 
the Franks be defiled because of our negligence...’ Shortly after in the same speech the 
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Franks are described as an unbeatable people (genus infractum), an undefeated nation (gens 
inuictissima).166  
Moreover, precisely what was understood by terms which are often rendered in 
modern English as ‘race’ and ‘nation’, is not always evident. The medieval world has 
been described as a world of peoples (gentes, populi or nationes),167 a concept which, rather 
than always reflecting reality, required careful cultivation through shared histories, myth, 
language and customs.168 These communities of people were biblically ordained, with 
Jeremiah 1:10 explaining ‘Lo, I have set thee this day over the nations (gentes), and over 
the kingdoms (regna), to root up, and pull down, and to waste, and to destroy, and to 
build, and to plant.’169 Moreover, in the medieval mind, such groups were associated by 
common descent, lineage, ancestry and shared innate characteristics.170  
Despite the number of distinct identifiable gentes that took part in the First 
Crusade, 171 authors largely describe the crusaders as Franks or sometimes Gauls,172 and 
no battle orations describe the crusaders as any nationality other than these. The 
domination of Northern France on the historiography of the First Crusade173 is evident 
in many aspects of contemporary Latin narratives, and battle rhetoric clearly reflects this 
historiographical tradition, making much of the Franci and Frankish achievement. 
Baldric of Bourgueil refers to the crusaders as ‘the light and flower of a victorious 
France’174 in an otherwise largely theologically driven oration delivered by Bohemond at 
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Antioch. Moreover, Baldric adds a similar appeal to a speech modelled on an example 
found in the Gesta, the speech to Robert FitzGerard. In Baldric’s version, Bohemond 
tells his constable: ‘Remember I beg you your ancestors, and do not in any way tarnish 
the glowing reputation of the French.’175 Orderic Vitalis also reproduces this oration 
alone of all the orations in Baldric’s work.176 Likewise, despite the fact that Tudebode 
follows many of the Gesta's orations very closely he too adds material to this speech, 
which is concerned with ancestral bellicosity, with Robert FitzGerard in Tudebode’s 
Historia being told; ‘Remember the wisdom of antiquity, the bravery of your forebears, 
and above all, how they made war.’177 The imperative to remember (memor esto/recordare), 
in the above examples displays forcefully how the First Crusade was incorporated by 
authors into an extended view of history wherein the Franks remained centre-stage. 
Elsewhere in his work, Robert relates the First Crusade and the Franks to the 
Carolingian past, comparing the expedition with Charlemagne’s legendary pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem.178 Robert is not the only author to do this, and Guibert similarly crafts a 
panegyric for his people that recalls their pre-Merovingian accomplishments.179 That 
such notions would resonate among political elites180 across the Frankish world is not 
difficult to imagine.  
The fact that the battle rhetoric of First Crusade narratives focus almost 
exclusively upon ‘Franks’ is best understood not only as the result of the number of 
authors who hailed from or worked in Northern France, but also because of the 
number of crusader princes who were or could be easily identified as Franks.181 Guibert, 
for example, claimed the South-Italian Norman Bohemond as a Frank due to his 
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marriage.182 Likewise, Robert attributes Bohemond’s positive attributes to French 
ancestry, with his vices being blamed on his Apulian mother.183 Albert of Aachen, 
however, had no problems identifying Bohemond as a Norman.184 It would also fall to 
Albert, as well as other German authors such as Ekkehard of Aura, to attempt to 
reclaim Godfrey of Bouillon in the wake of his gallicization in the majority of First 
Crusade narratives.185 
The identification of distinct gentes with particular inherent traits, seen in the 
Gesta Francorum, is thus developed in later First Crusade narratives by its direct 
involvement in battle rhetoric, wherein the virtues of the crusaders, and the focal point 
of their gentes, the crusade princes, are invoked through direct speech at climactic 
moments. Moreover, as Chapter Two argued, the relationship between the Franks and 
the Turks served to highlight the commonality of these two gentes, in order to underpin 
the characteristic which best distinguished them, that being the faith of the Franks. In 
later accounts of the First Crusade, this aspect of the Gesta’s narrative would be directly 
employed in battle rhetoric, serving to present the Franks as the chosen people of God. 
This notion is stated by Robert the Monk early in his prologus, when he describes the 
crusaders as ‘blessed nation of the Franks whose God is the LORD; and the people he 
has chosen for his inheritance’,186 and is repeated is his earliest battle speech, when 
Bohemond asks which other race has God granted so many victories to.187 Similarly, 
Albert of Aachen, in battle oration delivered by an unnamed priest, presents the 
crusaders as a race ‘which has been dedicated to God, you left everything for the love of 
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God…’188 and in a later oration as ‘most Christian men, and you who are the flower of 
Gaul.’189 
 Thus, as with martial appeals and appeals to material wealth, references to the 
deeds or traits of gentes were involved by authors as part of a broader explanatory 
framework which shaped the story of the First Crusade. Traditions of victory were 
utilized as traditions of faithfulness and devotion. When the crusaders struggle, it is 
often explained as the withdrawal of God’s favour on account of their sins.190 This 
extends the metaphor of the Franks as new Israelites and mirrors the tribulations the 
Israelites suffered for their transgressions in the Old Testament, which in turn reflects 
the understanding of the crusade as requiring righteousness and proper intentions on 
the part of the crusaders. 
 Through their widespread utilization by oration authors, it is clear that appeals 
to the identity, ancestry and achievements of a gens could be powerful notions. Not all 
oration authors made use of such ideals in the same way, however, and there is evident 
variance even among First Crusade narratives. Of all the sources this chapter is 
concerned with, the Gesta Tancredi is most atypical in its use of such appeals. Firstly, 
Ralph utilizes these appeals in his battle rhetoric to draw attention to Norman, as well as 
Frankish, achievement on the First Crusade. Ralph’s earliest orations, taking place at 
Dorylaeum, is unlike any other speech recorded as taking place during that encounter. 
Instead of being given by Bohemond, the harangue is delivered by Robert Duke of 
Normandy in order to rally the fleeing Bohemond. He does so, according to Ralph, 
because he remembered (memor) his lineage and its bellicose nature before removing his 
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helmet and shouting ‘Normandy’, in the fashion of an epic.191 While Robert in his 
speech to Bohemond names the latter’s home as Apulia (and specifically Otranto), 
Ralph does not explicitly appeal to an idea of Norman virtues or past victories in the 
oration itself. Ralph’s ideas of Norman identity and his concern for the reputation of 
the Normans come across instead through Ralph's discussion of Tancred’s ancestry, 
through his shaming of Norman deserters at Antioch, the recounting of Norman 
military achievements and by emphasising William the Carpenter’s Frankish nature.192 
This is not to say that Ralph did not concern himself with the reputation of the Franks. 
In another speech without any textual precedent, Ralph has Eberhard le Puiset, during 
the fighting inside of Jerusalem deliver the following harangue:  
Alas for Francia! Alas for such a shameful retreat! For shame! Did we come to fight or 
run? Boys are accustomed to engage in battle such as this. Girls accustomed to root for the 
clash of arms. Indeed there are often threatening blows in the midst of feasts. Are you men 
of Francia? I do not think it dignified to give the name of French women to you who have 
feared to break these sheep pens and to slaughter the flock held within! Shake off your 
fear. Demonstrate the manliness of your homeland. I shall take up the first banner, let 
others follow me.193  
 Similarly, Ralph claims a Frankish soldier as being the equal of one hundred 
Greeks.194 Moreover, he describes the battle of Dorylaeum as audacia Gallica fighting on 
though surrounded on all sides,195 and, before the final battle at Antioch against 
Kerbogha, claims that the bold Galli pectora prepared themselves for war.196 As positively 
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as Ralph writes about the Franks, and more subtly of Normans, Ralph had no such 
concern for the men of Languedoc, whom he describes as unwarlike and weak.197 
 However, the reputation of gentes is not the only collective identity that features 
as part of battle rhetoric in First Crusade narratives. Baldric, for example, includes 
appeals concerned with the reputation of Christians. Following calls in his earliest 
oration to ‘let not the praise of the Franks be defiled because of our negligence’, he 
follows this notion by having Bohemond say ‘let not the name of Christians be reviled 
because of our idleness.’198 Later in that same speech, Baldric presents Christians in the 
fashion of a gens when Bohemond calls for them to ‘run forward and defend yourselves 
and your country.’199 Similarly, in Baldric’s second oration, Bohemond tells the 
crusaders ‘let us not be a reproach or a disgrace to all Christians.’200 This collective 
Christian identity also appears in Baldric's final speech:  
For as long as those evil judges, the accomplices of Herod and Pilate, insult and afflict your 
brothers, they also crucify Christ. While they torment and kill them, they also thrust the 
spear into the side of Christ with Longinus. They do all these things, and what is worse 
they deride and reproach Christ himself and our law, and they provoke us with intemperate 
words. So what do you do? Is it right that you should hear these things and see these things 
and not groan? I speak to you as fathers, sons, brothers and grandchildren. If some 
foreigner strikes one of your people, will you not avenge your blood?201  
 Here battle rhetoric provides a vehicle for the notion that the crusaders were all 
members of Christ’s family, the familia Christi. Biddlecombe argues that this speech 
serves as a confirmation of the ideas preached by Urban at the beginning of the 
expedition, and that the representation of the Christians both Latin and Eastern, as one 
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family, played on obligations that the medieval aristocracy would have well understood, 
including communal defence, the importance of protecting property and that vengeance 
was the required answer to wrongs done to kinsmen.202 The use of ideas of familia in 
battle rhetoric extend beyond Baldric however. Adhemar’s pre-battle sermon in Robert 
the Monk begins: 
All of us who were baptized into Jesus Christ203 are both sons of God and brothers 
together: we are bound by one and the same spiritual link and by the same love. So let us 
fight together in common purpose, like brothers, to protect our souls and bodies in such 
desperate straits.204 
 Likewise, in three instances in Albert of Aachen's battle rhetoric, the crusaders 
are called brothers,205 and in Baldric's second oration Bohemond specifically tells his 
men that they must be willing to lay down their lives for their brothers.206 The 
description of the crusaders as brothers in battle rhetoric is best understood, not only in 
the context of lay culture with its emphasis on familial bonds, but on the devotional 
spirituality of the crusading movement.207 Moreover, the reference to baptism in 
Adhemar’s oration perhaps reflects the idea that taking up the cross of Christ was a 
second kind of baptism, marking repentance and a break from the old.208 These 
instances also naturally emphasise the theme of Christian unity on the crusade. As with 
the above examples from Robert and Baldric, two of the instances in which the term 
fratres appears in battle rhetoric in Albert are concerned with encouraging the Franks 
not to abandon their fellows on the battlefield.209  
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The crucial theme of unity will be discussed in further detail later in this chapter, but 
it is worth noting here that the obvious priority of oration authors to present the 
crusaders as victorious in their unity likely accounts in part for the absence of references 
to gentes other than the Franks in battle rhetoric. Like crusading princes who hailed from 
outside of Northern France, their soldiers were likewise co-opted as Franks and the 
deeds, achievements and traits of the Franks were often applied to them in the 
immediacy of combat through battle rhetoric.  
Thus, the distinctive gentes who took the road to the Holy Sepulchre came to be 
defined as a gens whose outstanding feature was their devotion to God. This unity in 
faith was commented on in verse almost a century later by Roger of Howden when he 
wrote: ‘They march towards the East bearing the Cross, and taking all of the West with 
them: they led an army diverse in languages, rites, customs and manners, but one which 
is fervent in faith.’210 
 
Divine Aid 
It is unsurprising that the battle rhetoric of First Crusade narratives makes 
considerable use of appeals to divine aid, which is ranked second most common in 
Bliese’s typology.211 However, the form which these appeals take in narrates of the First 
Crusade vary considerably. In the first place, there are numerous instances in which 
speakers make a straightforward promise that God is with or will bring aid or victory to 
the crusaders in an approaching encounter with the enemy. Adhemar concludes his pre-
battle sermon in Robert the Monk’s Historia by telling the crusaders to ‘march out 
against them in the Name of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and may our all-powerful Lord 
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God be with you.’212 Similarly, Baldric’s oration delivered by a group of priests before 
the siege of Jerusalem includes the promise that ‘God himself, your leader, will give you 
help in this battle and the reward of good will and glorious action.’213 In Albert of 
Aachen, a harangue at Dorylaeum ends with a call for the crusaders to, without 
hesitation, ‘attack these enemies who oppose the living God, and by God’s gift you will 
achieve victory this day.’214 In many instances, this appeal is part of the conclusion of a 
speech. In another speech by Albert of Aachen, Adhemar concludes with the appeal 
that: ‘For now, today God will fight for you.’215 This reflects common rhetorical feature 
of battle orations wherein a speech is concluded with what should be seen to be the 
most crucial appeal. 
 Appeals to divine aid vary greatly in their details. While Robert the Monk and 
Baldric of Bourgueil have their most theologically complex harangues delivered by 
clerics, speeches given by laymen, be they commanders or otherwise, do not shy away 
from promising assistance from heaven. In one of Fulcher’s orations, God himself 
delivers this appeal, declaring in a vision: ‘Let their hope in Me be constant, and I shall 
make them triumph over the Turk.’216 As this chapter has already demonstrated, divine 
aid is also often presented alongside appeals to martial virtues, and material reward is 
frequently contrasted with divine reward in battle orations. Similarly, when Bohemond, 
in his speech at Dorylaeum recounted by Baldric, calls the Franks unbeatable he is able 
to say this because God is with them.217 
In other examples of this appeal, reference to supernatural agents of the divine 
are not uncommon. In Baldric of Bourgueil’s version of Bohemond’s speech to Robert 
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FitzGerard, after instructing his constable to maintain the reputation of the Franks, 
Bohemond reassures Robert that ‘there will be help for us immediately from heaven.’218 
This appeal is also repeated in very similar language by Orderic Vitalis.219 Even greater 
detail is provided in Adhemar’s sermon in Robert’s work, wherein the bishop promises: 
God is sending the legions of his saints to avenge you on your enemies. You will see them 
today with your own eyes: when you do, do not be afraid of the terrifying noise they make. 
Indeed you should be used to the sight of them, since they have already come to your aid 
once; but human eyes do quail at the sight of citizens of heaven.220 
 Similarly, in Albert of Aachen, it is specified that angelic power will protect the 
crusaders from harm.221  
 In such examples divine aid is presented as being more significant than any 
other factor prior to an encounter with the enemy. A strong example of this occurs in 
Albert of Aachen, in which a speech delivered by Duke Godfrey, Robert of Flanders 
and Adhemar of Le Puy, after detailing the desperate situation the crusaders are in, 
reassures the Franks by explaining that God is powerful enough to deliver us from the 
hands of the enemy.222 Other examples, found in the works of Ralph and Albert, are 
expressed in the language of Deuteronomy 32:20.223  
These instances reflect the most significant theme of First Crusade battle rhetoric, 
namely that the success of the crusade was directly attributable to God. This is perhaps 
most visible in Guibert of Nogent’s Dei Gesta per Francos. In Guibert’s battle rhetoric, 
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the example of this notion par excellence is the oration by Bohemond during the fighting 
around Antioch in which he tells his men:  
Thus far you have fought for the faith against the infidel and have emerged triumphant 
from every danger. Having already felt the abundant evidence of Christ’s strength should 
give you pleasure and should convince you beyond all doubt that in the most severe battles 
it is not you, but Christ, who has fought. In the face of any attack, what desperate folly can 
enter the mind of you who have thus far, with God’s assistance, escaped harm greater than 
any men have ever encountered, and who have achieved triumphs impossible for mere 
human beings? I ask only that you place your trust in your own experience, so that at last 
no human force may now resist us. Fortify your minds, proceed carefully, and strive 
mightily to emulate Christ, who carries your banners, as he usually does, and call upon 
him.224  
 This notion sits at the heart of the broader explanatory framework constructed 
by First Crusade narrative authors. That victory is presented as being given by God, and 
consequently, that when the crusaders suffer setbacks or failures it is attributed to their 
lack of faith or sinfulness, is not only advanced by Fulcher of Chartres. It is mirrored in 
Robert the Monk when he depicts the Saracens as losing faith in their god after they are 
defeated in battle, a notion common to chansons de geste.225 The crusaders’ opponents, 
rather than seeing defeat and suffering as the necessary and just correction of sin, 
abandon their conviction, illustrating the superiority of the crusaders on both a physical 
and spiritual level. Moreover, while a number of orations which feature promises of 
divine aid, written both prior to and after 1095, are preceded by descriptions of the 
army partaking in Christian rites in order to be reconciled with God before battle,226 
most First Crusade battle orations do not, the righteousness of their cause and 
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endurance of hardship as penance evidently being sufficient. In this regard, an oration 
in Fulcher’s Historia directly relates God’s help to the repentance of the crusaders.227 
 Thus, although the continual attribution of success in battle to God may appear 
to cast the crusaders in an inactive role, the gaining and maintenance of divine favour 
required continual activity. Through battle rhetoric authors could display how crusading 
piety was not passive but vigorously practised. Nevertheless, it is difficult to overstate 
how essential divine direction was thought to be to the nature of the First Crusade, 
particularly for authors such as Guibert of Nogent. While divine aid is a common 
notion in non-crusading orations, authors such as Guibert were eager to represent the 
campaigns of the First Crusade as being set apart from the ‘wrongful wars’ of the West, 
where soldiers were ‘driven only by greed and pride’, which merited ‘only eternal death 
and damnation.’228 This attitude accounts for the extended appeals to divine aid that 
detail miraculous or supernatural elements, which serve to set First Crusade battle 
rhetoric apart from contemporary non-crusading orations. This was not entirely without 
precedence, conforming with certain ecclesiastical precepts of just war. For example, 
the letter Gravi de pugna, long attributed to Augustine, would influence a number of 
Churchmen in regards the role of the divine in warfare. While Augustine himself argued 
that Providence governed the outcome of wars, the Gravi de pugni was much more 
forceful in its assurances of divine aid in battle to Christians. It would not be until the 
twelfth century and the systematisation of such ideas by Gratian that the influence of 
Gravi de pugni would wane.229 That the First Crusade was the work of active rather than 
passive Providence was directly reinforced by the multitudes of miraculous elements, 
which served to mark it out as part of sacred, rather than natural history.230 This 
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construction was often presented directly through battle rhetoric, and as this chapter 
has argued, divine aid is far from the only prominent appeal oration authors employed 
when seeking to present the religious, and specifically devotional and penitential nature 
of the holy war they chronicled. 
 
Suffering and Martyrdom 
 Two prominent ideas found in First Crusade battle rhetoric, which strongly 
reflect its devotional nature and serve to distinguish such orations from many non-
crusading contemporary speeches, are the endurance of suffering and death for the 
cause. As the previous chapter discussed, the battle rhetoric of the Gesta nowhere 
included motivational appeals concerning redemptive suffering, eternal reward in 
heaven or martyrdom, despite the fact that the text is far from unconcerned with such 
ideas. The authors who sought to re-write the story of the Gesta expanded and refined 
many of its theological principles in their own work, developing the notions of 
martyrdom, punishment, penance and suffering,231 illustrating and illuminating them 
narratively through direct speech at climactic moments.  
Among the scriptural passage which the Gesta presents as being a significant to 
Urban’s preaching of the crusade is Acts 9:16: ‘you must suffer many things for my 
name.’ This closely follows Urban’s call for the faithful to take up Christ’s cross.232 The 
Gesta provides many details of this suffering, presenting the hardships as having been 
endured for the cause of liberating the Holy Sepulchre.233 Later First Crusade narratives 
likewise emphasise the anguish of the crusaders. Guibert of Nogent makes explicit the 
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relationship between suffering and sin, comparing the crusaders to the biblical King 
David, writing; ‘in the course of their sinning, he [God] inflicted upon them the 
punishment that they very much deserved, either hunger, or some other kind of 
torment.’234 In his recounting of the fighting around Antioch, Guibert also comments 
on the deprivations suffered by the crusaders and directly contrasts the tremendous 
suffering endured by the crusaders with other military campaigns:  
To deliver the church from harm, they endured hardships of famine, rough sleeping places, 
long watches during the night, cold, rain, and the torment of ceaseless fear, which 
exceeded that endured by anyone whose sufferings have ever been recorded. What must be 
recognised as even more of a miracle is the fact that these men, at home in their own 
native lands, could scarcely endure setting up their tents as part of the king’s army for three 
days, even when they were not forced to venture beyond the borders of their own 
regions.235  
 Like Guibert, Robert’s Historia recounts the hardships endured by the crusaders, 
explaining them as the penance required for their sins.236 Suffering is also an important 
element in two of Robert’s battle orations, both delivered while the crusaders are under 
siege in Antioch. In the first example Bohemond tells his men:  
God has upheld you through the many dangers of various battles and given you victory. 
You have an impressive track record. So why are you now muttering against God simply 
because you are suffering from the pangs of famine? When he stretches out his hand to 
you, you exult; now he withdraws it, you despair. It seems as if you love not the giver but 
the gifts; not the one who is generous but the results of their generosity. When he is 
generous God is treated as your friend; when he ceased to give, you seem to consider him 
unworthy and irrelevant.237 
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 The second instance occurs during Adhemar’s sermon. The papal legate tells the 
crusaders to remember their recent sufferings and be reassured by them, because it is 
through suffering that they have been fully reconciled with God.238 In this way Robert 
further develops the idea of suffering and its significance to the crusaders. His message 
is that the crusaders should not be deterred by their suffering, that it is the wage of their 
sin incurred on the expedition. As the oration delivered by Bohemond makes clear, the 
crusaders must remain steadfast in their faith despite their deprivations and suffering 
because it is through such hardship that they will be cleansed and reconciled with God. 
This state of righteousness in turn will ensure his aid and either grant them victory or 
eternal reward in heaven. Although the conclusions of this development are delivered 
by a cleric, the oration delivered by Bohemond is an important part of the theological 
expansion of the idea of suffering, of a complex message that runs throughout Robert’s 
narrative. This goes some way to challenge David Bachrach’s notion that commanders 
were given speeches suited to laymen and orations that conveyed complex theological 
ideas were reserved for clerics.239 
 The notion that in their suffering the crusaders were cleansed of their sins is not 
restricted to Robert’s Historia.  Fulcher details the suffering the crusaders faced at the 
siege of Antioch, and makes clear its redemptive purpose.240 Moreover, in an instance of 
battle rhetoric delivered through a vision, a fleeing cleric is told: 
Flee not, but hasten back and tell the others that I shall be with them in this battle. For 
appeased by the prayers of my Mother, I shall be merciful to the Franks. But because they 
have sinned they have almost perished. Let their hope in me be constant, and I shall make 
them triumph over the Turks.241 
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 Suffering also features heavily in Albert of Aachen’s Historia. Albert, like others, 
details the suffering the crusaders face outside of Antioch for their sins.242 In the long 
battle oration delivered by a Lombard cleric, the crusaders are told that, although they 
have been oppressed by famine and pestilence and expect to meet death at the hands of 
the Turks, they should not believe they are undergoing the hardship for nothing and 
that they should think of ‘the reward which Lord Jesus will give back to all of those who 
will die for his love and favour on this journey.’243 
 While suffering does not appear in the battle rhetoric of Peter Tudebode, Hill 
and Hill have argued for an association between the idea of penitential suffering and the 
term athleta Christi.244 This is significant due to the number of battle speeches which 
employ this phrase including orations in the Gesta Francorum,245 Orderic Vitalis246 
(despite its absence in Baldric’s version of the same speech) as well as Peter 
Tudebode.247 Like the term miles Christi, athleta Christi had its roots in monasticism, 
where it denoted a Christian ideal of suffering. Such monastic athletes pursued God 
through their agonies, and their trails were celebrated in the liturgy.248 
It could be argued that the understanding of the crusaders as martyrs 
represented the pinnacle of the penitential theology of the First Crusade, being the 
ultimate expression of the endurance of hardship and suffering for spiritual benefit. 
Moreover, the belief, ecclesiastical or not, that death through warfare merited the 
martyr’s crown displays forcefully the transition which had taken place regarding the 
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figure of a martyr, who in the era of the early Church was regularly the victim, not 
perpetrator, of military violence.249 The importance of martyrdom as an appeal in First 
Crusade battle rhetoric is demonstrated by the number of instances in which it appears, 
the considerable extent to which the appeal is often developed, as well as the form these 
appeals often take. As this chapter has already demonstrated, martyrdom or heavenly 
reward is often coupled with ‘earthly rewards’ with clear primacy going to the former.  
Martyrdom and eternal reward are both deployed repeatedly in the battle 
rhetoric of Robert the Monk. Bohemond’s pre-battle speech at Dorylaeum concludes 
with the call for soldiers to keep their courage because: ‘Whether you live in him or die 
for him, you will be blessed.’250 Adhemar, in his pre-battle sermon, tells the crusaders 
that ‘the man who dies here will be happier than he who lives because he will receive 
eternal joy in place of his mortal life’, following contrasting appeals to heavenly and 
earthly riches.251 Robert even pushes this theme in a pre-battle speech by the Emir 
Clemens, albeit one with almost no hortatory content, in which Clemens tells his 
soldiers that the crusaders must either be mad, or ‘they love death as much as life’,252 
because of their willingness to face him in battle at Ascalon. In Baldric of Bourgueil, 
Bohemond tells the crusaders before battle at Antioch that they will be able to fight 
bravely, and not perish in a cowardly fashion, because they are assured of their 
salvation.253 Guibert also makes frequent references to martyrdom throughout his 
narrative. He relates a story of captured Christians refusing to convert and being made 
martyrs for their faith. The Christocentric-mimesis of these moments is emphasised by 
Guibert’s relating of instances of martyrdom, chronologically, with the hours of events 
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in Christ’s Passion and Crucifixion.254 Moreover, Guibert of Nogent draws a direct link 
between martyrdom and the crusaders’ penitential rejection of the world in an earlier 
oration: 
If you have devoted to God the army in which you now serve, if you have given up your 
countries, homes, wives, children, and your bodies and if these bodies have only survived 
to be offered for the glories of martyrdom, how, I ask, can you be terrified of this sight?255 
 Describing that same encounter Guibert writes: ‘I do not say that they were as 
brave as lions’, a common description of warriors found frequently in the chansons de 
geste, as well as the Gesta Tancredi,256 ‘but what is more fitting, brave as martyrs, bearing 
the banners against the enemy throng.’257 Earlier, when describing the siege at Nicaea, 
Guibert wrote that every knight desired martyrdom, and that those who perished, 
whether in combat or through starvation, were martyrs.258 
 In the account of Fulcher of Chartres, the appeal of eternal reward appears in an 
oration following the capture of Jerusalem, delivered by Baldwin I. The king tells his 
soldiers to ‘fight, I beseech you, for the salvation of your soul.’259 Likewise, Ralph of 
Caen employs martyrdom as a motivational appeal in instances of battle rhetoric both 
before and after the capture of Jerusalem. In the speech by Robert of Normandy, Ralph 
provides an ascending list of appeals, from least to most important, in order to convince 
the fleeing crusaders to rally, concluding the harangue with:  
We should make our stand here for we will have either the glorious punishment of the 
defeated or the victor’s crown. I say that both of these chances are glorious, but the first is 
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even more blessed than the latter because it will make us blessed that much more quickly. 
Therefore, go forward my young men, let us die and charge them under arms.260 
Moreover, the final speech of the Gesta Tancredi begins with Tancred addressing 
his soldiers as ‘Christi martyres’ who should be ready to pour out their blood for God.261   
Albert of Aachen also makes repeated use of the idea of martyrdom in his battle 
rhetoric. At Dorylaeum, Albert gives an oration to a bishop which claims: ‘O race which 
has been dedicated to God, you left everything for the love of God- riches, fields, 
vineyards, and castles- and now everlasting life is at hand for you: whoever dies in this 
conflict is to be crowned a martyr’.262 This appeal, as well as Guibert’s oration that 
recognises that the Franks have given up their countries, homes, wives, children,263 
explicitly relates martyrdom with penitential self-denial and contemptus mundi. At the very 
beginning of the Gesta, which depicts Urban’s preaching, this is demonstrated by the 
reference to Matthew 16:24.264 In Robert’s historia, Urban’s preaching is concluded 
similarly in a quote of Matthew 10:38: ‘he that taketh not his cross, and followeth after 
me, is not worthy of me.’265 Likewise, in Albert of Aachen, these ideas appear again 
alongside the motivational appeal of martyrdom and eternal reward in heaven.266 
 The promises of martyrdom and eternal reward appear in several other 
instances as motivational appeals in Albert of Aachen’s work. In a long speech which 
also contains the story of a miracle performed by St. Ambrose, the crusaders are told to 
think of the rewards they will be given for dying for Christ.267 Moreover, in an oration 
before the final battle at Antioch against Kerbogha, Adhemar, Godfrey and Robert of 
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Flanders conclude their speech by saying ‘let us stand firm and die in the Lord’s name 
as is the purpose of our journey.’268 Before the battle of Ascalon, Godfrey is given 
another battle oration which includes an extended appeal to martyrdom:  
Know that these people, whom you see and hear singing in exaltations as they hurry 
towards their enemies and join battle in the name of Lord Jesus Christ their God, are 
certain today of the crown of the kingdom of heaven, and know that they will pass into a 
better life, in which they shall begin to live more happily for the first time, if they are found 
worthy to die in this battle for his name and favour. For this reason our hearts are lifted to 
joy and jubilation, that if we should chance to fall into the hands of the enemy, Lord Jesus 
our God has the power to place our souls in the paradise of His glory, and because of this 
we do not fear death or the charge of the enemy, since we are sure of His eternal reward 
after death in this world.269 
 Additionally, it is worth noting that the motivation appeal of eternal reward in 
heaven also remains a prominent part of Albert of Aachen’s battle rhetoric beyond 
1099.270  
 All of the narratives of the First Crusade that this chapter is concerned with 
present the notion that those who died on the First Crusade, whether fighting or 
through deprivation, should be considered martyrs. However, some narratives also 
represent this idea as being at the forefront of soldiers’ minds immediately before or 
sometimes during battle, through motivational appeals in battle rhetoric. This could be 
argued to represent a step in Western European writing in the early twelfth century 
towards a more fully realised notion of the First Crusade as a holy war where fighting 
was spiritually meritorious and was both related to and yet in some fashion distinct 
from penitential pilgrimage. 
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 In the first half of the twelfth century, the notion of fighting for spiritual 
reward, even unto death, resonated powerfully in the minds of elites, both ecclesiastics 
and laymen, across Europe. The campaigns against Muslim powers in the 
Mediterranean and particularly in the Iberian peninsula provided the impetus for the 
development and projection of crusading ideals onto a number of conflicts.271 Not all of 
these conflicts were contemporary, however, and crusading spiritualty was, intentionally 
or not, cast backward onto a number of ancient wars which were part of a pre-existing 
tradition of a perceived struggle against Islam.272 Likewise, the same can be seen in 
accounts of ancient conflicts against European pagans. For example, a number of the 
battle orations found in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s De gestis Britonum bear the influence of 
ideas found in First Crusade narratives. In a speech delivered by Archbishop Dubricius 
to King Arthur’s army before battle against the Saxons c. 516 the Britons are exhorted 
with the words:  
Men, distinguished as you are by your Christian faith, do not forget your love for your 
land and fellow-countrymen, whose expulsion by the treacherous pagans will be a reproach 
against you forever if you fail to protect them. Fight for your country, ready to die for it if 
you must. Such a death means victory and the salvation of your souls. Whoever lays down 
his life for his fellow-Christians, dedicates himself as a living sacrifice to God and patently 
follows Christ, who deigned to die for his brothers. If any of you falls in this battle, let his 
death, provided he does not shrink from it, be the repentance and cleansing of all his 
sins.273  
 Here then familiar non-crusade specific appeals to the defence of the patria and 
its people, a widely recognised iustus causa,274 are presented as Christ-like self-sacrifice 
meriting spiritual benefit. Moreover, that these notions were carefully selected and 
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deployed is evidenced by the divergence in central themes found across Geoffrey’s 
uncommonly extensive corpus of battle orations.275  
 The influence of First Crusade narratives on non-crusading battle rhetoric is not 
only discernible through common appeals, but also from instances of direct textual 
borrowing. The Chronica de gestis consulum Andegauorum, in detailing the deeds of Geoffrey 
Greymantle, Count of Anjou 960–87, includes an invented speech for a likewise 
invented battle, supposedly fought by the count alongside Hugh Capet, against the 
Normans (referred to as Northmen, or Danes) near Soissons. This speech, delivered by 
the French king, as well several others which take place during the account of 
Geoffrey’s primacy, are clear borrowings from the historia of Baldric of Bougueil.276 Of 
these textual borrowings, many have been examined by Neil Wright, although the 
reliance on Baldric for battle rhetoric to draw upon in the Chronica is even greater than 
Wright identified. In addition to the three orations Wright analysed, the Chronica also 
includes a second short speech by Geoffrey Greymantle, who is given the words of one 
of Bohemond’s Antioch speeches.277 This speech, like the others, no doubt in part 
appealed to the author of the Chronica because of emphasis on Frankish ancestry and 
achievement prominent in Baldric’s battle rhetoric, which has been discussed above. 
Beyond this, the borrowings serve to cast the ideals of holy war backwards from the 
twelfth century to Frankish struggles against pagan Northmen almost two centuries 
prior to the Chronica’s inception.  While Wright has discussed the possibility that these 
borrowings would have been recognised by contemporary readers, his suggestion that 
through this intertextuality the battle at Soissions was made into a link of the continual 
history of salvation is supported by a close reading of a later oration in the Chronica 
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delivered by Fulk V, later King of Jerusalem. In an eagerness to sanctify the counts of 
Anjou, this oration goes so far as to frame Fulk’s conflicts against other Northern 
French lords as a holy war, including an extended appeal to divine aid, as well as 
incorporating an extended scriptural reference to 1 Maccabees 3:18–22, an exhortation 
by Judas Maccabeus.278  
 
The Cross and the Holy Sepulchre 
 The previous chapter argued that the battle rhetoric of the Gesta Francorum was 
centrally concerned with expressing the penitential devotion at the heart of the 
crusading venture. This spirituality was essential to the wider explanatory framework 
within which authors constructed and represented the First Crusade, which crucially 
relied upon the righteousness and good intentions of those signed with the cross. The 
adoption and continual manifestation of the complex symbol of the Holy Cross, a 
powerful theme in contemporary devotional writing,279 signals its significance to First 
Crusade narratives and provides insight into its multiple meanings. 
In the Tudebode version of Bohemond’s speech to Robert FitzGerard, the idea 
of the cross is used in a talismanic sense, with Bohemond telling Robert to ‘go forth, 
armed on all sides with the sign of the cross’.280 While not mentioned explicitly in the 
orations themselves, references to the talismanic quality of the Holy Cross are found in 
the versions of this speech in both Baldric of Bourgueil281 and Orderic Vitalis.282 This 
attribute of the Holy Cross is also put across in Robert’s Historia where Robert records 
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that soldiers made the sign of the cross before going into battle.283 This attribute of the 
cross as protective, or otherwise supportive of the crusaders in battle is also extended to 
the relic of the True Cross. Towards the end of Guibert’s account, the crusaders blame 
misfortune on the battle field on the absence of the relic. 284 In Fulcher’s work, the True 
Cross is described during a battle as throwing the enemy into confusion and disarray by 
its very presence.285 Similarly, in the Gesta Tancredi, the enemy lose their sight at the sign 
of the cross.286 
This is not the only form the cross takes which holds particularly bellicose 
connotations. Early in his account, Tudebode closely follows the Gesta in his oration at 
Dorylaeum in which the crusaders are told to be encouraged by the victory of the 
‘banner of the sacred Cross.’287 However, it is Tudebode, followed by the Historia Belli 
Sacri, not the Gesta, which explicitly conceptualises the cross as a banner (sanctæ Crucis 
vexilli).288 This form of the cross appeal seems to integrate the notions of the symbol as 
an emblem of victory, which had a long and imperial history,289 with a more direct 
understanding of divine aid. In Malaterra’s De rebus gestis, before the Battle of Cerami in 
1063, where the Normans are said to have been ‘marked by the title of Christ’, Geoffrey 
describes a vision wherein a banner displaying the cross appeared on Count Roger’s 
spear.290 
While absent from Baldric’s version of the speech to Robert FitzGerard, the 
cross is employed as part of his final and most theologically detailed oration. In this 
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instance the cross is used specifically in reference to Christ’s crucifixion, humanity and 
recent torment at the hands of the enemy. Herein the crusaders are told: ‘strive eagerly 
for Christ, who until today has been outlawed and crucified in this city, and together 
with Joseph take him down from the cross, and in the sepulchre of your heart put the 
incomparable treasure, that longed for treasure, and boldly snatch him from those 
unholy crucifiers.’291 In this way, Baldric uses the cross to reinforce a prominent theme 
of his narrative, the familia Christi. Shortly after the above appeal, the same oration 
claims that as long as the enemy attack the fratres of the crusaders, they continue to 
crucify Christ.292 
 The battle rhetoric of Guibert of Nogent only references the cross once, in an 
instance where a group of the crusade leaders tell their soldiers to ‘surrender your minds 
and bodies to the faith of the Lord of the Cross.’293 This instance appears to be more 
concerned with presenting the cross as a focal point of reverence, rather than as a 
device to motivate soldiers to fight. Just as the death, or rather the martyrdom, of 
certain crusaders is given chronological significance, so too Guibert presents the capture 
of Jerusalem as taking place upon the hour in which Christ was put on the cross.294 
During the siege of Jerusalem, Guibert records men commenting that they fear they are 
unworthy to worship Christ’s Cross or his tomb. Here then the cross is target of 
reverence comparable to the Holy Sepulchre.295  
That battle rhetoric would utilize the idea of the cross largely in its protective or 
victorious manifestations seems obvious given the nature of such speeches. However, 
as the previous chapter demonstrated, the cross was also presented by the Gesta as 
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central to Urban’s preaching and reflected the venture’s devotional and penitential 
spirituality. These ideas are also prominent in later narratives of the First Crusade. In a 
direct appeal for westerners to travel to the Holy Land following the capture of 
Jerusalem, Fulcher asks ‘why should one return to the Occident who has found the 
Orient like this? God does not wish those to suffer want who with their crosses 
dedicated themselves to follow Him, nay even to the end.’296 This echoing of Matthew 
16:24 serves to highlight the devotion of the crusaders, as well as extend the crusading 
endeavour beyond the capture of Jerusalem. While Fulcher did not employ the cross in 
his battle rhetoric there are examples of the cross being deployed by oration authors in 
forms that go beyond protection and victory, in order to speak directly about salvation. 
In an oration of Albert of Aachen, Godfrey of Bouillon claims:  
Indeed, this sign of the holy cross by which we are protected and sanctified is beyond 
doubt a spiritual shield against all the enemies missiles, and putting our hope in that same 
sign we venture to stand more firmly against all dangers. And assuredly we have been 
redeemed by this wood of the Holy Cross from the hand of death and hell, and by angelic 
power from harm, and we have been cleansed in the blood of Lord Jesus, son of the living 
God, from all the filth of former error, and we have confidence in eternal life.297 
 This oration displays, perhaps better than any other, how the cross provided 
oration authors with a potent multifaceted symbol which through faith brought 
protection and victory, but also was shorthand for more complex ideas about penance, 
repentance and salvation. Examples of such appeals beyond 1099 illustrate how, for 
many authors, the essence of the First Crusade lived on after the capture of Jerusalem. 
In a speech by Baldwin I, recorded by Albert of Aachen, in which the crusaders are 
presented as being in a particularly desperate situation, the king states: ‘I don't know 
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what else I may advise, other than that we all stand firm in the name of Lord Jesus and 
the power of the Holy Cross, and fight against the unbelievers.’298 
The development and deployment of the cross in First Crusade battle rhetoric 
should also be placed within the context of its revolutionary adoption as a personal 
emblem by the early crusaders. The cross was for many authors at the heart of their 
attempts to espouse a coherent theology of crusading, as well as to address the 
typological conundrum the expedition posed in its combination of pilgrimage and 
military activity.299 As in the Gesta among other accounts, Guibert of Nogent identifies 
the badge of the cross, along with the war-cry ‘Deus id vult’, as being crucial in merging 
together both the disparate participants of the crusade as well as the disparate practises 
of pilgrimage and soldiery.300 Robert the Monk allied these two aspects by referring to 
the crusaders as the ‘pilgrim knights’ of Christ.301 Robert’s work more broadly has been 
described as being produced in the context of genuine caution regarding the unification 
of these ideas.302  This would have only heightened the pressure to present the crusaders 
in a positive light, a task to which the emblem of the cross could only have been an aid 
to. The validity of the use of the cross in these instances would have hinged on a 
successful defence of crusading from critics, which would have been impossible without 
championing the spiritual righteousness and good intentions of the crusaders.303 In this 
way, the cross was brought directly into the broader explanatory framework of the First 
Crusade which has already been discussed.  That the deployment of the cross, and the 
understanding of being crucesignatus, could add moral legitimacy to military activity 
whether it be against Muslim opponents or not, is illustrated by Orderic Vitalis’s 
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description of the resistance of Helias Count of Maine to William Rufus, where Helias 
swears to fight at home in fulfilment of his crusading vow with the cross as his emblem 
as a knight of Christ.304  
The adaptability and multifaceted nature of the cross accounts for its popularity 
as a device to be utilized by oration authors. Not only did the adoption of the cross 
encompass the novelty of the First Crusade, its history as a sign of victory and mark of 
protection was well established by the eleventh century. Moreover, the ‘portable 
symbol’ of the cross could be used to reflect Jerusalem not just beyond 1099, but as the 
twelfth century went on could be redeployed in wars outside of the Holy Land. This 
was not the case for the Holy Sepulchre, despite its position as a prominent sacred 
symbol of First Crusade narratives. The centrality of the Holy Sepulchre to the 
expedition of the First Crusade is evident throughout its early twelfth-century 
narratives. In Robert the Monk’s account of the Council of Clermont, the assembled are 
implored to be moved to action by the Sepulchre.305 The Holy Sepulchre is also invoked 
when bishop Adhemar of Le Puy is given charge over the pilgrims,306 and again when 
Raymond Count of St. Giles is introduced to the narrative.307 The nature of the crusade 
as a pilgrimage to the Holy Sepulchre is referred to on a number of occasions through 
Robert’s Historia, including in the lament of Walo’s wife,308 and in the oaths the crusade 
leaders take not to turn aside from the endeavour to reach Jerusalem.309 Despite this, the 
Holy Sepulchre is absent from Robert’s battle rhetoric. Neither does it appear in 
Baldric’s account at the battle of the Lake, where the Gesta employs it, and Orderic 
likewise omits it from his rendition of this speech. Guibert, who writes at great length 
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of the Holy Sepulchre in his narrative, also does not employ it as an appeal in his battle 
orations. Moreover, Peter Tudebode, despite claiming the crusaders’ battle cry at 
Civetot referenced the Holy Sepulchre,310 nowhere in his battle rhetoric utilizes this 
appeal. Neither Ralph of Caen or Albert of Aachen in any of his twelve books employ 
the Holy Sepulchre in battle rhetoric. It is, however, preserved in a version of 
Bohemond’s speech to Robert FitzGerard in the Historia Belli Sacri, where Bohemond 
reminds Robert to be ‘confident in the help of God and the Holy Sepulchre.’311 
 It is difficult to account for why the Holy Sepulchre, despite appearing in the 
battle rhetoric of the Gesta, is largely absent from the orations of subsequent accounts 
of the First Crusade. As the previous chapter argued, the devotion to the Holy 
Sepulchre in the Gesta reflected the view of Jerusalem that was prevalent in western 
Europe until 1099, that Jerusalem was the city of the Holy Sepulchre. However, Schein 
has argued that following the capture of the city in 1099 the understanding of Jerusalem 
as the city of the Holy Sepulchre underwent a rapid and significant transformation, with 
Jerusalem instead becoming the city of Christ’s life and passion.312 While this perhaps 
accounts in part for the dearth of reference to the Holy Sepulchre in later battle 
rhetoric, the narratives which this chapter is concerned with are far from uninterested in 
the Sepulchre. In reference to the construction of battle rhetoric, as has been argued 
above, the complex ideas of salvation, penance and redemption authors wished to 
convey could be presented just as forcefully by the Holy Cross as the Holy Sepulchre. 
The cross also carried with it connotations of victory and protection that were evidently 
thought to be more appropriate to present as being at the forefront of soldiers’ minds 
prior to battle. 
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As was argued in Chapter Two, a prominent theme of the Gesta Francorum was 
the notion of Christian unity. In the second speech at Dorylaeum, the crusaders are 
called upon to stand ‘unanimes in fides Christi’.313 Similarly, in the speech before the attack 
on Antioch, Bohemond tells his men to go ‘securo animo et felici concordia.’314 The 
importance of terms such as unanimis and concors, which reflect the importance of ideas 
of the vita apostolica and ecclesia primivita to crusading spirituality in the early twelfth 
century, has also previously been established. Unity is likewise an important theme in a 
number of later First Crusade narratives, including works which did not rely on the 
Gesta. Robert the Monk, detailing the departure of the crusaders, describes them as 
marching to war unanimiter.315 In Adhemar’s speech at Antioch, the bishop tells the 
crusaders to ‘fight together in common purpose (unanimes), like brothers’.316 Peter 
Tudebode closely follows the second oration of the Gesta, his account of Dorylaeum 
featuring an oration that begins with a call for the crusaders to be ‘unanimes in fide 
Christi.’317 Baldric of Bourgueil employs the same language in a speech given to 
Bohemond at Antioch, beginning the oration saying ‘I see you, thanks be to God, are all 
of one mind.’318 
 Biddlecombe has argued that Baldric’s understanding of the familia Christi 
crucially encompassed Eastern Christians who resided in the new-born Latin states of 
the East.319 MacEvitt has stated in regard to Latin relations with Eastern Christians that 
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this Christian unity was not a literary construct invented by westerners such as Baldric, 
but that the theme of unity reflected a continual working reality in the Latin East during 
and after the First Crusade.320 It seems similarly the case that the emphasis on unity 
found in battle rhetoric reflected the dangerous reality of those who took part in the 
expedition. That crusading ideology and spirituality was shaped by the events of the 
First Crusade has been forcefully argued by Riley-Smith,321 and the forms taken by 
appeals to unity highlight how violent reality was blended with serious spirituality and 
sincere motivation. While the motive appeal of defence does not often appear in 
crusading battle rhetoric, it is employed by Baldric in two separate orations. 
Bohemond’s oration at Dorylaeum includes a demand that the crusaders defend 
themselves and their country,322 and in his oration at Antioch the crusaders are told to 
‘support each other, and each of you should fight for all of you and defend each 
other.’323 In these examples, collective defence serves to reinforce Baldric’s notion of 
the crusaders as a united familia Christi. Familial language was also heavily employed by 
Baldric, who in his final oration wrote: ‘Listen, brothers and lords.’324 Likewise, the 
crusaders are told to ‘rouse yourselves, family of Christ’,325 and that ‘as long as those evil 
judges, the accomplices of Herod and Pilate, insult and afflict your brothers, they also 
crucify Christ.’326 Moreover, it is in this oration that the speakers tell those about to 
assault the walls of Jerusalem: 
I speak to you as fathers, sons, brothers and grandchildren. If some foreigner strikes one 
of your people will you not avenge your blood? All the more you must avenge your God, 
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who is your father, your brother, whom you see insulted, outlawed and crucified, whom 
you hear calling in desolation and demanding help.327  
 A number of other First Crusade narratives also make use of familial language in 
their battle rhetoric, which typically serves to stress social and religious cohesion. 
Adhemar’s speech in Robert the Monk begins with a reference to Romans 6:3, with the 
crusaders being told: ‘all of us who were baptized into Jesus Christ are both sons of 
God and brothers together: we are bound by one and the same spiritual link and by the 
same love.’328 Moreover, when being exhorted to fight together in common purpose, 
they are told to do so like brothers.329 Albert of Aachen likewise employs familial 
language in three of his battle orations.330 In two of these instances, the use of the word 
fratres is involved in an appeal for the fighting men not to abandon their fellows. In a 
speech given by Duke Godfrey and Robert of Flanders the crusaders are told: ‘Stand 
firm and endure with manly spirit all your difficulties for Christ’s name, and do not 
desert your brothers at all in this time of trouble, and incur God’s wrath, whose favour 
and mercy do not lack for those who trust in him.’331 
A later oration delivered by Godfrey, Robert and Adhemar contains a demand 
that the crusaders be ‘steadfast in Christ’s love, and never practise this deceit on your 
brothers, stealing away from them and fleeing.’332 It could be argued that the same idea 
of unity is put across by Albert in his oration which quotes Josh 15:13, proscribing that 
‘it is the charity of God to lay down one’s life for one’s friend.’333 The link between 
charity as an expression of Christian love and those identified as family seems to be 
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even clearer in Baldric’s work, whose second battle oration exhorts the crusaders to ‘lay 
down your lives for your brothers.’334 
 It is clear then that unity is an important theme of First Crusade battle rhetoric 
in narratives that followed the Gesta Francorum. Its frequency likely being reflective of 
the twofold development of the crusading endeavour, both as it was experienced by 
participants and as it was understood, reconstructed and represented by narrative 
authors. In calls for Christian unity, authors could espouse the ideology of crusading in 
a rousing fashion that would engage with their audiences through direct speech at the 
climactic moments in their stories. That the crusaders fought unanimiter, defending their 
frates even unto death, was a forceful display of Christian love and charity and was a 
crucial part of the presentation of crusading as an act of Christo-mimesis, which served 
to involve participants in the lives and works of the apostles and the ecclesia primitiva.335 
Like the vita apostolica, the crusading movement was, for many commentators, defined 
by its single-mindedness and, through their depictions of the direct words spoken by 
princes to crusaders, oration authors revealed the components and priorities of this 
unifying mindset. Central to this mentality was penitential devotion, a piety which 
looked to God for physical as well as spiritual salvation, yet that was nevertheless active 
not passive, being expressed in the courageous deeds of a chosen people. Moreover, 
this devotion demanded spiritual righteousness, which was reflected in good intention 
and proper behaviour. These were crucial for maintaining both the discipline and 
cohesion of the crusading army as well as the favour of heaven. Sin was of great 
concern, whether it was lust for women, bellicose pride that celebrated the strength of 
arms and men over God, or greed which encouraged men to risk their fellows as well as 
their souls seeking after plunder. Disputes over spoils in particular contravened the 
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apostolic image of a community who sold all they had to provide for everyone 
according to their need.336 
 
Vengeance and Justice 
The moral and didactic nature of these texts is signalled clearly through their 
battle orations, as well as throughout the broader narratives. In one of Albert of 
Aachen’s longest orations, the crusaders are told the story of a pilgrim, later revealed to 
be St. Ambrose of Milan, who assures them that, despite rumours to the contrary, the 
crusade has been undertaken at the instruction of God, not for frivolous reasons. 
However, the saint makes clear that in order to be counted amongst the martyrs upon 
their death, it is imperative that the crusaders abstain from sin, specifying avarice, theft, 
adultery and fornication.337 Baldric of Bourgueil explicitly linked the discipline of the 
crusading army with their moral conduct and intentions in the final book of his historia:   
For they allowed nothing unplanned or disorderly. The undisciplined were punished, the 
ignorant were educated, the unruly were rebuked. The intemperate were reproved for their 
intemperance, and all generally were urged to give alms. They all made honesty and chastity 
their concern as well. And, so to speak, there was a school of moral education in the camp. 
Such was the manner and such was the appearance of those going on foot to Jerusalem. As 
long as they kept the rigour of this discipline and abounded in charitable feeling, God 
manifestly dwelt among them and He fought their battles through them. On this subject 
we shall say this, that we rebuke those who praise the life and way of those undisciplined 
men who followed this campaign in vainglorious arrogance. For there is nothing more 
useful among men than discipline.338 
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 Displaying good moral conduct and righteous intention were thus priorities for 
the authors of many Latin narratives of the First Crusade, and this was reflected in their 
battle rhetoric. Such an interpretation of battle rhetoric contradicts many of the 
conclusions of John Bliese, who saw in motivational appeals such as the promise of 
glory or riches the true motivations of knights. More specifically, Bliese saw in appeals 
to vengeance a lack of concern for the laws and conventions which were thought to 
determine whether a particular military undertaking was just or unjust.339 Even if that 
were the case, it has been demonstrated that among the earliest crusading narrative the 
notion of vengeance was rare.340 Moreover, surveying instances where vengeance is 
presented as a motivation for crusaders over the course of the twelfth century reveals 
that far from being brought to crusading by the arms-bearing elite, only to be 
subsequently eclipsed as crusading developed, references to vengeance actually 
increased over time.341  
 It is in concordance with this model that the First Crusade narratives which do 
present vengeance as a motivator in battle rhetoric are not the earliest eyewitness 
accounts, but the later renderings. As was displayed above, Baldric of Bourgueil, in his 
climactic Jerusalem sermon, calls for the crusaders to take vengeance.342 While there are 
no other First Crusade orations which discuss vengeance, Orderic Vitalis provides a 
short speech to Baldwin I of Jerusalem delivered during an attack upon Jaffa where the 
notion of vengeance for God is central.343  
 These instances highlight the misinterpretation of calls for vengeance in battle 
rhetoric, which have in vernacular chansons been described as reflective of a Germanic, 
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pagan influenced culture, rather than a Christianized culture.344 This view of vengeance 
simply as aristocratic vendetta lusted after by arms-bearers led Bliese to an 
understanding he admits is contradictory, of vengeance as an improper motivator for 
just and righteous warfare, yet one which was nevertheless represented and perhaps 
even promoted by Latin narrative authors. This view rests upon a wide survey and it is 
beneficial to particularise the problem. Bliese has argued that in crafting their battle 
orations, authors had little concern for the strictures on the legality and spiritualty of 
warfare as they were prescribed by theologians and lawyers and has suggested that 
orations almost never conform with the tenants of Just War theory, as it was formulated 
by Augustine.345  However, prior to Gratian’s Decretum there was no single 
comprehensive and coherent collection of writings on the topic of just war available to 
authors, with writings on the subject being produced by a number of different theorists 
across a significant period of time.346 Prominent amongst them was Augustine, however 
Cowdrey has highlighted how during the eleventh century Augustine’s ideas on the 
subject of war were not widespread or often referenced. Gregory VII quoted Augustine 
in only a single instance, and while Anselm of Lucca drew heavily on Augustine, his 
formulation of righteous warfare relied in particular on Augustine’s anti-Donatist 
writings,347 and Anselm’s formulation of holy war has been understood as marking a 
particular turning point in this regard.348 It is Anselm’s Collectio canonum which drew 
together the disparate works on violence by Augustine, which were connected largely by 
the notion of sin, to argue that the punishment was not only a matter of justice but also 
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of love and charity, and that righteous wars could be waged with this benevolent 
intention.349  
 Thus, the call for vengeance in Baldric’s final battle oration, as well as many of 
the references to vengeance in First Crusade sources, were far from inconsistent with a 
view of just war which relied upon the righteous intention or a sense of justice on the 
part of participants. Augustine was clear in the purpose of just wars as avenging injuries, 
and without the righteous enactment of such vengeance, in the case of grave sin or 
crimes, there could be no true justice.350 Sin required punishment, and unearned mercy, 
either for the crusaders or their enemies, was unacceptable.351 In the case of the First 
Crusade, the various accounts of the Council of Clermont depict the crimes which have 
taken place in the East, often in emotionally charged language drawn from Scripture. 
The imperative to take vengeance is heightened in Baldric’s Historia by its formulation 
as revenge on behalf of God, that was in fact enacted by God through the crusaders. 
The notion of holy wars as God’s vengeance of course pre-dated the First Crusade,352 
but in First Crusade sources it is given a more particular character through the emphasis 
on the spiritual and social obligation put on the crusaders to defend or avenge their 
fellows.353 In this way, orations could in fact present appeals concerned with love and 
charity which Bliese understood as absent for being unpragmatic and overly idealised, 
compared to promises of spoils or incitement to kill hated enemies.354 An examination 
of battle rhetoric and the proper contextualisation of these orations illustrates how First 
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Crusade narratives sought to glorify Christ-like self-sacrifice and martyrdom, not the 
seizing of wealth or secular vengeance.355 
 
Conclusions 
It is clear that far from rhetorical ornamentation, battle orations were believed 
by oration authors to be effective means of articulating the ideology and theology of the 
First Crusade in the aftermath of its success. The triumph of the 1096–1099 campaign 
and the proliferation of battle orations in the Latin narratives which recounted it are 
inextricably linked, with no oration presented as taking place between Clermont and the 
capture of Jerusalem occurring prior to a defeat. Narrative authors sought not only to 
explain and celebrate the crusade’s military successes, but account for the broader 
phenomenon which had brought them about. Centrally, First Crusade battle rhetoric 
emphasises the divinely directed nature of the crusade, the good intentions of 
participants who nevertheless suffer for their sins in order to be made righteous before 
God, and the importance of discipline and unity among the Christian community. 
These priorities, while not uniformly ascribed to by all narrative authors, evidently 
influenced the form and content of battle orations to a high degree. 
As with the Gesta, while simple calls for martial virtue are not uncommon, they 
are never provided with any significant development and more often than not are 
presented with religious reinforcement. That appeals to glory or calls for bravery are 
presented as being in reference to the glory of God and Heaven, or the bravery of being 
sure of a blessed afterlife, both conforms with a perceived need to praise the deeds of 
God rather than celebrate the actions of men. 
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As with the desire for earthly glory, the Council of Clermont also warned 
against the adoption of the cross for reasons of personal gain. This concern over 
intention is manifest through First Crusade battle rhetoric, which is not only notable for 
the limit use of an otherwise popular appeal, but also for the manner in which authors 
utilize such appeals to involve the taking of spoils and the attainment of wealth within 
the larger moral and didactic framework of their narratives. While almost all oration 
authors present the wealth acquired by the crusaders as God-given, many develop this 
notion further, contrasting earthly wealth with the greater riches of heaven. That 
plundering could lead to sin, and thus undermine the expedition, results in clear 
condemnation of such vices, with Albert of Aachen notably shaping an entire oration 
around such a warning. In this way authors reconciled the well understood need for a 
campaigning army to take spoils with the ideals, both secular as well as religious, which 
recognised the evils of greed. Where greed is most forcefully condemned are those 
moments when the division it causes threatens the crusading expedition. In spawning 
sinful avarice, and in many cases being presented as the bait used by foes to lure 
Christians away from their fellows and to their doom, greed was a twofold threat to 
unity.   
This emphasis on unity in part accounts for the lack of diversity among appeals 
to the gentes or nationes of the crusaders. While the multiplicity of peoples undertaking 
the pilgrimage is evident, it is the Franks alone who take centre stage. That there is a 
Northern French bias amongst the narratives of the First Crusade is obvious, however 
it is also evident that narrative authors were not uninterested in the other gentes that 
formed the crusading army. While no other people are named in the motivational 
appeals of battle rhetoric, a concern for the collective of Christianity, and the reputation 
of Christian peoples does feature. In a fashion similar to certain non-Northern French 
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princes being claimed as Franks, non-French crusaders are often identified together in 
battle rhetoric as Franks, as well as Christians. Being conceptualised as a single people 
defined by their faith.  
The use of appeals to martial virtue, wealth, and to the characteristics and 
reputations of gentes illustrate how such notions were represented and understood in the 
wider, divinely directed, framework of the crusade. They highlight how oration authors 
could present wealth as a motivational appeal without contravening sincerely held 
notions concerning the importance of righteous motivation in war, as well as the 
consequences of sin. This serves to undermine the idea that there was a sharp divine 
between ‘religious’ and ‘secular’ motivations for the adoption of the cross, and points to 
the need for a more forceful rejection of dichotomous understandings of medieval 
Christian religious practices more widely.356 In this regard, Baldric of Bourgueil’s battle 
rhetoric in particular displays how physical and spiritual bellicosity were intertwined, the 
former being fought in order to proceed with the latter. In this way the development of 
martial or ‘chivalric’ virtues were an important part of the active piety which orations 
often called for.  
Divine aid is naturally a prominent appeal in First Crusade battle rhetoric, and 
one which varies greatly in its form and content. Centrally, these promises, particularly 
those that make reference to supernatural or divine forces intervening directly in battle, 
serve to highlight the place of the First Crusade in the divinely directed chain of sacral 
history. It is the agency of God, often interpreted through victories or disasters and 
believed to be contingent upon moral and spiritual righteousness which serves as a crux 
between appeals that highlight penitential and devotional appeals. These in turn are 
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associated with the adoption of the cross and ‘conversion’ to the quasi-monastic life of 
the early crusaders. Appeals to suffering and martyrdom, as well as the invocation of the 
Holy Cross, all serve to forcefully advance the devotional and penitential nature of the 
First Crusade. Moreover, that these ideas are purposefully incorporated into orations 
alongside, although subordinate to, appeals to ‘earthly’ rewards only serves to erase 
further the notion of dichotomous motivational appeals and illustrate the paralleled 
physical and spiritual battles of the crusaders. The symbol of the cross in particular was 
employed in order to bridge the conceptual gap between the understanding of crusaders 
on the one hand as warriors and on the other as pilgrims. Its potency and multifaceted 
utility was the driving force behind the continual deployment of the Holy Cross in 
battle rhetoric, in contrast to the Holy Sepulchre.  
Just as the hardships endured by the crusaders during the expedition shaped 
subsequent crusading theology, so the dangerous reality of campaigning reinforced the 
importance of Christian unity. The necessity of communal defence in hostile territory 
provided oration authors the perfect opportunity to display the Christo-mimetic nature 
of crusading, with orators imploring their men to feats of self-sacrifice for the love of 
Christ and their fellows. This obligation was extended to a broader grouping of the 
familia Christi, who required not only defending but avenging. In this sense First Crusade 
battle rhetoric was very much in line with Augustinian notions of righteous warfare, 
which were defined centrally by a concern for the correction of sin. Moreover, the 
formulation of Augustinian ideas in the eleventh century by writers such as Anselm of 
Lucca provided a theological basis for authors to present crusading as being an 
expression, not only of justice, but also of Christian love and charity.  
This chapter has also demonstrated how important elements of battle rhetoric 
were exploited, reformed and re-deployed by writers of non-crusade accounts. It is in 
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this way that the battle rhetoric of First Crusade narratives signals towards a broader 
understanding of how sacralised warfare was understood and represented in the early 
twelfth century, which saw the First Crusade as a model for righteous wars, whether 
they be past or contemporary conflicts. As the century progressed, bringing papal 
encouragement for further expeditions to the East, narratives of the First Crusade 
continue to serve this purpose.357 It is the manner in which battle rhetoric would be 
used by those documenting holy wars of the mid to late twelfth century which is the 
subject of Part III.   
                                                             




Chapter Four: Battle Rhetoric in De expugnatione Lyxbonensi 
Introduction 
Part II considered the battle rhetoric of First Crusade narratives in order to 
examine the character and nature of this recurring rhetorical form in the first half of the 
twelfth century. It highlighted the extent to which the battle rhetoric of the early twelfth 
century resisted the typology of John Bliese,1 demonstrating the influence of crusading 
ideology upon the form and function of many motivational appeals. Moreover, in 
focusing upon orations from narratives which detailed the same events Part II was able 
to illustrate the variance in appeals from the same context.  
Despite such appeals being common, it cannot be said that the main concern of 
crusade oration authors was the celebration of martial virtues. Prideful boasting in fact 
ran contrary to the wider explanatory framework of the First Crusade, wherein the 
development of Christian virtue was established in a more appropriate fashion with 
such appeals often closely tied to more prominent spiritual ideals. While notions of 
divine aid, the victory bringing cross and a chosen race overcoming enemies in battle, 
were ancient, the penitential nature of the First Crusade was emphasised through battle 
rhetoric which deployed appeals to redemptive suffering and martyrdom, the salvific 
nature of the cross, imitatio Christi and the unity and reformed life of ecclesia primitiva.2 
Moreover, seemingly out of place appeals, such as those to wealth or glory, were often 
involved in broader didactic messages. This is crucial as First Crusade narratives and 
their orations would be used in the decades after their composition as models of 
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righteous warfare. That battle orations of First Crusade narratives which were presented 
as taking place after the capture of Jerusalem did not markedly differ to those preceding 
also illustrates that, as the twelfth century continued, contemporaries perceived a link 
between the 1096–1099 campaign and the continual defence of the Latin East.3  
Founded upon the close analysis of a single text, De expugnatione Lyxbonensi, this 
chapter will, through a comparative analysis involving a broader corpus, explore both 
continuity and change in the form and function of the prominent rhetorical appeals 
identified in Part II. In doing so, it will highlight the development of certain appeals 
common to First Crusade rhetoric, notably that of unity and right intention, which 
reflect a need to justify the expedition and defend the moral worthiness of its 
participants. It will also reveal the broader preoccupation of battle rhetoric in this 
period, heavily influenced by the development of canon law regarding warfare as well as 
the disastrous failure of the 1147–1149 campaign to the Holy Land, with notions of 
justice and authority. 
 
The Context of De expugnatione Lyxnbonesi  
 Once victorious crusaders of the 1097–1099 campaign began returning to their 
homes in around 1100, there emerged a ‘third wave’ of crusading enthusiasm inspired 
by the stories of Jerusalem’s capture, with new armies departing for the East. Although 
far from lacking in numbers and organisation, the so-called crusade of 1101 ended in 
catastrophe. This only served to cement the reputation of the 1097–99 campaign as 
being an endeavour directed by God, while the campaign led by men such as Willian of 
Aquitaine was deemed to have failed because of the sins of its participants.4 The need to 
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explain further disappointments, such as Bohemond’s 1106–1108 operation, prompted 
familiar questions of motivation and intention. Orderic Vitalis made his view clear in 
attributing the need for Bohemond to ultimately abandon the expedition to the sins of 
greed for wealth and lust of the Westerners to take lands for themselves. 5  
Similar criticisms, which reflect the same ideology that inspired the didactic 
lessons to be found in a number of First Crusade battle orations, were levelled by Henry 
of Huntingdon at the Second Crusade. Henry contrasted the triumph of northern 
maritime crusaders, who assisted in the 1147 capture of Lisbon, to the miserable failure 
of the expedition to the Holy Land. Centrally, he juxtaposed the humility and humble 
origins of the Anglo-Normans, Flemish and Germans, against the leaders of the 
expedition to the Holy Land: 
In the same year, the armies of the emperor of Germany and the French king, which 
marched out with great pride under illustrious commanders, came to nothing because ‘God 
despised them.’ [...] Meanwhile, a naval force that was made up of ordinary, rather than 
powerful men, and was not supported by any great leader, except Almighty God, 
prospered a great deal better because they set out in humility. Truly ‘God resists the proud, 
but gives grace to the humble.’6  
While success was perhaps the ultimate sign of legitimacy for a crusading 
expedition, the question of how contemporaries viewed the relationship between the 
campaign against Lisbon and the expedition to the Holy Land, as well as the German 
campaign against the pagan Wends, remains a subject of debate. Giles Constable has 
argued that many contemporary chroniclers saw the Second Crusade as planned assault 
on all non-Christian enemies, encompassing the fighting in the Levant, the Iberian 
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Peninsula and against the pagan Slavs.7 According to Constable, while a few 
contemporary or near contemporary authors, such as Helmold of Bosau,8 saw all three 
campaigns as a single whole, more drew links between two specific theatres.9 While the 
attack on Lisbon was recognised as a Christian victory, the campaign’s most detailed 
narrative makes clear that, unlike the campaign against the Wends in Eastern Europe, 
the Lisbon campaign was a diversion from the central journey to the Holy Land. Thus, 
the very victory which ensured its assimilation into the expedition evidently required 
defence against those who would criticise the deviation.10  
 It has been argued that the internal divisions the narrative presents reflect the 
lack of consensus of those who took part in the expedition regarding the notion of 
crusading, which has been called an ill-defined concept even in the mid-twelfth 
century,11 and that Lyxbonensi is largely concerned with justifying the siege of Lisbon in 
the wake of its success through an emphasis on its crusading nature.12 That the text was 
specifically worked or re-worked from a shorter initial report, perhaps soon after the 
city’s capture, seems likely.13 In particular two long set piece speeches, concerning the 
diversion of the expedition and the dedication of the crusaders to their newly assumed 
cause, is in line with the presentation of Lyxbonensi as depicting a coincidental, or 
providential, diversion.14 There is, however, evidence of preplanning that did not 
involve a formal agreement, including the meeting of Bernard of Clairvaux with the 
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leader of the Flemish contingent Christian of Gistel during his preaching tour.15 Phillips 
has also drawn attention to the timing of the expedition, the northern Europeans 
seemingly departing far ahead of schedule for a rendezvous with the armies of Louis 
and Conrad, as well as the presence of a specialist siege engineer from Pisa perhaps 
believed to be able to assist in overcoming the defences that had scuppered the 1142 
attack.16 The diversion was thus not perhaps as spontaneous as Lyxbonensi suggests. 
 
Text 
De expugnatione Lyxbonensi has been described as a historical memoire in 
epistolary form.17 The text survives in only a single manuscript, Corpus Christi College, 
Cambridge, No. 470, folios 125r–146r, and may once have been in the possession of the 
cathedral priory of Norwich.18 The identity of the author has been the subject of 
considerable debate, with the letter beginning: ‘To Osbert of Bawdsey, R. greeting.’19 
Harold Livermore has identified R. as Raol, an Anglo-French priest and, like Osbert of 
Bawdsey, an associate of the Glanville family.20 Raol has also been identified as the 
‘certain priest’ who exhorts the crusaders before the final assault on the city and, given 
his involvement in the negotiations of terms with Afonso and his ownership of a piece 
of the True Cross, was almost certainly a figure of importance.21 Accurately dating the 
text has proved challenging, with MS Corpus Christi 470 being ascribed to the late 
1160s or early 1170s, though it is likely that an earlier version was sent to East Anglia in 
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1147–1148 before the crusaders continued to the Levant. Phillips has suggested that the 
text may have been reworked sometime in the late 1150s or early 1160s, as a blueprint 
for a successful crusading expedition, in an attempt to address the weak response to 
crusading appeals in 1157 and 1159.22  
The text displays the author’s considerable education, featuring extensive 
scriptural quotations, but also references to classical works. Beyond this, a knowledge of 
both contemporary theology and canon law is evident, with the text incorporating the 
writings of Gratian and Ivo of Chartres. Moreover, the Incarnation theology found in 
the pre-battle sermon of Lyxbonensi reflects contemporary debates on Christ’s humanity 
in the Paris schools in the early twelfth century, engendered by treatise such as Anselm’s 
Cur Deus Homo. As will be demonstrated a major theme of Cur Deus Homo, that of God’s 
justice, is shared by Lyxbonensi.23 The influence of Bernard of Clairvaux’s De laude novae 
militiae is discernible, as is the First Crusade history of Guibert of Nogent and perhaps 
others.24  
Many of these extra-textual influences are detectable from the themes, language 
and exegesis of Lyxbonensi’s four long set-piece orations, perhaps the targets of the most 
extensive textual reworkings.25 Of the four long orations in Lyxbonensi, the first is 
delivered by the Bishop of Oporto Peter Pitões to the crusaders after their arrival in 
Spain wherein the crusaders are urged to join King Afonso in attacking Lisbon.26 The 
second speech is delivered by Hervey Glanville and is concerned with ensuring the 
Anglo-Norman contingent continue to support the campaign collectively despite the 
misgivings of a group who threaten to abandon the endeavour and continue on to the 
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Holy Land.27 The third speech is not directed at crusaders but to the Muslim inhabitants 
of Lisbon, being delivered by the archbishop of Braga wherein the defenders of the city 
are encouraged to abandon it to the Christian forces.28 The fourth speech is delivered by 
‘a certain priest’, believed to be Raol, before the final assault on the city and is the only 
instance of battle rhetoric,29 although the first and second speeches do include hortatory 
content and display a number of ideas and themes common to battle rhetoric. The 
content of these four speeches have previously been analysed by Jonathan Phillips, who 
has argued for their unusual consistency for what have been previously been 
understood to be reports of genuine speeches delivered over the course of the 
expedition. As has been argued in Chapter One, medieval understandings of truth 
accommodated invented speeches that were understood to carry meaning through 
content that was apt and verisimilar rather than facsimilia. A marginal note of the text 
acknowledges this very phenomenon, admitting that the speech given by Hervey of 
Glanville were not his exact words.30 Phillips’ analysis of these speeches has identified a 
number of themes which, while being present in the battle rhetoric of First Crusade 
narratives, are given far greater weight in the speeches and broader narrative of 
Lyxbonensi, specifically those of discipline, repentance, unity and right intention. It is the 
place, form and function of these themes, as well as others, in contrast to the 
motivational appeals of other crusading and non-crusading orations, to which this 
chapter now turns.  
 
Themes 
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 While First Crusade battle rhetoric often deemphasised appeals to prowess, calls 
for bravery and praise of military virtues, Lyxbonensi makes even less use of such 
appeals, which never appear without religious reference. In the opening lines of the 
siege speech, the author pairs a call for bravery with an immediate reassurance that 
supernatural aid will serve as comfort (solatium) to their human weakness (fragilitatis 
humane).31 Later in this same oration, a call for courage is similarly reinforced with the 
notion of divine aid: 
Brothers, be not afraid; shun discouragement; despise terror. If our God has prevented you 
from entering this city after so long and costly an effort, assuredly he has done this in order 
that continuous labour might strengthen your patience, and that the same, being 
strengthened, might make you the better tested of perseverance.32  
This form of appeal echoes strongly the framework First Crusade authors often 
constructed through battle rhetoric, wherein victory was God given, defeats were the 
result of sin and poor moral conduct, and hardship was necessary in order to adequately 
test the crusaders.33 A multifaceted formulation was obviously required to cope with the 
variance in crusade success, and accommodate both the need to rouse crusading 
enthusiasm, but also to avoid fatalism. This active piety, under divine direction, was not 
only demonstrated through the battle rhetoric of the First Crusade but also Lyxbonensi, 
which makes clear that, following appropriate hardships, God will supply the required 
courage and strength to his people.34 Beyond these examples Lyxbonensi only appeals to 
courage in order to elaborate on the theme of righteous intention. The Bishop of 
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Oporto, following a detailed exposition on the theology and legality of making war 
against the Muslims of Lisbon, claims: 
Therefore, brother, take courage with these arms, courage, that is to say, either to defend 
the fatherland in war against barbarians or to ward off enemies at home, or to defend 
comrades from robbers; for such courage is full righteousness.35 
 The relative dearth of even common, undeveloped appeals to martial virtue in 
Lyxbonensi is best understood as part of a broader conceptual framework similar to that 
which shaped much of the battle rhetoric of early First Crusade narratives. As with 
many accounts of the First Crusade, Lyxbonensi makes clear the problem of victorious 
soldiers being marred by the sin of pride and illustrates forcefully the relationship 
between sin and defeat.36 However, the ability of crusading soldiers is evidently not 
relegated to the same position it is in the work of, for example, Guibert of Nogent, 
being required to ward off enemies and defend socios. The appeals to martial virtue in 
Lyxbonensi seemingly reflect a greater anxiety regarding the justification of violence than 
many First Crusade narratives. 
 For these reasons, Lyxbonensi invites comparison with another account of 
righteous warfare against an enemy both criminal and sacrilegious, produced in the 
Anglo-Norman world early in the second half of the twelfth century.37 The Relatio de 
Standardo of Aelred of Rievaulx is the longest near contemporary treatment of the so-
called Battle of the Standard (22 August 1138). Centrally, the Relatio serves to praise the 
devout Anglo-Norman army, with the pious alliance of northern English sees and 
barons narratively contrasted with the barbaric and blasphemous soldiers of David I, 
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particularly his Gallovidian troops. One of the ways in which this was achieved was 
through appeals to martial virtues.  
Despite its length,38 the central speech of the Relatio by Walter Espec, like 
Lyxbonensi, contains remarkably few instances of martial rhetoric. Moreover, it is made 
clear early in the Anglo-Norman oration that victory does not depend on strength 
(viribus),39 but on righteous prayer and an honest cause.40 However, even these 
references are undeveloped and overshadowed by the motivational appeals referencing 
the just cause of the Anglo-Normans or the divine aid they can expect. Moreover, when 
confronted by the fierce Gallovidians, Walter claims that it is not courage driving them, 
but an ‘irrational contempt of death.’41 Even more striking is the fact that, while 
Walter’s speech barely involved any appeals to martial ideals, the counter oration 
delivered by the Gallovidians contains nothing but martial appeals: 
We have iron sides, breasts of brass, and minds devoid of fear; our feat have never known 
flight, and our backs have never felt a wound. How did their breastplates benefit the Gauls 
at Clitheroe? Did these men, unarmed, as they say, not force them to throw away their 
breastplates, forget their helmets and abandon their shields? Let your prudence, O King, 
then see what it means to trust in those things that are more a burden than a help in 
adversity! At Clithero we brought back a victory over men clothed in mail; today, using 
strength of mind as our shield, we will overthrow these men too with our lances.42  
This bold statement results in even greater division not only between the unruly 
Gallovidians but between the Norman nobleman and knights in David’s host. In this 
way, Aelred’s characterization of the Gallovidians is not simply reflecting contemporary 
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criticism of certain practices of ‘Celtic warfare’.43 In recording the Gallovidian insistence 
on taking their place in the front line, and the resulting squabbling involving the knights 
and nobles in David’s army, Aelred characterizes the Gallovidian as wishing for a place 
of honour on the field that any professional arms-bearer in the Anglo-Norman and 
Franco-Norman world would have understood. Through this particular construction 
Aelred draws a line between the gruesome atrocities he details and the wider 
preoccupations of contemporary combatants. Preoccupations which for Aelred, are an 
obvious source of disharmony. It is, moreover, the case that Aelred’s disregard for 
praising martial virtues was likely not prompted by the actual circumstances of the battle 
as Henry of Huntingdon includes an oration in his account of the Standard which is 
almost the antithesis of Aelred’s. Comparatively, the speech of Ralph Noel found in 
Henry of Huntingdon focuses far more on motivational appeals to martial values, with 
the prelate asking ‘of what avail, then, is ancestral glory, regular training and military 
discipline if, when you are few, you do not conquer many?’44 This is all the more striking 
for the fact that, while a speech delivered by the layman Walter says next to nothing 
about martial virtues, being instead filled with appeals to justice and divine direction, in 
Ralph’s speech reference to military values and the practicality of military equipment far 
outweigh reference to the divine. This runs contrary to the rhetorical tradition of 
plausibility as outlined by Bachrach,45 and implies that far from merely writing 
motivations that would have been the most appropriate, Aelred crafted his battle 
rhetoric purposely to convey certain ideas regarding warfare.  
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War, in the Relatio, is involved by Aelred within a wider concern for suffering and 
the consequences of sin; indeed the importance of remembering the atrocities of the 
Scots, which would usually deserve no place in history, is a direct instruction of 
Walter’s.46 It is an unjust, and improperly persecuted war which, for Aelred, has led the 
otherwise virtuous David I astray, and a significant amount of the Relatio narrative is 
dedicated to an oration by Robert de Bruce, who implores David to change his ways. 
This reform in behaviour is implied by the final lines of the twelfth-century manuscript, 
wherein Aelred returns to the motif of military equipment, relating a story of the 
defeated Prince Henry encountering a beggar after having fled the battlefield. 
Symbolically rejecting warfare, in a manner reminiscent of St. Martin of Tours, Henry 
gives his breastplate to the beggar claiming it has been a burden to him, expressing hope 
it will serve the pauper in his need.47 That moral reform and a particular deployment of 
appeals to martial virtue are so entangled in Aelred’s Relatio illuminates how the 
particularities of martial appeals in Lyxbonensi could serve to reinforce its own messages 
of moral reform.  
However, a broader trend against appeals to martial virtue and prowess is detectable 
across battle rhetoric from the second half of the twelfth century, prior to 1187. This is 
both the case in ecclesiastically focused orations, such as that delivered by the Albero of 
Trier at the climax of the Gesta Alberonis, which contains no such appeals,48 as well as 
those which sought to lionise powerful laymen, such as two orations delivered by 
Frederick I in the Gesta Friderici imperatoris, which are likewise entirely devoid of such 
motivators.49 The battle rhetoric of Lisiard of Tours, a churchman who was Dean of 
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Laon between 1153–1163 and around that time wrote an account of the First Crusade 
heavily influenced by Fulcher of Chartres, actually removes instances of martial appeals 
from his account of a harangue by Baldwin I and drawn from Fulcher. Lisiard instead 
adds details on the hardships the crusaders have faced, their devotion, and how fighting 
for a heavenly cause is far more reassuring than fighting for earthly reasons.50 However, 
this trend was far from universal. Helmold of Bosau’s Chronica Sclavorum makes far 
greater use of martial appeals, in comparison to the works of Aelred of Rievaulx, or the 
author of Lyxbonensi.51 In detailing the 1147 campaign against the pagan Wends, 
Helmold recounts an event deemed worthy of remembrance, in which a priest named 
Gerlav exhorts a group of Frisian soldiers under siege by a force of Slavs, who, having 
their enemies trapped send an offer of surrender. Gerlav’s oration implores the Frisians 
to refuse surrender and to ‘try your strength yet a little while and join battle with the 
enemy’, before continuing in this manner: 
For so long as this wall surrounds us, we are masters of our arms and of our weapons; life 
is for us founded in hope, but nothing is left us unarmed other than ignominious death. 
Rather, plunge into their vitals your sword, which of their own accord they bespeak for 
themselves, and be avengers of your blood. Let them taste your valour. Let them not go 
back with a bloodless victory.52 
While the gruesome details of Gerlav’s oration are reminiscent of how Aelred 
describes the atrocities of the Scots, Helmold far outstrips Aelred, as well as the author 
of Lyxbonensi, in the bellicose nature of his battle rhetoric. This emphasises chiefly the 
divergence of circumstance. While the position of Aelred, in detailing a conflict he 
depicts as akin to civil strife, in which a supporter of the reigning King of England 
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Henry II was defeated, was a complex one, Helmold wrote in a tradition of history 
which praised those who had made war against Eastern pagans, in the tradition of 
Adam of Bremen and Widukind of Corvey. The author of Lyxbonensi was not in such an 
unambiguous position, despite detailing a war against Muslim opponents, because the 
Lisbon campaign had been a diversion from the ultimately disastrous campaign to the 
Holy Land. When faced with such ambiguity, a need for clarity in how the warfare being 
narrated by Lyxbonensi was to be understood by their audiences, rather than simply 
being a matter of more forceful propagandistic justification, lies at the heart of their 
depictions of martial virtues. 
Compared to appeals to courage, prowess and so forth, motivational appeals to 
notions of honour and glory, and their antithesis shame, are similarly deployed by 
Lyxbonensi, and often for the same moral or spiritual ends. After promising the 
protection of guardian angels, Raol’s oration draws upon Scripture associating honour 
(honourem) and dishonour to truth (veritati) and the impact of these notions upon their 
relationship with Christ, rather than as the earthly recognition of prowess that the 
crusaders might enjoy.53 Raol’s harangue also includes several appeals involving glory or 
the promise of glory, which also figure throughout Lyxbonensi. Most notably at the 
climax of Raol’s oration, glory figures as part of an assurance of heavenly reward.54 
Subsequently, he tells the crusaders they should be ‘certain of victory’ and thus ‘fall 
upon the enemy, the rewards of victory over whom are eternal glory.’55 The notion of 
glory figures a third time at the conclusion of the oration in a passage heavily influenced 
by the language of Psalm 113 and 78 where Raol expresses hope that God will ‘direct us 
in accordance with his will and receive us with glory.’56 Utilizing a recognisable 
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exegetical gloss, the author has the Bishop of Oporto make clear why the crusaders will 
be honoured: ‘And truly will that prophecy be fulfilled in you in which to the praise and 
honour of the valor and glory of the sons of God it is said, ‘How one should chase a 
thousand and two put ten thousand to flight.’’57 
In contrast, Helmold employs the motivational appeal to glory often without 
religious reference, evidently finding nothing inappropriate in displaying warriors as 
highly concerned with gaining glory and avoiding shame to their reputations in warfare 
against the pagans of Eastern Europe. In detailing an expedition by the Obotrite prince 
Henry against the Rani, Henry praises his Saxon soldiers for always having brought him 
much gain and glory. The response of his soldiers expresses not only a desire for a 
glorious death, but a clear concern for their reputation.58 
 Conversely, Lyxbonensi associates shame with the proposed abandonment of the 
Lisbon expedition. Moreover, he presents the idea of death before reaching the Holy 
Land as glorious: ‘Even though I remain silent concerning the sin of a violated 
association, you will become to objects of universal infamy and shame. Through fear of 
a glorious death you have withdrawn your support from your associates.’59 Within this 
context, shame is the consequence of the failure of the crusaders to act in unity and the 
breaking of their sworn association, the oath of which included a vow of pilgrimage to 
the Holy Land,60 tying social and spiritual failure together. Notions of honour and glory 
are likewise involved in this two-fold transgression as Hervey claims it is because of a 
‘lust for honour and glory - envy has crept among us.’61 In the same way that boastful 
bellicosity is presented in Aelred’s Relatio as a sources of disunity for the Scottish 
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soldiery, so too is a desire for honour and glory a source of disunity for the Anglo-
Normans of Lyxbonensi. The place of appeals to martial virtue, as well as notions of 
honour and glory are thus formulated in Lyxbonensi in a manner which reinforced the 
text’s central themes. This can be set within a broader scope of battle orations, wherein 
a not insignificant dearth of such appeals, or in the case of Aelred and Lyxbonensi their 
negative aspects, can be recognised.  
 
Gentes and nationes 
 In Hervey’s oration, attempting to reconcile a divergent faction of Anglo-
Normans to the proposal of attacking Lisbon, repeated reference is made to the honour 
and reputation of the gens of the dissenters: 
 For now that so great a diversity of peoples is bound with us under the law of a sworn 
association, and considering that we find nothing that in its dealings which can justly be 
made a subject of accusation or disparagement, each of us ought to do his utmost in order 
that in the future no stain of disgrace shall adhere to us who are of the same stock and 
blood. Nay more, recalling the virtues of ancestors, we ought to strive to increase the 
honour and glory of our race rather than cover tarnished glory with the rags of malice. For 
the glorious deeds of the ancients kept in memory by posterity are the marks of both 
affection and honour. If you show yourselves worthy of the ancients, honour and glory will 
be yours, but if unworthy, then disgraceful reproaches.62  
Similarly, Hervey’s final plea to his fellow Anglo-Normans is for them to ‘have 
mercy on your comrades’, and: ‘Spare shame to your race. Yield to the counsels of 
honour.’63 Jonathan Phillips has argued that this speech, with its references to the deeds 
of veterum, was particularly influenced by the papal bull Quantum praedecessores, which, in 
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calling upon the arms-bearers of Christendom, particularly France and Italy, to not 
allow the ‘things acquired by the efforts of your fathers’ to be lost, was aimed at stoking 
the fires of honour and glory amongst the nobility.64 Moreover, it has been forcefully 
demonstrated how the First Crusade had become a reference point for aristocratic 
honour, with certain families having well established crusading traditions by a few 
decades into the twelfth century and participation in crusading often appealing 
particularly to those connected by networks of kinship.65 However, the extent of the 
bull’s influence is questionable. Despite the commonalities of certain important themes 
recognisable across the four extensive speeches of Lyxbonensi,66 there is not a single 
reference to the reputation, achievements or abilities of any gentes or nationes in the text’s 
pre-battle sermon. This is in stark contrast to Aelred, who in the Relatio deploys appeals 
to past Norman achievements, notable for their length and detail. For example, the 
army is told there is nothing to fear from the Scots because of the past victories that 
had been won over them as well: 
These, these are the men who once thought they would not resist us but yield, when 
William the conqueror of England, penetrated Lothain, Calatria, and Scotland as far as 
Abernethy and when that warlike Malcolm became ours by surrender- and now they are 
challenging their own conquerors, their masters in war!67 
 Given the emphasis on prowess as part of what R. H. C. Davis described as the 
‘Norman myth’,68 the absence of Norman ancestral achievement from the pre-battle 
oration of Lyxbonensi is perplexing. However, a closer examination of how these notions 
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are deployed within the text in comparison with Aelred’s Relatio actually reveals points 
of correspondence that serve to clarify their intention.  
Centrally, both texts employ appeals to Norman achievement in order to further 
themes of divine direction and righteous intention. As has been established, neither text 
is particularly concerned with motivational appeals to martial prowess. Moreover, 
although Walter’s speech makes much of past Norman victories the wider text has far 
from an unqualified disdain for the Scots. For all of Aelred’s contrasting of the Anglo-
Norman and Scottish armies the Battle of the Standard has been described as a tragic 
conflict between old friends.69 Aelred references English assistance given to David I in 
Robert de Bruce’s speech to the king, in his attempt to stop him from joining battle.70 
While absent from Walter’s speech, some of the past Norman victories that the Relatio 
celebrates were victories the Normans and Scots had enjoyed together. 
 One of Walter’s motivational appeals to Norman past victories stands out from 
the others, in that it references conflicts that occurred outside the Anglo-Norman 
world: ‘Who subdued Apulia, Sicily, Calabria if not your Normans? Did not both 
commanders [Emperors], on the same day and at almost the same hour, turn their 
backs to the Normans when one fought against a father, the other against a son.’71 
The tale of Robert Guiscard and his son Bohemond going to battle against the 
Holy Roman and Byzantine Emperors on the same day had, according to R.H. C. 
Davis, caught up with the ‘saga of the Norman race’ by the middle of the twelfth 
century.72 While Aelred was clearly well aware of Norman achievement, it is 
questionable that the Relatio, and perhaps Lyxbonensi, should be understood as reflecting 
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the Norman myth. Two of the four elements that R.H.C Davis identified as being 
central to the Norman myth, those being an attachment to Normandy itself, which is 
included in Hervey’s oration,73 and an emphasis on the Scandinavian ancestry of the 
Normans74 are entirely absent from Walter’s speech. Aelred was himself not a Norman 
but an Englishman and depicts enemies referring to the Anglo-Normans not as 
Normans at all, but as Gauls.75 Moreover, the notion of the Normans’ tremendous 
fighting prowess is far from prominent in the Relatio, and totally absent from Raol’s 
oration. Where such appeals do feature in the Relatio’s battle rhetoric is in the oration of 
the despicable Gallovidians. Recounting past Norman victories in the Relatio, therefore, 
seem more to do with emphasising two other themes of the text, those being the value 
of history and the divinely directed nature of warfare, wherein the Normans have been 
given victory for their role in the punishment of sinners, than with celebrating Norman 
prowess.  
 While Hervey’s oration shows a concern for racial reputation, there is no 
recounting of past victories. Moreover, the driving force of Hervey’s message seems 
rather distinct from that of Quantum praedecessores. The Anglo-Normans are not being 
harangued to divert to Lisbon in order to defend the acquisitions of their fathers, 
indeed in being concerned with the state of the Holy Land Eugenius’s bull could have 
been cited against the proposed diversion. The emulation Hervey is looking for is 
energetic opportunism, in the manner of veterum not patriarum. Indeed, Hervey contrasts 
his men with their colleague gentes as often as with any predecessors.76 Furthermore, 
Quantum praedecessores was initially aimed specifically at the higher French nobility, for 
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whom the seeds of the later flourishing notion of strenuitas patrum77 had long been 
planted, and while certain leaders of the expedition could boast crusading ancestry, such 
men were not the constitutors of the opposing faction Hervey’s oration ultimately 
reconciles. Additionally, it is certainly far from necessary to suppose ideas of ancestral 
achievement in the rhetoric of Lyxbonensi was drawn from Quantum praedecessores, given 
the presence of such notions in narratives of the First Crusade. It may also be the case 
that Hervey’s criticism of the dissenters that their pilgrimage ‘certainly appears not to be 
founded on charity, for love is not in you’,78 likewise reflects ideas which had, since the 
turn of the twelfth century, been part of narrative constructions of crusading, rather 
than Quantum praedecessores. It is certainly the case that, despite ecclesiastical attempts to 
replace imiatio Christi with strenuitas patrum, as the driving force of crusading preaching, in 
part through papal encyclicals, older ideas of crusading endured well into the closing 
decades of the twelfth century.79 Moreover, where the notion of strenuitas patrum does 
appear in the battle rhetoric of this period, for example in an oration in William of Tyre, 
it is not done so in reference to ancestors who took part in the First Crusade, but is 
actually invoked by Duke Godfrey during the First Crusade.80 More broadly, the place 
of appeals to gentes or nationes in Lyxbonensi is in a way easily compared to their place in 
narratives of the First Crusade. In reinforcing unity, this speech ultimately shares a 
prominent concern of First Crusade battle rhetoric. Moreover, just as the dearth of 
appeals to a range of gentes or nationes served to amalgamate the diverse factions of 
crusaders under the umbrella of Franks, who were defined by their unifying faith, so too 
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does the Bishop of Oporto describe the various northern crusade contingents as a 
single gens, ‘cuius est Dominus Deus eius.’81  
 Surveying more broadly such notions in comparison with Lyxbonensi emphasises 
how what may be perceived as generic and conveniently applicable appeals, which 
reflected a bellicose ‘us-versus-them’ mentality, are often heavily dependent upon 
context and, as Aelred’s Relatio illustrates, potentially fraught politically. No such appeals 
are found in the extended oration of Balderich’s Gesta Alberonis, where the conflict runs 
across lines of ecclesiastical authority, rather than between gentes. However, even authors 
whose rhetoric reflects their wider concern with regnum or imperium, do not frequently 
employ these notions in extended or detailed forms. An oration by Otto of Friesing 
references the patria of Frederick’s soldiers, but the appeal is not developed further.82 
Race and racial division is, however, a prominent appeal in a speech by the Slavic prince 
Pribislav, as presented by Helmold of Bosau. The oration opens with a lament for the 
oppression of the Slavs and the settlement of Flemings and Hollanders, Saxons and 
Westphalians in their land.83 Pribislav later addresses his men: ‘Again pluck up your 
courage, therefore, O men who are the remnants of Slavic race, resume your daring 
spirit’, before concluding with a call for vengeance.84 However, it is telling that 
Pribislav’s oration is ultimately unsuccessful, with the prince’s soldiers subsequently 
withdrawing from their siege, supposedly intimidated by their enemies.85 
Thus, while the recounting of past victories, or appeals to the reputation or 
honour of a particular gens or gentes are present across a number of battle oration from 
diverse narratives written from 1145–1187, the form of these appeals varied 
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considerably. As with First Crusade narratives appeals to gentes or nationes perhaps were 
understood as conflicting with the more crucial notion of unity, and there is certainly a 
notable absence of these ideas from the battle rhetoric of Lyxbonensi. However, the 
broader trend against these ideas can be understood as reflecting the same pattern 
which saw appeals to martial virtue cede ground to more frequent and detailed appeals 
to justice and righteous intention, discussed further below. 
 
Material Reward    
 Like a number of First Crusade narratives, Lyxbonensi associates greed with 
disunity, with Hervey of Glanville claiming that ‘the mere desire of booty, yet to be 
acquired’ had influenced those looking to abandon the campaign ‘at the cost of eternal 
dishonour.’86 Similarly, the orator priest warns against greed in his pre-battle sermon, 
saying: ‘Brothers, trust not in oppression, and become not vain in robbery; but trust in 
the Lord and he shall give thee the desires of thine heart.’87  
Given that Lyxbonensi does not shy away from the realities of maritime 
crusading, which often involved raiding costal settlements,88 the fact that such a warning 
appears in its only pre-battle speech illustrates a serious concern over accusations of 
greed on the part of those who supported the diversion to Lisbon, as well as a wider 
perceived tension between the expectations of spiritual and earthly reward.89 The 
extended discussions between Afonso and the crusaders concerning the material 
rewards they would receive has convinced some commentators that fighting for loot 
was a necessary motivator because many were unconvinced of the spiritual merits of 
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fighting in Iberia.90 However, like many First Crusade narratives, Lyxbonensi reconciles 
seemingly dichotomous motivations. Indeed, through the extended passages concerning 
the crusaders’ pact with Afonso, its set piece orations and its broader presentation of 
wealth, Lyxbonensi makes a much greater effort than many First Crusade accounts to 
construct a didactic narrative concerned with war spoils, centred on Hervey’s Anglo-
Normans.  
The Bishop of Oporto opens his sermon with several passages which involve 
riches (divitias) with righteous intention and presents wealth acquired with such 
intention as God-given, and purposeful.91 The matter of wealth is soon raised again, as 
part of an extended commendation of the ‘honors and dignities’ the crusaders have left 
behind in order to pursue their pilgrimage. The notion that the crusaders have actually 
forsaken worldly wealth, and only now require riches in order to pursue their pious 
desires is foundational to how the matter of spoils is subsequently presented. Afonso is 
reported to have claimed he did not expect to convince the crusaders to join him with 
gifts, because they were wealthy men and the Portuguese were impoverished from 
constant battle against the Moors. Instead, the king supposedly appealed to their piety.92 
That this piety might have actually convinced the crusaders against the proposed 
diversion was addressed by the Bishop of Oporto, who stressed the need for the 
crusaders to perform good works on the way to the earthly Jerusalem, so that they 
might reach the heavenly Jerusalem.93 Without a hint of irony, Lyxbonensi instead frames 
the desire of William Viel’s faction to continue onto Jerusalem as being born of greed, 
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being unwilling to bear the expense of the endeavor, and wishing to instead to extort 
easy wealth from merchant ships.94  
While the influence of canon law upon Lyxbonensi will be discussed further 
below, it is important to illustrate how the matter of spoils was involved in the broader 
framework influenced by canonists of the twelfth century and earlier. Bishop Peter 
makes clear in his sermon that while it was not sinful to wage war, it was sinful to do so 
for the sake of plunder.95 That proper intention was necessary for a just war to take 
place was advanced by Churchmen as far back as Augustine, whose writings on warfare 
were made increasingly accessible in the twelfth century through the work of Gratian 
and the so called Decretists. That warriors had to be of worthy character to pursue a 
just war was, for example, revived by the work of Rufinus in 1157, in a treatment upon 
Gratian’s Causa 23.96 The influence of Causa 23 can also be detected in the dialogue 
between Archbishop John of Braga and a Muslim elder of Lisbon, prior to the 
commencement of the siege. In this encounter, the archbishop makes clear that, by an 
understanding of natural justice (iustica naturalis) and the inborn kindness of Christians, 
the Muslims of Lisbon would not be despoiled if they would leave the Christian cities 
and lands they occupied.97 Similarly, Augustine’s definition of just war cited by Gratian 
in Causa 23 involved a story found in Joshua 8, concerning Joshua’s siege of the city of 
Ai. As well as being undertaken at the demand of a legitimate authority, the war Joshua 
fought was deemed just by Augustine because it sought the recovery of lost property 
and the punishment of the criminals responsible.98 
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That the punishment of sin, ultimately rooted in Augustine, was still essential to 
a Decretist conception of just war illustrates how there was no clear distinction between 
the flourishing canon law of institutions such as the school of Bologna and moral 
theology, at least in terms of understanding mid-twelfth-century warfare, if not in fields 
such as civil law.99 Moreover, this lack of distinction is demonstrated throughout 
Lyxbonensi. The speech of Archbishop John, as well as the response from the Muslim 
elder, blends discussion of historical ownership, property and liberties with issues of 
right intention, virtues and vices. Similarly, prior to warning the crusaders against 
waging war for plunder Bishop Peter delivers an extended rhetorical acclamation on the 
transformation of crusaders from men ‘employed with arms and the sword’ who 
pillaged, and committed ‘other misdeeds of soldiers’, to men who have changed their 
purpose but not their actions: 
In you the Lord has smitten Saul and raised up Paul. The flesh of Saul and Paul was the 
same, but not the disposition of the mind, for it was completely transformed. Behold how 
pious, how just, how merciful is God! God has taken nothing from you: he has permitted 
the same enterprise on behalf of your country, only your purpose has changed.100  
This emphasis on moral reform in Lyxbonensi ultimately serves to vindicate the 
Anglo-Norman contingent, who following the capture of the city, resist greed and the 
urge to pillage which gripped the men of Cologne and the Flemings, who ‘observed not 
the bond of their oath or plighted faith.’101 
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While the emphasis on right intention in Lyxnbonensi is well recognized,102 and 
certainly accounts for the dearth of appeals to material wealth and concern over the 
notion of war spoils more broadly, it is also possible to set the text within a wider trend 
against such notions in battle rhetoric of the period 1144–1187. Aelred nowhere utilizes 
this appeal, and both Relatio and Genealogia identify the enemy as thieves.103 Spoils are 
likewise absent from the pre-battle speech of the Gesta Alberonis as well as the orations 
found in Gesta Friderici. The later of the two speeches, penned by Rahewin, includes a 
specific denial that the forces of the emperor are fighting out of greed.104 
 In Helmold of Bosau’s Chronica, greed constitutes a major theme in the narrative 
of pagan conversion. While Helmold is keen to praise the Saxons for their valor, he also 
highlights their avarice, which he claimed was the cause of unnecessary violence and a 
great hindrance upon the conversion of the Slavs, his central concern, which was 
likewise referenced by Adam of Bremen.105 Moreover, following his description of the 
1147 crusade expedition against the Prolabian Slavs, which is recorded as failing to 
convert pagans or prevent them from raiding Christian Danes, Helmold describes how 
the rule of Henry the Lion over the Slavs was both heavy handed and driven by 
greed.106 No such motivations are present in the battle rhetoric of William of Tyre. 
Lisiard invokes the notion of earthly wealth only to stress the emptiness of such 
promises.107 
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This trend marks a departure from the battle rhetoric of the late eleventh and early 
twelfth century, where appeals to material wealth appear with greater frequency and in 
many cases, particularly in the context of crusading, are developed in such a way as to 
reconcile such promises with an explanatory framework that had moral and didactic 
functions, emphasizing faith and good intentions. Across such a broad range of texts 
this phenomenon is difficult to accurately account for; however, it is evident that during 
the period with which this chapter is concerned, a decline in number of appeals to 
material wealth, military prowess and national reputation, or at the very least an 
awareness of the negative aspects of such motivators, is set alongside a trend for 
authors to devote an increasing amount of attention to explicit appeals concerning the 
just nature of the conflict being fought.   
 
Justice and Vengeance 
The great compilation work by Gratian in around 1140108 has been described as a 
watershed in the history of canon law, heralding a new era of systematic canonical 
jurisprudence.109 In the area of just war theory, Gratian’s achievement was not in 
invention but in combining the writings of earlier theorists and providing them 
direction. Gratian made no distinction, however, between the legal and moral (or 
theological) in his categorization of warfare,110 and the same writings of Church Fathers 
and Biblical examples of just wars he collected, many of which had been utilized by 
First Crusade narrative authors, were also drawn upon by those crafting battle orations 
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in the period 1145–1187. Under this systematization the holy wars of the day, as well as 
of the past, became just wars. This accounts for the shift in battle rhetoric from the 
First Crusade, where refences to the just cause of the conflict are few, to an increased 
presence of such notions as the twelfth century continued. The continuation of 
influences upon understandings of just war are numerous, and so one pertinent example 
will suffice. Part II discussed how Anselm of Lucca’s formulation of holy war relied in 
particular upon the anti-Donatist writings of Augustine in order to argue that righteous 
wars could be fought with benevolent intent to punish sinner and criminals, not only 
for the sake of justice but also out of love and charity.111 This understanding is echoed 
by Bishop Peter’s oration, where he cites Augustine against Donatus directly: ‘Hear 
what Augustine has said on this subject to Donatus the priest: ‘An evil will must not be 
allowed its liberty, even as Paul, who persecuted the church of God, was not permitted 
to carry out his worst intentions.’’112 
 That Gratian’s Decretum drew upon a myriad of earlier works means that identifying 
what writings on just war certain authors may have encountered in the twelfth century a 
fraught task. However, it is certainly not the case that such theories had no real impact 
upon battle rhetoric in this period, as Bliese suggests,113 and while direct influence is 
sometimes difficult to establish, it is hard to dispute the increase and development of 
rhetorical appeals to notions of just and righteous warfare in the battle rhetoric of this 
period.  
Gratian synthesized Augustine’s injunction that just wars avenged injuries with 
tenets of Isidore of Seville that centered on authoritative edict. While Augustine 
explored just war in the case of a failure of authority and defined a just war as one that 
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had a just cause- usually recovering lost goods, or the repulsion of an enemy attack, 
Gratian’s hybrid was thus: ‘A just war is waged by an authoritative edict to avenge 
injury.’114 Gratian in this way established in the tradition of Isidore the requirement of 
authority and a just cause in order for a war to be a just. However, the issue of defining 
a just war took second place in Gratian’s Causa 23. In quaestio 1, Gratian sought to 
reconcile the enactment of violence as part of military service with the teachings of 
Christ to turn the other cheek.115 It is in this way that Gratian returned to an 
Augustinian foundation, concerned chiefly with sin. Asserting that the purpose of 
military service was to repel injuries and punish sins, Gratian drew upon Scripture and 
the writings of Origen and Augustine to conclude that there was no sin in military 
service, and that wars waged with benevolence could help separate sin from sinner. This 
explanation, along with a dictum on the priority of the soul over the body, necessitated 
good (inward) intentions on the part of soldiers, exemplified by John the Baptist’s 
advice for soldiers to be content with their wages.116  
 As has been established, displaying the right intention of the crusaders through 
the motivational appeals of its climatic battle oration, as well as the broader narrative, 
was a clear priority for the author of Lyxbonensi. The sermon of the Bishop of Oporto 
stresses the need for the crusaders to ‘put away the evil of your doings’ and cast out 
envy entirely lest it weigh on the disposition (habitus) of their minds.117 He warns them 
against vice at great length, and even recommends they eat modestly, claiming ‘vice 
often steals in under the guise of virtue.’118 Similarly Raol’s oration presents one of the 
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longest and most developed rhetorical appeals to good intentions, associating the 
correct mindset with wisdom, discipline and God’s love: 
‘Wisdom will not enter into a soul that deviseth evil,’ put away malice from among you, for 
to do evil is nothing but to depart from discipline. Brothers, as the apostle teaches, seek 
that wisdom which is above, not which is on the earth. But only the pure in heart are able 
to attain it. And on order that you may fix the attention of the mind upon the 
contemplation of the highest wisdom, which, being immutable is certainly not the 
understanding, it is necessary that the understanding, which is mutable, contemplates itself 
and that it in a certain manner enter into the mind, in order that it may recognize itself to 
be not what God is, but nevertheless something which, after God, is able to give 
satisfaction.119  
Raol goes on to warn against the desire to imitate God, which will open the 
crusaders up to pride and sin.120 Here, then, can be seen a point of continuity between 
the battle rhetoric of Lyxbonensi and that of First Crusade narratives, which likewise 
stressed the important of right intention and avoiding sin, in order to ultimately ensure 
divine favor and victory. Nevertheless, the length and detail of these appeals is a clear 
departure from First Crusade examples, although is not without more contemporary 
parallels. For example, in an oration supposedly delivered on a campaign against 
rebellious Milan, Frederick Barbarossa assured his soldiers:  
Let no one suppose we wage wars at our whim; wars whose outcome is doubtful and 
whose consequences – famine, thirst, loss of sleep, and at last death in many a form- we 
know to be terrible and fearful. It is not a lust for domination that drives us to battle but a 
fierce rebellion…You will thus engage in warfare, not from greed or cruelty, but eager for 
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peace, that the insolence of the wicked may be restrained, and that the good may be 
fittingly rewarded.121 
 Just as Lyxnbonensi associates righteous intention with discipline, an issue which 
the so-called Dartmouth Rules was intended to combat,122 so too does this oration 
follow shortly after Frederick issues extensive edicts of behaviour for his own army.123 
Towards the conclusion of Walter Espec’s oration, Aelred contrasts the personal 
righteousness of the Anglo-Normans fighting at the Standard with the savage Scottish 
soldiers, whose behaviour is described in excessively gruesome detail, no doubt to 
reinforce the point Aelred sought to make.124 While other orations this chapter has 
explored employ appeals to martial prowess, national or racial reputation, or appeals to 
material reward in order to reinforce the importance of right intention, extended direct 
statements of such are more infrequent, and usually are found in cases where 
justification was a greater concern but also where the influence of canon law is easier to 
detect. Moreover, while right intention is demonstrably a concern for a great deal of 
First Crusade battle rhetoric, orations penned between 1145–1187 display a greater 
concern for other elements of just war theory, usually absent from First Crusade 
examples. For instance, Gratian’s formulation of just war rested on a robust 
understanding of authority, and while it is certainly not the case that First Crusade 
narrative authors conceived of the expedition as one which lacked authoritative edict, 
their battle rhetoric certainly never made reference to the conflict as sanctioned in any 
fashion other than by the will of the divine.  
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 This is in contrast to a number of orations that appeal, sometimes in great 
detail, to the ecclesiastical or secular authorities behind a particular conflict.125 Firstly, as 
well as stressing right intention, Frederick’s speech on his campaign against Milan 
begins with an appeal to authority that blends both the civil and spiritual:  
We acknowledge that we owe great, inexpressibly great, thanks to the King of Kings, by 
whose will we govern the kingdom as His servants and yours. He has bestowed upon us 
such great confidence in your probity and prudence, which has been so often 
demonstrated, that, with your support and counsel, we can confidently face whatever may 
happen, anything that may threaten the security of the Roman Empire. The Roman 
empire, we say, whose servant we recognize ourselves to be, and whose authority lies with 
you who are the princes of the realm.126 
 While Raol’s pre-battle speech does not reference authority (other than divine 
authority), it is expressed in a longer passage on the just warfare the Bishop of Oporto 
wished to convince the crusaders to undertake: 
 Brothers, you have laid aside the arms [of violence] by which the property of others is laid 
waste- concerning which it is said, ‘He that strikes with the sword shall perish with the 
sword,’ that is, he who, without the command or consent of any higher or legitimate 
power, takes up arms against the life of his brothers…127 
 In Aelred’s Relatio, Walter Espec claims that the Anglo-Norman cause is just 
because they are fighting for their rightful ruler Stephen, ‘he whom the people sought, 
the clergy chose, the pope anointed, and apostolic authority confirmed in his kingdom.’ 
The role which ought to have been played by churchmen of all stations from popes to 
simple clergy in the declaration and prosecution of wars was of great concern to Gratian 
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and the Decretists, who naturally sought to limit their involvement. However, there was 
no clear consensus on clerical fighting. Yet, authority being central to their thinking 
ensured support for the notion that the papacy and even Bishops were able to declare 
war.128 The Gesta Alberonis provides an excellent example of a churchman utilizing his 
authority to prosecute violence. Moreover, while clerics were unable to bear arms, 
Gratian added his own opinion to older edicts on the Church’s ability to exercise 
religious persecution, explaining that a legitimate clerical function in wartime was the 
exhortation (hortari) of others to defend those facing oppression and to make war on the 
enemies of God.129 In justifying Church sanctioned violence against heretics and other 
enemies, Gratian drew upon Leo IV’s exhortation to the Frankish army, promising 
them the Kingdom of Heaven should they perish fighting.130 While the majority of First 
Crusade battle rhetoric was described as being delivered by lay noblemen, and the laity 
remain well represented by battle rhetoric, there is a perceptible shift in the kinds of 
appeals employed in speeches by either clergy or laity, notably in the case of salvation 
which will be discussed further below. 
These examples illustrate that, while previously considered marginal, authority, 
particularly church authority, was clearly a consideration of a number of oration 
authors. However, even wars waged with ecclesiastical involvement and authority 
required a just cause. As with appeals to righteous intention, many orations from this 
period develop references to the just cause being fought for in a far more extensive 
fashion than examples form First Crusade narratives. 
The variance in what was understood to be a just cause, not only by canonists but 
also by modern scholarship, makes forming a coherent picture across multiple sources 
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difficult. However, indisputable are the conditions found in Gratian’s Causa 23 quaestio 
2, ultimately drawn from Isidore of Seville, that just war recovered lost goods or 
repelled an enemy attack.131 Crucially, where these appeals are the most extensive or of 
high significance to the orations they are found within, they are often made in canonist 
language. Both Raol and Peter Pitões categorize the Muslims of Lisbon as criminals, 
with the later drawing upon both Isidore and Scripture:  
Engage in a just war with the zeal of righteousness, not with the bile of wrath. ‘For a war is 
just, which is waged after a declaration, to recover property or to repulse enemies’; and, 
since it is just to punish murderers and sacrilegious men and poisoners, the shedding of 
their blood is not murder. Likewise he is not cruel who slays the cruel. And he who puts to 
death wicked men is a servant of the Lord, for the reason that they are wicked and there is 
ground for killing them. Certainly the children of Israel waged a just war against the 
Amorites when they refused a peaceful passage [through their boarders].132  
Shortly before this instance, the bishop assures his audience that prosecuting the 
conflict he proposes is defensive in nature and that the law makes clear that anything 
done in self-defence is lawful.133 Similarly, the criminality of the enemies of Emperor 
Frederick is expressed in his speech concerning the Milanese rebels, who have, in rising 
up, contravened the law and the authority it has established.134 This and a number of 
other features of Frederick’s oration have been identified as drawing on precepts from 
Gratian’s Causa 23, which has also been recognised as influencing the Gesta Alberonis.135 
The Gesta’s single oration is dominated by the notion of just cause, specifically relating 
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to a broken oath of fidelity on the part of Count Palatine Herman and the need for this 
transgression to be put right.136  
The crimes of their enemies and the defence of the patria are also treated 
extensively in Walter Espec’s speech at the Standard. It is in fact because of the extent 
of the Scottish atrocities that Walter tells his men that ‘need presses us.’ His charge to 
fight for home and family is particularly striking as it seems to take precedence over the 
aforementioned authority he invokes. While Walter can apparently foresee that some 
will contest the justice of their cause on the basis of their support for King Stephen, 
despite the approval of the papacy, his presentation of their cause goes beyond this: ‘To 
be silent concerning the king for a moment, no one will surely deny that we are right to 
take up arms for our country, that we fight for our wives, for our children and for our 
churches, warding off an impending danger.’137 That Aelred presents the right to take up 
arms was in a way more widely recognised than the sanction of authority perhaps 
indicates a familiarity with Gratian’s formulation of Isidore, or perhaps earlier authors 
who drew from him such as Ivo of Chartres. This, however, can only be the subject of 
speculation, although a copy of Gratian’s Decretum has been identified at Rievaulx 
towards the end of the twelfth century.138  
In comparison with the above examples the battle rhetoric of authors such as 
Lisiard, Helmold of Bosau and William of Tyre employ appeals to the crimes of the 
enemy or the defence of the patria less frequently and are far less extensive in their 
treatment of these ideas through direct speech. For example, in Helmold’s Chronica an 
oration made by Count Adolf II of Holstein supposedly concluded with a brief plea that 
because their fatherland was threatened, it was demanded that they take up arms in its 
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defence.139 Moreover, Henry of Huntingdon’s account of the Standard contains no 
actual appeal to the defence of the homeland, and only a formulaic account of the 
sacrilegious crimes of the enemy.140 
An exception to the difference of just cause appeals between those which have 
or may have strong canonist influences and where canonist ideas are less discernable is 
the notion of vengeance, which is often an important aspect of battle orations in this 
period, even when other appeals to a particular ‘just cause’ or authority are not present. 
In Lyxbonensi it is notable that, while vengeance is certainly part of the broader rhetoric 
of the text, it does not enter into Raol’s oration at all, even during an extended section 
on the mockery of the incarnation by the crusaders’ enemies. Indeed, while the 
harangue makes reference to the crimes of the enemy, far more attention is spent on the 
behaviour and reform of the Christian soldiery. In contrast Bishop Peter’s sermon 
discusses vengeance at length. The devastation wrought by the Moors and Moabites 
across Spain is described as divine vengeance (divina ultio),141 before the Bishop urges 
vengeance against those responsible. In a fashion similar to the final battle speech of 
Baldric of Bourgueil, this extended appeal to vengeance reinforces its point through use 
of familial language:  
To you the mother church, as it were with her arms cut off and her face disfigured, appeals 
for help; she asks for help; she seeks vengeance at your hands for the blood of her sons. 
She calls to you, verily, she cries aloud. ‘Execute vengeance upon the heathen and 
punishments upon the people.’… Verily, it is through good work that anyone deserves to 
come to a glorious end. Therefore, as worthy rivals [strive together] to raise up the fallen 
and prostrate church of Spain; reclothe her soiled and disfigured form with the garments 
of joy and gladness. As worthy sons, look not on the shame of a father nor say to a mother 
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‘It is a gift by whatsoever thou mightiest be profited by me.’ Weigh not lightly your duty to 
your fellow men; for, as St. Ambrose says, ‘He who does not ward off an injury from his 
comrades and brothers, if he can, is as much at fault as her who does the injury’.142 
The familial emphasis of this rhetoric has been understood within the same 
context as such appeals in First Crusade narratives, reflecting an understanding of 
vengeance as being part of the social obligations owed to particular groups, usually kin 
groups.143 It is worthy of note that it is in regards to vengeance that Lyxbonensi makes 
the most extensive use of the language of family relationships, rather than in 
maintaining or extending the achievements of forefathers, a notion central to Quantum 
praedecessores, wherein ideas of vengeance are notably absent.144 Moreover, personal 
vengeance, or vengeance for the ‘psychological benefit’ of the avenger, is nowhere 
present.145 Perhaps sensitive to such accusations, the Bishop reassures the crusaders: 
Indeed, such works of vengeance are duties which righteous men perform with a good 
conscience. Brothers, be not afraid. For in acts of this sort you will not be censured for 
murder or taxed with any crime; on the contrary you will be adjudged answerable if you 
should abandon your enterprise. ‘Indeed, there is no cruelty where piety towards God is 
concerned.’ Engage in a just war with the zeal of righteousness, not with the bile of 
wrath.146 
In Lyxbonensi, as in First Crusade accounts, vengeance is taken on behalf of 
Christian ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’ for the ‘mother’ Church or for God the father. Rather 
than being at odds with the writing of theologians and canonists, Lyxbonensi drew upon 
them to construct its battle rhetoric, even citing the same scriptural passage, used by 
Gratian to justify authorised punishment by the papacy of a ‘universal injury’, in the 
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Bishop’s sermon.147 However, as Bliese noted, the terms often used to discuss injury 
and vengeance, specifically iniuria, ultio and vindicta were ambiguous, yet this was far 
from unapparent to canonists. In quaestio 1 and 2 of Causa 23 Gratian wrestled with the 
problem of unrestrained violence entering his construction of just war. He forbade 
personal vengeance, insisted that a man who took his own vengeance could not become 
a priest (although clergymen could exhort laymen to take just vengeance)148 and 
followed Augustine in emphasising the need for legitimate authority.149 It is, moreover, 
difficult to detect any sense of personal vengeance, as opposed to punishment directed 
by legitimate authority, human or divine, in the Latin battle rhetoric of this period. That 
such appeals actually reveal underlying hatred of ‘the enemy’ by those being addressed150 
is also difficult to discern from any other contemporary orations. 
In Aelred’s Relatio, vengeance is another tool employed to provide a contrast 
between the cause of the Anglo-Normans and that of the Scots. After Walter Espec 
claims that his men are fighting beasts, rather than other men, he instructed them to: 
‘Consecrate your hands in the blood of sinners: happy are they whose hands Christ has 
chosen to avenge his injuries today.’ Vengeance will also be enacted by Michael and the 
angels for the churches the Scots have desecrated.151 Conversely, Robert de Bruce 
scolds David because his invasion provided Scottish soldiers with a chance to pursue 
their own personal revenge against those who have previously been David’s allies.152 
While vengeance does not feature in Henry of Huntingdon’s account of the Standard, it 
is an important part of Robert of Gloucester’s oration before the Battle of Lincoln 
(1141). While the form of this appeal to uindictam is earthlier in focus, with Robert 
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claiming it is those whom Stephen has disinherited who have the right to make the first 
attack, Robert is depicted as deliberately forgoing his opportunity for personal 
vengeance. Moreover, it is the just Judge God, who will ultimately deliver the 
punishment.153  
Even where religious reference is absent, vengeance is still presented in terms of 
justice and authority. At the climax of Frederick’s speech on the campaign against 
Milan, the emperor tells his men that not avenging injuries would be shameful: 
But if through sloth or cowardice we did not reply with avenging sword to the insult 
inflicted upon us by Milan, we would now undoubtedly be bearing it in vain, and our 
patience in this matter would not so much be deserving of praise as our negligence worthy 
of execration. It is therefore in the name of justice that we justly claim your support, that 
the defiance of our adversaries may fail of effect and that the repute of the empire that has 
endured to our own times may be maintained under our rule. We are not inflicting injury, 
but are removing it.154 
The care taken by Rahewin to ensure the vengeance the emperor was seeking 
was in keeping with justice and authority, in a fashion similar to many of the above 
examples, points towards a greater sense of caution concerning such notions compared 
to orations from the early twelfth century, despite the continued deployment of these 
appeals in this period. A comparison of the two instances in which Helmold includes 
vengeance in his battle rhetoric is likewise revealing. The oration of Gerlav the priest, 
addressed to a group of Frisians, concludes with a call for the defenders of Süssel to 
‘avenge their own blood’. Though eventually slaughtered, the appeal is ultimately 
vindicated; not only are the audience described as fighting more valiantly than the 
Maccabees, but their deeds result in retaliation which drive the Slavs from Christian 
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lands.155 Conversely the oration of Prince Pribislav concludes with an explicit call for 
personal vengeance,156 but unlike the defiant last stand of Gerlav and his fellows, this 
speech precedes an unmitigated failure. The distinction is perhaps best understood 
within the context of vengeance being increasingly presented throughout the twelfth 
century as the responsibility of those in positions of power and perceived legitimate 
authority.157 Throop has argued that this transition from vengeance as part of a social 
obligation to ‘friends’, be they family, fellow crusaders, fellow Christians, God or Christ, 
was supplemented by lordship.158 This is reflected in an oration of William of Tyre, 
depicting the events of the First Crusade, wherein the crusaders are urged to take 
vengeance, not just for their ‘brothers’, as per an example earlier in the text, but for 
their ‘lords and brethren.’159  
While this explanation is to an extent convincing, it is nevertheless the case that 
when compared with First Crusade orations, the rhetoric of Lyxbonensi, as well as 
contemporary non-crusading examples, frequently employ extended appeals to 
vengeance that used the language of familial or social obligation, justice and reference to 
ecclesiastical authority, as opposed to lordship. Moreover, such examples highlight the 
lack of a clear distinction between ‘secular’ and ‘ecclesiastical’ notions of justice in Latin 
narratives, wherein the taking of vengeance could be legitimately called for by 
churchmen,160 and presented as ‘a Christian activity, [sic] at times almost a Christian 
virtue.’161 This understanding is in line with much of the writings on just war by those 
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who followed Gratian, who centrally conceived of such warfare as serving to punish 
injuries to both God and Christians, as well as to repel illicit violence.162  
 
Divine Aid  
 In a manner similar to that of Adhemar of Le Puy, as recorded by Robert the 
Monk,163 the pre-battle speech at Lisbon opens with an assurance that no one should be 
afraid, because ‘everyone has a guardian angel assigned to him.’164 Such references to 
divine or supernatural agents are one way in which otherwise formulaic appeals to 
divine aid could be developed by oration authors and serve to mark out the events 
being described as sacred history. In comparison God is invoked at the conclusion of 
Frederick’s speech before battle against the Milanese in a fashion which actually 
emphasises human over heavenly agency:  
With God’s gracious aid the hostile city will not find us slow or weak in preserving what 
was added to the empire by our predecessors Charles and Otto- the first emperors beyond 
the mountains (the former of the West, the latter of the East Franks) to extend the bounds 
of the empire.165 
Such extended or detailed appeals to divine aid were not the preserve of 
crusading battle rhetoric however. In Aelred’s Relatio, as well as telling the Anglo-
Normans that ‘victory does not depend on numbers and is not acquired by strength, by 
righteous prayers and an honest cause let us obtain it from the Almighty’, Walter soon 
after that claims there is no reason at all to fear defeat because ‘victory has been given 
our people by the Most High as if it were our due.’166 This form of the motivational 
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appeal, in which victory in war is ‘owned’ or possessed,167 is perhaps unique to the 
Relatio.168 Moreover, at the climax of Walter’s speech, Aelred includes a truly epic 
promise of divine aid: 
Divine aid is with us; the whole heavenly court will be fighting with us. Michael will be 
there with the angels, ready to avenge the injury of him whose church they have defiled 
with human blood, whose alters they have desecrated by placing on it a human head. Peter 
with the apostles will fight for us, whose basilicas they turned first into stables and then 
into brothels. The holy martyrs will head our troops, whose memorials they have burned, 
whose halls they have filled with slaughter. The holy virgins- although they are reluctant to 
enter the fight- will fight for us by prayer. More than that I say that Christ himself will take 
up arms and shield and will rise to our aid.169 
This appeal is unusual because of its length, being around as long as the entire 
Gallovidian speech later in the Relatio, as well as many complete orations in other 
narratives. In stark contrast, while Ralph's speech in Henry of Huntingdon includes the 
sentiment that the Anglo-Normans should trust in God more than their bravery, there 
is no heavenly aid on offer. This difference between the two speeches seems all the 
more remarkable because of the fact that the oration delivered by a layman includes a 
biblical reference to Psalm thirty-five,170 while Ralph’s contains no biblical allusions, 
highlighting how these two examples challenge the rhetorical tradition of plausibility as 
understood by Bachrach.171 
 Aelred makes clear that the divine aid Walter promises at the Standard is assured 
to them because of their good intentions and their righteous cause. Raol’s oration 
presents this same notion, making an extended call for both outward and inward 
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reform, in order for the crusaders to ‘respond in accordance with the character of this 
most holy guardianship.’172 The need for reconciliation with God, as opposed to 
celebration that this state has been achieved, only features as prominently as Raol’s 
rhetoric in one other cotemporary oration, that being the speech by King Alfred in 
Aelred’s Genealogia,173 whose focus on reconciliation and spiritual and moral reform in 
the context of English politics in the early second half of the twelfth century requires 
little explanation. However, even this example does not deal with the issue of righteous 
intention and behaviour as well as repentance and moral reform in the same detail as 
Raol’s oration. Following his introduction, and a passage on righteousness and truth, 
the priest continues in the vein of repentance and reform: 
And, if you have deviated from the guidance of your angel, take care to be reconciled with 
the Lord through penance; and, through obedience to the commands of God, try to return 
to the place from which thought disobedience you have fallen. But perhaps you will say, 
‘Wherein have we contemned the commands of God?’ Hear what the prophet Malachi has 
said about you: ‘In that ye have brought to the alter polluted bread and stolen food and 
that ye have made as your votive offerings to God, the king of all, things such that, if ye 
had offered them to your princes, they would surely not have received them.’ And in all 
these things you have angered God rather than appeased him. It is folly and perfect 
nonsense for a man to think of deceiving God in any manner. ‘For the wisdom of this 
world is foolishness with God.’174 
 The theme of proper behaviour and intention, as well as moral reform and 
repentance are, throughout Lyxbonensi, associated with the understanding of the 
expedition, even in its diversion, as a pilgrimage. This is made explicit in Hervey of 
Glanville’s address, wherein he insists that the Anglo-Normans reform their morals, and 
calls for the forgiveness of past wrongs, for the sake of the love and charity which 
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ought to underscore the pilgrimage.175 Another appeal to divine aid found in Raol’s 
oration also serves to reinforce the devotional and penitential themes of the narrative. 
Supposedly raising a relic of the True Cross, the priest exclaimed: ‘Behold, brothers, 
behold the wood of the cross of the Lord. Bend your knees and lie prone upon the 
ground. Strike your guilty breasts, while you await the aid of the Lord. For it will come, 
it will come.’176 
 This appeal serves not only as a reassurance of heavenly assistance but, in 
emphasizing God’s power before the comparative impotence of the crusaders, the relic 
has been argued to stress the virtue of humility, which Raol’s oration places as central to 
righteousness in the eyes of God.177 The sermon goes on to reference Sirach in 
explaining that pride is the beginning of sin, and while the Devil is an example for the 
proud, Christ is an example for the humble.178 It is Christ, who has ‘offered himself for 
the imitation of his humility’, who provides the remedy, or medicine, for pride. That 
this is done through the Incarnation serves to address the Muslim mockery of that 
belief which Lyxbonensi describes as taking place earlier in the siege.179  
In language reminiscent of authors such as Guibert of Nogent,180 the worthiness 
demanded to ensure divine assistance is the moral reform implied by the references to 
baptism found in the sermon of Bishop Peter and that of Raol,181 as well as the 
declaration that the crusaders had left their homes to follow Christ: 
And you, most dearly beloved brethren, who have followed Christ as voluntary exiles and 
have willingly accepted poverty, hear and understanding that the prize is promised to those 
who start but is given to those who preserve. Yet he cannot preserve who still loiters at the 
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beginning of a worthy enterprise in ignorance and neglect. Let the ignorant, if through 
repentance he comes to his senses and recognizes his fault, pray with tears and groans…182 
 Bishop Peter likewise praises the crusaders for having left their homes and 
families in order to follow Christ. These invocations of the spiritual ideal of imitatio 
Christi demonstrates forcefully how, in some sense, Lyxbonensi drew upon older notions 
of crusading, which were to be found among other places in early twelfth century 
narratives, rather than the more contemporary preaching instituted by the papacy and 
conducted largely by Bernard of Clairvaux and his Cistercians, who as Purkis has 
demonstrated sought to actively diminish the association between this ideal and the 
practice of crusading.183  
 While First Crusade battle rhetoric was involved in the wider explanatory 
framework, which understood good intentions as essential to securing divine aid, the 
battle rhetoric of Lyxbonensi goes far beyond both early and later twelfth century 
crusading and non-crusading comparative orations in terms of length and detail in its 
formulation of divine aid being underpinned by repentance and moral reform. This 
certainly reflects the text’s central concern of justifying the Lisbon expedition and to 
present it as an endeavour which was undertaken by repentant Christians who were 
guided to victory under divine direction. 
 
Unity 
 The representation of the Lisbon campaign as an essentially devotional 
endeavour, a pilgrimage which ought to have been performed for love and charity, is 
also foundational to another prominent theme of its battle rhetoric, the theme of unity. 
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Beyond Hervey’s oration, love is presented in Raol’s pre-battle speech as essential to 
true reconciliation with God: ‘For he strives beyond that which the command of God 
requires, in that he loves his neighbours not as himself, but more than himself.’184 
 While the love of neighbours, in the sense of the social obligation of caritas to 
‘friends’, had a place in the battle rhetoric of First Crusade narratives, Riley-Smith 
argued that this was the extent of the ideal, which was unable to embrace the love of 
one’s enemies in an Augustinian sense.185 While Lyxbonensi perhaps goes further than 
any other contemporary crusade account in expressing a sense of love for the enemy, 
there is no such rhetoric in Raol’s pre-battle speech. Although, as has been noted above, 
Raol in no real way expressed hatred in his battle rhetoric. The solution to Islamic 
mockery in Lyxbonensi is not hatred, but Christ-like humility. Raol’s appeal to love is 
thus in line with how love is centrally represented across Lyxbonensi, as unifying force. 
In the speech by the Bishop of Oporto, he describes love as being essential to the 
crusaders’ endeavour and it is explicitly tied to warding off the vices that can sow 
discord:  
The welfare of your associates is yours in any case: love it in others, even though you 
cannot imitate it, and it will become your own, even as when loved in colleagues. 
Therefore, put away envy which casts out love and nourishes discord, which corrupts and 
wastes the body and prevents it from enjoying its proper health and vigour. For while the 
plague of envy tortures the mind, it consumes the body and destroys whatever good 
appears to be in it… Accordingly, there is no love except between the good, for love is 
without strength unless there is affection on each side. The guardian of love or affection is 
innocence, which is believed to be endowed with such virtue and grace in order to be 
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pleasing to both God and men. That is true innocence which harms neither itself nor 
another, and when it is strong it is content to be useful.186 
 In this passage, love and charity are associated with unity and discipline. 
Discipline is described early on in that same speech as a privilege provided by God, and 
Raol also directly equates a lack of discipline with moral and spiritual evil.187 It has been 
argued that unity in Lyxbonensi has two distinct forms, practical and spiritual; however, 
there is a sense in which this dichotomy is a false one. Phillips has argued that Hervey’s 
speech combines spiritual and practical unity,188 and while he suggested that the 
practical element of unity was exemplified in the sworn association of the crusaders, 
Throop has argued forcefully for the spiritual relevance of this oath and the ‘Dartmouth 
Rules’, arguing for their equivalency, or even pre-eminence over the crusading vow.189 
Moreover, Throop has argued that the religious and social practices outlined in 
Lyxbonensi mapped a pattern which was distinct from the idiosyncratic and ‘ad hoc’ 
religious practices of a typical military campaign, constructing the expedition as a 
penitential convesatio morum, a true ‘monastery on the move.’190 The Dartmouth Rules 
have also been argued to reflect ideals and practices of reform monasticism, in the 
separation of men and women, the regulation against costly garments and the 
establishing of common wealth. According to Throop, these practices combine to 
indicate a level of spirituality which goes beyond comparable notions found in First 
Crusade narratives, instituting a ‘regular’ life, undertaken following a conversio in the face 
of hardship, specifically the perilous ocean journey.191 In this way, crusading is presented 
as another form of religious life, one of many which proliferated or intensified between 
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the period of 1100–1300. This diversification, which was met with considerable, 
although not entirely unreserved, acceptance, was conversely unified by a common 
desire to imitate Christ and the community of the apostolic early church.192 As was 
explored in Part II, a number of elements found throughout First Crusade battle 
rhetoric, including particular terms such as unanimis and concors, reflected the importance 
of the vita apostolica and ecclesia primivita to crusading spirituality in the early twelfth 
century. Unity in Lyxbonensi is often expressed in the same language. While Raol’s 
oration does not employ the terms unanimis and concoers, his speech nevertheless treats in 
detail the subjects of discipline (not explicitly of a military nature), love and unity, 
associating them with evangelical preaching:  
May the God of peace and love… who giveth his word with might power to those who 
proclaim the gospel unto the perfection of his preaching and the display of his works- 
holding us by the hand, may he direct us in accordance with his will and receive us with 
glory; may he so control us who lead that we may rule over his flock with discipline.193 
 Bishop Peter’s speech on the other hand does employ familiar terminology, at 
the opening of his oration claiming: ‘And truly fortunate is your country which rears 
such sons, and in such numbers, and unites them in such a unanimous association.’194 
Moreover, his speech celebrates that:  
…with the zeal of the law of God in their hearts, led by the impulse of the [Holy] Spirit, 
they have left all and come hither to us, the sons of the primitive church, through so many 
perils of lands and seas and bearing the expenses of a long journey.195  
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In spite of the language employed here, which described the crusaders as primitive 
ecclesie filiis, Purkis has been hesitant to see the vita apostolica in Lyxbonensi. He highlights 
specifically the reference to Ambrose, over an apostolic figure, in Bishop Peter’s 
explanation of the Christian duty to help other Christians.196 However, in Raol’s pre-
battle speech the ideal to love one’s neighbour more than oneself is compared with the 
continual heavenly advocacy of St. Paul.197  
While invoking a sense of collective cooperation seems an obvious rhetorical 
device in the circumstances of reassuring soldiers before battle, the seamless blend of 
the social and spiritual facets of unity found in Lyxbonensi, and earlier crusading rhetoric, 
is far from universal. Otto of Freising’s oration by Frederick I draws upon Virgil in 
order to appeal to a seemingly secular sense of camaraderie.198 Similarly, an oration 
Helmold attributes to Henry, son of the Obotrite prince Gottschalk places tremendous 
emphasis on the loyalty of Henry’s soldiery, but this is done without religious 
reference.199 
 Even when an oration centres on religious themes, no other text includes the 
same amalgamation of spiritual unity, military discipline and moral reform. Accounting 
for the particularity of the text in this regard is in part speculative. It is certainly not the 
case that the stress on devotion, or moral reform, was unique to the battle rhetoric of 
the Lyxbonensi, yet its treatment of these ideas nevertheless stands apart. That the battle 
rhetoric of First Crusade narratives constructed crusaders as suitable exempla of 
righteous warriors, fulfilling their profession in line with the divine will, has been 
discussed in Part II. However, the issue of how lay soldiers would encounter these ideas 
remains a challenging one. In this regard, Throop has emphasised the epistolary form of 
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Lyxbonensi as evidence for its intended dissemination amongst the community 
surrounding its recipient, arguing for an association between the war camp and the 
parish, and the values applicable to both.200 That the rhetorical tradition of plausibility 
demanded such invented speeches be appropriate to their circumstances as conforming 
to a considerable standard of verisimilitude reinforces this notion. Through battle 
rhetoric, Lyxbonensi constructs crusading warfare as not centrally concerned with martial 
virtue or the imitation of heroic ancestors, but as an exercise in the virtues of unity, 
discipline, charity and humility. These virtues are presented as far more important to 
overcoming the sin of both the crusaders and their enemies. In this regard it is 
noteworthy that ultimately crusaders were implored through battle rhetoric to take the 
virtues of the ‘home front’ to the battlefield, not the other way around.   
 
The Cross, Suffering and Salvation  
 Throughout Lyxbonensi, the crusaders are continually associated with the cross, 
being described by Bishop Peter as filii Christi et servi crucis, and a ‘mystery of the cross’. 
The bishop supposedly also claimed:  
Oh how great is the joy of all those who present a more cheerful face to hardships and 
pain than we do, we who, alas, are vegetating here in slothful idleness. ‘Verily, this is the 
Lord’s doing and it is marvellous in his eyes.’ Verily, dear brothers, you have gone forth 
without the camp bearing the reproach of the cross…’201  
 The image of the cross was central to the representation of the crusade as a 
penitential pilgrimage, in imitation of Christ. Elsewhere the cross manifests in support 
of the text’s main themes, for example Hervey of Glanville employs the imagery of 
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diverse peoples being all together signed with the sign of the cross as part of his call for 
unity.202 Although Raol’s oration uses the word vexillum to describe the cross, it is 
ultimately presented as a sign of salvation. After being told to kneel or prostrate 
themselves before the cross, Raol continues:  
You shall perceive the help of the Lord above you. Adore Christ, the Lord, who on this 
wood of the saving cross spread out his hands and feet for your salvation and glory. Under 
this ensign, if only you falter not, you shall conquer. Because if it should happen that 
anyone signed with this cross should die, we do not believe that life has been taken from 
him, for we have no doubt that he is changed into something better. Here, therefore, to 
live is glory and to die is gain.203 
The conclusion of this appeal to the cross, as well as drawing upon the words of 
Philippians 1:21, echoes the writing of Bernard of Clairvaux in his description of 
crusading as ‘a cause in which to conquer is glorious and for which to die is gain.’204 
Moreover, a letter of Peter the Venerable to Louis VII in support of the proposed 
expedition to the East bears a strong resemblance to Raol’s exhortation and Bishop 
Peter’s sermon: ‘For what honours, what riches, what pleasures, what home or parents 
can hold them back? And yet, leaving everything, they have chosen to follow their 
Christ, to toil for him, to fight for him, to die for him and to live for him.’205 
These instances express a prominent theme of First Crusade narratives, that 
being the willingness to suffer the hardships of campaigning for spiritual reward, even 
unto death either on or off the battlefield, as a form of martyrdom in imitation of 
Christ.206 This penitential and salvific aspect of the crusading cross is by far its most 
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significant attribute in the rhetoric of Lyxbonensi. While still an emblem of victory, Raol 
makes no reference to the cross in the talismanic sense in which it is found in some 
First Crusade orations.  
The absence of the individual protective aspect of the cross is difficult to 
account for, although it could perhaps indicate a transference of the talismanic quality 
of the cross as crusader badge to the True Cross.207 It is notable that, where the cross is 
evoked in the battle rhetoric of this period, both within and without a crusading 
context, it is often in reference to a relic of the True Cross. Just as Raol urges the 
crusaders to ‘behold the wood of the cross of the Lord’, William of Tyre describes an 
oration in which the patriarch of Jerusalem encourages the soldiers of Baldwin I 
‘bringing with him the life-giving cross.’208 Similarly, the climactic exhortation of the 
Gesta Alberonis Albero’s archiepiscopal cross was central to the vow which Count 
Herman had broken:  
This is the cross upon which Herman, Count Palatine, swore fidelity to me on that day 
when I made him advocate of our Church, on that day when I conferred on him those 
powers and that authority by which he now attacks me. I told him then that in this cross is 
a piece of the Lord’s cross, upon which He, whose sacrosanct image shines here, 
triumphed over the enemy of the human race; and I pointed out that the relics of many 
other venerable saints were contained in this cross.209  
Herman is then quoted in his oath, wherein he named Christ as his guarantor, 
thus meriting the physical force brought against him in retribution. Indeed, it is the 
soldiers of Albero, fideles Ihesu Christi, who come to the defence of his church. However, 
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it is crucial to note that this meritorious action did not serve to justify the forthcoming 
violence on a personal level. Albero tells his soldiers preparate corda vestra Domino, before 
outlining their merited spiritual reward: 
And because there is no time for you to make individual confessions, make to me, your 
pastor, a general confession of your sins; and by the power given to me by God through 
my office, I shall make indulgence and remission for you of all your sins so that if today 
anyone should be called from this temporal and uncertain life, he may cross over to a 
better one, namely eternal life.210 
In regard to promises of salvation and heavenly reward in battle rhetoric, this 
example stands in contrast to Lyxbonensi, where such appeals are formulated 
independently of the requirement of specific Christian rites. Following Raol’s assurance 
that ‘to live is glory and to die is gain’, he goes on to instruct them: ‘And being actually 
certain of victory, fall upon the enemy, the rewards of victory over whom are eternal 
glory.’211 The priest concludes his oration with a final reiteration of this notion, whereby 
being justified with and guided by God the crusaders will be ‘white and spotless in all 
respects and worthy of the heavenly fold, wherein is the abode of those who rejoice in 
the splendour of the saints.’212 While Lyxbonensi stops short of claiming that those who 
would be killed were martyrs, it is clear that in the wake of the campaign the 
participants believed that their fallen comrades were martyrs.213 
 Although Throop has demonstrated the significance of the prescribed and 
continual enactment of Christian rites on the Lisbon campaign, it is nevertheless the 
case that appeals to salvation are consistently presented as independent of such rites. 
During his oration, Raol argues that God never fails to forgive those who make 
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confession, but this is not an explicit call for confession before battle in the same 
fashion as the Gesta Alberonis, and crucially is a statement made in relation to divine aid 
not spiritual reward.214 Moreover, that specific rites were not demanded as part of the 
text’s appeals to salvation or heavenly reward is actually consistent with Throop’s 
conclusions concerning the presentation of the social and religious practices in 
Lyxbonensi being continual and ‘regular’ rather than ad hoc. Rather than rites, it is the 
intentions and actions of the crusaders which are associated with these appeals. Raol 
claims that if the crusaders wish to be forgiven for their sins they need to pray,215 and if 
they have found themselves straying from God, they must repent.216 Such a formulation 
of these appeals is consistent with the rhetoric of First Crusade orations, where the 
enactment of Christian rites is also often absent and is instead presented alongside 
reference to the actions and intentions of the crusaders. The penitential nature of the 
crusaders’ undertaking, in the fashion of First Crusade narratives, remains central to 
appeals of heavenly reward as found in Lyxbonensi. While suffering is not utilized as an 
appeal within the text’s battle rhetoric, in the same way it is found in certain First 
Crusade orations,217 the text is explicit about the danger and hardship of the journey. 
The sea storm for example marks a specific moment of conversion218 and both Raol and 
Bishop Peter emphasise repentance and the meritorious action of the crusaders in 
diverting their journey, with Peter arguing:  
Be not seduced by the desire to press on with the journey which you have begun; for the 
praiseworthy thing is not to have been to Jerusalem, but to have lived a good life along the 
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way; for you cannot arrive there except through the performance of His works. Truly, it is 
through good works that anyone deserves to come to a glorious end.219 
 The devotional aspect of the hardship faced by the crusaders, as well as being in 
line with how such notions are constructed in First Crusade narratives, serves to 
distinguish the text from non-crusading contemporary orations. While an oration by 
Helmold includes reference to the homes, wives and children left behind in order to 
campaign, this is done not in a penitential sense but referenced as part of the personal 
indignities committed upon the audience by their enemies.220 The oration by Otto of 
Freising, delivered by Frederick I, also references the dangers and hardships undertaken 
by his soldiers but again in a non-religious fashion, arguing that such tribulations will 
one day be remembered fondly.221 Where William of Tyre employs suffering as part of 
his only long oratio recta, it is presented by Duke Godfrey as being preferable to safety if 
avoiding suffering and death means that the crusaders will be unable to avenge their 
fallen brethren, this being expressed in the fashion of strenuitas patrum.222  
 Being absent of reference to Christian rites as part of its appeals to salvation or 
heavenly reward sets Lyxbonensi apart from certain contemporaries, but it is not the case 
that all or even most other orations written during the period 1145–1187 include such a 
formulation. Nor it is the case that Lyxbonensi conforms entirely to the common form of 
such appeals found in First Crusade narratives. For, although Lyxbonensi, Aelred’s 
Relatio, Helmold’s Chronica and the account of William of Tyre all include appeals to 
salvation without reference to specific rites, they are also united in that these appeals are 
always delivered by clerics as opposed to laymen. This is in contrast to many examples 
of such appeals from the early twelfth century, not only from a crusading context,223 but 
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also orations by authors such as Geoffrey of Monmouth.224 This trend is all the more 
striking in works such as Aelred’s Relatio where long and elaborate promises of divine 
aid are included in the orations of laymen such as Walter Espec, yet the assurance that 
the Anglo-Normans were fighting for the forgiveness of their sins is included in a curt 
aside before the beginning of the battle.225 The only appeal to fighting for the remission 
of sin included in William of Tyre’s work is in a harangue described as being delivered 
by the Patriarch of Jerusalem, while Helmold only presents such notions as being 
deployed by the pope to his own soldiers.226 Where there is an exception to this pattern, 
such as in an oration in Lisiard’s historia,227 it is notable that the speech upon which he 
based his own version, that being from Fulcher of Chartres, was a harangue centred 
upon the theme of salvation, and delivered by the King of Jerusalem.228 
 This trend is likely best understood within the broader context of attempted 
disentanglement of spiritual and temporal affairs in the twelfth century, exemplified in 
the canons of the First (1123) and Second (1139) Lateran Councils. While canon 7 of 
First Lateran re-established the episcopal authority at the centre of the cura animarum, 
canon 22 of Second Lateran shows a great deal of concern over the damage caused by 
the institution of ‘false penances.’229 This trend also correlates with a period wherein 
canonists such as Gratian and the Decretists increasingly sought to define and clarify 
the proper role of clergymen in warfare.230 Indeed, many Decretists while maintaining 
Gratian’s caution over clerical fighting, did not reiterate Gratian’s ban on military 
service without papal permission, with Sicard of Cremona reflecting Decretist 
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consensus by holding that prelates possessing regalia were expected to contribute their 
allotted soldiers to an army and to exhort hosts to fight a just war.231 This understanding 
is aptly reflected by the Gesta Alberonis where the text makes clear that the same 
archiepiscopal authority that had allowed Albero to invest Herman, Count Palatine also 




 Just as the unexpected success of the First Crusade was a driving force behind 
the proliferation of battle rhetoric in the early twelfth century, it is difficult to 
underestimate the impact of the failure of the Second Crusade upon the ‘literary 
landscape’ prior to 1187. Throop has posited that an understanding of the failure of the 
Second Crusade as God’s punishment peccatis exigentibus hominum may have prompted 
avoidance of the terminology of vengeance in relation to the crusade. Due to the 
association of vengeance with justice and God’s will, a lack of success would necessarily 
imply the campaign was irreconcilable with divine direction.233 A lack of success also 
appears to precipitate a lack of battle orations, which as previous chapters have argued, 
are often far less concerned with celebrating military virtues and prowess as engaging 
with a broader explanatory framework that often centres on righteous actions and 
intentions, along with divine direction. Failure did not necessarily contravene this 
framework, as defeats were suitable moments to craft examples of heroic sacrifice in 
battle, such as Walter the Chancellor’s depiction of Roger of Salerno’s death, or that of 
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the Frisians harangued by Gerlav the priest.234 However, Throop understands the 
deployment of vengeance in Lyxbonensi as resultant of the early authorship of the text, 
prior to the collapse of the campaign to the Levant; yet it is evident that even allowing 
for an early draft of the text following the capture of the city, it seems highly likely that 
the elements of the text which utilize the language of vengeance were the same elements 
which underwent the most considerable reworking and elaboration. Despite detailing 
the only significant success of the Second Crusade, the great lengths to which the 
author goes in order to justify the diversion to Lisbon and incorporate the campaign 
within a recognisable ideological and theological framework seems to betray a degree of 
concern perhaps prompted by the contrast with the eastward mission, illustrated by 
Henry of Huntingdon’s description. 
 An analysis of the battle rhetoric of Lyxbonensi with that of early twelfth century 
crusading narratives, as well as with contemporary orations, naturally illuminates points 
of both continuity and change. In many respects the orations of Lyxbonensi reflect the 
same priorities of First Crusade narratives, although certain aspects receive far greater 
treatment than earlier examples in comparison, particularly explicit and extensive 
appeals to the necessity for right intention and unity amongst the crusading force, 
demands which ultimately vindicate the Anglo-Normans almost exclusively. Extensive 
treatment of right intention, unity and divine direction follows First Crusade examples 
and serve to demarcate the rhetoric of Lyxbonensi from a number of non-crusading 
contemporaries. However, conceptions of just or holy warfare did not possess totally 
clear lines even in the second half of the twelfth century and it is not difficult to find 
points of comparison between the rhetoric of Lyxbonensi and those depicting other 
sanctified conflicts. What does set Lyxbonensi apart from other contemporaries, are its 
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appeals to the symbol of the cross, notions of imitatio Christi and the vita apostolica, as well 
as the broader penitential depiction of their undertaking, in contrast with soldiers who 
are provided remission through the rites and representatives of the Church. In that 
same regard it is possible to place Lyxbonensi alongside other contemporary texts within 
a pattern of orations where an increasing emphasis was placed on notions of authority. 
This conforms with a broader understanding of the morality and legality of warfare in 
this period, wherein canonists, many of whom appear to have directly influenced 
oration authors, increasingly understood the enactment of just violence as the duty of 
legitimate authorities. This included not only a restriction of authority to the most 
powerful secular rulers, exemplified in the oration against Milan of Frederick 
Barbarossa, but also the Church. The concept of an ‘independent power of material 
coercion’ legitimately utilized by the Church had developed from before the turn of the 
twelfth century, but this power was increasingly consolidated, in particular following the 
Concordant of Worms and the Second Lateran Council.235 However, there was no great 
line of distinction between these developments with both canonists such as Gratian and 
churchmen such as Bernard of Clairvaux agreeing on the right of the Church to wield 
‘the spiritual and material sword.’236 Church reforms of the second quarter of the 
twelfth century onwards may also help explain the dearth of appeals to salvation or 
heavenly reward which were delivered by laymen in this period, in contrast to the early 
twelfth century. 
Lacking extended appeals to material wealth and martial virtue Lyxbonensi is 
comparable to other texts detailing sanctified conflicts such as Aelred’s Relatio, where a 
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concern over martial strength and secular honour is presented as purely the concern of 
sacrilegious criminal savages and those aiding them. Here the ultimate rejection of 
warfare is the conclusion of what reads as a lesson on moral reform. The example of 
the Gesta Alberonis and the Gesta Frederici also display a far greater concern than many 
early twelfth-century orations over what sort of warfare could be considered just and 
righteous, and while not all of these examples make explicit reference to the work of 
contemporary canonists, several commentators have found these correspondences to be 
too conspicuous to discount. 
 In comparison with First Crusade orations, as well as non-crusading 
contemporary examples, the battle rhetoric of Lyxbonensi is even less concerned with 
appeals to specific gentes or nationes. These are entirely absent from Raol’s speech, and 
while such ideas do appear in Hervey of Glanville’s speech, there is no recounting of 
past victories or any sense that evokes strenuitas patrum which could have been derived 
from Quantum praedecessores. Like First Crusade orations, however, the diverse force of 
crusaders is described in one speech as a single gens, defined by their faith. This is one of 
the several ways in which Lyxbonensi seems to construct crusading in a way which 
reflects First Crusade narratives rather than Second Crusade preaching or papal 
ideology. While there is no real sense of strenuitas patrum, the narrative centres its 
depiction of crusading on imitatio Christi, while Quantum praedecessores was absent the 
latter in favour of the former. This is in spite of, as Purkis has demonstrated, the 
apparent effort by Eugenius III as well as Bernard of Clairvaux and his Cistercians to 
uncouple imitatio Christi from crusading, and instead emphasise the lifelong dedication 
demanded by that spiritual ideal, which was not found in transient crusaders, but only in 
members of the Military Orders.237  
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That Raol sought to defend the practice of crusading, its reputation seriously 
injured by the Second Crusade, from the ‘competition’ of the Military Orders, amongst 
the proliferation of forms of religious life, could in part explain the effort which the text 
makes in order to develop its central notions of righteous intention, repentance and 
divine direction, far beyond earlier orations. Lyxbonensi, as well as other texts such as 
Aelred’s Relatio, display forcefully how battle rhetoric, rather than revealing an 
underlying desire for wealth or vengeance borne of hatred, were influenced by or reflect 
corresponding ideals of, contemporary theologians and canonists.238 Instead of being 
centrally concerned with military virtue, these works present righteous warfare as an 
opportunity for moral reform, and the development of virtues beyond the battlefield. It 
is difficult to tell how successfully these ideas were communicated to lay-arms bearers, if 
at all. However, in the case of Lyxbonensi and Aelred’s Relatio, it is possible to clearly 
identify a lay audience who would have naturally been invested in the events these 
narratives depict. As is the case with earlier orations, far from being generic or 
interchangeable, battle rhetoric was highly situational, with any visible trends reflecting 
the political, religious and social context within which they were created. This context 
would shift radically from the end of the twelfth to the beginning of the thirteenth 
century and forms the subject Chapter Five.  
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Chapter Five: Battle Rhetoric in the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis 
Ricardi 
Introduction 
Like Chapter Four, this chapter examines a single text in contrast with a broader 
corpus of contemporary battle rhetoric in order to explore the developments and 
enduring features of crusading orations. Its focus is the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta 
Regis Ricardi, hereafter the Itinerarium.1 This chapter will argue that the Itinerarium 
represents a notable shift in the crusading battle rhetoric, yet one that is identifiable 
within wider, though far from universal, trends. Most significantly, in its deployment 
and development of hitherto marginal martial or ‘heroic’ battle rhetoric, as well as its 
presentation of the previously dominant presence of divine aid appeals, the Itinerarium 
ultimately contrasts markedly with comparative orations in a fashion which serve to 
illuminate the priorities of its author.  
More broadly, the chapter is centred on the period between the Battle of Hattin, 
4 July 1187, and the failure and aftermath of the Fifth Crusade (1217–1221). These few 
decades have been long recognised as a highpoint of crusading activity, which was 
backed by a series of popes eager to support the practice of holy war, most notable of 
whom was Innocent III (r. 8 January 1198–16 July 1216). Beyond the Third Crusade, 
these decades encompassed two further large-scale expeditions to the East; a significant 
turnaround of Christian fortunes in the Iberian Peninsula following Las Navas de 
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Tolosa on 16 July 1212; the Albigensian Crusade (1209–1229), which also prompted 
authors to pen battle orations;2 the popular movement often called the Children’s 
Crusade of 1212 as well as the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215.  
Like Lyxbonensi, the text of the Itinerarium, although having its origins close to 
the events detailed by the narrative, was not the product of a single phase of work. An 
exploration of the context of the Itinerarium therefore requires a broad scope that 
accounts for the circumstances of the Third Crusade, as well as subsequent decades 
which would see the work expanded, reworked and revised. 
 
The Context of the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi 
 Although the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem had, early in the second half of the 
twelfth century, been capable of mounting serious attacks upon Muslim enemies in 
Egypt, following the siege of Damietta in 1169 its military operations were essentially 
defensive. While vigorous defence of the kingdom was maintained by Baldwin IV, in 
1187 Sultan Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn Yūsuf ibn Ayyūb conducted an invasion that was able to 
capitalise greatly upon the political divisions of the Latins which had plagued them 
throughout the 1180s. Disaster had been foreseen throughout that decade, precipitating 
appeals to the West such as that of Patriarch Heraclius of Jerusalem in 1184, though a 
serious response from Christendom was only forthcoming after 1187.3  
 In that year Saladin invaded the kingdom with greater strength than ever before 
and Ayyubid forces, led by Muzaffar ad-Din Gökböri, were on 1 May victorious at the 
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battle of ‘the Spring of Cresson’,4 where a great many members of the Military Orders, 
including Roger des Moulins, Master of the Hospital, were killed. Soon after, Saladin 
himself attacked Tiberias and when the army of the Kingdom of Jerusalem attempted to 
respond, it was outmanoeuvred and forced onto poor ground without the chance to 
reach a water supply. On 4 July, this beleaguered force was decimated in battle by 
Saladin at the Horns of Hattin, with King Guy being taken captive along with the relic 
of the True Cross and hundreds of knights, although many others, including all 
members of the Military Orders and Reynald of Châtillon Lord of Oultrejordain, were 
executed.5 Jerusalem would surrender to Saladin after only a brief siege on 2 October in 
that same year and while this would be recognised as a grievous blow, it is clear that a 
response from the papacy had already been prepared even before the curia received this 
news.6 The reaction which this defeat provoked from the West was a watershed 
moment in the history of crusading, which would tremendously influence both the 
practice of holy war, in the form of the Third Crusade, as well as the ideological 
development of the movement, which would be significantly and increasingly codified 
and institutionalised during the papacy of Innocent III and beyond. More specifically, 
Christopher Tyerman has argued that it was the events of 1187 which prompted an 
almost immediate definition or redefinition of a crusader, which was clearly distinct 
from that of a pilgrim.7 Much of this process would be centred on the cross, which 
from Hattin onward was increasingly associated with holy war in western preaching.8 
Furthermore, while the campaigns of the Third Crusade would be of interest to 
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numerous commentators, the events of 1187 specifically seemed to arouse historical 
interest, likely being the prompt for Ralph of Coggeshall began his work on the 
Chronicon Anglicanum.9 
 Central to the papacy’s answer to Hattin was Audita tremendi, issued only days 
after the death of Urban III by his successor Gregory VIII. This impassioned encyclical, 
described by Riley-Smith as ‘one of the most moving documents of crusading history’,10 
emphasized God’s anger, lamented the plight of the East and simultaneously called for 
an expedition to save the kingdom, as well as for the repentance of all Christians, whose 
sin had brought about the tragedies that had unfolded.11 Like Quantum praedecessores, the 
bull served as a basis for the sermonizing and preaching required for recruitment. 
Moreover, while it is difficult to ascertain to what extent Audita tremendi shaped the 
battle rhetoric of Third Crusade narratives, the bull itself actually deployed language 
common to twelfth-century battle rhetoric, including an oration from 1 Maccabees, as 
well as the words of Deuteronomy 32:30.12 
 Organized and extensive preaching and economic preparation, commitment by 
powerful monarchs as well as a significant strain of lay devotion, resulted in a response 
which, though momentous, was not without division, particularly between the Angevins 
and Capetians. Nevertheless, despite significant setbacks, most crucially the death of 
Frederick Barbarossa in Asia Minor, crusading forces comprised of peoples from across 
Latin Christendom participated in military efforts which, while unsuccessful in 
recapturing Jerusalem, brought the Latin East back from the brink of total collapse. 
Both German and French authors were able to craft narratives of the expedition from 
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the perspectives of their monarchs, but the departure of Philip II from the East after 
the capture of Acre in 1191 and the death of Frederick Barbarossa a year earlier, 
prompting the disintegration of the single greatest force of all the crusader kings, 
ensured that it would be Richard I who loomed largest in contemporary historiography. 
The exploits of the Lionheart, such as his defeat of Saladin at Arsuf and rush to save 
Jaffa were detailed by a number of contemporary writers, evidently capturing 
imaginations in England, the continent and beyond.13 Writing in 1192, a Nestorian 
Christian of Mosul described Richard arriving at Acre as ‘the young lion, the king of 
England, the shining light. He fought without pause both night and day.’14 
 While Richard’s efforts, and those of German crusaders in 1197, saw the Latin 
East almost completely recovered, it was impossible to recognise a campaign that had 
failed to recover Jerusalem or the True Cross as a success. The evident frustration on 
the part of many supporters of the crusading movement, including the papacy, at the 
reality in the East, which perhaps seemed to resist the age-old explanatory framework of 
repentance leading to victory, can be seen in the sustained efforts at crusade preparation 
in the final years of the twelfth century and early decades of the thirteenth. Innocent 
III’s Post miserabile broke the mould of crusading encyclicals for not being a response to 
a specific crisis, but also for its criticism of previous crusade efforts. As well as depicting 
the mockeries of the Islamic enemy against the French, English, Germans and Spanish15 
the advancement of the standard understanding of divine aid as contingent upon the 
avoidance of sin is formulated in a manner damning of previous unsuccessful crusaders:  
We also wish you not to despair of the divine mercy, however much the Lord may be 
offended by our sins. If you set out upon your pilgrimage with all humility of heart and 
body, as you ought to do, the Lord may effect that which he did not grant to your 
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forefathers. Probably, our forefathers might have conspired together and would have said, 
‘‘our own high hand and not the Lord has done all this’’. And they would have ascribed the 
glory of the victory to themselves and not to the Lord. We also trust that the Lord will not 
in his wrath withhold his mercies, since when he is angered he does not forget to show 
mercy, admonishing and exhorting us, saying, ‘‘Turn unto me and I will turn unto you’’. 
We believe that you should walk in the law of the Lord, not following in the footsteps of 
those who, going after vanity, have become vain and given themselves up to riotous living 
and drunken revelries and done things in parts beyond the sea which they would not dare 
to do in the land of their own birth without having to endure great infamy and 
considerable disgrace.16  
 Such a representation of previous expeditions to the East contrasts sharply with 
emphasis placed upon the emulation of crusading forefathers in crusade preaching and 
recruitment of the mid-twelfth century.17 Despite successes in the diversifying theatres 
of crusading activity outside of the Holy Land in the early thirteenth century, papal and 
popular dissatisfaction with crusading remained evident, particularly after 1204.18 A 
crusading sermon produced and delivered sometime between 1213–1217, as part of the 
preparations for the Fifth Crusade, contains condemnations similar to those found in 
Post miserabile: 
There are seven kinds of wild beasts in this world. The lions of pride, such as knights and 
certain thieves, the snakes of envy, such as those who rejoice in another’s sin. You wallow 
in the sins of your fathers, yet rejoice in the sin of priests [. . .] The wild boar is those who 
are irascible. The wild ass is those who are despairing. The foxes of cupidity are deceitful 
merchants. Of which there was a certain man who used to say ‘‘I’ll put them [that is, my 
coins] into my ‘wicked profit,’ calling his purse ‘wicked profit.’ Of the hawkers and the 
mongers, they are as many as they are varied. Of the hostelers, who are traitors; they are a 
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gluttonous bear who makes a larder of his belly. [. . .]  Concerning the story of the boy 
slain by the drunkard’s stench, that was the pig of lust.19 
 This sermon also illustrates how the practice of crusading was, in the reign of 
Innocent III and beyond, forcefully and continually related to broader Church and 
societal reform in its denunciation of certain evils, particularly usury.20 The encyclical of 
1213 Quia maior makes no reference to the ‘deeds of the fathers’ but does repeat Urban 
II’s injunction, expressed by Matthew 16:24, for a crusader to ‘take up his cross and 
follow me.’21 While the fact that Jerusalem continued to elude Christian possession 
brought a renewed sense of relevancy to a lot of Urban’s rhetoric, there was much 
which separated crusading in 1095 from crusading in 1187 and beyond, particularly in 
regards to notions of salvation and the formulation of the indulgence.22  
 Begun during or shortly after the events of the Third Crusade, and reaching its 
final form between 1217 and 1220, the Itinerarium is thus a product of distinct 
highpoints in crusade enthusiasm. However, between 1192 and the 1220s, there had 
been considerable developments in the theory and practice of crusading, but also 
notably in the socio-political landscape of the Angevin world. As well as perhaps 
seeking to defend the famed expedition of Richard I against contemporary criticism of 
past crusaders, Richard de Templo no doubt wished to champion the memory of heroic 
Angevin and English crusade efforts at a time when, following the territorial losses, 
military defeats, political upheaval and disputes with the papacy that so marred the reign 
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of King John, England was seriously threatened by external enemies and internal 
strife.23 Moreover, with the English king in his minority, it would be the higher lay 
nobility, whose deeds on the Third Crusade the Itinerarium goes to such lengths to 
valorise, who would in many ways bear the burdens of rule. That the strife between 
England and France was obstructive to crusading efforts was well recognised by 
Innocent III24 who, despite clashing with John over the appointment of Stephen 
Langton, prompted John to take the cross, and supported his cause against the rebel 
barons.25 Moreover, beyond John’s reign crusading enthusiasm and activity was far from 
absent in England, with English crusaders participating in the Fifth Crusade, and 
assembling in significant numbers for another expedition again in 1227.26  
 
Text 
While its Rolls Series edition, edited by William Stubbs, identifies the Itinerarium as 
being written by Richard, Canon of the Holy Trinity London, the text as Stubbs 
presents it is a composite work with a complex history.27 In the introduction to his 1962 
edition, Hans Mayer convincingly argued for the distinction between the longer 
compilation text (the so-called ‘IP2’), which included material from Ralph of Diceto, 
Roger of Howden, and a Latin translation of Ambroise’s Estoire de Guerre Sainte, from 
the so called ‘IP1’ based on the manuscript of Jacques Bongars or the ‘G’ manuscript.28 
It was this text, which included only part of Book I, which seems to have circulated 
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separately, being known to William of Newburgh in 1197 for example,29 before being 
utilised by a later compiler. Concerning the author, Helen Nicholson has posited that 
the most likely conclusion is that ‘IP1’, which was not itself entirely original, drawing 
from a Latin prose account of the crusade of Frederick Barbarossa among other 
sources,30 was written by an English crusader perhaps at least in part in the crusade 
camp between August 1191 and September 1192.31 
Although ‘IP2’ was once attributed to the poet Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Stubbs and 
Mayer argued for its identification with Richard de Templo, Augustinian canon of Holy 
Trinity, Aldgate, in London, who would be prior there from 1222 to c. 1250.32 He was in 
fact identified as such by the author of the Libellus de expugnatione Terrae Sanctae per 
Saladinum who recommends the Itinerarium as further reading.33 While both Stubbs and 
Mayer proposed that Richard de Templo had at one time been a Templar, the theory of 
a Templar origin to the Itinerarium has been disputed by Hannes Möhring and Helen 
Nicholson on the basis of inaccuracies or omissions of information which would have 
been of tremendous importance to members of the order.34 The dating of the Itinerarium 
is likewise a thorny problem. While ‘IP2’ drew upon many sources which would have 
been circulating by the late 1190s, most notably Amboise’s Estoire35 as well as ‘IP1’, 
which is thought to have been compiled early in that decade, most hold to a dating 
around 1217–20,36 and not after 1222 the terminus post quem of the Libellus. 
The complete text of the Itinerarium survives in seven manuscripts, although 
including incomplete texts this number increases to twelve, which represent four 
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distinct versions of the text. The earliest of these is Bognar’s G manuscript, what Stubbs 
called the B manuscript, Cotton MS Faustina A vii.37 Stubbs’ A manuscript is 
Cambridge University Library MS Ff.1.25.4, a manuscript of the thirteenth century 
which, as well as the Itinerarium therein attributed by the rubric to Geoffrey of Vinsauf, 
contains extracts from Geoffrey’s Poetria nova, and the Historia Damiatina of Oliver of 
Paderborn. The C manuscript of the Stubbs edition is MS. 129 Corpus Christi College 
Cambridge.38 Manuscript evidence and the apparent use of IP1 by contemporary 
writers, not only William of Newburgh but also Gerald of Wales as well as the author of 
the Latin Continuation of William of Tyre, attests to the popularity of that text, which 
records events from 1187 down to the arrival of Richard I at Acre. Nicholson has 
argued that there are three identifiable elements to the string of events; an account of 
the disasters of 1187 to 1189 which was compiled from oral reports from crusaders, the 
German prose account, and a predominantly eyewitness account of the siege of Acre, all 
of which were compiled together by an Englishman sometime before September 1192.39 
While the chronological separation between IP1 and IP2 raises questions as to the 
historical value of the remainder of the text found in Books II–VI, IP2 was obviously 
written with serious consultation of texts produced much closer to the events it 
describes. These sources included other Latin works such as those of Ralph of Diceto 
and Roger of Howden, as well as the most extensive text upon which Richard de 
Templo drew, an Old French verse account of the crusade, L'Estoire de la guerre sainte of 
Ambroise. There is a strong case for the dating of L'Estoire being between 1194 and 
1198, as it notes Richard I’s release from captivity in Germany yet makes no mention of 
his death. That the monastic author of a crusading narrative would draw so extensively, 
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although in a fashion that is perhaps more nuanced than has often been recognised, 
upon vernacular verse seems striking, given the traditionally perceived gulf between 
vernacular and Latin works particularly in regard to aims and audience.40 However, it 
has been argued by recent editors of Ambroise, an individual otherwise unknown 
beyond what his work reveals, that he was perhaps a Norman cleric of minor orders, as 
opposed to jongleur writing from the point of view of a simple soldier, perhaps even 
being identifiable in the Liberate Rolls of 1200.41 While clearly influenced by the 
tradition of chansons de geste, Ambroise’s work is notable for his extensive and rather 
highbrow rhetoric, in comparison to the more colloquial language of the chansons. 
Moreover, the text’s moral and didactic elements are too prominent to be ignored, and 
likewise distinguished from contemporary vernacular works.42 This no doubt made 
L'Estoire suitable as a source for Richard de Templo, and while concordantly the 
Itinerarium as a Latin narrative is set apart by the amount of epic or heroic material it 
contains, which primarily serves to valorise Richard I and the crusaders of 1189–1192, a 
closer examination of how Richard de Templo constructed his work serves to further 
blur the distinctions upon which traditional notions of aims and audience rest. Far from 
diminishing heroic or epic textual elements in order to produce a more theocentric 
account of a sanctified conflict, Richard adds to Ambroise’s narrative epic and heroic 
elements, many of which are identifiable with the chanson tradition, himself. While 
Ambroise’s account would certainly prove more accessible to an audience without a 
firm grasp of Latin, it does not seem to be the case that a lay audience with an interest 
in or connection to the crusading movement, and a largely professed religious audience 
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with a perhaps more serious interest in the course of the crusade, are easily or even 
desirably, delineated.43 Neither work seems to have been intended for the kind of public 
recitation which was typical of the epic or romance, and it has previously been 
suggested that the same circles of educated nobility who would have enjoyed reading or 
hearing Ambroise’s work would have similarly enjoyed the Itinerarium.44 While the 
extensive use of direct speech in L'Estoire has also drawn the attention of modern 
commentators, highlighting instances such as the speech of the Poitevin priest William 
to Richard I,45 it is important to note that in regards to battle rhetoric Richard de 
Templo not only crafts original orations, but also extends the hortatory rhetoric found 
in L'Estoire.  
 That there was something appealing about the Itinerarium to readers in the late 
twelfth and early thirteenth century is evidenced not just by the circulation of IP1 but 
also the manuscript tradition of IP2. Indeed, by comparison Ambroise’s L'Estoire was 
less successful, now being fully extant in only a single corrupt manuscript, Vatican 
Regina 1659. Beyond inserting original orations, Richard adds ‘amazing stories’ intended 
to enliven the narrative, which he perhaps gathered himself as a younger man through 
participation in the crusade.46 Although this can only be speculated upon, the text itself 
certainly asserts a level of familiarity with the reality of campaigning and battle, 
describing in great detail the fear experienced during combat:47 ‘How distant, how 
different is the life of contemplation and meditation among the columns of the cloister 
from that dreadful exercise of war!’48 
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  Furthermore, it is difficult to doubt the appeal of his central aims. Set forth in 
his prologus, Richard claims that the passage of time can cause even extraordinary events 
to fade from memory, even if such deeds once served to inspire others. Referencing 
both classical heroes and Church Fathers, Richard emphasises the recollection and 
celebration of virtutes.49 As will be argued below, this focus upon the heroes of the Third 
Crusade and their deeds is reflected in the character and nature of the battle rhetoric of 
the Itinerarium. These speeches seamlessly support a wider narrative which attempts a 
detailed and vigorous defence of crusaders of a generation prior to the Fifth Crusade, 
who were identified in papal documents such as Post miserabile as sinners and failures, 
and who ‘Par nostre surfaite folie’,50 were the cause not only of their lack of military success 
in the East, but the downfall of the Kingdom of Jerusalem and the loss of the holy city. 
 The Itinerarium contains eight instances of battle rhetoric, including examples of 
both oratio recta and oratio obliqua, although the former occurs more frequently than the 
latter. While Richard I delivers much of the text’s battle rhetoric, this is not exclusively 
the case. There are two instances of oratio recta in Book I, those being a short speech by 
an unnamed Frankish soldier of the Kingdom of Jerusalem,51 as well as another brief 
oration which occurs during a naval encounter and is delivered by the crusader Ivo de 
Vipont, as part of a story not included by Ambroise. In Book II, Richard I also gives an 
oration at sea, which is significantly extended from the L'Estoire version.52 In Book III, 
Chapter 13 begins with an instance of oratio obliqua, again delivered by a ‘public crier’ on 
behalf of Richard I.53 The next speech, found in Book IV, takes place during the Battle 
of Arsuf, being delivered by an unnamed member of the Knights Hospitaller.54 The 
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final three speeches are all delivered by Richard I, one being a brief oration during the 
campaign following Arsuf, the other two taking place at the Battle of Jaffa in August 
1192.55 As well as these orations, Richard de Templo includes other instances of direct 
speech which, although they do not take place before battle, are hortatory in nature and 
contain many themes and notions common to battle rhetoric. Most notable of these is 





 As has previously been demonstrated, prior to 1187 references to and calls for 
martial virtues, or the public recognition of such virtues, understood as glory, honour or 
fame were, by and large, not the essential focus of battle orations. This was particularly 
the case in the context of crusading. Ecclesiastical commentators of the crusading 
movement throughout the early to mid-twelfth century repeatedly made clear the 
problems of boastfulness and pride, to which successful warriors were particularly 
susceptible. Their warnings and didactic exempla against these faults went hand in hand 
with many other moral lessons concerning proper behaviour and were, in a crusading 
context at least, inseparable from the attitude of penitential devotion which the Church 
demanded of crusaders. Only such devotion, and the necessitated avoidance of sin, 
would merit divine aid and preclude defeat, understood usually as divine correction. 
 Often undeveloped and dependent on other rhetorical appeals, appeals to martial 
virtues seem just as marginal, if not more so, in many orations of the middle decades of 
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the twelfth century. The literary construction of pious, humble and often explicitly 
reformed warriors in armed contest against pagans, heretics or unreformed Christians 
even of high standing, what Bernard of Clairvaux called the old knighthood, was not 
limited to a crusading context.  
 Through the work of canon lawyers many of the precepts of holy war, in particular 
regarding the intent and behaviour of soldiers, came to form the strictures of defining 
conflicts as just wars, and even crusade preachers such as Jacques de Vitry presented the 
holy war he sought to recruit combatants for as a ‘just war’.57 Church authorities in the 
early thirteenth centuries maintained the common explanatory framework within which 
much of twelfth-century crusading battle rhetoric is best understood. Essential to this 
framework, and often repeated both in crusading orations and the wider narratives 
within which they are found, is the need for combatants to place their trust and faith in 
the divine, rather than in their own efforts, the latter being a mindset inseparable from 
prideful sin. 
The Itinerarium illustrates the traditional framework early on through the battle 
orations found in Book I. Prior to a battle which took place on 4 October 1189, the text 
claims that the sight of the massed ranks of an army under the leadership of King Guy, 
which included contingents of both Templars and Hospitallers, prompted a sacrilegious 
boast:  
One person, carried away with pleasure at the sight of the army, dared to say: ‘What 
power can overcome it, what great number can resist it? God can do nothing for us nor 
our adversaries! Our own valour (virtute) will win us the victory.’ This was certainly a most 
evil and damnable remark which made human rather than Divine power responsible for 
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the outcome of the battle, since without God we can do nothing [John 15:5]. Sad 
experience and the outcome of events proved this.58  
The message this instance intends to convey is far from subtle, and the text makes 
clear the link between the sinful outburst and the misfortune which soon after overtook 
the same army. The theme of God’s power and the need to trust in him in order to 
achieve victory reappears consistently throughout Book I. When the sailors 
accompanying Ivo de Vipont, petrified at the sight of Turkish pirates, exclaimed: ‘Lord 
God, alas for us!’ saying to each other, ‘we’re caught! We’ll be cut to pieces’, the knight 
supposedly responded succinctly: ‘What O ye of little faith’, said Ivo de Vipont to them, 
‘are you afraid, when in a moment you will see them dead?’59  
Following a brief description of the successful boarding of the enemy galley, the 
text once again makes clear the lesson:  
Thus those who placed their hope in God were given a triumph, for He did not allow 
them to be conquered. It was their unfeigned faith which gave them strength, rather than a 
large number of fighters; because it is of no consequence to God whether there are few or 
many. He gives strength for the battle and total victory.60  
 Book I also devotes significant attention to explaining the triumphs of Saladin, 
whom it portrays as arrogantly boasting about his victories over the Kingdom of 
Jerusalem, only to be mocked by a fool, supposedly inspired by God:  
God the Father of the faithful judged that the delinquent Christians should be 
rebuked and corrected and took you, O prince, to serve his purpose- just as a worldly 
father sometimes when he is enraged grabs a filthy stick from the mud with which to beat 
his erring sons, and then throws it back into the dungpit from which he took it.61  
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Although far from being totally unconcerned with maintaining this particular 
didactic theme, instances of battle rhetoric from Book I certainly contrast in their 
priorities with many of the subsequent orations of the Itinerarium. Throughout Books 
II–VI, martial virtue, particularly courage, as well as feats of arms and prowess are 
continually highlighted. At the climax of the fighting around Jaffa, the Itinerarium 
describes Richard arraying his forces before an oration which opens with an extensive 
appeal to courage and virtue: 
When each person was arranged like this, as far as the lack of time and the small 
numbers allowed, the king ran up and down between them, like the active encourager he 
was. He urged them to be steadfast, condemning as unworthy of their race (degeneres) those 
whose spirits weakened from fear and cowardice. ‘Oppose the adversary with a firm and 
fearless mind,’ he said. ‘Let courage grow in your breasts to resist the fierce enemy and 
escape the storms of fortune. Learn to endure adversities, since everything is bearable to 
those of manly character. Adversities reveal virtues, just as prosperity hides them.’62 
 As well as forming unusually well-developed appeals in instances of battle 
rhetoric the Itinerarium displays its concern with the celebration of human virtues in 
myriad other ways. Rather than religious reference, courage in the text’s final oration is 
framed as being born from necessity,63 in a fashion similar to how the author of the 
Historia Peregrinorum has Frederick Duke of Swabia call for strength.64 Prowess, as well as 
virtues such as courage and loyalty, are described as being essential to averting disaster 
and defeat throughout the Itinerarium. It is through Richard’s own prowess, as well as 
the bravery and self-sacrifice of the knight, William des Préaux, that the king evades 
capture. While this story is also recorded by Ambroise, Richard de Templo uniquely 
returns to the subject of William in a continuation of the same anecdote:  
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As the Turks were departing rather swiftly, our people went back to the army, 
rejoicing exuberantly in the Lord over the fact that they had been received safe and sound. 
Their relief was greater because he had almost perished through wandering about so 
dangerously. Yet they felt a great sorrow for William des Préaux, who had freely given 
himself to the enemy with such loyal generosity, redeeming his lord the king with his own 
body. What commendable loyalty! What rare devotion!65   
 While it may perhaps seem obvious to read into this story an understanding of 
the self-sacrifice of crusaders as Christ-like, this is in no way explicit in the text and 
seems more likely to be best understood as part of the Itinerarium attempt to celebrate 
virtues. Specifically, the devotion of William to his lord, and later the devotion of 
Richard who arranges for William’s release.66 Other manifestations of this essential 
theme would surely be far less appealing to ecclesiastical sensibilities, such as the 
instances wherein clergymen and monastics are described as taking up arms and 
winning military glory, or where prominent churchmen are, in contrast to the role 
canon law prescribed for them, described as war leaders.67 
 Where the virtues of heroic lay crusaders are espoused, the Itinerarium often 
draws upon classical heroes in order to do so. James of Avesnes is described as ‘a 
Nestor in counsel, an Achilles in arms, better than Attilius Regulus at keeping his word 
(in fide)’,68 while Richard receives his own catalogue of classical resemblances.69 Even 
what could be perceived as the king’s flaws were valorised by Richard de Templo, ‘If 
anyone perhaps may think that he could be accused of rash actions, you should know 
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that he had an unconquerable spirit, could not bear insult or injury, and his innate noble 
spirit compelled him to seek his due rights.’70   
 Among the countless instances where the Itinerarium provides intricate details of 
battle, the text notes numerous memorable feats of arms, and on more than one 
occasion praises Muslim enemies for fighting viriliter, with Saladin at one point 
lamenting the loss of so many elite soldiers.71 Displaying martial prowess and courage in 
the face of the enemy appears to be a serious concern for the actors of the Itinerarium, 
and more than one battle oration includes the notion that it is imperative for the 
crusaders to avoid accusations of cowardice. In a variation on the trope that victories 
make warriors boastful and impious, Richard I, in an oration at sea, decries his forces 
saying, ‘Surely you’re not going to let this ship get away untouched? Shame on you! Are 
you turning into cowards, getting idle after so many triumphs?’72 
 However, this concern over cowardice, naturally important to an audience of lay 
nobility who understood bravery as part of proper aristocratic behaviour,73 is not 
presented unambiguously. The desire to avoid shame, and the accusation of cowardice 
is central to another oration of the Itinerarium, which like that of the unnamed Frankish 
soldier, has an obvious didactic purpose. Described as taking place during the Battle of 
Arsuf, wherein the rear-guard of the army, headed by Knights Hospitaller suffered 
continual harassment from enemy archers, the inability of the warriors there to strike 
back provoked the Master of the Hospital to seek permission to conduct a charge. 
When this was refused, the knights were provoked to charge regardless, urged on by an 
impromptu oration: 
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Why don’t we give rein to our horses and charge them? Alas! Alas! We shall deserve to be 
criticised forever for being idle cowards. Did anyone ever before have anything like this 
happen to them? Never before have unbelievers inflicted such shame and dishonour on 
such a great army. Unless we quickly defend ourselves and charge them, we will have 
eternal disgrace. In fact, the longer we delay before acting the greater it will be.74  
 This exhortation, being concerned entirely with reputation, is in clear contrast to 
almost all other instances of crusading battle rhetoric of the twelfth century, as well as 
contemporary speeches. While at a certain level a concern for reputation was acceptable, 
being deployed elsewhere in the battle rhetoric of the Itinerarium, the text makes clear 
the folly of the reckless charge this speech triggered. Though the encounter was 
ultimately a success, the breakdown in military command supposedly allowed many 
Turks to escape death.75 So although a concern for the reputation of their order would 
have come naturally to members of the Knights Hospitaller76 - indeed Ambroise has 
Gerard de Ridefort express that exact concern for the Templars when refusing to flee 
the battlefield where he would perish77 - the Itinerarium presents the warriors of the 
Military Orders as sharing the same preoccupations of honour and reputation as the 
secular nobility. Crucially, the text explains that the two knights who supposedly were 
the first to break rank were the Marshal of the Hospital, a senior officer of significant 
responsibility, and an experienced knight in the service of King Richard, Baldwin de 
Carron. A comparison of battle orations from Latin chronicles and the Chanson de 
Roland has highlighted how the avoidance of shame is a far more prominent theme of 
the latter.78 
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In thinking of their own reputation, those who conducted the impromptu charge 
at Arsuf contravened an established battle strategy, threatening the safety and unity of 
the crusader army which, as the text makes explicit, was a grievous sin.79 While the 
Itinerarum thus seems perfectly willing to condemn excesses of ‘secular’ behaviour 
perceived to be dangerous, it nevertheless devoted significant effort to praising the sort 
of bellicosity that was bound up with such behaviour. For example, in Richard’s oration 
to his soldiers upon hurriedly reaching Jaffa, the king highlights both the quality of his 
soldiers, expressing commonality with them, over those of the enemy. This speech is 
prompted by a sense of obligation to fellow Christians, which the rear-guard at Arsuf 
were conversely criticised for disregarding: 
Well then, my excellent fellow knights who have shared everything with me, what 
should be done? Surely this cowardly rabble blockading the shore won’t prevent us from 
landing? Or do we reckon that our lives are more valuable than the lives of those who are 
perishing in our absence? What is your opinion?80 
The coda to this oration, which occurs when Richard is reassured that there are 
survivors still within Jaffa, references not only the likelihood of death, but also the belief 
that the crusaders were, through their actions, serving God. Yet despite this, and 
similarly regarding the story of William of Préaux, the focus of the rhetoric is on the 
willingness of the combatants to perish, although bereft of any promise of spiritual 
reward or sense of martyrdom. Indeed, Richard’s final instruction to his soldiers is, 
‘death only to those who do not advance!’81 
The didactism of the Itinerarium, while in some ways recognisable in comparison 
with the explanatory framework common to earlier examples of crusading orations, is 
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thus distinct for its focus on its mortal, albeit heroic, actors and their actions. This is 
forcefully conveyed in the speech of William the Poitevin priest, who in no way 
presents any serious distinction between serving God, and the honour Richard has 
gained through numerous military triumphs, even when such triumphs were over other 
Christians.82 The focus on military virtues and the prowess of Christian soldiery serves 
to distinguish the Itinerarium from a number of earlier crusading narratives, particularly 
in terms of the form and function of its battle orations. This is also the case, to an 
extent, when comparing the rhetoric of the Itinerarium against contemporary crusading 
and non-crusading orations. Although produced in a similar timeframe, and likewise 
focusing upon the deeds of an individual monarch, the single oration found in William 
the Breton’s portion of the Gesta Philippi Augusti contains no comparable invocation of 
the bravery or ability of Philip’s soldiers.  
In terms of comparison with a contemporary crusading narrative, the 
anonymous Libellus de expugnatione Terrae Sanctae per Saladinum is accepted to have been 
likely authored not long after Richard de Templo completed the Itinerarium, around the 
year 1222, although like Richard’s work, the Libellus seems to have existed in an early 
draft produced during or shortly after the Third Crusade.83 In a fashion more in line 
with twelfth-century crusading battle rhetoric, where appeals to martial virtues appear in 
the rhetoric of the Libellus such appeals are never advanced without religious reference. 
For example, in rallying men against an invasion force, a watchman of Nazareth is 
claimed to have cried, ‘Men of Nazareth, take up arms, and fight bravely for the place of 
the true Nazarene.’84 Likewise, Gerard de Ridefort praises the past victories of the 
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Templars, yet the tradition of victory his soldiers are a part of is not defined by a gens or 
natio but one which has come down from the world of the Old Testament:  
Esteemed brothers, and comrades of mine, you have always resisted the vain and 
weak, taken revenge upon them, from them you have always had victory. Therefore, gird 
yourselves, and stand in the battle of the Lord, and you should be mindful of your fathers, 
the Maccabees, whose place you have undertaken for a long time now of fighting for the 
Church, for the law, for the heritage of the crucified one. You should know truly that your 
fathers were everywhere victorious not by their numbers, by their arms and equipment, but 
by their faith and justice, and by their observance of the commandments of God, since it is 
not difficult to overcome either by many or by few when victory comes out from heaven.85 
Compared with the Itinerarium, the rhetoric of the Libellus is far less concerned 
with recording and celebrating military achievements. Not only is the importance of 
faith the most significant element of Gerard’s harangue, explicitly given primacy over 
issues such as numbers and equipment, Roger des Moulin’s oration serves to 
deemphasise martial matters even further, delivering a speech which, as will be 
discussed further below, is dominated by the notion of triumph over sin rather than 
triumph in battle. 
In terms of direct martial rhetoric, the Itinerarium shares much in common with 
narratives of a generation earlier, written around the time or soon after the Third 
Crusade. Just as Richard de Templo’s ecclesiastical background did not preclude his 
authorship of such anthropocentric orations, so too did Richard of Devizes see fit to 
place the heroism of Richard I and his forces centre stage, to the marginalisation of a 
more typical sense of divine direction. Infamously sceptical, Richard of Devizes seems 
to have had little interest in the idea of holy war against an Islamic enemy, providing 
only a brief and patchy account of the Third Crusade as it unfolded in the Holy Land. 
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He instead devotes significant time to Richard’s journey to the east and the fighting 
done along the way against Christians. The single oration of Richard’s narrative, taking 
place on Sicily, is dominated entirely by notions of martial virtue, a long tradition of 
victory, a clear concern for reputation and very little religiosity, beginning:  
O my soldiers, the strength and crown of my realm! You who have endured a 
thousand perils with me,86 you who by your bravery have conquered so many kinds and 
cities for me, do you not see that the cowardly mob is now insulting us? Will we not 
overcome Turks and Arabs, will we be the terror of the most invincible nations, will our 
right arms make a way for us to the ends of the earth after the Cross of Christ, will we 
restore the kingdom of Israel, if we show our backs to these vile and effeminate 
Griffons?87  
Richard of Devizes was not the only author writing before the close of the twelfth 
century to craft his battle orations around Richard I’s journey to the east, nor employ 
such speeches to chiefly highlight the military abilities of Richard and his soldiers. Both 
orations Roger of Howden included in his account of the Third Crusade, found in both 
his Chronica and the chronicle formerly attributed to Benedict of Peterborough, take 
place on the way to the Holy Land. Both accounts include an oration as part of the 
story of the disguised ship, also found in the Itinerarium although the content notably 
differs, as well as an oration delivered during Richard’s attack upon Cyprus. In the two 
slightly divergent versions of this same speech, Roger, like Richard of Devizes, employs 
the language of Lucan’s Pharsalia to rouse martial sentiment.88  
Although Roger includes other significant appeals in his Cyprus orations, like 
Richard of Devizes, he was evidently not overly concerned with utilizing battle rhetoric 
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in order to develop a clear ideology of crusading. Further points of correspondence 
between the orations of Richard of Devizes and Roger serve to highlight this point, 
such as the uncommon appeal of Richard’s affection for his soldiers which both authors 
employ as a prompt to military engagement. In Richard of Devizes’s oration the king 
claims, ‘I, your lord and king love you. I am solicitous of your good name, I tell you and 
I repeat that if by chance you go away from here without your revenges, the base repute 
of this flight will go ahead of you and accompany you’,89 while Roger of Howden claims 
Richard encouraged pursuit of an enemy vessel saying, ‘Pursue them, and take hold: for 
if they depart, you will lose my love forever.’90 
The Itinerarium seems to an extent less interested in the development of a 
coherent crusading ideology through battle rhetoric in the fashion of Lyxbonensi or many 
First Crusade narratives, instead appearing content with celebrating the achievements 
and heroism of the crusaders as forcefully as possible within an already established 
narrative framework. In this sense, the Itinerarium is comparable to the Expugnatio 
Hibernica of Gerald of Wales, which was chiefly concerned with celebrating, as well as to 
an extent justifying and defending, the military efforts of Gerald’s relatives and their 
followers in Ireland. Like the Itinerarium and Richard of Devizes’s Sicily oration, martial 
virtues are a significant element of the battle rhetoric of the Expugnatio, with the first 
speech by a Cambro-Norman leader, Robert FitzStephen beginning; 
My comrades in other battles, picked fighting men, who have endured with me so 
many perils and have always displayed a spirit lofty and unconquered: if we consider 
carefully who we are, under what leader we serve, and with what a steady record of success 
we are entering upon this decisive struggle, we will win the day with our usual valour, and 
our good fortune in battle, with the favour she has shown of old, will not desert us.91 
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Moreover, there is a striking correspondence between the Itinerarium and the 
Expugnatio between how martial virtue, specifically courage, is presented in association 
with the notion of fortune. In a subsequent speech delivered by Gerald’s uncle Maurice 
FitzGerald, the commander tells his soldiers that they have come to Ireland in order ‘to 
make trial of the vicissitudes of Fortune and to test the strength of our valour at the risk 
of our lives.’92 While the image of Fortuna and her wheel were well known to authors 
down to the end of the medieval period because of the influence of Boethius,93 the 
notion of fortune was not common to battle rhetoric of the twelfth century, although 
authors such as Ralph of Caen attributed certain events to fortune in a manner that 
would have been unthinkable for writers such as Guibert of Nogent. Conversely, 
reference to fortune occurs throughout the Expugnatio,94 and fortune is explicitly 
associated to courage and virtue by Maurice FitzGerald, whose oration contains the 
famous proverb: audentes fortuna iuvat.95 Not only does the Itinerarium employ this same 
phrase in its description of Richard,96 but the notion that Richard’s virtue ensured he 
‘could not be overwhelmed by the hostile waves of life’, is echoed in the Itinerarium’s 
final battle oration, where virtue is essential if one is to resist fortunae procellas.97 
The deployment of notions of fortune in the Itinerarium is thus one way in which 
the narrative focuses upon the deeds of Richard and his crusaders. Although not a work 
lacking in religiosity in the manner of Richard of Devizes, the text nevertheless 
concedes a place to fortune in the course of determining events, particularly 
surrounding battle, which comparable works, such Ralph of Coggeshall’s Chronicon 
Anglicanum and the Libellus would attribute almost entirely to divine direction. The 
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involvement of fortune in calls for martial virtue and courage in the Itinerarium is 
perhaps also best understood as a product of the distance between the Third Crusade 
and the final phases of production. In the wake of 1187 and the spreading message of 
Audita tremendi, the notion of the divine direction of events, particularly in regard to 
tragedies meant to punish sin, was given renewed life. The Expugnatio, likely written 
while Gerald was in royal service between 1184–1189,98 even seems to reflect this 
renewal. After recording the delegation of Patriarch Heraclius to Henry II, Gerald 
actually questions the notion of fortune entirely,99 and relates the misfortunes that befell 
King Henry to God’s punishment for his reluctance to commit to crusading.100 That 
such ideas would resonate powerfully around the year 1187 seems likely, however, for 
the Itinerarium to hold unwaveringly to a traditional explanatory historical framework of 
tragedy, repentance and victory so long after the Third Crusade, would serve to 
condemn the same men it sought to praise. While those writing closer to the campaign 
itself could maintain the sincerity of King Richard’s commitment to return to the holy 
land and fulfil the expedition that had merely faltered rather than failed, after 1199 this 
was impossible.   
Although not unique for it, the Itinerarium is to an extent distinguished from other 
crusading narratives by the way in which battle orations are employed to celebrate 
human rather than divine agency and valorise the heroes of the narrative. This priority 
was evidently maintained in spite of the challenges it posed to the traditional 
explanatory framework that prohibited the boastful celebration of heroic feats. As is 
evidenced by other important elements in the Itinerarium’s battle rhetoric, Richard de 
Templo was by no means seeking to change this framework.  
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Gentes and nationes 
 Given the focus of the Itinerarium upon the military deeds and achievements of 
its heroes, a break from the mould of crusading orations, it could well be expected that 
the text would also buck the trend of battle rhetoric within a crusading context which, 
rather than often celebrating the achievements or abilities of particular gentes or nationes, 
almost entirely referred to crusaders collectively as Franks, whose defining characteristic 
was their faith. However, the Itinerarium seems similarly disinterested in utilizing battle 
rhetoric to exhort any particular gens, employing no such appeals at all.  
 As with earlier crusading narratives, this lack of appeals to gentes or nationes 
contrasts markedly against contemporary non-crusading narratives. While the Itinerarium 
and the Expugnatio both involve the practice of fighting and martial ability within an 
understanding of fortune, Gerald also explicitly relates the tradition of victory which the 
Anglo-Norman or Cambro-Norman actors of his narrative represent to their gens.  
In part we come from Trojan stock by direct line of descent. But we are also partly 
descended from the men of Gaul, and take our character in part from them. From the 
former we get our courage, from the latter our skill in the use of arms. So we are equally 
brave and versed in arms because of our twofold character and noble ancestry on both 
sides. Is there anyone who is not confident that this unarmed populace, this rabble of the 
common people, cannot resist us?101 
 The myth of Trojan ancestry was a common one in this period, with Rigord 
attributing the same lineage to the French.102 French or Gallic ancestry seems to be of 
particular importance to Gerald, who not only attributes such descent to his own 
relatives, but also has an oration by the Irish king Ruardi include a demand for his 
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people to emulate the Franks, despite no connection of descent.103 Where the Itinerarium 
employs direct speech to discuss any kind of tradition of victory, as in the case of 
William the priest’s oration to Richard, that tradition is not national or racial but 
personal, with the record of the king’s success in battle being the dominant topic. 
Lord king, remember how much God has done for you. He has prospered your actions, so 
that they will be remembered for ever and ever. Never did a king of your age accomplish 
more glorious deeds than you have done. O king, recall how, when you were count of 
Poitou, you never had any neighbour of valour, any aggressive adversary, who was not 
subdued by your strength and surrendered to you. O king, remember the great struggles 
and disturbances cause by the Brabaçons, whom you routed and scattered so many times 
with a small force. O king, remember how gloriously you triumphed when you raised the 
siege at Hautefort, which the count of St. Gilles was besieging; and you drove him away, 
putting him shamelessly to flight… O king, remember your great deeds of valour, how 
many great nations you have subdued, how manfully you seized the city of Messina, how 
you showed prowess there when you restrained the Greek people who had dared to 
provoke and attack you. Recall, O king, the marks of virtue with which God endowed you, 
‘in the richness of his grace’, 104 when you subjugated the island of Cyprus, which no one 
before you had ever dared to do, but which through God’s help you were able to conquer 
in fifteen days, and you also captured the emperor… Remember, lord king, the siege of 
Acre, and how you arrived at the ideal time to capture it, and when you attacked it, it 
surrendered.105 
 In presenting Richard’s victories as having been established by God rather than 
the efforts of ancestors or through any other fashion, this oration actually conforms 
more closely to many other crusading orations. Gerard de Ridefort in the Libellus 
deploys a similar notion, with the Maccabees serving as figurative ‘forefathers’ to the 
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members of the Military Orders his oration is addressed to.106 As is the case in regard to 
twelfth-century crusading battle rhetoric, rhetorical appeals to gentes or nationes remain 
scarce. 
However, while the rhetoric of the Itinerarium contains nothing comparable to the 
appeals to gentes found in the Expugnatio Hibernica, the broader narrative is not bereft of 
‘nationalistic’ material. The most famous ‘amazing story’ relevant in this regard is 
perhaps the archery duel which took place between a Welshman and a Parthian named 
Grammahyr. While playing upon the supposed proficiency of both gentes with archery, 
the tale, which is also found in Ambroise, seems intended to amuse an English 
audience.107 The narrative also comments pointedly upon the crusaders’ enemies, more 
than once praising the Turks for their valour and effectiveness in battle.108 Conversely, 
the narrative has little good to say about the French, delineated as the subjects of Philip 
II, who are noted for their idleness and sinful ways, providing foils to the pious and 
energetic crusaders the text attempts to present as exempla. The priest William contrasts 
Richard and Philip overtly, saying ‘Remember, O king, this land which God has 
committed to your protection; it is your responsibility alone, because the king of France 
went away like a coward.’109 The Itinerarium’s depiction of the French contingent, 
uniquely and perhaps not surprisingly, conforms closely with the ‘camp vice’ topos, 
which papal edicts and professional preachers of the early thirteenth century sought to 
combat,110 including luxurious clothing and spending time idling in taverns and brothels: 
‘For although it was thought that their devotion had led them to come to the Holy Land 
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on true pilgrimage, they had left the military life and indulged in the amatory life, with 
songs about women and bawdy feasting. According to eye-witness reports, they also 
delighted in dancing-girls.’111 
 Papal proclamation can perhaps illuminate why, given the common association of 
the rhetoric of martial virtue and ability with ideas of ‘race’ or ‘nation’ in works such as 
Gerald’s Expugnatio, or the formulation of such appeals with religious reference, usually 
in terms of a ‘chosen people’, such appeals are entirely absent from the Itinerarium, as 
well as most rhetoric of the Third Crusade. The only exception to this trend is Richard 
of Devizes, who wrote at a time when the English reputation he displays such concern 
for could still one day be supplemented by the success in the holy land he claims 
Richard I tempted his men with.112 After 1099, however, and certainly by the beginning 
of the third decade of the twelfth century, it would be impossible to deny that God had 
not deigned to favour the English, nor any other gens, with a subsequent successful 
expedition and the continued vulnerability of the English reputation Richard of Devizes 
had written about, as well as to the standing of the ‘Gauls’, Spanish and Germans, is 




 Rather than being best understood as providing revealing insight into the ‘true’ 
motivations of medieval warriors,114 previous chapters have argued that promises of and 
appeals to material wealth, particularly in crusading rhetoric, were not only rare but, 
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where they were present, did not reflect any straightforward sense of avarice, rather 
were directly involved in a narrative’s moral framework. Where there was a chance that 
the pursuit of plunder was antithetical to the unity and discipline of the crusader army, it 
was often identified and explicitly condemned by oration authors. That seeking wealth 
or pursuing enemies for spoils or ransoms had during the course of the First Crusade 
often led to disaster forcefully demonstrated to medieval observers the flaws of greed 
and how such sin was punished. Outside of such didactism, where appeals to wealth 
were deployed they were almost always presented as ‘God-given’ the just reward of 
fighting for the cause, or else employed to contrast with, and in an overtly inferior 
position to, earthly reward.  
 This trend, wherein appeals to material reward are both rare and often 
developed in a manner which serves the broader aims of the oration author, continued 
into the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. While Ralph of Coggeshall and later 
the author of the Libellus include no such appeals in their battle rhetoric, the authors of 
Historia de expeditione Friderici Imperatoris and the Historia Peregrinorum formulate such 
rhetoric in a familiar fashion. Delivered supposedly during the fighting around Iconium 
in 1190, the Historia de expeditione (traditionally ascribed to one Ansbert115) claims that: 
‘An imperial edict went out [Luke 2:1], that, if God granted victory to us, no one should 
be allowed to lay their hands on the spoils, until they had laid the enemy low to the 
earth and the city was brought under our control.’116 The author of Historia Peregrinorum, 
posited to be a Cistercian of Salmansweiler, Konstanz, who wrote around the very end 
of the twelfth century,117 extends the rhetoric of the Historia de expeditione in this regard. 
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In an oration delivered by Frederick Barbarossa to his son the Duke of Swabia, the 
emperor concludes: 
I decree this to everyone generally, that no one before the conclusion of a battle should 
seek to grasp at plunder, nobody should lift up his fallen friend, but trampling him should 
pass over him in order to fight the enemy manfully. He who has the help of food should 
share it with someone not having any. For tomorrow, whatever happens to us, we shall all 
be enriched, since either triumphing over the enemy we will be filled with their spoils and 
the food of those enemies or, dying for Christ we should enjoy with him the abundance of 
celestial goods.’118 
 Although increasingly sophisticated crusade preparation helped to alleviate the 
problems of supply upon crusade expeditions, the Itinerarium for example describing 
Byzantine Greeks having no fear of the German army because the soldiers were well 
provisioned,119 the problems posed by sinful greed, by which both soldiers and lords 
might be motivated to act discordantly from their fellows, was still well recognised in 
the late twelfth and early thirteenth century. The rules of the expedition, agreed between 
Richard and Philip, prescribed the equal division of spoils between the kings, in an 
attempt to guard against such disharmony.120 Moreover, encyclicals such as Audita 
tremendi and Post miserabile, by expanding the sphere of contribution to crusading efforts 
beyond actual physical participation to include the donation of wealth, served to 
highlight how a concern for wealth could hinder the recovery of Jerusalem: 
Work for the recovery of that land in which for our salvation Truth has arisen from the 
land and did not disdain to carry the forked wood of the cross for us. Pay attention not to 
earthly profit and glory, but to the will of God who himself taught us to lay down our souls 
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for our brothers. Give your riches to him, which whether willingly or unwillingly, you do 
not know to which greedy heirs they will be left.121 
 This was one way in which the moral and spiritual reform of Christendom 
which preoccupied the papacy of Innocent III and beyond was inextricably bound to 
the success, or lack thereof, of the crusading movement.  
Given greed continued to be the subject of condemnation from both papal 
proclamation and crusading preaching, it is notable that the rhetoric of the Itinerarium 
resists the pattern of material appeals presented by earlier crusading rhetoric. In relating 
the challenges of the siege of Acre the Itinerarium relates: 
The king considered the difficulties which they had encountered; how warlike 
their enemies were, and that courage is needed at critical junctures. He decided that the 
best way to arouse enthusiasm in the young was to offer a reward rather than to force 
them by commands, because everyone is attracted to the smell of money.122  
 This promise of material wealth, meant to stir courage for an attack attempting 
to demolish some of the city’s defences, is noted for its success. The text claims that: 
‘You would have seen youths leap forward, and men-at-arms of great valour rush to the 
wall and eagerly keep on pulling out stones, as greedy for glory as for gain.’123 That the 
acquisition of wealth is presented as a motivator for soldiers in such a way, without any 
religious reinforcement or a direct rejection of greed, is striking. However, while it is 
unusual in its divergence from the norm, it is perhaps easy to overestimate the 
significance of this story. Wealth does not feature as a motivation appeal anywhere else 
in the Itinerarium, in fact Richard de Templo, in providing Richard I with a speech 
during the story of the disguised ship, which is not included in Ambroise, actually 
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removes the appeal to material wealth found in both versions of the speech crafted by 
Roger of Howden.124 Moreover, the Itinerarium describes instances where the taking of 
plunder was prohibited,125 and elsewhere makes clear that greed, particularly during 
periods of deprivation for the crusader army, was a crime which God would certainly 
correct.126 In this regard, there seems to be something of a divide between Book I and 
the remainder of the Itinerarium, as Book I contains a recognisable story of poor 
motivations, specifically seeking after wealth and glory, as the cause of a defeat on 25 
July 1190.127 
Although avarice would be an accusation increasingly levelled at crusading 
following 1204, and remained a favourite topic of crusade preaching,128 the Itinerarium 
displays none of the defensiveness over material reward appeals found in the orations 
of works such as the Expugnatio Hibernica which make clear the just cause, and thus just 
reward, being fought for. The same speech also stresses that it is a desire for land for 
their people and children that drives the Cambro-Normans, and expresses the 
superiority of glory and fame over wealth.129 Centrally, the understanding of wealth and 
material reward in the Itinerarium seems geared towards celebrating the largess of 
Richard I. Richard not only offers wealth as a spur towards courageous action, he is also 
on numerous occasions described as giving generous gifts to knights and lords,130 even 
going so far as to lend money to vassals of his rival Philip Augustus so that French 
soldiers could be paid their due wages.131 While perhaps unusual for a crusade narrative, 
the manner in which the Itinerarium presents its central hero as a generous benefactor, 
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concerned with the wages of his soldiers is far from unique, in many ways mirroring the 
depiction of Tancred in Ralph of Caen’s Gesta Tancredi. As is evidently also the case in 
the writings of Roger of Howden, the traditional caution of greed and care when 
employing appeals to material wealth, was less important to Richard de Templo than 
displaying Richard’s fiscal as well as military virtues.  
 
Divine Aid 
 As has been argued above, the orations of the Itinerarium’s first book do much 
to establish its account within an explanatory framework typical of crusading narratives 
of the twelfth century. Moreover, the subsequent books of the narrative echo earlier 
texts, such as pointing to the agency of God in preventing an enemy ship from coming 
to the relief of the defenders of Acre, allowing a favourable wind for the swift journey 
to Jaffa, or protecting King Richard in battle.132 However, while far from irreligious, the 
battle orations of the Itinerarium, especially after Book I, contain almost no material 
concerned with divine aid or support in battle. This is notable given the nature of the 
expedition, as well as the prominence of such appeals in earlier crusading battle rhetoric. 
Even non-crusading orations sometimes contained highly detailed and expansive 
appeals to heavenly assistance. That nothing in the Itinerarium’s battle rhetoric comes 
close to earlier orations in terms of divine aid is certainly striking, yet it is not altogether 
unique. No such appeals are found in the rhetoric of Richard of Devizes, who actually 
concludes his narrative with a lament, given by Richard I in direct speech on the subject 
of God’s lack of support for his crusade.133 
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 This absence, as well as a broader trend against appeals to divine aid in 
crusading battle rhetoric in this period, is best understood as the result of two distinct 
factors. In the first place, as has already been discussed, the centring of narratives on the 
actions of Richard I was evidently a high priority for certain authors, including Richard 
de Templo and Richard of Devizes, and concordantly to the focus on the king and his 
crusaders is the comparatively diminished position of the divine. This seems to an 
extent to also be the case in the Chronica of Roger of Howden, who provides Richard an 
oration that demands faith in God to give victory, but nevertheless seems more 
concerned with the actions of the crusaders: 
The king therefore hearing that the evil emperor would do nothing for him, except by 
force, ordered all of the army to take up their weapons, and so armed to follow him. And 
he said to them; “Follow me, and let us punish the wrongs which that emperor treacherous 
to God and to us has done, who against the judgement and justice of God holds our 
pilgrims in bonds. And do not fear them because they are unarmed, ready for flight rather 
than war, but we are well armed, and he who denies what is just gives up everything to an 
enemy under arms. And it is necessary to fight manfully for the liberation of the people of 
God from perdition; knowing that we either must win or die. But I have definite faith in 
God, that he will give victory to us today over this faithless emperor and over his 
people.”134 
It is also noteworthy that this oration juxtaposes victory or death, rather than 
physical victory or spiritual victory.  
Where the interest of chroniclers seems further removed from the valorisation of 
crusaders, particularly Richard I, there is also often to be found a greater focus on 
divine agency and divine aid in battle rhetoric. In the account of the Third Crusade 
from his Chronicon Anglicanum, Ralph of Coggeshall includes two orations which take 
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place during the fighting at Jaffa. Unlike the above instances, divine aid is essential to 
both orations and the notion of Dei auxilium appears repeatedly. Describing the first of 
the two speeches, both of which delivered by Richard I, Ralph wrote:  
And so that he could enliven his army for the coming battle and make it braver, he 
told them how much the Lord had done for them in the city, and of how so few 
triumphed over so many enemies. “Therefore, O knights of Christ, let us invoke,” he said 
“the help of Almighty God, so that by his potent virtue he may destroy today our enemies 
Make sure that in the first skirmish that you will resist them unanimously (unanimiter), and 
that you endure manfully the first assault of that attack, so that they cannot disperse our 
formation, first penetrating amongst us, and so they don’t enclose us, like a few little sheep 
inside the sheepfold, and hack us to pieces with blows. For if having been scattered we are 
able to bear the first assault of their attack, we shall weigh at nothing their audacity and 
with God’s help we will triumph victoriously over the enemies of the cross of Christ…135 
The German evidence also provides other examples of rhetoric where assistance 
from heaven proves central, with both the imperial edict issued by Frederick I and the 
oration of the recently released knight Godfrey found in Historia de expeditione Friderici 
Imperatoris referencing God-given victory.136  
However, these instances can nevertheless be situated in a broader trend against 
such appeals which merits further discussion. As well as including several appeals to 
divine aid in his first of two orations at Jaffa, Ralph of Coggeshall nevertheless uses 
direct speech to also impart close details of the fighting being described, and goes to the 
effort to refocus on and delineate the character of his speaker, Richard I, in the 
conclusion of his first oration, writing; ‘But if I shall see any of you gesturing from fear, 
and providing a place within us for the enemy or if I see anyone fleeing somewhere I 
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swear by Almighty God, that with a swift blow I will cut off his head.’137 Moreover, the 
second oration Ralph provides to Richard contains no appeals to divine aid at all. In a 
similar vein, although Historia de expeditione Friderici Imperatoris deploys the notion of God 
given victory, the Historia Peregrinorum does not, in spite of its otherwise heavy reliance 
on the earlier text.  
 Beyond a focus on individual or collective human heroics, this broader trend is 
accountable at least in part to the ultimate failure of the 1189–1192 campaigns, as well 
as the continued lack of significant successes in the Holy Land in the early thirteenth 
century. Surveying late twelfth and early thirteenth century crusading rhetoric broadly in 
comparison with earlier orations, not only are appeals to divine aid less frequent, they 
are also less developed and less ‘spectacular’.138 
 Given that defeat was traditionally rationalized as the judgement of God 
because of sin, which demanded repentance, the downward trend of appeals to divine 
aid is not difficult to comprehend. Moreover, a lack of success had serious moral 
implications on the part of participants and challenged the framework of orations such 
as that of the priest Raol in Lyxbonensi, whose speech includes a brief promise of 
supernatural protection but subsequently dwells extensively on the behaviour and 
mindset required of soldiers to be worthy of such protection. The uncoupling of victory 
with moral and spiritual reform in this way was no doubt jarring to many crusade 
commentators as well as an early thirteenth century papacy which endeavoured 
continually to advance both simultaneously. However, there is very little of the 
penitential or devotional rhetoric of earlier crusading orations in the Itinerarium, or the 
speeches of Roger of Howden and Richard of Devizes. Where such material is treated 
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at length by battle rhetoric, it is formulated in a way that attempted to directly challenge 
this very issue. In crafting sequential speeches for the Master of the Templars and the 
Master of the Hospitallers, the author of Libellus delivers a clear two-part message. The 
oration of Gerard de Ridefort, although containing no direct divine aid appeals, 
maintains the traditional explanatory framework of victory being consequent upon faith 
in God, rather than military proficiency, numbers etc. However, the speech of Roger 
des Moulins then proceeds to nuance this understanding of divinely directed events: 
Dear brothers and perpetual friends, you should not be frightened by these bellowing dogs, 
who flourish today, for tomorrow they will be sent into the lake of fire and brimstone. You 
however are the chosen people, a holy nation, you are the people of redemption. You are 
immortals, since with the Eternal you will reign. Therefore, do not be afraid, nor be 
dismayed, but remember Abraham, who with 300 of his household pursued four kings and 
smote them, and took back plunder; and returning from the slaughter of the four kings the 
King of Jerusalem Melkizedek met him offering bread and wine, and gave him a blessing. 
And behold, having overcome the four capital sins by the virtue of the Trinity, the king of 
Jerusalem will meet you, that is, the king of justice the true priest Jesus Christ, offering the 
bread of eternal sufficiency, and the wine of perpetual redemption. In addition, he will 
pour out a blessing, so that from now on you will not serve the pleasures of the flesh.139 
Rather than being filled with assurances of victory in the immediate future, 
Roger’s oration attempts to raise morale in a fashion which relies upon a greater 
chronological scope, arguing that there is no reason to fear the enemy on the day of the 
battle, because their success at that time will not alter their assured future damnation. 
The essence of this oration is that of spiritual victory over sin, panem satietatis æternæ and 
vinum redemptionis perpetuæ, which in regard to the situation of the Holy Land would no 
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doubt be a more palatable notion than that of divinely directed and supported victory, 
especially in the wake of the collapse of the Fifth Crusade. 
As well as the lack of success in the Holy Land, the understanding and 
deployment of appeals to divine aid, like notions of repentance, righteous intention and 
good behaviour in the early thirteenth century were no doubt influenced by the form of 
indulgence first spread by Bernard of Clairvaux and Eugenius III and which was 
established as the standard formulation by Innocent III prior to the Fourth Crusade, 
which will be discussed further below. 
 
The Cross 
 Previous chapters have displayed how appeals to the cross of Christ deployed in 
crusading battle rhetoric of the early and mid-twelfth century were formulated in 
varying fashions, reflecting the multifaceted nature of such a potent symbol. Chapter 
Four argued that, while still a symbol of victory, a vexillum, Raol’s oration at the climax 
of Lyxbonensi ultimately stresses the salvific, penitential nature of the cross ‘taken’ in 
imitation of Christ, rather than its nature as an emblem of war or protective talisman. 
This is in spite of contemporary Cistercian preaching around the Second Crusade, 
which sought to disentangle the cross from the notion of imitatio Christi. 
 However, the efforts of the Cistercians around the mid-twelfth century highlight 
how the crusading badge and ideas of Christo-mimesis were not necessarily inextricably 
conjoined elements of crusading spirituality.140 That a distinct coherent ideology and 
practice of crusading, as well as a widespread understanding of how it was delineated 
from pilgrimage and earlier sanctified conflicts, did not come about until the end of the 
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twelfth and early in the thirteenth century, has been forcefully argued by Tyerman. 
Typological ambiguity in regard to the practices of holy war, just war and pilgrimage, 
which were brought together by Urban, utilizing the cross to bridge a conceptual 
chasm, is perhaps reflected in the symbol’s multifaceted nature in early crusading battle 
rhetoric. Moreover, an examination of charter evidence from 1095 implies that Urban’s 
revolutionary association of the symbol of the cross with the crusader’s pilgrimage vow 
was not immediately understood in a widespread fashion. The adoption of the cross 
onto clothing as preparation for armed pilgrimage evidently took time to be 
comprehended, as charter writers still felt the need to explain the practice into the third 
and fourth decades of the twelfth century.141   
 According to Tyerman, almost all such ambiguity was swept away by the 
devastation wrought by Saladin in 1187, and the eventual coherent ideology of 
crusading that would emerge following this catastrophe would centre on the cross as a 
universal symbol of redemption, which brought to mind the Passion, and enduring 
military loyalty to Christ.142 Certainly, it has been argued at length elsewhere how the 
loss of two of the most significant relics of the Passion, the True Cross and the Holy 
Sepulchre, was sufficiently distressing to western audiences as to provoke a response of 
such scale as no crusading endeavour had ever utilized since Clermont.143 The image of 
the cross was also central to the ecclesiastical response to Hattin, with its loss being 
related in Gregory VIII’s encyclical Audita tremendi.144  
 The ubiquity of the image of the cross following 1187 is naturally reflected in 
many examples of near contemporary battle rhetoric. While largely bereft of spiritual 
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motivational appeals, the oration given by Richard I in Richard of Devizes account of 
the king’s time in Sicily references the cross in a fashion which places it at the heart of 
the undertaking:  
Will we overcome Turks and Arabs, will we be the terror of the most invincible nations, 
will our right arms make a way for us to the ends of the earth after the Cross of Christ, will 
we restore the kingdom of Israel, if we show our backs to these vile and effeminate 
Griffons?145 
 However, chronological proximity far from correlates with the frequency or 
development of cross appeals. In fact, while Richard of Devizes employs the imagery of 
the cross, it is totally absent from battle orations found in the accounts of Roger of 
Howden as well as the Historia of ‘Ansbert’. Moreover, where later accounts make 
mention of the cross it is not always in a significant fashion. Ralph of Coggeshall only 
briefly references inimicis crucis Christi. However, there are examples of authors who do 
present such appeals in an extended or important fashion. The author of the Historia 
Peregrinorum adds such an appeal to an oration at Iconium, despite there being no 
mention of the cross in Ansbert’s version of the same events. In the Historia’s second of 
two orations, delivered by Frederick Duke of Swabia during a dangerous encounter 
outside of the walls of Iconium, the cross is not an emblem of victory or a sign of 
protection, but an affirmation of the crusader vow and of salvation: 
O vigorous men, whose boldness and courage through many crises of war has until now 
shone sufficiently, why now, to the shame of the Holy Cross and the shame of your 
pilgrimage, as if you were inferiors and frightened men, do you so avoiding the war in front 
of you flee into destruction, since behind, a greater mass of enemies is ready to take those 
fleeing? Nowhere is flight available; therefore, it is necessary that your strength should be 
your refuge; here you must rely on all your strength. Come! Excellent knights, quickly 
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return to the fight and let the memory of that day, when you assumed the sign of the 
salvation giving (salutifere) cross, embolden your courage.146 
 Frederick’s injunction that his soldiers remember their adoption of the ‘salvation 
giving’ cross recalls not only the description of the crusader badge by Nicholas of 
Clairvaux as signum salutis,147 but also Christ’s assumption of the sancta crucis.  
 The zenith of ecclesiastical and lay attention on the cross in the wake of 1187 
included a perhaps renewed focus on the horrors and suffering of the Passion and 
Crucifixion. In the Passio Reginaldi of Peter of Blois, Peter wrote: ‘As elephants are 
roused to battle by the sight of blood, so, and more fervently, does the sight of the Holy 
Cross and the remembrance of the Lord’s Passion rouse Christian knights.’148 For 
another French theologian in the papal curia in 1187, Henri de Marcy, who was actively 
involved in the preaching of the Third Crusade, the loss of the Cross was not only a 
powerful reminder of the Crucifixion, it was a re-enactment of it. In language strongly 
reminiscent of the battle oration Baldric of Bourgueil places in his account at the siege 
of Jerusalem, Henri wrote in a letter of 1188: ‘For why would [God] permit the wood of 
the Cross to be carried off by heathens if not to be crucified by them again?’149 
 Important to the writings and preaching of both Peter and Henri was the notion 
that travelling East to recover the Cross and the Sepulchre served as a self-imposed 
spiritual crucifixion, hardships undertaken for Christ.150 This notion echoes much of the 
penitential and devotional material common to First Crusade battle rhetoric, as well as 
to the ideology of crusading advanced in Lyxbonensi, in spite of the alternate theology of 
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the cross championed by Bernard of Clairvaux; however, in the case of Third Crusade 
battle rhetoric the influence of such notions is questionable.  
 It is not in any particularly devotional sense that the Itinierarium employed the 
idea of the cross or discussed the lost True Cross. IP1 characterizes the endeavour 
which Richard I is first to undertake as being ‘for the sake of avenging the injury of the 
Cross’,151 a sentiment also applied to others who answered the collapse of the Kingdom 
of Jerusalem.152 Moreover, the cross never figures in the hortatory content of the 
Itinerarium’s battle rhetoric, and strikingly in contrast to earlier crusading appeals, where 
the cross figures far more often than the Holy Sepulchre, the Itinerarium records that the 
rallying war cry of Richard I during the Battle of Arsuf was: ‘God and the Holy 
Sepulchre, help us!’153  
 Beyond describing Richard’s vow, the only time the narrative dwells on the 
cross beyond Book I is in describing the attempts at negotiating for the release of the 
True Cross.154 As this chapter has already argued, the rhetoric of the Itinierarium, 
particularly beyond Book I is little concerned with the same kind of didactic devotional 
material which dominates earlier crusading rhetoric. That the lack of cross appeals in its 
orations simply conforms with this trend seems straightforward; however, the picture is 
complicated by comparison with the orations of the Libellus, which despite being highly 
concerned with a battle that ultimately advances a call for spiritual reform in the face of 
disaster, is likewise bereft of reference to the cross. Outside of the context of the Holy 
Land, the crusading battle rhetoric of the Albigensian Crusade, penned in the second 
decade of the thirteenth century by Peter of Vaux-de-Cernay, is also devoid of appeals 
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to the cross.155 Such absences are difficult to account for, even accepting that authors 
such as Roger of Howden and Richard de Templo were less concerned than other 
authors in utilizing battle rhetoric in order to construct and project a clear crusade 
ideology. This seems particularly problematic in the context of post-1187 crusading 
wherein preaching on the cross became increasingly associated with holy war.156  
An explanation of this trend is perhaps to be found in the reformulated 
indulgence of Innocent III, issued in 1198, which echoed the work of Bernard of 
Clairvaux and Eugenius III. Rather than the indulgence being a simple declaration that 
the undertaken endeavour would be accepted as sufficient penance, it became a 
guarantee of remission of sin on God’s behalf, given in mercy as reward for the devout 
performance of meritorious action.157 The appeal and impact of this new formulation 
was commented upon by Geoffrey of Villhardouin, who saw it as crucial to the 
mobilization of so many of those who would eventually take part in the Fourth 
Crusade,158 its generosity no doubt related to the shift in emphasis from the actions and 
behaviour of crusaders, whose sin could likely never be outweighed by penance, to the 
mercy of God. Of course, crusading preaching and crusade encyclicals could continue 
to deploy the cross rhetoric of Urban, with Quia maior for example employing the 
language of Matthew 16:24,159 and demanding that crusaders embrace virtue and avoid 
sin.160 However, this was not the same kind of quasi-monastic conversio which the battle 
rhetoric of First Crusade narratives often present as essential to the ideology of the 
armed pilgrimage of 1099, which was usually expressed through the shorthand of the 
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cross, in the manner of Urban II.  Moreover, while thirteenth-century preaching such as 
that of Jacques de Vitry still characterised the cross as a burden, in a fashion similar to 
how it was described by the author of IP1,161 the perceived nature of that burden had 
seemingly changed between the end of the twelfth and the second decade of the 
thirteenth century. Ad liberandam of 1215 even goes so far as to tacitly accept that sinful 
behaviour upon crusade expeditions was inevitable, setting out how it might be 
remedied through proper ministering by priests, repentance, and by the power 
conferred upon SS Peter and Paul of ‘binding and losing’.162 While such provisions no 
doubt reflect a much broader attempt at fashioning a defined institution of crusading, 
such measures distinguish crusading markedly from the ‘new path to salvation’ 
undertaken by a reformed sanctified knighthood written about by men such as Guibert 
of Nogent, and in reference to the Military Orders by Bernard of Clairvaux,163 the 
former of which made clear the direct link between the spiritual battles of penitents 
with the (subordinate) physical battles they faced, bringing such matters to the fore, 
narratively speaking, through direct speech.164 
 Seemingly, in the early thirteenth century, the cross largely ceased to be 
deployed in battle rhetoric as a powerful signifier of a complex range of interconnected 
notions of penitential pilgrimage, imitatio Christi, as well as the caritas which demanded 
violent action on behalf of injured or threatened socii, which included not only fellow 
crusaders, alongside whom in particular single minded unity in the fashion of the ecclesia 
primitiva was often demanded, but also Christ and the cross itself. Such appeals instead 
gave way to motivational tropes which reflected military loyalty to Christ, such as 
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vengeance for Christ, or spiritual rewards for service even unto death that no longer 
required explicit invocation alongside the symbol the crucesignatus had been signed with. 
Even the previously common designator miles/milites Christi, which reflected the 
penitential and monastic spirituality that informed so much twelfth-century crusading 
battle rhetoric, finds little use in orations of the Third Crusade. It is to be found in only 
one oration by Ralph of Coggeshall. Likewise, Ralph is the only author of this period to 
employ the language of unity reminiscent of the ecclesia primitiva, and common to First 
Crusade orations, in his battle rhetoric.165  
 
Vengeance and Justice 
 In Part II, it was demonstrated that the battle rhetoric of First Crusade 
narratives employed few references to the sort of military or legal conventions believed 
to make a particularly military undertaking just or unjust, such as those which partisan 
writers like William of Poitiers referenced in the service of their political patrons.166 
Rather, notions of justice and vengeance, where they were employed by authors were 
largely utilized in order to highlight the proper behaviour and righteous intention of the 
earliest crusaders, whose actions were just because they were performed in order to 
correct, or avenge injustice and sin. Subsequently, Chapter Four displayed the increasing 
prominence in the number and varying forms of appeals to ideas of justice, coinciding 
with the completion and spread of Gratian’s Decretum, which was evidently utilized by 
several oration authors. As with Gratian’s theories of just war, the appeals to justice 
found in texts produced after the 1140s did not represent a sharp break with those of 
earlier crusading and non-crusading appeals, but a development of certain key ideas 
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centrally concerned with authority, righteous behaviour, intention and sin. As well as 
being drawn upon by the author of Lyxbonensi, these advances in canon law were 
reflected in appeals to justice and authority, in both a civil and ecclesiastical sense, in 
many non-crusading twelfth-century battle orations, reflecting what was no doubt a 
heightened awareness of such notions by ecclesiastical and secular elites.  
 It is therefore unsurprising that such appeals continue to be found in the battle 
rhetoric of non-crusading sources after 1187 and into the thirteenth century. Given the 
aims of Gerald of Wales in producing his Expugnatio Hibernica, chiefly to justify the 
English crown’s control of Ireland,167 as well as the role of his own relatives in its 
conquest, such appeals would naturally seem appropriate. However, it is not the case 
that Gerald wrote as a simple partisan, but in pursuing dramatic verisimilitude employs 
his orations in a fashion which wrestle seriously with issues of justice. To the Irish king 
Ruaidrí, Gerald attributes an oration where the opponent of his relatives describes his 
soldiers as patrie tutores et libertatis, opposing those who would bring ruinous civil strife to 
Ireland. Moreover, his oration concludes with an appeal to the defence of patria and 
libertas.168 Of course, the Cambro-Normans and their Irish allies are permitted to retort 
in their own orations, which not only challenge Ruaidrí’s authority as a king, but accuse 
him of unjust misrule which the invaders are simply seeking to correct.169 As is the case 
in earlier orations, conventions of legality and authority were seldom distinguished in 
battle rhetoric from concerns of behaviour and intention, whether in a crusading or 
non-crusading context. The speech by Diarmait Mac Murchada not only dismisses 
Ruaidrí’s claim on Leinster, but also argues:  
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 For wars are won not with abundance of men or military forces, but of virtues. So, 
humility will fight for us against arrogance, right and justice against injustice, modesty and 
restraint against arrogance and licence. Men win victories because they have many virtues, 
not because they have countless forces at their disposal. Justice and the laws allow us to 
repel an injustice imposed by force of arms by having recourse to the remedy of armed 
conflict. Our cause – a fight for our country and our inheritance- is in our favour. They are 
fighting for gain, while we are struggling to avoid destruction.170 
 Such rhetoric only forms a small part of Gerald’s broader moralization of the 
invasion of Ireland, in which the influence of the ideals of the crusading movement are 
apparent not only in the description of the delegation of Heraclius, but in the language 
employed by Gerald in commenting on the condition of the Irish Church; ‘Just as the 
flesh is always at war with the spirit, so those who serve the flesh oppose those who 
serve the spirit, and the minions of Caesar wage war with unceasing malevolence against 
the soldiers of Christ.’171 
 Into the thirteenth century, appeals to recognisable just causes for violence 
continue to appear in non-crusading orations. William the Breton’s speech delivered by 
Philip Augustus at Bouvines is concerned centrally with the defence of the Church, 
whose ministers and property have been mistreated by their opponents. Compared with 
other non-crusading orations of both the twelfth and early thirteenth century William’s 
oration at Bovines stands out for its religiosity. In it, Philip argues that not only are his 
men fighting for a worthy cause, but that they are sinners who in fighting in the service 
of God and the Church submit themselves to such authorities.172 Such rhetoric seems 
indicative of an age when the championing of the crusading movement was, largely 
through extensive papal activity, aligned closely with broader initiatives aimed at reform 
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on a spiritual and institutional level. Moreover, the continual development of canon law 
in the late twelfth and early thirteenth century by the so called Decretalists would see 
crusading and violence in the defence of religion both categorised as forms of holy war, 
which was itself a particular type of sacred, as opposed to profane, war, equivalent to 
the defence of the realm or the defence of oneself and others.173 In a sense then, the 
fighting at Bouvines was justified along the same lines as the violence conducted by 
Richard I on Sicily, according to Richard of Devizes, who depicted a brief call to arms 
wherein Richard roused his men to fight by claiming one of his leading men was under 
attack by the despised Griffons.174 Likewise, Roger of Howden depicts Richard I during 
his encounter against the forces of Isaac Comnenus as being concerned with the 
protection and liberation of his fellows.175 
 In a manner in keeping with First Crusade battle rhetoric, neither the Historia de 
Expeditione Friderici nor the Historia Peregrinorum include appeals to justice beyond 
reference to the nature of their undertaking of service to God or Christ.176 However, far 
more common to Third Crusade battle rhetoric than those appeals which sought to 
present fighting as just by reference to authority, righteous intention or a cause such as 
defence, were appeals to vengeance. Almost all of the non-German Third Crusade 
accounts this chapter considers deploy an appeal to vengeance at least once in their 
battle rhetoric.  
 The prevalence of such appeals seems attributable to two chief factors. The first 
is the fallout of the events of 1187. While earlier orations deployed appeals to 
vengeance that were often rooted in social obligations, even utilizing familial language in 
order to craft appeals to defend the ‘mother’ Church or God the ‘father’, 1187 brought 
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an impetus for vengeance for the death of Eastern Christians, the loss of the Holy 
Cross, Jerusalem and the Holy Land, and most importantly vengeance for the injury 
done to Christ and the cross.177 This idea was not a post 1187 invention, for example 
both the Chanson de Jérusalem and the Chanson d’Antioche describe the earliest crusaders as 
traveling east in order to avenge Christ upon their enemies.178 However, such notions 
were given fresh impetus by the collapse of the Kingdom of Jerusalem as well as the 
subsequent preaching of the Third Crusade. Audita tremendi presented the Maccabees as 
models of behaviour who were ‘zealous for divine law’ and eager to relinquish both 
their belongings and their lives for their fellows,179 and while it did not employ the 
language of vengeance itself, the letter makes imperative the correction of sins, both on 
the part of God against the unrepentant and on the part of the faithful upon the 
enemies of God. Some later writers even suggested that failure to take vengeance would 
merit further retribution from heaven.180 Those narratives produced soon after 1187 
certainly reflect an impetus to vengeance. IP1 describes Richard I as taking the cross in 
order to avenge the injury of the Cross,181 while Joscius Archbishop of Tyre, in 
spreading the news of Christ’s imperilled inheritance, supposedly reduced some to 
weeping and stirred others to vengeance.’182 Beyond the impact of 1187, vengeance no 
doubt remained well associated with crusading efforts in the early thirteenth century due 
to the influence of Innocent III.183 While the language of vengeance was absent from 
earlier encyclicals such as Audita tremendi and Quantum praedecessores, Innocent would in a 
number of documents call on Christians to seek vengeance for Christ, even going so far 
as to include vengeance as a central element of the crusading tradition when in Quanta 
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sit circa he involved vengeance in the words of Matthew 16:24, writing: ‘he who wishes 
to come after me, must deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me, putting on 
the sign of the cross you ought to seek to avenge the injury of Jesus Christ.’184 
It is only after the ascendancy of Innocent III that authors of Third Crusade 
narratives actually employ appeals to vengeance on behalf of Christ in their battle 
orations. In an oratio obliqua oration at Jaffa, Richard supposedly encouraged his men 
saying that:  
Death should not at all be feared, [death] which was inflicted by the pagans for defending 
Christianity and avenging the injury of Christ; for it would be more magnificent to fall in 
honor for the laws of Christ, and to be prostrate before the enemies of Christ in death, 
than to give oneself like a coward to the enemies…185 
Examples earlier than that of Ralph, such as those of Richard of Devizes and 
Roger of Howden, are comparatively anthropocentric. While Roger has Richard I claim 
that in assaulting the Greeks who have captured some of their fellows they will ‘punish 
the wrongs the treacherous emperor has done to God and to us’,186 Richard of Devizes 
is even more focused on secular values, deploying the notion of vengeance in a fashion 
only concerned with the crusaders themselves: 
The king will keep no man against his will. I do not want to force anyone to stay with me, 
lest one man’s fear in battle might destroy another’s confidence. Let each man follow the 
course he chooses, but as for me, I will either die here or get revenge for my injuries, 
which are your injuries also.187  
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 Although naturally distinguished by its circumstances, this oration on Sicily 
before battle against Christians is not wholly divergent from other orations which 
appeal to vengeance.  
Completed around three decades after the events of the Third Crusade, the 
Itinerarium Peregrinorum and the Libellus both employ such appeals in their battle rhetoric. 
However, unlike Ralph, these appeals are not formulated in direct relation to Christ, the 
cross, the Holy Land or on behalf of others, in spite of the presence of such notions in 
the wider narratives of many crusade accounts, as well as papal documents and evidence 
from popular preaching. Instead, the focus is on the audience of the orations, with 
Richard I concluding his oration at Jaffa saying: 
True men should either triumph courageously or die gloriously. We should receive our 
approaching martyrdom with a grateful heart. But before we die, while life is still with us, 
we should avenge our death, giving thanks to God that we have found in martyrdom the 
sort of death we were striving for.188  
 Similarly, Gerard de Ridefort supposedly addressed a force of Templars and 
Hospitallers in a manner wherein vengeance (vindicta) is presented as an established and 
continual aspect of their profession: ‘Esteemed brothers, and comrades of mine, you 
have always resisted the vain and weak, taken revenge upon them, from them you have 
always had victory.’189 
 Unlike the rhetoric of Richard of Devizes, vengeance is only a part of what are 
comparatively far more pious orations, which centre on service to God. Indeed, while 
the Itinerarium places the notion of vengeance in an appeal to martyrdom, the author of 
the Libellus has Gerard locate the vengeance taken by the Military Orders within their 
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broader fight ‘for the Church, for the law, for the heritage of the Crucified.’ While it is 
difficult to draw broad conclusions from only two examples, these orations seem to 
reflect the extent to which notions of vengeance had been integrated into crusading 
ideology, and the ideology of sanctified violence more broadly, in the early thirteenth 
century, no longer requiring the language of family or social obligation common to 
earlier vengeance appeals. Vengeance in the early thirteenth century seems to have 
become well understood as an aspect of the military service to Christ signified by the 
crusader cross. As has been argued by Throop, the continual lack of success in the holy 
land would prompt numerous writers to continue to deploy the cross at the centre of a 
mytho-history wherein the ultimate injury to the cross, the Crucifixion, continued to 
demand vengeance.190 
 
Spiritual Reward and Martyrdom 
As with many other motivational appeals already discussed, 1187 and the Third 
Crusade seemingly prompted particular shifts in how the previously common, and 
obviously apt, appeals to spiritual reward, and the status of martyrdom were deployed in 
battle rhetoric. For example, the trend, discussed in Chapter Four, away from the 
appearance of appeals to spiritual reward in orations delivered by laymen, as well as a 
focus on the necessity of Christian rites in order to ensure such rewards does seem to 
have continued into the thirteenth century. In the first speech at Iconium found in the 
Historia Peregrinorum, the Emperor Frederick addresses his son in a speech which 
concludes: 
 He who has the help of food should share it with someone not having any. For tomorrow, 
whatever happens to us, we shall all be enriched, since either triumphing over the enemy 
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we will be filled with their spoils and the food of those enemies or, dying for Christ we 
should enjoy with him the abundance of celestial goods.191 
 This example, as well as others, contrast with contemporary or near 
contemporary non-crusading orations wherein even when delivering an otherwise pious 
oration, such as that of William the Breton describing Bouvines, laymen do not deliver 
promises of spiritual reward. Similarly, although perhaps originally drafted prior to 1187, 
an oration in the Gesta Henrici II et Gesta Regis Ricardi includes a long oration by the earl 
of Arudnel at Breteuil in 1173 which places great focus upon intention, authority and 
the divine: 
Further, consider in your hearts, how unjust and against God the rashness of the king of 
France and the error of the sons of the invincible king of England our lord is against him, 
and by their own will. Therefore, place your hope in the Lord God, and fight manfully, 
because Christ is the son of the living God, Who was made obedient to the Father even 
unto death, in the minds of the sons of the king today filial obedience to our lord will 
inspire them, or in refusing expose injustice to God himself, [Who] today will punish the 
crimes of the treacherous Frenchmen, who have been so greatly led astray that they seem 
to have forgotten the order of humanity and free from the law of nature have risen up 
against the parents, the sire of the begotten.192 
 Despite its subject matter, and the fact that the text draws heavily from Henry 
of Huntingdon’s oration at the Standard which concludes with the speaker Ralph 
Bishop of the Orkneys promising absolution, no such appeals are included at Breteuil. 
Instead, the soldiers are told they will either win or they shall die,193 in contrast to 
orations where physical victory was often juxtaposed with spiritual victory.  
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 Where such appeals occur after 1187, it is the notion of dying for Christ, rather 
than the performance of confession or other rituals at the direction of clergymen, which 
is most closely associated with heavenly reward. In his oratio obliqua oration at Jaffa, 
Ralph of Coggeshall has Richard I claim that there is nothing to fear in death if one is to 
die for Christ.194 Furthermore, the reformulation of the crusader indulgence issued in 
1198, arguably of greater significance in this regard than the events of 1187, no longer 
depended upon the hardship of the penitential act which was assured as satisfactory,195 
and concordantly no appeal to spiritual reward in Third Crusade battle rhetoric involves 
notions of penitential suffering or hardship. Rather the newly assured promise of 
remission of sin was the reward for devout performance in the service of God, for 
which the ultimate service of dying for the cause merited the ultimate reward of 
martyrdom. This is how spiritual reward is presented in the final, and longest, of the 
orations of the Itinerarium, a speech greatly expanded from the version of Ambroise,196 
which concludes: 
We should receive our approaching martyrdom with a grateful heart. But before we die, 
while life is with us, we should avenge our death, giving thanks to God that we have found 
in martyrdom the sort of death we are striving for. This is the wages of our labours and the 
end of our life and our battles.197 
 The narrative of IP2 as a whole displays great interest in martyrdom, repeatedly 
relating anecdotes of individual or groups of eastern Christians and crusaders made 
martyrs.198 The other instances of hortatory direct speech at Jaffa delivered by Richard I 
centre on self-sacrifice in the service of God, done for fellow Christians and the 
inheritance of Christ. Upon reaching the besieged Jaffa, Richard supposedly addressed 
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those hesitant to depart from their ships saying: ‘Surely this cowardly rabble blockading 
the shore won’t prevent us from landing? Or do we reckon that our lives are more 
valuable than the lives of those who are perishing in our absence?’199 The same message 
is reiterated soon after this address when the king is told that the survivors in the city 
have been driven into a tower and will soon perish: ‘When the king heard this, he said: 
‘If it so pleases God in whose service and with whose leadership we have come here 
that we should die here with our brothers, death only to those who do not advance!’’200 
Beyond self-sacrifice, other elements of hardship and suffering found alongside 
such notions in earlier battle rhetoric, are in the Itinerarium discussed chiefly in reference 
to God’s punishment of sin, rather than as an element of active repentance borne in 
imitation of Christ. This is a reverse of what can be observed from a survey of First 
Crusade battle rhetoric, wherein appeals to suffering and its crucial redemptive aspect 
far outnumber promises that those who perished would be martyrs. Examining this 
kind of motivational appeal also highlights, as has been argued above, the divergence in 
priorities between particular authors of Third Crusade narratives. It is revealing that, for 
example, neither Richard of Devizes or Roger of Howden employ any form of spiritual 
reward appeal in their battle rhetoric, in spite of the popularity of such notions in 
twelfth-century battle rhetoric. Echoing his Breteuil oration, Roger has Richard I tell his 
troops at Cyprus that they must either win or die.201 Conversely in responding to the 
oration by Gerard de Ridefort at Cresson Spring, the members of the Military Orders 
supposedly were to declare with one voice (omnes uno ore): ‘We indeed are ready and 
prepared to suffer death for Christ, Who by his precious death redeemed us. Knowing 
this, whether we live or whether we die, in the name of Jesus we are always 
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victorious.’202 This affirmation of the exhortation emphasises the Christ-like position the 
Military Orders profess to be taking up, but in crafting this reply from the words of 
Romans 14:8 the author of the Libellus provides an exegetically rich message. Centrally, 
this passage forms part of an extended call by Paul for Christian unity, preceding Paul’s 
assertion that Christ died and rose to be lord of all, and that judging or despising fellow 
Christians is meaningless when all will be judged by Christ.203 Coupled with the 
readiness to embrace death this statement is a verbal fulfilment of the injunction, which 
in other sources was explicitly identified with the Military Orders, that was prescribed 
by John 15:13.204 Moreover, Romans 14:8 was also the same passage Bernard of 
Clairvaux presents as almost the mantra of the Templars: 
Therefore, knights, go forth confidently, and with a stalwart heart drive back the 
foes of the Christ’s cross, certain that neither death nor life is able to separate you from the 
love of God which is in Jesus Christ, repeating in every danger: ‘Whether we live or die, we 
are the Lord’s.’205 
While neither Gerard de Ridefort nor Roger des Moulins promise their 
audiences the martyr’s crown, the broader narrative of the Libellus is highly concerned 
with martyrdom and salvation, arguably to a greater degree than the Itinierarium. Such 
notions are certainly treated far more extensively in the battle rhetoric of the Libellus. Of 
course, the praise of heroic past crusaders as well as the advancement of a coherent 
crusading ideology, adapted to the events of 1187 and its aftermath, were far from 
mutually exclusive in the later thirteenth century. On the other hand, even other 
orations which centre on heroic individual crusaders, such as Roger de Moulins in the 
Libellus, or outside of the context of the holy land, Simon de Montfort, as he is depicted 
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by the Historia Albigensis, are not provided with appeals to spiritual reward. In the 
Historia Albigensis such rhetoric is entirely the reserve of the Bishop of Comminges, who 
delivers an extended oration on this subject at the Battle of Muret which emphasises the 
role of the clergy in this matter: 
Go forth in the name of Jesus Christ! I am your witness, and will stand as surety on the 
Day of Judgement, that whosoever shall fall into this glorious battle will instantly gain his 
eternal reward and the glory of martyrdom, free from the punishment of purgatory, so 
long as he is repentant and has made confession, or at least has the firm intention of 
presenting himself to a priest as soon as the battle is over for absolution from any sins he 
has not yet confessed.206 
While largely the reserve of clergymen in the thirteenth century, appeals to 
spiritual reward, like those of vengeance, were commonly formulated as being one 
aspect of the ideal of military service to Christ which came to be represented by the 
cross. Unlike Richard I’s final oration of the Itinerarium, which fails to even mention 
Christ or the cross, Roger des Moulins’ oration assures his audience that they will live 
eternally with the Eternal following not a physical encounter with the enemy, but a 
spiritual encounter with Christ. Similarly, in his final instances of direct speech in the 
Historia Albigensis, delivered shortly before his death, Simon de Montfort makes no 
promises on behalf of the divine, but simply reaffirms his loyalty even unto death, and 
dependence on, Christ and the Crucifixion.207 
 
Conclusions 
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 As was the case in Chapter Four, a broad and systematic analysis of the battle 
rhetoric of Third Crusade narratives in comparison with earlier texts displays elements 
of both continuity and change. However, while the battle rhetoric of Lyxbonensi by and 
large reflects the development of ideas common to First Crusade orations written prior 
to the 1140s, the material this chapter has examined displays a greater degree of change. 
In part this is due to the nature of the source material, which is crucially far more 
extensive for the period between 1187– c. 1222. This is to an extent the result of the 
changing reality of the Latin East at the end of the twelfth and beginning of the 
thirteenth century, notably the losses of 1187 but also, even following the territorial 
gains of the Third Crusade and Crusade of 1197, the ongoing lack of success in the 
Holy Land. However, in spite of the ultimate failure of the Third Crusade, it is obvious 
that the preparation and execution of such a vast and complex military undertaking 
provoked serious and continual interest in the campaign long after 1192. Although 
unable to celebrate the recapture of Jerusalem, authors still found the encounters and 
victories of the Third Crusade, unlike the eastward campaign of the Second Crusade, 
suitable for the rhetorical embellishment of battle orations.  
 Authors writing soon after the events they chronicled, specifically Roger of 
Howden and Richard of Devizes, employ battle rhetoric in a far less didactic sense than 
was typical prior to 1187. In their orations appeals to wealth, reputation and feats of 
arms feature prominently and unabashedly. Moreover, many of the same appeals are 
likewise well represented in the battle rhetoric of the Itinerarium, although the rhetoric of 
Book I is reflective of a traditional explanatory framework in which the kind of 
boastfulness borne of military success, which often gave way to the sin of pride, is 
clearly condemned. The Itinerarium also employs an entire oration to the end of 
criticising the rash and divisive action of those who conducted the early charge at Arsuf, 
and thus endangered the entire Christian army. Nevertheless, it is impossible to ignore 
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the extent to which the heroics of the crusaders, particularly Richard I, take centre stage 
in the narrative, explaining usually uncommon appeals such as wealth. In this sense the 
Itinerarium can be compared with the Expugnatio Hibernica, written by Gerald of Wales in 
support of the activities of the earliest Norman invaders of Ireland, including his own 
relatives. While treating seriously and at length appeals to the justice of the Norman 
cause, as well as their good intentions, the authority behind their actions and ultimately 
pressing necessity, the battle rhetoric of Expugnatio is also heavily concerned with the 
praise of its heroes.  
 In primarily being concerned with the exaltation of the deeds of its central 
characters the rhetoric of Roger of Howden’s Chronica, also found in the chronicle 
formerly attributed to Benedict of Peterborough, as well as the account of Richard of 
Devizes differs sharply in nature from crusading orations of previous expeditions. 
These texts, unlike those found in many First Crusade narratives as well as the 
Lyxbonensi, are not greatly concerned with utilizing battle rhetoric in order to construct 
or advance a particular formulation of crusade ideology, and their orations are 
characterized by more classical allusions and language than scriptural references. While 
this might be expected of a clerk in royal service, such rhetoric from the pen of a 
Benedictine monk diverges considerably from comparable material produced by 
northern French Benedictines in the early twelfth century and remains to an extent the 
case in regards IP2 when Richard de Templo’s own monastic background is considered. 
In contrast with these texts, the rhetoric of Ralph of Coggeshall’s Chronicon Anglicanum 
makes the notion of fighting for Christ with the aid of God central to its battle rhetoric. 
Another Cistercian source, the Historia Peregrinorum, actually expands on the earlier 
Historia de expeditione Friderici Imperatoris seemingly in order to reinforce the notion of the 
expedition as a pilgrimage taking under the auspices of the cross.  
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 That authors such as Roger of Howden, Richard of Devizes and Richard de 
Templo felt no need to use battle rhetoric in order to formulate a particular ideology of 
crusading, in contrast to men such as Baldric of Bourgueil, Robert of Rheims or 
Guibert of Nogent, is perhaps in part due to the fact that from the middle of the 
twelfth century onwards theologians and canonists would increasingly account for the 
nature of crusading in their works. By the early thirteenth century, the practice of 
crusading, having been earlier ignored in the works of Gratian, was well incorporated 
into broader theories on just war, in which holy war became a well understood facet of 
the wider phenomenon. It is certainly not the case that Roger, Richard of Devizes, and 
Richard de Templo were far from the only partisan authors who praised a particular 
figure through battle rhetoric, with William the Breton crafting an oration at Bouvines 
which emphasised the virtue and piety of Philip Augustus, in the context of a sanctified 
kind of just war, distinguishable from crusading almost entirely by the crusader vow.  
 Rather than requiring elegant formulation or defence the practice of crusading 
would thrive in the early thirteenth century and in this regard the preoccupation of the 
Itinerarium with the participants of the Third Crusade, identified in later encyclicals 
ultimately by their failure, becomes easy to understand. Beyond the Third Crusade, the 
continual lack of success in the holy land was no doubt a strain on the traditional 
explanatory framework of crusading narratives, wherein repentance would ultimately 
bring about victory. Yet this strain, while perhaps a problem for narrative authors, 
evidently did not prompt a broader ideological shift. Instead, the evidence of papal 
documents and that of popular preaching during the pontificate of Innocent III 
illustrates the extent to which the practice of crusading, and efforts at broader social and 
spiritual reform went hand in hand. While seeming to retreat from battle rhetoric in this 
period, the devotional, penitential and didactic ideas common to earlier crusading 
orations appear to become the reserve of the expanded and formalizing institutions of 
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crusade preaching in the early thirteenth century. Moreover, where spiritual appeals are 
found in the battle rhetoric of Third Crusade accounts there is very little of the 
previously prolific penitential and devotional formulations of such appeals, so well 
represented in earlier accounts. Instead such motivators often centre on the image of 
the cross and reflect an understanding of this symbol as being a badge of military 
loyalty, rather than in the quasi-monastic sense it previously reflected. This is in 
concordance with the proposed disentanglement of crusading from penitential 
pilgrimage which developed apace in the wake of the disasters of 1187.  
 Both reaching their final forms c. 1220, the rhetoric of the Itinerarium and the 
Libellus illustrate two different perspectives on the developments of crusading from 
1187 and into the early thirteenth century. Beyond Book I, the Itinerarium only employs 
spiritual appeals in its battle rhetoric which reinforce the virtue, chiefly those of bravery 
and loyalty, of the crusaders. Although assured of martyrdom in the final oration of 
Richard I, the same speech remains centred upon the physical struggle against the 
enemies of Christ, with Richard charging his men to ‘triumph courageously or die 
gloriously.’208 Conversely, in the longer of the two paired orations of the Libellus, the 
author provides Roger des Moulins with an oration which centrally separates physical 
victory from spiritual victory, making clear its focus is not on triumph over the enemy, 
but on triumph over sin, a necessity in order to ultimately achieve victory.  
 While separation of repentance from victory in the immediacy was no doubt a 
message that remained relevant to the situation in the Holy Land by 1222, it is clear 
which of these two perspectives found the greater audience. The Libellus has been 
described as more a religious than historical work;209 however, if indeed of ultimately 
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Cistercian providence, it could be argued to share much in common with works such as 
Aelred’s Relatio where extended battle orations serve to construct the conflict it 
describes in a particular spiritual fashion. The far more popular and widely known 
Itinerarium of Richard of de Templo, while not as irreligious in its narrative as that of 
Richard of Devizes, nevertheless seems to attempt to outstrip even the vernacular 
account of Ambroise in terms of its interest in the details and drama of the events it 
depicts. Moreover, this is certainly the case when comparing the content and extent of 
their battle rhetoric. Its success as a narrative certainly must lie to an extent in its 
synthesis of powerful religious motivators, which still resonated among secular and 
ecclesiastical elites in the early thirteenth century, with its focus on a heroic Christian 





 This thesis has analysed the pre-battle oration in Latin narrative chronicles of a 
slightly elongated twelfth century, seeking to move away from dealing with such 
speeches as sources of data in order to better appreciate their literary and rhetorical 
value. Far from being generic and interchangeable, a properly contextualised survey of 
the hortatory content of battle orations from the first century of the crusading 
movement displays forcefully the inventive, dynamic nature of the genre.  
While the ‘reality’ of battle rhetoric has not been of concern here, the power of 
this pervasive convention, invented, reinvented or otherwise, to shape perceptions of 
warfare and its participants, remains evident. On 19 March 2003, Colonel Tim Collins 
of the 1st Battalion Royal Irish Regiment delivered a supposedly extemporised address 
to his troops, recorded by attached journalist Sarah Oliver, upon the eve of the invasion 
of Iraq.1 Excerpts of the address, which made reference to the biblical history of Iraq, 
circulated widely through news coverage drawing praise for its articulation of an 
uncompromising yet compassionate liberation, as opposed to conquest, of the Iraqi 
people. 2 Not only did Collins’ words serve to define a construction of the Iraq conflict 
as a just war, but they were also crucial when the Colonel’s own reputation was 
threatened by reports of misconduct later published in the Sun newspaper. Oliver, 
among others, spoke out in support of Collins and in 2004 the allegations were 
dropped.3 The case of Collins demonstrates how much could hinge upon how rhetorical 
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invention and literary construction presented conflicts and combatants, particularly in 
regard to motivation and conduct, to those ‘back home’.  
That the pre-battle speech provided medieval authors, particularly those writing 
about the early crusade movement, an ideal opportunity to elaborate on the ideology of 
the innovative kind of warfare Urban II called for at Clermont, as well as to construct 
that kind of war in a fashion that held important moral and didactic lessons regarding 
intention and behaviour, is the central assertion of this thesis.  
Chapter One explored the place of rhetoric in medieval historical writing, and 
specifically its relevance to battle orations, in order to illustrate how battle rhetoric was 
part of a long tradition of historical writing that valued rhetorical plausibility and 
verisimilitude. This dedication to perceived authenticity is, however, best understood in 
light of the challenges of the so called ‘linguistic turn’ that understands even supposed 
eyewitness accounts are not infallible records of events, or repositories of facts which 
require careful extraction, but as purposefully crafted literary constructions.4 More 
recent scholarship has also considered, in regards to the earliest crusade narratives, the 
extent to which these constructions reflect any real experience of crusading.5 Of great 
influence upon those narratives considered herein were classical principles of rhetoric, 
which taught not only the deployment of material that was apt and verisimilar, with 
truth needing rhetoric in order to appear true, but also instituted that rhetoric was also 
greatly concerned with ethics and moral behaviour. The lessons of classical rhetoricians 
came down to the medieval world through Augustine and the Church Fathers, who 
elaborated on the distinction of facts from truths. The conception of history that these 
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ideas informed, instituted by authors such as Orosius and Eusebius, mapped out the 
cycles of sin, punishment and victory which remained at the heart of battle rhetoric in 
the twelfth century. Scripture, not limited to the Old Testament, was also a direct 
influence on battle rhetoric, and many notions from the Gospels or monastic lectio divina 
found their way into actual combat orations.  
Recent work on the place of ethics in the writings of William of Malmesbury has 
highlighted the importance of understanding how the writing of histories was guided by 
reference to their role within the social community, and how shifts in that community’s 
conception could have repercussions on how different kinds of social, religious and 
political practices were constituted.6 Moreover, that historical narratives and battle 
rhetoric in particular could be verisimilar, attempting to explain the course of historical 
events7 whilst also having moralizing ends, was in no way hindered by medieval 
understandings of history. This moralizing end to enquiry was not static and had to be 
continually performed;8 and a long view of battle rhetoric displays well how the nature 
of this continual performance shifts. Chapter One also argued for the viability that these 
moral and didactic lessons could in some way be received by an audience outside of the 
monastic environment, which such narratives were more often than not produced 
within.  
In Chapter Two, the hortatory content of one of the earliest crusading narratives, 
the Gesta Francorum, was considered against contemporary non-crusading orations, as 
well as the conclusions of the broader statistical analysis of battle rhetoric conducted by 
John Bliese. Rather than providing an insight into the intention of crusaders to slaughter 
hated enemies or seek wealth,9 the battle rhetoric of the Gesta shows little interest in 
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praising martial prowess, or promising spoils. Instead, the battle rhetoric of the Gesta 
serves chiefly to reinforce, through dramatic direct speech, the idea of a divinely 
directed war fought by those of righteous intention. This formulation of Christian 
warfare was ancient by the eleventh century, yet the Gesta’s battle rhetoric is 
distinguished from all predecessors by a penitential spirituality reflective of 
contemporary monastic and ecclesiastical reform as well as penitential pilgrimage. This 
context illuminates the significance of motivational appeals which have hitherto been 
given little serious attention in the study of battle rhetoric, such as the appeals to the 
Holy Cross, the Holy Sepulchre, the emphasis on Christian unity, as well as the ideal of 
the miles Christi and the ecclesia primitiva.  
Chapter Three analysed how later First Crusade authors deployed battle rhetoric in 
their works. Although naturally displaying a significant degree of variance in their 
rhetorical inventions, revealing the narrative priorities of particular authors, comparative 
analysis provides a broader picture of the development of the central themes of First 
Crusade battle rhetoric. Like the Gesta, most later authors downplayed appeals to martial 
virtues or notions of earthly glory and honour, only developing such notions seemingly 
when they could be involved in appeals supportive of specific themes, notably divine 
direction and righteous intention. This is likewise the case with appeals to material 
reward, which are invariably presented as ‘God-given’ or contrasted with the superior 
rewards of heaven. Otherwise spoils and the sin of greed are employed in highly 
didactic ways, providing illustrative warnings against battlefield looting. Building upon 
work that has argued forcefully for how ethics can inform particular practices, this 
research could inform greatly further investigation into the practice of seizing riches 
upon crusade, which takes into account the importance of motivation but also how the 
piety of taking spoils could be actively practiced. In this regard, instances such as Robert 
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of Normandy’s repurposing of the prized standard captured at Ascalon as a devotional 
gift would provide excellent guiding examples.  
Later First Crusade battle rhetoric shows a continued uninterest in appeals to gentes 
beyond the collective descriptor of ‘Franks’, who as in the Gesta are defined chiefly by 
their faith, rather than martial prowess. This is concordant with another key theme 
found throughout First Crusade battle rhetoric, the notion of unity, not only amongst 
the crusaders, but throughout the Christian community more broadly. This lacuna of 
appeals to particular gentes raises further questions as to how crusading identity was 
formulated in regard to national and racial identity. This avenue of questioning would 
no doubt benefit greatly from more comparative work between Latin and vernacular 
narratives and oration.  
Battle rhetoric in First Crusade sources also notably serves as a way in which the 
sanctity of the endeavour could be continually reaffirmed, most obviously through 
appeals to divine aid and heavenly reward, often delivered, crucially, by laymen with no 
mention of attached Christian rites. Moreover, an analysis of crusading rhetoric 
conforms with the widely recognised ‘theological development’ or refinement of the 
expedition by later authors. Spencer has recently highlighted how notions of 
martyrdom, while present in the Gesta, become far more pronounced in later accounts,10 
and this development is reinforced by a comparison of battle rhetoric. That battle 
rhetoric came to be dominated by the notion of martyrdom could be argued to 
represent a step in Western European writing in the early twelfth century towards an 
evolved notion of the First Crusade as a holy war where fighting was spiritually 
meritorious and was both related to and yet in some fashion distinct from penitential 
                                                             
10 Stephen J. Spencer, ‘The Emotional Rhetoric of Crusader Spirituality in the Narratives of the First 
Crusade’, Nottingham Medieval Studies, 58 (2014), p. 71.  
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pilgrimage. This merits further investigation, however, as other notions evidently 
essential to the presentation of the First Crusade found in the Gesta, and influenced by 
contemporary clerical notions surrounding penitential pilgrimage, such as the 
redemptive nature of suffering, are also utilised by later crusade authors in battle 
rhetoric despite being absent from the orations of the Gesta. The changing reality of the 
East following the capture of Jerusalem seems, for example, to have prompted a 
triumph of the Holy Cross as an appeal over the Holy Sepulchre, which although 
appearing in the battle rhetoric of the Gesta fails to find a place in the much more 
expansive corpus of later crusade orations.  
As is the case with the Gesta, later crusading battle rhetoric seems to centrally reflect 
an understanding of the First Crusade as a divinely guided endeavour conducted by 
penitent combatants who formed a moral community, with their right intention and 
penitential spirituality ensuring discipline. While Bliese has questioned the extent to 
which justice or an understanding of just war informed battle orations, the influence 
upon First Crusade battle rhetoric of certain Augustinian ideas, deployed in the eleventh 
century by authors such as Anselm of Lucca is evident, as is the concern over justice 
expressed by many narrative authors in an age prior to the increased systemization of 
canon law following Gratian. Such a concern was of course entirely in line with an 
understanding of history as it had come down to the twelfth century; however, this 
conception was not static and required continual pious reassertion, and as later chapters 
display, reformulation. 
Chapter Four, centred on De expungatione Lyxbonensi, argued for an even greater 
reluctance to highlight martial prowess in the narrative’s orations, when compared to 
First Crusade examples, with notions of honour, glory and shame being deployed 
chiefly to reinforce commitment to the divergent expedition, or involved in broader 
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religious motivators. It is possible to set the example of Lyxbonensi within a broader 
trend against martial appeals or appeals to the personal glory or honour of combatants 
between 1145–1187. While this is of course far from universal, with such notions being 
well utilized by Helmold of Bosau, numerous orations attempting to depict just or 
sanctified fighting make little or no reference to what Bliese argued was the most potent 
appeal for soldiers to hear before battle. Prideful boasting of bellicose ability is in fact 
used by Aelred of Rievaulx to mark out the savage and ultimately defeated Gallovidian 
soldiers in his account of the Battle of the Standard. Like that text, an assembly of 
rightfully intentioned Anglo-Normans take centre stage; however, unlike Aelred’s 
Relatio, Raol makes no mention of Norman achievement in his pre-battle speech, and 
while Hervey of Glanville’s discusses racial reputation, it is not in order to convince the 
divergent faction to uphold any kind of ancestral achievement. It is for this reason, as 
well as the appearance of many spiritual appeals common to First Crusade battle 
rhetoric, that Lyxbonensi should be understood as reflecting developed, yet nevertheless 
older, ideas of crusading. Not only is there no real sense in Lyxbonensi that strenuitas 
patrum has replaced imitatio Christi, as the crusade preaching of the Cistercians attempted 
to do, and like many First Crusade narratives, a lack of interest in appeals to gentes or 
nationes is perhaps best understood as conforming with a stress on unity. Like martial 
appeals, Lyxobnensi also displays a dearth of appeals to material wealth related to its clear 
concern to display the moral reform and righteous intention of the crusaders. A number 
of non-crusading contemporary orations share the trepidation over spoils and eagerness 
to condemn greed and avarice, even more so than First Crusade orations. This trend, 
like the broader trend against martial appeals is best understood, it has been argued, in 
light of the increasing attention paid to the justice of the conflicts being depicted. This 
is evidenced not only by the direct reference to works of canon law by authors such as 
Isidore of Seville, writings on just war by St. Augustine, as well as the synthesis of such 
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works by Gratian, but is also reflected in the deployment and development of notions 
of authority, hitherto marginal, particularly in crusading battle rhetoric. Similarly, where 
Lyxbonensi employs reference to vengeance, this is done in the manner of certain First 
Crusade orations, on behalf of the ‘family’ of Christians. There is no hint of personal 
vengeance, and indeed contemporary non-crusading orations often make explicit 
reference to the authority under which soldiers sought vengeance in line with 
contemporary canon law. As well as commenting on the motivation and intention of 
soldiers, and the place of authority in enacting war, the developments of canon law 
ushered in by Gratian also sought to regulate and standardise the role of the clergy in 
warfare. It is within this context, as well as that of the broader reforms aimed at 
separating spiritual and temporal life, pushed by First and Second Lateran, that the 
disappearance of promises of salvation delivered by laymen is best understood.  
As is the case with many First Crusade orations, the set piece speeches of Lyxbonensi 
make extensive use of well-developed appeals to divine aid, which not only serve to 
sanctify the undertaking, but also highlight the importance of proper behaviour, rightful 
intention, moral reform and spiritual repentance, providing theologically rich yet 
accessible exempla. While many contemporary non-crusading orations also include 
extended appeals to divine aid, the rhetoric of Lyxbonensi is set apart from non-
crusading contemporaries through its themes of unity, which relied upon discipline, 
charity and humility. Similarly, Lyxbonensi retains many of the penitential themes 
prominent in First Crusade battle rhetoric. The crusaders are continually associated with 
the cross, which is centrally deployed as a symbol of salvation and reinforces the idea 
that the crusaders were undertaking their journey for spiritual reward, even unto death 
and martyrdom in imitation of Christ. This salvation is offered with no reference to an 
associated enactment of Christian rites, setting the Lyxbonensi apart from certain 
contemporaries but being in line with First Crusade examples. This conforms with 
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Throops understanding of the so-called Dartmouth Rules, which prescribed rites in a 
‘regular’ rather than ‘ad hoc’ fashion and served to highlight the ongoing devotional 
intent of the crusaders. In this way the Lyxbonensi displays crusading warfare as an 
opportunity for moral and spiritual reform which brought about triumph where others 
had failed. This thorough defence of the practice of crusading is perhaps best 
understood in light of the development of competing forms of religious life, especially 
the Military Orders, in the mid-twelfth century. While certainly of interest to the 
communities from which its central heroes came, the epistolary form of the narrative, as 
well as its evident moral and didactic nature suggests a desire for it to find an even 
wider audience, even if the manuscript tradition casts serious doubt on whether this 
ever happened.   
If the rhetoric of Lyxbonensi displays the development of many themes common to 
First Crusade battle rhetoric, the central work considered in Chapter Five illustrates 
how the fall of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, the Third Crusade and perhaps most 
significantly the continual lack of success in the Holy Land prompted a more 
fundamental shift in how authors constructed crusading and holy war through their 
narrative accounts. The Itinerarium presents one particular response to the developments 
in the fortunes of Latin power in the Holy Land in the late twelfth and early thirteenth 
century. Richard de Templo’s prologus makes clear his intention to valorise the actions of 
Richard I and his crusaders, so that their virtutes will not be lost to memory, but instead 
will be recognised and celebrated. The battle rhetoric of the Itinerarium clearly reflects 
this priority. While hortatory direct speech is used early on in the narrative to reassert a 
traditional explanatory framework of sin bringing about defeat, and later to condemn 
excesses of knightly behaviour, there is much that is new in its deployment of certain 
motivational appeals. Not only does the Itinerarium deploy frequent and unusually well-
developed appeals to martial virtues, it also makes clear that the exercise of such virtues, 
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rather than the will of God, was required in order to avert disaster. That such ‘heroic’ 
material is found in such abundance in the Itinerarium is striking, especially in 
comparison to earlier crusade rhetoric and when contrasted with the vernacular Third 
Crusade account of Ambroise, as well as other contemporary non-crusading orations 
such as the Gesta Philipi Augusti. On the other hand, this rhetorical focus on the actions 
of Richard and his companions was not novel, being clearly identifiable in the battle 
rhetoric of Richard of Devizes and Roger of Howden. In invoking a place for fortune 
alongside the exercise of martial virtues, the Itinerarium shares much with the conquest 
of Ireland as depicted by Gerald of Wales.  
The ‘heroic’ focus of the Itinerarium also colours how other notions common to 
battle rhetoric are deployed. The only recounted victories the text celebrates are those 
of Richard I, not of any particular gens, appeals to which are totally absent. While 
Richard de Templo shows little interest in discussing riches, removing the promise of 
treasure from an oration originally penned by Ambroise, perhaps in line with continual 
ecclesiastical condemnation of avarice on crusade, the Itinerarium contains none of the 
active condemnations of greed found for instance in Albert of Aachen. Where spoils are 
discussed, this is without the anxiety and requirement for justification as seen in 
Gerald’s Expugnatio, and is done so largely to display the largess of Richard I. Moreover, 
it is the focus upon the actions of Richard and the crusaders, as well as the ultimate 
failure of the crusade, which accounts for the striking dearth of appeals to divine aid in 
the rhetoric of the Itinierarium. This marks a clear departure both from earlier crusading 
rhetoric as well as some contemporary orations such as those from German Third 
Crusade sources, although it is not altogether unique. The Itinerarium’s rhetoric, like that 
of Richard of Devizes and Roger of Howden, is similarly bereft of the penitential 
spiritual appeals and notions of moral reform upon which victory was consequent upon. 
In comparison, the battle rhetoric of Libellus attempts to uncouple moral and spiritual 
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reform through sanctified warfare from victory in the immediacy. A number of other 
significant appeals, including other spiritual appeals, appear in forms clearly influenced 
by the legacy of 1187 and the call and aftermath of the Third Crusade. In line with the 
lack of appeals reflective of the penitential spiritualty central to First Crusade battle 
rhetoric, the symbol of the Cross, which often served as short hand for a range of 
interconnected ideas centred around salvation, pilgrimage and caritas, is identified in the 
Itinerarium as a focal point for vengeance. Vengeance is also the most common form of 
an appeal to ‘justice’ found in Third Crusade battle rhetoric, in spite of the commonality 
of other forms in non-crusading orations. However, appeals to vengeance explicitly on 
behalf of Christ only appear in Third Crusade narratives following the ascendancy of 
Innocent III, whose Quanta sit circa included vengeance as part of its formulation of 
Christ’s injunction in Matthew 16:24. That vengeance had, by the early thirteenth 
century, been seamlessly integrated into the ideology of crusading is also evidenced by 
its deployment in battle rhetoric of that period without the sort of familial language that 
was common in the twelfth century. Instead, vengeance was understood as an aspect of 
military service to Christ, for which the cross served as both badge of loyalty and focal 
point of revenge. It is for this military service, enacted by the virtuous crusaders, that 
the Itierarium presents martyrdom as being won, similarly without the same sort of 
devotional framing, such as reference to penitential suffering, such appeals were given 
in First Crusade battle rhetoric. While it is difficult to fully account for this dramatic 
shift, it is crucial to understand the context of the changing nature of the crusade 
indulgence at the end of the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth century from the 
acceptance of crusading as sufficient penance to a guarantee of remission from sin. This 
is not to say that earlier conceptions of spiritual warfare expressed through battle 
rhetoric did not endure. However, works such as the Libellus illustrate how earlier 
notions of spiritual warfare and Christ-like self-sacrifice were still utilised in narrative 
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constructions of crusading in the early thirteenth century. The Libellus then ultimately 
employs battle rhetoric in order to address the catastrophe and failures which plagued 
the Latin East in the late twelfth and early thirteenth century in a fundamentally 
different way to Itinierarium. Therein, spiritual victory is separated from physical victory 
advancing the imperative for Christian warriors to triumph over sin, rather than the 
enemy, in order to ultimately be victorious.  
In light of this study it is necessary to revise many of the conclusions of Bliese. If it 
could be maintained, contrary to the understanding of battle rhetoric advanced here, 
that battle orations provided direct insight into the psychology of medieval soldiery, the 
priorities of crusading rhetoric have nevertheless been shown to differ greatly from 
those posited by Bliese. Following the success of the First Crusade, the battle rhetoric 
of the crusading movement was dominated not by the praise of martial prowess or the 
reputation of martial gentes but was by and large characterised by a particular form of 
bellicose yet penitential spirituality, where crusaders travelled East and faced hardship in 
imitation of Christ. This conception of crusading endured into the mid-twelfth century 
in spite of the failure of the Second Crusade and only seems to alter significantly 
following 1187. Rather than displaying the pragmatic, even bloodthirsty priority of 
knights because of the demands of plausibility, Latin battle orations by and large 
reflected the ideology and concerns of their clerical or monastic authors. Moreover, the 
claim that battle rhetoric displays a distain for conventions of just war or emphasises the 
taking of spoils or hatred for the enemy over a concern for righteousness needs to be 
revised. An even broader examination of non-Latin or non-crusading battle rhetoric 
could bring the place of these notions in twelfth century constructions of warfare into 
yet sharper relief. The developments in crusading battle rhetoric charted by this thesis 
displays how battle rhetoric forms an ideal window not into the psychology of medieval 
soldiery, but to the developing ideology of the early crusading movement. As a 
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recurring rhetorical form, the language of battle rhetoric allowed oration authors to 
express, in a dynamic fashion, the ideals and motivations of crusading. That 
motivational appeals are often difficult to isolate, being regularly interconnected or 
interdependent on other appeals, makes clear that any dichotomies between, for 
example, ‘religious’, ‘secular’ or ‘economic’ motivation, often presumed in modern 
historiography, was not always shared by those constructing crusade ideology. This 
should prompt further reconsideration of the place of material acquisitions, or the 
importance of gaining wider social status through crusading, in a fashion which does 
not frame such notions in opposition to, but rather as involved with, the serious 
spirituality which drove the crusading movement.11 
 Analysis of battle rhetoric could allow for fruitful investigation into other theatres 
of crusading and holy war which are beyond the scope of this thesis such as Eastern 
Europe or the Iberian Peninsula. Furthermore, these findings highlight how the use of 
direct speech, particularly when it can be evidenced that such writings were the 
treatment of specific reworkings or revision, was a favoured tool of many medieval 
authors to elucidate on certain central themes of their work or signpost how they 
perhaps wished their works to be received. 
The conclusions of Bachrach regarding the rhetorical tradition of plausibility can 
also be nuanced. While a number of examples display how the status of orators has little 
to do with how embellished their rhetoric could plausibly be, most strikingly Aelred of 
Rievaulx has a layman deliver an incredibly rhetorically complex oration in his Relatio de 
Standardo. Furthermore, although First Crusade orations seem to have had little 
                                                             
11 For a recent consideration of the extraction of sacred objects from the Holy land as an ‘economic’ 
motivation of crusading, see William J. Purkis, ‘‘Holy Christendom’s New Colony’: The Extraction of 
Sacred Matter and the ‘Colonial’ Status of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem’, in The Haskins Society Journal 
30: 2018 Studies in Medieval History [forthcoming 2019].  
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reluctance in having laymen deliver promises of spiritual reward, these is a detectable 
shift away from this practise in later twelfth century battle rhetoric prior to 1187.  
In so often being focused on emphasising unity, often expressed in the same 
language the Vulgate described the ecclesia primitiva, be it amongst crusaders or the 
broader Christian community, as well as often stressing justice, praising devotion and 
right intention and condemning vices which caused division, battle rhetoric emphasises 
the communal nature of crusading. This conforms with some recent crusading 
scholarship, notably Throop, and is reflective of the understanding of crusading as 
borne out of love and charity elucidated by Riley-Smith. Often considering at much 
greater length the conduct of its Christian audience, imagined or actual, than the 
attributes or behaviour of ‘the enemy’, further study into the use of direct speech in 
crusading narratives could provide valuable insight into how crusaders relationships 
with their fellow combatants were understood, constructed and represented as part of 
the ‘collective pursuit’12 of a better Christian society. That the moral and didactic lessons 
evident in much of crusading battle rhetoric constituted, narratively speaking, a unifying 
principle around which the community of the audience could rally, highlights the 
significance of crusaders as a ‘moral community’, actively engaged in the performance 
of their own ethics.13  
Notwithstanding a philosophical approach to the hortatory content of battle 
rhetoric which understands the meaning of such language as dependent upon practice,14 
the extent of the impact of these narratives upon the actual actions of lay soldiers 
remains a difficult problem. While numerous examples of different forms of evidence, 
                                                             
12 Throop, Crusading as an Act of Vengeance, pp. 178–9. 
13 Sønnesyn, William of Malmesbury, p. 20. 
14 This notion ultimately derived from the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein. Sønnesyn, William of Malmesbury, 
p. 12–17.  
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as well as work such as that of Bernard Bachrach,15 signal to the possibilities of the 
wider reception of the words of battle rhetoric by an arm-bearing audience, particularly 
as the twelfth century progressed, serious obstacles remain. Certainly, it is not difficult 
to find instances of crusaders acting in a fashion which was evidently contrary to the 
sort of lessons battle rhetoric was often keen to impart, this is displayed by the efforts 
increasingly formalised crusade preaching to combat many of the same vices. However, 
examples of the failure of individuals to live up to the loftier ideals of their communities 
and societies do not necessarily invalidate the broader significance of those ideals.  
A possible avenue into the continued, revived, or rediscovered meaning and impact 
of the words of battle rhetoric, as well as narrative histories more broadly, has been 
recently highlighted in regard to crusading by Kempf, following the work of Hans 
Robert Jauss. While such a study would perhaps marginalise those works with a small 
manuscript tradition, the ‘textual archaeology’, Kempf discusses could also reveal where 
and how those works, which were little copied, nevertheless inspired readers or authors, 
who might wish to ‘imitate, outdo, or refute’ what they found.16 That the battle rhetoric 
of the twelfth century, crusading or otherwise, could gain such a legacy is certainly 
validated by the broader historical, literary and cultural pervasiveness of the powerful 
trope of the pre-battle speech. 
                                                             
15 Bachrach, ‘Writing Latin History for a Lay Audience’, pp. 75–7.  
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Appendix 1: Latin 
Introduction 
32. Bellorum socii, adolescentes electi, qui tot pericula nobiscum experti animo semper 
excelso invictoque fuistis, si diligenter attendamus qui, quo cum duce, quove tenore hec 
subeamus discrimina, et solita stenuitate precellemus, et nos fortuna in prelio pristino 
favore non destituet. 
33. Fratres dilectissimi, et commilitones mei, vos semper istis vanis et caducis restitistis, 
vindictam ex eis exegistis, de ipsis semper victoriam habuistis. Accingite ergo vos, et 
state in prælio Domini, et memores estote patrum vestrorum Machabæorum, quorum 
vicem bellandi pro ecclesia, pro lege, pro hereditate Crucifixi, jam dudum subistis. 
Scitote vero patres vestros non tam multitudine, apparatu armato, quam fide et justitia, 
et observatione mandatorum Dei, victores ubique fuisse, quia non est difficile vel in 
multis vel in paucis vincere, quando victoria e cœlo est. 
 
Chapter One 
6. irrationabili mortis contemptu, magis quam viribus animati. 
34. Siue enim historia de bonis bona referat, ad imitandum bonum auditor sollicitus 
instigatur; seu mala commemoret de prauis, nihilominus religiosus ac pius auditor siue 
lector deuitando quod noxium est ac peruersum, ipse sollertius ad exsequenda ea quae 
bona ac Deo digna esse cognouerit, accenditur. 
35. Flectamus omnes genua, et Deum omnipotentem uiuum ac uerum in commune 
deprecemur, ut nos ab hoste superbo ac feroce sua miseratione defendat; scit enim ipse 
quia iusta pro salute gentis nostrae bella suscepimus. 
43. dolus an virtus, quis in hostes requirat. 
46. Pro Domino pugnaturi, confortamini in Domino, et in potentia virtutis ejus. Potens 
est vos salvare Omnipotens: dulcissima ejus promissa recolite semper et menti infigite, 
quibus et paucitatem vestram et paupertatem benignissime consolatur, dicens: Nolite 
timere, pusillus grex, quia complacuit Patri vestro dare vobis regnum. Si sola regis 
terreni, vel stipendia cogitaretis vel donativa, merito trepidaretis, vel vinci vel et mori 
formidantes. Optatius debet videri pugnaturo, mori, qui sciat ab aeterno rege regnum 
paratum esse aeternum morienti. Sive moriamur in bello isto, sive evadamus, de victoria 
dubitare non possumus. Si vinci videmur impiis et insipientibus, coram eis moriendo, ad 
Christum, gaudium nostrum, venientes, de diabolo et mundo melius triumphamus. Si 
vero, quod saepe fecit Christus noster, et hic corpora nostra servare voluerit, et de 
inimicis his victoriam praestare, minus quidem interim gloriosi erimus quam si 
moriamur: sed tamen magnum nomen, ultra nomen magnorum qui sunt in terris, nobis, 
Christo Domino donante, comparabimus. De fuga, nullus cogitet unquam: quia longe 
nimis nostra nobis Francia abest. 
52. Quanquam non seriatim uerba sed summatim facta exsecuturus sim, prono fauore 
domno Edmuro credens, qui omnia ita lucide exposuit ut ea quodammodo subiecisse 
oculis nostris uideatur. 
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86. Quæris itaque quondam visum Patribus fuerit, ut solis ex omnibus antiquis justis 
singulari quodam privilegio Machabæis annuam celebritatem pari cum nostris 
martyribus veneratione descernerent in Ecclesia solemniter exhibendam? 
136. Et reuera scias quia hoc bellum carnale non est sed spiritual. 
 
Chapter Two 
28. Factus est itaque sermo secretus inter nos laudantes et consulentes atque dicentes… 
38. Commonuit Normannos, quod in multis atque magnis periculis uictores tamen se 
duce semper extiterint. Commonuit omnes patriae suae, nobilium gestorum, magnique 
nominis. Nunc probandum esse manu, qua uirtute polleant, quem gerant animum. 
40. Ita ne - inquit -, o fortissimi, hactenus viribus exhausti estis, ut, absque recordatione 
alicuius militaris laudis, in profundum putribundae defectionis submersi, ulterius 
respirare nequeatis. Recordamini antecessorum, sed et gentis nostrae, nostraeque 
hactenus habitae strenuitatis preconizatae, devitantes notas futuri vituperii. Recordamini 
quot millia hostium apud Ceramum pauciores, quam nunc debellatores exstinxistis. 
Fortuna tunc vobis arridens ab eodem, quo et nunc adhuc regitur. Resumite pristinas 
vires: victoria post fugam fortiter agentibus laudis reparatio est. 
45. quia hodie omnes diuites si Deo placet effecti eritis. 
60. Et reuera scias quia hoc bellum carnale non est sed spirituale. 
79. Surge, uade, et dic populo Dei ne timeat, sed firmiter toto corde credat in unum 
uerum Deum; eruntque ubique uicturi, et infra quinque dies mandabit eis Dominus 
talem rem, unde laeti et gauisi manebunt; et si certare uoluerint, mox ut exierint 
unanimiter ad bellum, omnes inimici eorum uincentur, et nemo stabit contra illos. 
89. Egregius itaque comes Flandrensis undique regimine fidei signoque crucis quam 
fideliter cotidie baiulabat armatus… 
100. Nos itaque persequebamur eos per deserta et inaquosam et inhabitabilem terram, 
ex qua uix uiui euasimus uel exiuimus. Fames uero et sitis undique coartabant nos, 
nihilque penitus nobis erat ad edendum, nisi forte uellentes et fricantes spicas manibus 
nostris, tali cibo quam miserrime uiuebamus. 
101. Istas et multas anxietates ac augustias quas nominare nequeo passi sumus pro 
Christi nomine et Sancti Sepulchri uia deliberanda. 
102. Persequetur uos larga retributo. 
103. Isti primo felix acceperunt martirium pro nominee Domini Iesu. 
104. Fuimusque in obsidione illa per septem ebdomadas et tres dies, et multi ex nostris 
illic receperunt martyrium, et letantes gaudentesque reddiderunt felices animas Deo; et 
ex pauperrima gente multi mortui sunt fame pro Christi nomine. Qui in caelum 
triumphantes portarunt stolam recepti martyrii, una uoce dicentes: ‘Vindicta Domine 




107. Vade quam citius potes ut uir fortis, et esto acer in adiutorium Dei Sanctique 
Sepulchri. 
109. ut si aliquis Deum studiose puroque corde et mente sequi desideraret, atque post 
ipsum crucem fideliter baiulare uellet, non pigritaretur Sancti Sepulchri uiam celerius 
arripere. 
114. Tunc seniores nostri ordinauerunt quomodo ingeniare possent ciuitatem, ut ad 
adorandum nostri Salvatoris intrarent Sepulchrum. 
128. Omnes etiam qui credebant, erant pariter et habebant omnia communia. 
Possessiones et substantias vendebant et dividebant illa omnibus prout cuique opus erat. 
129. Multitudinis autem credentium erat cor et anima una nec quisquam eorum quae 
possidebant aliquid suum esse dicebat sed erant illis omnia communia. 
133. Utamur ea, dividentes apostolico more, prout cuique opus est. Et ponebant ante 
pedes apostolorum dividebantur autem singulis prout cuique opus erat. 
 
Chapter Three 
19. Ego vero Fulcherus Carnotensis, capellanus ipsius Balduini eram. 
104. Ne timueritis impetum aduersariorum. State uiriliter, insurgite contra hos canes 
remordaces. 
108. Fortissimi Christi milites, ecce dimicandi tempus est. Metum omnem, qui etiam 
uiros effeminat, abiicite, et de uobis ipsis defensandis uiriliter procurate. Ictus 
impugnantium indefessi sustinete, et ex Iesu nostri confisi adiutorio, manus bellicosas 
exerite... 
109. State et uirili animo omnia uobis aduersantia pro Christi nominee sufferte… 
114. Si hic vobis fuerit obeundum, regnum vos celeste manet felici obituros exitio; si 
vivendum, expectat vos, si de fide presumitis, certa victoria, post victoriam gloria, post 
gloriam maior audacia… 
115. Nam rogo, ne sicut segnes moriamur uel imbelles. Non simus improperium, uel 
omnium infamia Christianorum. Si mori contigerit, gloriose saltem moriamur in bello. 
116. age itaque et tuam patienti Christo iam defer audaciam, nec tam oportunus te 
segnem locus inveniat, quem tuo forsitan deus honori preparat. 
123. honorem pariter vobis vitamque defendite; at vos, pedites, tentoria diligenter 
extendite. 
124. Seniores et fortissimi Christi milites, ecce modo bellum angustum est, undique 
circa nos. Igitur omnes milites eant obviam viriliter illis, et pedites prudenter atque citius 
tentoria extendant. 
125. Quid refert dominus a seruo, nobilis a plebeio, diues a paupere, miles a pedite, nisi 
nostrum qui presidemus eis prosit consilium, et patrocinetur auxilium? Si Turci michi 
dominabuntur impune, nolo amplius uiuere. Vos, domini consulares et illustres uiri, lux 
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et flos uictoriose Francie, decus et speculum pugnatricis militie, et pro uobis ipsis 
decertate; et pro fratribus uestris animas ponite. 
127. Ite, et ascendentes uitam uestram Deo offerte, karitatem Dei scientes uitam pro 
amicis ponere. 
128. qui dudum pro solidis paucis mercennarii fuerunt. 
132. Hanc nobis hostes ecce contradicunt uisibiles. Porro semitas ad illam pertendentes 
inuisibiles obsident inimici, aduersus quos spiritualis instat conflictus. Et grauius est 
nobis obluctari contra spiritualia nequicie in celestibus, quam aduersus carnem et 
sanguinem quos uidemus. Hi qui in ciuitatula ista ganniunt, illorum membra sunt, et suis 
magistris inferiores et imbecilliores sunt. Quod si isti, qui prope nichil sunt, poterunt 
euincere, et ciutatem quam uidemus nobis auferre, quid putas domini facient, audent 
cum talia serui? Pro certo timendum est ut ciuitas illa celestis nobis claudatur, nobis 
auferatur, si nobis desidiosis a malignis hospitibus nostra domus abdicabitur. Inbelles 
omnio et inefficaces in lucta spirituali erimus, si contra canes insipidus nec oblatrare 
ualentes, effeminatos et inermes, pro quibuslibet mortibus meticulosi, non assurgemus. 
133. O viri bellatores, nos pugna fugit, queramus pugnam, eamusque ad Boamundum 
egregium ducem. Illic est pugna quam queritis, illic instat ferreus hostis quem 
desideratis. 
140. De nova et incomparabili Iherosolimitanae expeditionis victoria loquimur, cuius 
tanta erga eos qui non desipiunt existit gloria, ut nostra, quod nulla preterita meruerunt, 
tali titulo iubilemus insigniri tempora. 
144. eo habundante, nemo, qui ei militaret, egebat. 
145. Qui hic morietur, vivente felicior erit, quia pro temporali vita gaudia adipiscetur 
eterna. Qui vero remanserit superstes, super inimicorum suorum triumphabit victoria, 
divitiisque illorum ditabitur, et nulla angustiabitur inopia. Vos scitis quid perpessi estis, 
et quid in persentiarum ante vos videtis. Orientales divitias adduxit vobis Dominus ante 
faciem vestram, immo in manibus vestris. 
146. et uel spoliis letabimur opimis, uel morte moriemur insigni, quando saltem de 
animarum nostrarum salute securi, non moriemur sicut mori solent ignaui. Eia! 
fidelissimi milites Christi, non pro terrena remuneratione hoc periculum incurritis, sed 
illius meritum expectantes, qui post mortem presentem eterne uite premia suis conferre 
nouit.   
149. Qui prius erant pauperes, Deo opitulante divites effecti sunt. 
152. O uiri rebelles et incorrigibiles, quis uos fascinauit ut ad predam uetitam et illicitam 
manus uestra conuerteretur, donec inimici nostri Deo auxiliante in gladio corruissent? 
Eia! relinquite predam, hostibus resistite, et nolite cedere nunc insurgentibus et amaram 
de uobis uindictam querentibus. 
165. Cui unquam genti prestitit Deus in tam brevi tempore tot bella committere, tot 
acerrimos hostes superare, tot spoliis gentium ditari, tot triumphantium palmis insigniri? 
166. Ne queso, obturpetur propter nostrum negligenciam laus Francorum… 
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174. Lux et flos uictoriose Francie. 
175. Memo esto, obsecro, parentum nostorum; et ne liuidaueris in aliquo rutilantem 
titulum Francorum. 
177. Recordare prudentium antiquorum et nostrorum fortium parentum, quales fuerunt 
et qualia bella fecerunt. 
186. Francorum beata gens, cuius est Dominus Deus eius... 
188. O gens, Deo dicta, omnia pro Dei amore reliquistis. 
189. Viri Christianissimi, et qui estis flos electus Gallie. 
193. Proh Francia, proh fuga turpis, Proh pudor exclamat, bellatum uenimus, anne 
Saltatum? Certe pueri sic fingere pugnas Sunt soliti, solitæ plausus celebrare puellae: 
ecce minae totiens inter convivia iactae! Vosnse viri Franci? sed ne quos dicere Francas 
esse nurus digner, trepidas qui frangere caulas Inclusumque pecus iugulare diu 
trepidastis! Exuite ergo metum, patriasque resumite uires. 
198. non uilescat propter nostram segnitiem sanctum nomen Christianorum. 
199. Age iam Christiani; accurrite et uos et uestram republicam defendite. 
200. Non simus improperium, uel omnium infamia Christianorum. 
201. Quociens enim isti mali Iudices, Herodis et Pilati complices, fratribus uestris 
illudunt uel angariant, tociens Christum crucifigunt. Quociens eos tormentant et 
occidunt, tociens lateri Christi cum Longino lanceam infligunt. Hec quidem omnia 
faciunt; et quod peius est ipsi Christo legique nostre subsannant et improperant, et ore 
temerario nos exacerbant. Quid igitur agitis? Equumne est uos hec audire, uos ista 
uidere nec ingemiscere? Patribus et filiis et fratribus et nepotibus dico. Numquid si quis 
externus uestrum aliquem percusserit, sanguinem uestrum non ulciscemini?   
204. Omnes qui in Christo baptizati sumus, filii Dei et fratres invicem sumus. Quos 
igitur iunxit una spiritualis copula, iungat et dilectio una. Pugnemus igitur unanimes, ut 
fratres, pro animabus et corporibus nostris, sicut positi in rebus extremis. 
212. Ite igitur contra eos in nomine Domini nostri Ihesu Christi ad bellum, et Dominus 
Deus noster omnipotens sit vobiscum. 
213. Vos igitur inchoate bellum; ispe, dux uester, belli dabit supplementum, et bone 
uoluntatis et gloriose accionis emolumentum. 
214. Indubitanter hos inimicos Deo uiuenti contrarios adite, Deo donante hodie 
uictoriam suscipietis. 
215. Iam enim hodie pro uobis pugnabit Deus. 
216. Sit autem spes eorum in me firma et faciam eos in Turcos triumphare. 
218. Scito nobis ilico de celis auxilium futurum. 
220. quoniam iam mittet Dominus legiones sanctorum suorum, qui ulciscentur vos de 
inimicis vestris. Hodie videbitis illos oculis vestris, et cum venerint, de eorum terribili 
fragore ne timeatis. Non enim debet esse vobis inassueta visio illorum, quoniam vice 
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altera venerunt vobis in auxilium; sed humanus aspectus pavescit in adventu 
supernorum civium. 
223. non est victoria in numero, sed in Dei virtute! tamen non est difficilie in manu Dei 
tot milia concludi et a uestris paucis copiis consumi. 
224. Fidei hactenus contra perfidiam bella gessistis et inter omnia discrimina felices 
exitus habuistis. Delectare vos profecto iam debuit Christi fortitudinis sepissime evidens 
experimentum, presertim cum certo certius noveritis, in illis quae potissimum urgebant 
preliis non vos pugnasse, sed Christum. Quae ergo vestrae valeat menti pro incursu 
aliquo desipientia desperationis irrepere, quos mala nulli hactenus attentata, deo 
sublevante, evadere, quibus triumphos homini impossibiles contigit provenisse? In 
tantum iam, precor, apud vos fides experta proficiat, ut nulla vobis deinceps humana 
fortitudo resistat: hac itaque animos tutiores efficite, caute procedite, et Christum vestra, 
ut assolet, vexilla ferentem tota mentium acrimonia consectari nunc et conclamare 
curate. 
228. Indebita hactenus bella gessistis, in mutuas cedes vesana aliquotiens tela solius 
cupiditatis aut superbiae causa torsistis, ex quo perpetuos interitus et certa dampnationis 
exitia meruistis. 
234. deus ipse impunita reliquit, sed mox inter ineuntis peccati successus quae meruere 
celerius aut famis aut quarumlibet difficultatum tormenta rependit.  
235. hi, ut divinas ab aecclesiis amolirentur iniurias, eas ciborum, accubituum, 
excubiarum, frigorum pluviarumque sustinuere miserias indeficientisque timoris 
angustias, quas a seculo nequaquam passas quis audierit vel legerit gentes ullas, et quod 
maius dinoscitur prestare miraculum, cum intra proprios adhuc tenerentur fines vix in 
sui regus exercitu tridui spacio patiebantur tentoria, etiam cum non excedere cogerentur 
a procincia.  
237. quos Deus per multa iam bellorum pericula victores reddidit, quosque virtus 
experientie ut illustres decusavit, ut quid contra Deum murmuratis, quia premit vos 
angustia paupertatis? Cum vobis porrigit manum, tunc exultaltis; cum relaxat, tunc 
desperatis. In hoc videmini non diligere donantem, sed dona; non largitorem, sed 
largientis oblationem. Cum largitur Dominus, est et amicus; cum cessat, indignans vobis 
videtur esse et extraneus. 
241. ne fugias, sed vade retro et dic ceteris quod in proelio cum illis adero. nam matris 
meae precibus placatus propitiabor eis: sed quia peccaverunt, fere perierunt. sit autem 
spes eorum in me firma et faciem eos in Turcos triumphare. 
243. sed audite et pensate premium quod Dominus Iesus omnibus hiis redditurus est 
qui eius amore et gratia hac in uia morituri sunt. 
250. quoniam si in ipso vivitis, aut pro ipso morimini, estis beati. 
251. Qui hic morietur, vivente felicior erit, quia pro temporali vita gaudia adipiscetur 
eterna. 
252. Aut sensum amiserunt, aut mori sicut et vivere diligunt. 
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255. Si deo, inquiunt, hanc quam exercetis militiam devovistis, si patrias, si domos, si 
coniuges, si liberos, si denique corpora contempsistis et ipsa quin etiam sola resederunt 
gloriosis exponenda matiriis, quid vos ad istorum considerationem, precor, exterreat, 
cum unius vestrum ex deo fida sagacitas totius huius vilissimi vulgi superstitioni 
prevaleat? 
257. non dico leonum sed, quod magis competit, martium animositate confertissimos 
vexilla feruntur in hostes. 
259. Pro animabus vestris, quaeso, pugnate... 
260. Hic standum, hic nos gloriosa manet aut pena uictos, aut corona uictores; gloriosa, 
inquam, sors utraque, sed etiam eo beatior altera, quo celerius efficit beatos: ergo agite, 
o iuuenes, moriamur, et in media arma ruamus! 
262. O gens, Deo dicta, omnia pro pro Dei amore reliquistis, diuitas, agros, uineas et 
castella, nunc in promptu uobis perpetua uita est, ei cui contingerit hoc in prelio 
martyrio coronari. 
266. Mementote in cuius nomine a terra et cognatione uestra existis, et quomodo 
terrene uite abrenunciastis, nulla pericula mortis pro Christo inire metuentes. Nec mori 
credere debetis, sed feliciter cum Christo uiuere, et ideo eius gratia et amore quecumque 
occurrerint in uia hac, equo et libenti animo suscipere. 
268. Stemus, et in proposito uie nostre in nomine Domini moriamur. 
269. Populus hic quem uides et audis in uoce exultationis aduersum inimicos properare, 
et prelium in nomine Domini Iesu Christi Dei sui committere, scito quia certus est 
hodie de corona regni celorum, et quia ad meliorum transibit uitam, in qua primum 
felicius uiuere incipiet, si pro eius nomine et gratia in hoc prelio mori meruerit. Ideo in 
gaudium et iubilationem cor nostrum erigitur, quia si forte corruerimus in manu 
inimicorum, potestatem habet Dominus Iesus Deus noster animas nostras in paradisum 
glorie sue collocare, et idcirco non timemus mortem aut impetum inimicorum, cum 
certi simus post temporalem mortem de eterna illius remuneratione. 
273. Viri Christiana professione insigniti, maneat in uobis conciuium uestorum pietas et 
patriae, qui proditione paganorum exterminati uobis sempiternum erunt opprobrium 
nisi ipsos defendere institeritis. Pugnate pro patria uestra et mortem si superuenerit ultro 
pro eadem patimini. Ipsa enim uictoria est et animae remedium. Quicumque etenim pro 
confratribus suis mortem inierit uiuam hostiam se praestat Deo Christumque insequi 
non ambigitur, qui pro fratribus suis animam suam dignatus est ponere. Si aliquis igitur 
uestrum in bello mortem subierit, sit ei mors illa omnium delictorum suorum 
paenitentia et ablutio, dum eam hoc modo recipere non diffugerit. 
280. Ivit itaque ille, undique signo crucis armatus… 
290. Omnes Christi titulo insigniti sumus... 
291. et Christum, qui adhuc hodie in ciuitate ista proscribitur et crucifigtur, adtendite; et 
de cruce, cum Ioseph, uobis illum deponite; et in sepulcro cordis uestri thesaurum 
incomparabilem, thesaurum illum concupiscibilem, collocate; et istis impiis 
crucifixoribus illum uiriliter eripite. 
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293. Ergo mentes et corpora fidei dominicae crucis addicite... 
296. quare ergo reverteretur in Occidentem, qui hic taliter invenit Orientem? nec vult 
eos penuria Deus adfici, qui cum crucibus suis devoverunt eum sequi, immo denique 
adsequi. 
297. Hoc uero signum sancte crucis quo munimur et sanctificamur proculdubio 
spirituale scutum est contra omnia iacula inimicorum, et in eodem signo sperantes tutius 
contra omnia peri cula stare audemus. In hoc utique ligno sancte crucis redempti sumus 
de manu mortis et inferi, et potestate angeli nequam, et in sanguine Domini nostril Iesu 
filii Dei uiui ab omni inquinamento ueteris erroris emundati, fiduciam habemus eterne 
uite. 
298. et ideo quid aliud consulam nescio, nisi ut in nomine Domini Iesu et uirtute sancte 
crucis uniuersi stemus, aduersus incredulous pugnantes. 
311. Confidens in adjutorium Dei et Sancti Sepulchri. 
318. Video uos, Deo gratias omnes unánimes… 
322. et uestram rempublicam defendite… 
323. et unusquisque uestrum pugnate pro uobis, immo alius alium defendite. 
324. Audite, fratres et domini… 
325. Expergiscimini igitur, familia Christi… 
326. Quociens enim isti mali Iudices, Herodis et Pilati complices, fratribus uestris 
illudunt uel angariant, tociens Christum crucifigunt. 
327. Numquid si quis externus uestrum aliquem percusserit, sanguinem uestrum non 
ulciscemini? Multo magis Deum uestrum, patrem uestrum, fratrem uestrum, ulcisci 
debetis, quem exprobrari, quem proscribi, quem crucifigi uidetis; quem clamantem et 
desolatum et auxilium proscentem auditis. 
328. Omnes qui in Christi baptizati sumus, filii Dei et fratres invicem sumus. Quos 
igitur iunxit una spiritualis copula, iungat et dilectio una. 
331. State et uirili animo omnia uobis aduersantia pro Christi nominee sufferte, et 
fratres uestros nequaquam in tribulatione hac deseratis, et non Dei iram incurratis, cuius 
gratia et misericordia non deficiet in se confidentibus. 
332. Tantum stabiles estote in amore Christi, et numquam fraudem hanc in fratres 
uestros faciatis, ut fugam clam ab eis substracti ineatis. 
333. Ite, et ascendentes uitam uestram Deo offerte, karitatem Dei scientes uitam pro 
amicis ponere. 
334. et pro frantribus uestris animas ponite. 
338. Nichil enim inconsultum, nichil inordinatum admittebant. Indisciplinati 
castigabantur, inscii erudiebantur, rebelles obiurgabantur. Incontinentes de 
incontinencia sua redarguebantur, et omnes in commune ad elemosinam incitabantur. 
Omnes etiam frugalitati et pudicicie studebant. Et, ut ita dixerim, quedam schola 
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discipline moralis in castris erat. Is erat modus et hec erat forma in Iherusalem 
ambulancium. Dum hunc discipline rigorem tenuerunt et affectu caritatiuo 
redundauerunt, euidenter inter eos Deus consuersatus est, et per eos bella sua bellatus 
est. Hec idcirco dixerimus, quantis indisciplinatorum illorum, qui huic expedicioni 
gloriosi superciliosi successerunt, illos extollentes, uitam et uiam redarguerimus. Nichil 
enim inter homines utilitus disciplina. 
343. Ecce tempus strenuis tironibus optabile, et illustribus athletis ad ultionem karorum 
probabile, timidisque ac inertibus uulpiumque dolis et segnicie similibus satis horribile. 
Ecce gentem ante ianuas uidetis uestras exercrabilem, Dominoque Deo cunctisque 
fidelibus eius obidilem. Eia uiri fortes arma sumite, et contra inimicos omnium 
bonorum insigniter insurgite. Ad facidendam ultionem Dei uiriliter armamini… Iniurias 




6. Eodem anno exercitus imperatoris Alemannie et regis Francorum, qui summis 
ducibus illustrati cum summa incedebant superbia, ad nichilum deuenerunt, quia ‘Deus 
spreuit eos.’ Interea quidam exercitus naualis uirorum non potentum, nec alicui magno 
duci innixi—nisi Deo omnipotenti—quia humiliter profecti sunt, optime profecerunt. 
32. Nolite, fratres, nolite timere; nolite expavescere; contristari fugite; stupefieri 
vilipendite. Si vos Deus noster ab huius ubis introitu tam longi laboris dispendio 
excluserit, icciro profecto in vobis hoc operatus est, ut asiduitas laboris continui 
patientiam in vobis solidaret, eademque solidata preseverantie probatiores redderet. 
35. Vos igitur fratres, cum hiis fortitudinem armis suscipite, eam scilicet que vel bello 
tuetur a barbaris patriam vel domi defendit inimicos vel a latronibus socios; nam plena 
est iusticię. 
41. Irrationabili mortis contemptu, magis quam viribus animati. 
42. Nobis certe sunt latera ferra, pectus æreum, mens timoris vacua, quorum nec pedes 
fugam, nec umquam vulnus terga sensere. Quid Gallis apud Cliderhau profuere loricæ? 
Nunquid, non inerines isti, ut dicunt, illos et loricas proicere et negligere galeas et scuta 
relinquere coegerunt? Videat igitur prudentia vestra, o rex, quale sit in his habere 
tiduciam, quæ in necessitate magis sunt oneri quam consolationi. Nos apud Cliderhou 
de loricatis victoriam reportavimus: nos hodie et istos animi virtute pro seuto utentes, 
lanceis prosternemus. 
44. Quid ergo conferet uobis gloria parentelis, exercitatio sollempnis, disciplina militaris, 
nisi multos pauciores uincatis? 
52. Quamdiu enim vallo hoc circundamur, sumus manuum nostrarum et armature 
compotes, vita nobis in spe sita est; inermibus vero preter ignominiosam mortem 
reliquum nichil est. Gladios igitur vestros, quos ultro sibi expetunt, mergite prius in 
medullis eorum, et estote ultores sanguinis vestri. Hauriant gustum audacie vestre, nec 
victoria redeant incruenta. 
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54. Quia si quem hoc insignitum mori contigerit, sibi vitam tolli non credimus, sed in 
melius mutari non ambigimus. Hic ergo vivere gloria est, et mori lucrum. 
55. Et profecto securi de victoria hostes invadite, quibus victorie premia sunt gloria 
sempiterna. 
56. tenens manus nostras in voluntate sua not dirigat, et cum gloria nos assumat. 
57. Et vere adimplebitur in vobis prophetia qua ad laudem et honorem virtutuis et 
glorię, filiorum Dei dictum est, ‘Quomodo persequebatur unus mille, et duo fugarent X. 
M.’ 
58. Nos quidem, O princeps, licet numero pauci simus, honoris tamen atque virtutis 
cupidi gloriam pro questu maximo duximus. Ranos igitur, qui filium tuum occiderunt, 
pro ducentis marcis in gratiam recipiendos nostro concilio dicis? Revera nomini tuo 
magno condigna satisfacto! Absit a nobis talis iniuria, ut umquam facto huic 
assentiamur. Nec enim ideo uxores, filios, denique patrias sedes in reliquimus, ut 
hostibus cavillationem et filiis nostris opprobrium sempiternum hereditemus. Quin 
potius perge ut cepisti, transi mare, utere ponte, quem stravit tibi bonus artifex, admove 
inimicis tuis manus. Videbis gloriosam mortem nobis maximo esse lucro. 
59. Et ut de piaculo violate societatis taceam, vos ubique terrarum infames et 
ignominiosi venietis. Gloriose mortis metu vires vestras a sociis subduxistis vestris. 
61. Sed quonam perversitatis modo nescio, quasi glorie honorisque cupidine, in nos 
pedissequa subreppit invidia… 
62. Ad hoc enim quemque nostrum summa ope deceret eniti, ut cum iam tanta gentium 
diversitas sub coniuratę unitatis lege nobiscum astringitur, nichilque in ea quod merito 
accusari vel derogari queat in contingenti perpendamus, ne in nos eiusdem sanguinis 
generisque socios vitabunda infamie in posterum macula cohereat. Imo ut antiquorum 
virtutum memores nostrorum, laudem et gloriam generis nostri accumulare potius quam 
imfamatam malitie pannusculis obvelare. Insignia enim veterum a posteris in memoriam 
reducta, et amoris et honoris indicia sunt. Si boni emulators veterum fueritis, honor et 
gloria vos insequitur; si mali, dedecus improperii. 
63. Parcite generis infamie vestri. Assentite consiliis honoris vestri. 
67. Isti sunt, isti sunt utique qui non resistendum nobis quondam sed cedendum 
putarunt, cum Angliae victor Willelmus Laodoniam, Calatriam, Scotiam usque ad 
Abertnith penetraret, ubi bellicosus ille Malcolmus deditione factus est noster; et nunc 
victores suos, dominos suos. 
71. Quis Apuliam, Siciliam, Calabriam nisi vester Normannus edomuit? Nonne uterque 
Imperator eadem die, eadem fere hora, terga vertit Normannis, cum alter adversus 
patrem, alter adversus filium dimicaret. 
78. Certe peregrinatio vestra non videtur karitate fundata, quia non est in vobis dilectio. 
84. Revertimini igitur ad cor, o viri reliquiarum Sclavici generis, et resumite audaciam… 
86. Prede solam nondum adepte cupidinem eterno comparastis obprobrio. 
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87. Nolite fratres nolite sperare in iniquitate, et rapinas nolite concupiscere; sed sperate 
in Domino, et dabit vobis petitiones cordis vestri. 
100. Percussit in vobis Dominus Saulum et erexit Paulum. Eandem Sauli et Pauli 
carnem, non eundem mentis affectum sed immutatum. Ecce quam pius, quam iustus, 
quam misericors Deus! Nichil vobis detraxit Deus. Eadem patrię vestre opera, sed 
affectu solum mutato vobis concessit. 
101. nullam iurisiurandi vel fidei religionem observant. 
107. Si sola regis terreni, vel stipendia cogitaretis vel donativa, merito trepidaretis, vel 
vinci vel et mori formidantes. Optatius debet videri pugnaturo, mori, qui sciat ab 
aeterno rege regnum paratum esse aeternum morienti. Sive moriamur in bello isto, sive 
evadamus, de victoria dubitare non possumus. 
112. Audite quid super hiis Augustinus dixerit ad Donatum presbyterum: ‘Non est 
permittenda mala voluntas sue libertati, sicut nec Paulo permissum uti pessima 
voluntate, qui persecutus est ecclesiam Dei.’ 
118. Nam sepe pro virtutibus vitia surrepunt. 
119. In malivolam animam non introibit sapientia, auferte malitiam de medio vestri, quia 
nichil aliud est male facere quam a disciplina deviare. Sapientiam illam, fratres, querite 
que sursum est, non que super terram, sicut docet apostolus. Hanc autem soli 
mundicordes adipisci queunt. Et ut in summe contemplatione sapientie, que utique 
animus non est, nam est incommutabilis, aciem mentis figatis, necesse se ipsum animus, 
qui commutabilis est, intueatur, et sibi ipse animus quodammodo in mentem veniat, it 
cognoscat se esse non quod Deus est, sed tamen aliquid quod possit placere post Deum. 
121. Nemo nos pro libitu nostro bella gerere putaverit, quorum et eventus varius est, et 
quae comitum suorum, videlicet fame, siti, vigiliis, denique diversis mortibus horrenda 
et formidolosa non ignoramus. Non ad prelium nos accendit libido dominandi, sed 
feritas rebellandi… Suscipietis itaque bella ipsa non cupiditate vel crudelitate, sed pacis 
studio, ut malorum audatia coherceatur et boni disciplinae suae debitum fructum 
inveniant. 
124. Illi carnes raptas quas voraverunt eructant; nos post sacra jejunia Christi carne et 
sanguine saginamur. Illos histriones, saltatores et saltatrices, nos crux Christi et reliquiæ 
Sanctorum antecedunt. 
126. Regi regum magnas nos et ingentes debere gratias cognoscimus, cuius dum 
complacuit ordinationi, ut quasi ministri eius et vestri regni gubernacula regeremus, 
tantam nobis in vestra probitate atque prudentia fidutiam donavit, quod in multis 
experimentum vestri habentes, salvo nobis benignitatis vestrae presidio simul et 
consilio, quaecumque occurrerint, quaecumque rem publicam Romani imperii turbare 
ausa fuerint, facile reprimenda putemus, imperii inquam Romani, cuius aput nos 
ministerium, auctoritatem penes vos, qui optimates regni estis, recognoscimus. 
127. Vos fratres, arma deposuistis, arma scilicet quibus rapiuntur aliena. De quibus 
dicitur, qui gladio percutit gladio peribit, scilicent qui, nulla superiore ac legitima 
potestate vel iubente vel concedente, in sanguinem fratris armatur. 
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132. Zelo iusticię, non felle ire, iustum bellum committite. Iustum vero bellum, dicit 
Ysidorus noster, quod ex indicto geritur de rebus repetendis aut hostium pulsandum 
causa; et quia iusta est causa homicidas et sacrilegos et venenarios punier, non est 
effusio sanguinis homicidii. Et item non est crudelis qui crudelis qui crudeles perimit. 
Vel qui malos perimit, in eo quod mali sunt et habet causam interfectionis, minister est 
Domini. 
137. Sed, ut interim de rege taceamus, nullus certe justum negabit, quod pro patria arma 
suscipimus; quod pro uxoribus nostris, pro liberis nostris, pro ecclesiis nostris 
dimieamus, imminens periculum propulsantes. 
142. Ad vos autem mater ecclesia iam quasi truncis brachiis et deformi facie clamat, 
sanguinem filiorum et vindictam per manus vestras requirit. Clamat, certe clamat! 
Vindictam factie in nationibus, increpationes in populis... Iacentem igitur et depressam 
Hypanorum ecclesiam ut boni emulatores erigite; fedam et deformem vestibus 
iocunditatis et leticie reinduite. Ut boni filii, nolite spectare turpitudinem patris, et matri 
nolite dicere, Munus quoncumque est ex me tibi proderit. Federa societatis humane 
nolite parvipendere, quia, ut ait beatus Ambrosius, Qui a sociis et fratribus si potest non 
repellit iniuruam, tam est in vitio quam ille qui facit. 
146. Huiusmodi vero opera vindicte officia sunt que boni bono animo implent. Nolite, 
fratres, nolite timere. Non enim in huiusmodi actionibus homicidio vel taxatione 
alicuius criminis notabimini; imo rei propositi vestri deserti iudicabimini. Non est vero 
crudelitas pro Deo pietas. 
151. Consecrate manus vestras in sanguine peccatorum: felices quorum hodie manus ad 
suas ulcisendas injurias Christus elegit. 
153. summo iudice Deo cooperante et uindictam subministrante, prius aggredientus est. 
154. Quod si per desidiam aut ignaviam dedecus a Mediolano vobis illatum vindice 
gladio non prosequeremur, iam indubitantur eum sine causa portaremus, nec tam esset 
in hoc nostra laudanda pacientia quam neglientia vituperanda. Ministri ergo iusticiae 
suffragium vestrum iuste postulamus, ut temeritas adversariorum careat effectu et 
imperii status ad nostra deductus tempora nostra ministerio debitum sortiatur honorem. 
Non inferimus, sed depellimus iniuriam. 
155. ultores sanguinis vestris… 
156. Revertimini igitur ad cor, o viri reliquiarum Sclavici generis, et resumite audaciam et 
tradite mihi urbem hanc et viros qui iniuste occupaverunt eam, ut ulciscar in eos, sicut 
ultus sum in eos qui invaserant Mikilenburg. 
164. unumquemque angelum sibi delegatum custodem habere sui… 
165. Divina siquidem opitulante miserecordia non segnes, non degeneres invenire nos 
debet inimica civitatis in conservando, quod antecessores nostri Karolus et Otto titulis 
imperii addidere primique de ultramontains, ille inter occidentales, hic inter orientales 
Francos, ad regni terminos dilatandos adicere curaverunt. 
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166. cum non ex multitudine victoria pendeat, vel viribus adquiratur, sed justis votis 
causaque honesta ab Omnipotente impetretur… Cur enim de victoria desperemus, cum 
victoria generi nostro quasi in feudum data sit ab Altissimo? 
169. quibus divinum auxilium præsto est, cum quibus tota cœlestis curia dimicabit. 
Aderit Michael cum angelis suam ulturus injuriam, cujus ecclesiam humano sanguine 
fœdaverunt, cujus altare superposito capite humano polluerunt. Petrus cum Apostolis 
pugnabit pro nobis, quorum basilicas nunc in stabulum, nunc in prostibulum 
converterunt. Sancti martyres nostra præcedent agmina, quorum incenderunt memorias, 
quorum atria cædibus impleverunt. Virgines sanctæ licet pugnæ dubitent intercesse, pro 
nobis tamen oratione pugnabunt. Amplius dico, ipse Christus apprehendet arma et 
scutum, et exurgent in adjutoirum nobis. 
172. et ut huius custodie sanctissime moribus respondeatis… 
174. Et si ab angeli vestri custodia deviastis, reconciliari studete Domino per 
penitentiam, et unde per inobedientiam lapsi estis, illuc per mandatorum Dei 
obedientiam redire satagite. Sed forsan dicetis ad hec, In quo mandate Dei sprevimus? 
Audite quid de vobis Machias propheta dixerit: In eo quod admovistis ad altare panes 
pollutos et escas ex rapina, et quod tales votivas vestras regi omnium Deo obtulistis, 
quales si principibus vestris obtulissetis non utique suscepte forent. Et in hiis omnibus 
Deum potius irritastis quam placastis. Stultitie atque insipientie ultime est, ut homo 
Deum quoquomodo fallere existimet. Nam huius mindi sapientia aput Deum stultita 
est. 
175. Attendite, fratres, et recolite corrigendo mores vestros. 
176. Ecce, fratres, ecce lignum crucis dominice. Flectentes genua proni in terram 
decubate; rea tundite pectora, Domini prestolantes auxilium. Veniet enim, veniet. 
182. Et vos, fratres karissimi, Christum sequuti, exules spontanei, qui pauperiem 
voluntariuam suscepistis, audite et intelligite, quia inchoantibus promittitur sed 
perseverantibus premium donatur. Sed et hic perseverare nequit, qui adhuc a bone 
actionis initio neggligens vel ignorans oberrat. Ignorans, si penitendo resipiscat vel 
recognoscat, cum lacrimis et gemitu… 
184. Nam ultra mandatum Dei nititur qui proximos non sicut se sed plusquam se diligit. 
186. Vestra utique sunt bona sociorum que etsi imitari non valetis, diligite in alios, et 
vestra fient que amantur in socios. Excludite ergo invidiam que caritatem eicit et 
discordiam nutrit, que corpus corrodit et macerat, nec ipsum in sua valetudine atque 
vigore stare permittit, quia dum pestis invidię mentem lacerat corpus consumit, et 
quicquid in se habere videtur boni interimit… Non est ergo dilecto nisi inter bonos, 
quia non est dilectio valida nisi ex utraque parte affectus pendeat. Dilectionis huius vel 
caritatis custos est innocentia, que tante virtutis et gratie creditur, ut Deo et hominibus 
placet. Vera est hec que nec sibi nec alteri nocet, et cum valet, prodesse satagit. 
193. Deus pacis et dilectionis… qui dat verbum evangelizantibus virtute multa, ad 
perfectionem predicationis sue et exhibitionem operis sui, tenens manus nostras in 
voluntate sua nos dirigat, et cum gloria non assumat; ipse regentes regat, ut possimus 
gregem eius cum disciplina, et non in vasis pastoris imperiti. 
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194. Et certe felix tellus vestras que tot et tales alumpnos nutrit, que tot et tantos in sinu 
matris ecclesie filios unanimes associate societati. 
195. zelum legis Dei in cordibus habentes, impetu Spiritus ducente, per tot terrarum et 
marium pericula et longi itineris dispendia, relictis omnibus, nobis primitive ecclesie filiis 
huc advecti, hii novissimi crucis mysterium representant. 
201. O quanta omnium hilaritas, quibus ad laborem et penam facies iocundior quam 
nobis, qui hic heu torpentes segni vacamus otio! Et certe a Domino factum est istud, et 
est mirabile in oculis nostris. Ecce, fratres karissimi, crucis improperium portantes, extra 
castra exiistis. 
203. Videbitis auxilium Domini super vos. Adorate Dominum Christum, qui in hoc 
salutifere crucis ligno manus expandit et pedes in vestram salutem et gloriam. In hoc 
vexillo, solum non hesitetis, vincetis. Quia si quem hoc insignitum mori contigerit, sibi 
vitam tolli non crediumus, sed in melius mutari non ambigimus. Hic ergo vivere gloria 
est, et mori lucrum. 
208. …vivifice crucis lignum salutere secum deferens… 
209. Hec est crux, in qua Herimannus comes palatii mihi iuravit fidelitatem, die illa qua 
advocatum ecclesiae nostrae ipsum constituti, die qua illas vires illamque potentiam ei 
contuli, per quam modo me infestat. Tunc predixi ei in hac cruce esse de ligno Domini, 
in quo ille, cuius hec sacrosancta refulget imago, de hoste humani generis triupmhavit, 
multorumque sanctorum venerabiles reliquas in hac cruce indicavi contineri. 
210. et quia non vacat ut singillatim faciatis confessiones, generalem michi pastori vestro 
facite peccatorum vestrorum confessionem; et ego, potestate a Deo nobis tradita, 
faciam vobis per officium nostrum indulgentiam et remissionem omnium delictorum 
vestrorum, ut, si quis hodie ex hac temporali et incerta vita evocatur, transeat ad 
meliorem vitam, scilicet aeternam. 
211. Et profecto securi de victoria hostes invadite, quibus victorie premia sunt gloria 
sempiterna. 
212. ipseque sibi mundum et candidum gregem atque in omnibus immaculatum ac 
supernis ovilibus dignum exhibeat, ubi est habitatio letantium, in splendoribus 
sanctorum… 
219. Nulla ergo itineris incepti vos festinationis seducat occasio, quia non Iherosolimis 
fuisse sed bene interim invixisse laudabile est; non enim ad eam nisi per opera eius 
pervenire potestis. Ex bono opere vero ut ad finem gloriosum quis perveniat meretur. 
 
Chapter Five 
16. Nolumus autem vos de Divina misericordia desperare, quantumcunque sit Dominus 
peccatis nostris iratus, quin in manu vestra perficiat, si, prout debetis in humilitate 
cordis et corporis iter fueritis peregrinationis aggressi, quod majoribus non concessit. 
Consensissent enim majores forsitan, et dixissent: Manus nostra excelsa, et non 
Dominus fecit hæc omnia; et sibi non Domino, gloriam victoriæ ascripsissent. Speramus 
enim quod non in ira misericordias continebit. Qui, cum iratus est, non obliviscitur 
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misereri, nos admonens et exhortans: Convertimini ad Me, et Ego convertar ad vos. 
Credimus etiam quod, si ambulaveritis in lege Domini, non eorum sequentes vestigia, 
qui vani facti sunt post vanitatem euntes, qui comessationibus et ebrietatibus voluptuose 
vacabant, et ea exercebant in partibus transmarinis, quæ in terra nativitatis propriæ sine 
multa infamia et detractione plurima non auderent… 
19. Septem sunt genera bestiarum siluestrium in hoc seculo. Leones superbie, ut milites 
et quicumque raptores. Serpentes inuidie, ut qui gaudent de peccato alieno. Negl(ex)eris 
in peccato p(a)tris tui, de peccato presbyterorum letantur. … Aper est iracundus. Asinus 
siluestris onager, idest accidiosus. Uulpes cupiditatis, idest mercatores mendaces. De 
quodam qui dicebat, ‘En maupru les puse ie metre’ et uocauit bursam suam ‘maupru’. 
De cutellaribus, de mangonibus, tot sunt tam uaire. De hospitibus, qui traditores sunt. 
Ursus gulosus qui fac(it) de uentre suo lardinarum. Unde uehemot dormiuit in locis 
humantibus querens locum ar(ridum) et n—. am. De pu(er)o mortuo de fectore erbrii, 
porcus luxurie. 
48. O quam multum distans, et dissimilis quorumcunque contemplatio claustralium 
juxta columnas meditantium, horrendo illi exercitio militantium! 
58. Quæ potentia prævalebit? quæ multitudo resistet? Deus nec nobis nec adversariis 
adjutor veniat, victoria in nostra virtute consistat. Vox certe pessima et omnino 
damnabilis, quæ in homine, non in Numine belli eventum constituit, cum sine Deo nil 
possit homo; quod quidem experimento flebili, rerum exitus declaravit. 
59. Domine Deus, væ nobis! capti sumus jam trucidandi. Ad quos pænominatus Ivo de 
Veteri Ponte dixit, Quid, modicæ fidei, timetis, quos sine mora mortuos videbitis? 
60. Sic his datur triumphare qui in Deo spem ponunt, qui vinci non novit, ad quod fides 
non ficta valet, non multitudo dimicantium: quia non refert apud Deum, sive in paucis 
sive in pluribus, belli consistat virtus et summa victoriæ. 
61. Deus fidelium Pater, delinquents Christicolas corripiendos et corrigendos judicans, 
te ministrum, O princeps, in hos usus assumpsit: sicut carnalis pater, ira nonnumquam 
accensus, baculum immundum e luto corripit quo cum filios excedentes pulsaverit 
eundem rursus in sterquilinum unde assumptus erat demergit. 
62. Hoc quidem non modicum profuit nostris et multum obfuit adversariis. Sic aptatis 
singulis, et temporis angustia simul et paucitas hominum suppetebat, rex inter singulos 
discurrens, impiger consolator persuadebat constantiam, damnans languescere 
degeneres animos, formidine vel ignavia flecti. Adversis, inquit, mentis imperterritæ 
rigorem opponite. Convalescat virtus solidati pectoris obvia hostium asperitati, evasura 
profecto fortunæ procellas. Scitote adversa pati, quoniam omnis fortuna tolerabilis 
accidit animo virili; quinimmo virtutibus, sicut umbram prospera, sic adversa præstant 
lucernam. 
65. Turcis denique ocius abeuntibus, gens nostra rediit ad exercitum, super eo quod 
regem salvum receperant et incolumen, gaudens et exultans in Domino eo uberis, quo 
periculosius oberrans pene perierat. Willelmo vero de Pratellis plurimum condoluerant, 
qui tam fideli liberalitate se dedens hostibus gratis corpore proprior dominum suum 
regem redemit. O prædicanda fides! O rara devotion! 
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68. vir trina perfectione præditus, in consiliis Nestor, in armis Achilles, in fide Attilo 
Regulo præferendus. 
70. Quem siquis forte præsumptionis æstimaverit arguendum, noverit ejus animum vinci 
nescium, injuriæ impatientem, ad jure debita repretenda, innata generositate 
compulsum… 
72. Numquid navem intactam et illæsa, sustinetis abire? proh pudor! post tot triumphos 
exactos irrepente desidia, ceditis ignavi? 
74. Utquid equos non laxamus ad cursum? Heu! Heu! in perpetuum merito timidæ 
redarguemur inertiæ; quibus unquam simile contigit? Nunquam per incredulous tanto 
exercitui tanta denotandum infamia contigit opprobrium; nisi citius nos defendentes 
irruamus in Ipsos, scandalum sempiternum erit nobis, tanto quidem magis, quanto 
longior intervenerit dialtio concertandi. 
80. Eja! commilitones optimi, mecum omnia communicati, quid igitur restat agendum? 
Numquid in hoc vulgus ignavaum littus obsidens non applicabimus? An animas nostras 
reputabimus pretisiores animabus jam in absentia nostra pereuntium? Quid ptius 
censetis? 
81. pereat modo qui non processerit. 
84. Viri Nazaren, arripite arma, et pro loco veri Nazaræi fortier dimicate. 
85. Fratres dilectissimi, et commilitones mei, vos semper istis vanis et caducis restitistis, 
vindictam ex eis exegistis, de ipsis semper victoriam habuistis. Accingite ergo vos, et 
state in prælio Domini, et memores estote patrum vestrorum Machabæorum, quorum 
vicem bellandi pro ecclesia, pro lege, pro hereditate Crucifixi, jam dudum subistis. 
Scitote vero patres vestros non tam multitudine, apparatu armato, quam fide et justitia, 
et observatione mandatorum Dei, victores ubique fuisse, quia non est difficile vel in 
multis vel in paucis vincere, quando victoria e cœlo est. 
87. O mei milities, I regni mei robur et corona, uos mille mecum pericula passi, uos qui 
uiribus tot michi/tirannos domuistis et ciuitates, uidetis quod uulgus ignauum iam nobis 
inultat? Expugnabimus nos Turcos et Arabes, erimus nos terrori gentibus inuictissimis, 
faciet nobis uiam dextera nostra usque ad terre terminos post crucem Christi, 
restituemus nos regnum Israel, qui uilibus et effeminatis Grifonibus terga dederimus? 
88. Arma tenenti Omnia dat, qui justa negat. 
89. Ego dominus et rex uester uos diligo, ego de decore uestro solicitor, ego dico uobis, 
ego predico frequentius, si modo sic abeatis inulti, precedet uos et comitabitur huius 
uilis fama diffugii. 
90. Persequimini eos, et comprehendite; si enim abierint, amorem meum perdetis in 
perpetuum… 
91. Bellorum socii, adolescents electi, qui tot pericula nobisum experti animo semper 
excelso invictoque fuistis, si diligenter attendamus qui, quo cum duce, quove tenore hec 
subeamus discimina, et solita stenuitate precellemus, et nos fortuna in prelio pristino 
favore non desituet. 
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92. Fortune potius temptare vices et sub capitum periculo vires animositatis venimus 
experiri. 
101. Troiano partim ex sanguine linea descendimus originali. Ex Gallis quoque 
propaginem ex parte trahimus et naturam. Hinc nobis animositas, illinc armorum usus 
accedit. Cum itaque duplici natura nobilique hinc inde prosapia, tam animosi simus 
quam armis instructi, populum inermem tubamque plebeiam nobis resistere non posse 
quis diffidet? 
105. Domine rex, memento quanta tibi fecerit Deus, Qui ubique tuos memorandos in 
sæcula prosperaverit actus, quibus gloriosiora vel frequentiora nunquam tuæ rex ætatis 
peregerit. Rex, recordare quod, cum esse comes Pictaviæ, nullum unquam habueris 
vicinum tantæ virtutis, vel animositatis adversarium, qui non tuis subactus viribus manus 
daret. Rex, memento magnarum contentionum turbarumque Brabaconum, quas toties 
dissipasti rara manu et dispersisti. Rex, memento quam gloriose triumphasti ad 
amovendam obsidionem apud Hautefordiam, quam comes de Sancto Ægidio obsederat, 
et tu ipsum abegisti, et probrose effugasti… Rex, memento tuarum tantarum virtutum, 
qualiter tot et tantas gentes subergeris, cum civitatem Messanam viriliter 
comprehenderis, quam te probum illuc exhibueris, cum gentem Græcam represseris, 
quæ te lacessire et debellare præsumpserat, a quorum manibus et divina liberavit 
clementia, ipsis pessundatis et confusis. Recole, rex, virtutum insignia, quibus te Deus 
ditavit, secundum divinitas gratiæ Suæ, quando Cyprum insulam subjugasti, quod ante te 
nullus unquam præsumpisse ausus est; quam in quimdecim diebus debellasti; quod 
auctore quidem Deo potuisti, et quod imperatorem captivaveris... Memento, domine 
rex, obsidionis Achonensis, ad quam tempestive comprehendendam advenisti, et te 
oppugnante reddita est… 
109. Memento, rex, terræ hujus quam tuæ Deus commisit tutelæ, cujus te solum respicit 
cura, ex quo rex ille Franciæ ignavitur abierit. 
111. Ipsi quidem, quos puræ peregrinationis in Terram Sanctam reputabatur perduxisse 
devotio, relictis castris militaribus, jam amatoriis indulgebant, cantionibus muliebribus, 
et scortantium commessationibus. Referentibus enim iis qui hoc fieri perspexerunt, 
muliercularum et ipsi applaudebant choreis… 
116. Edictum etiam imperiale exiit, ut, si deus concederet nobis victoriam, ne cuiquam 
liceret de pręda contingere, donec hostes ad terram prosternerentur et civitas nostre 
subderetur ditioni. 
118. Omnibus vero generaliter hoc edico, ut nemo ante consummationem belli predam 
appetat vel contingat, nullus cadentem amicum sublevet, sed conculcans illum ad hostes 
debellandos transeat viriliter procedendo. Qui aliquod habet alimentorum subsidium, 
inperciat non habenti. Cras enim, quicquid nobis contingat, ditabimur omnes, quia vel 
hostibus triumphando alimentis et spoliis illorum replebimur vel moriendo pro Christo 
cum ipso bonorum celestium ubertate fruemur. 
121. laborantes ad recuperationem terrę illius, in qua pro salute nostra veritas de terra 
orta est et sustinere pro nobis crucis patibulum non despexit. Et nolite adhuc ad lucrum 
vel ad gloriam temporalem intendere, sed ad voluntatem dei qui pro fratribus animas in 
se ipso docuit esse ponendas, et ei vestras commendate divitias, quas sive volentes sive 
nolentes nescitis tandem, quibus sitis heredibus relicturi. 
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122. Perpendens itaque rex processus rerum difficiles, et adversarios bellicosissimos, et 
quod in negotiorum articulis opus est virtute, commodius ratus est juvenum animos 
propensius propositis præmiis allicere, quam angariis præceptorum urgere; quem enim 
non trahat odor lucri? 
123. Tunc videres juvenes prosilire, et magnæ virtutis satellites in murum irruere, et 
lapidibus extrahendis, tam laudis avidi quam mercedis, certiatim insistere. 
134. Audiens itaque rex quod nefandus ille imperator nihil pro illo faceret, nisi per vim, 
præcepit universo exercitui suo ut arma sua caperent, et armati sequerentur eum. Et ait 
illis; Sequimini me, et vindicemus injurias quas perfidus ille imperator Deo et nobis fecit, 
qui peregrinos nostros contra Dei justitiam et æquitatem in vinculis tenet. Et nolite 
timere eos, quia inermes sunt, fugæ potuis quam bello parati; nos vero bene sumus 
armati, et Arma tenenti Omnia dat, qui justa negat. Et oportet ut viriliter pugnemus ad 
liberandum populum Dei a perdition; scientes quod aut oportet nos vincere aut mori. 
Sed certam habeo in Domino fiduciam, quod Ipse dabit nobis hodie victoriam de isto 
perfido imperatore, et de gente sua. 
135. Ut autem exercitum suum ad pugnam instantem animaret et audaciorem redderet, 
narravit quanta per eos Dominus in urbe fecerit, et quomodo de tot hostibus tam pauci 
triumphaverint. Ideo, O milites Christi, invocemus, ait, Omnipotentis Dei auxilium, ut 
sua potenti virtute conterat hodie inimicos nostros. Videte ut in prima decertatione eis 
unanimiter resistatis, et primum irruptionis suæ impetum viriliter toleretis, ne intra nos 
primo penetrantes, cuneum nostrum disgregare prævaleant, atque nos intra se inclusos, 
quasi paucas oviculas infra caulam, ictibus dilanient. Si enim primum congressionis suæ 
assultum disgregati perferre poterimus, illorum postmodum audaciam parvipendemus, 
et cum Dei adjutorio de inimicis crucis Christi victores triumphabimus. 
139. Fratres carissimi et semper amici, ne terreamini ab his canibus rugientibus, qui 
hodie florent, cras quoque in stagnum ignis et sulphuris mittentur. Vos autem estis 
genus electum, gens sancta, populus adquisitionis. Vos estis æterni, quia cum Æterno 
regnaturi. Ergo ne timeatis, neque paveatis, sed mementote Abraham, qui cum ccc. 
vernaculis quatuor reges persecutos est atque percussit, et prædam excussit; cui 
revertenti a cæde quatuor regum occurrit rex Salem Melchisedech, offerens panem et 
vinum, atque benedictionem dedit. Ecce et vobis, quatuor vitiis capitalibus in virtute 
Trinitatis superatis, occurret rex Salem, id est Rex justitiæ, verus sacerdos Iesus Christus, 
offerens panem satietatis æternæ, et vinum redemptionis perpetuæ. Insuper et 
benedictionem infundet, ut amodo voluptatibus carnis non serviatis. 
145. Expugnabimus nos Turcos et Arabes, erimus nos terrori gentibus inuictissimis, 
faciet nobis uiam dextera nostra usque ad terre terminos post crucem Christi, 
restituemus nos regnum Israel, qui uilibus et effeminatis Grifonibus terga dederimus? 
146. O viri strennui, quorum animositas et virtus per multa bellorum discrimina 
hucusque satis enituit, quid modo ad ignominiam sancte crucis et vestre peregrinationis 
velut degeneres et trepidi sic vitando bellum ante vos fugitis in interitum, cum retro 
maior hostium densitas parata sit excipere fugientes? Nusquam patet fuga; hic necesse 
est, ut ipsa strennuitas vestra sit vobis refugium; hic totis viribus est nitendum. Eia, 
milites egregii, redite ocius ad pugnam et vestram incitet audaciam illius diei memoria, 
qua salutifere crucis signaculum assumpsistis. 
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148. Sicut elephanti animantur ad bellum ostensione sanguinis, sic et fortius animaverat 
Christi milites vivificæ crucis ostensio et memoria Dominicæ passionis… 
149. Quomodo namque asportari permitteret lignum Crucis ad ethnicis, nisi iterum 
crucifigendus ab eis? 
151. Primus omnium magnanimus Pictauie comes Ricardus ob ulcisendam crucis 
iniuriam cruce insignitur et omnes precedit facto, quos invitat exemplo.  
153. Adjuva nos, Deus et Sanctum Sepulcrum. 
170. Non enim virorum seu virium, sed virtutum copia bella vincuntur. Pro nobis itaque 
contra superbiam humilitas, contra iniuriam ius et equitas, contra arroganciam et 
intemperanciam modus et modestia dimicabunt. Numerosis virtutibus, non viribus 
innumeris, viri victoriam consequuntur. Iniuriam armis irrogatam armourm propulsare 
remedio leges et iura permittunt. Favourabilis est causa pro patria simul patrimonioque 
pugnare. Illi de lucro captando, nos de damno vitando certamus. 
171. Sicut enim caro adversus spiritum, sic carnales adversus spirituales, sic Cesaris 
ministri adversus Christi milites indesinente malicia militare contendunt. 
185. Proponebat eis mortem nullatenus fore metuendam, quæ pro tuenda Christianitate 
et ulsicenda Christi injuria a paganis inferebatur; magnificentius etiam fore pro Christi 
legibus honorifice occumbere, et occumbendo hostes Christi viriliter posternere, quam 
se hostibus enerviter tradere… 
187. Neminem rex retinebit inuitum, nolo cuiquam uestrum mecum morandi uim 
facere, ne pauor unius in certamine confidentiam frangat alterius. Quisque sequetur 
quod elegerit, sed ego aut hic moriar aut meas communes uobis ulciscar iniurias. 
188. Vivorum nimirum est aut fortiter triumphare, aut gloriose mori. Martyrium 
imminens animo gratanti est excipendum. Sed antequam moriamur, vita comite, 
mortem nostram ulciscamur, gratias agentes Deo, quod qualem quæsivimus per 
martyrium mortem nos invenire contingit. 
189. Fratres dilectissimi, et commilitones mei, vos semper istis vanis et caducis 
restitistis, vindictam ex eis exegistis, de ipsis semper victoriam habuistis. 
191. Qui aliquod habet alimentorum subsidium, inperciat non habenti. Cras enim, 
quicquid nobis contingat, ditabimur omnes, quia vel de hostibus triumphando alimentis 
et spoliis illorum replebimur vel moridendo pro Christo cum ipso bonorum celestium 
ubertate fruemur. 
192. Præterea considerate in cordibus vestris, quam injuste et contra præceptum Dei rex 
Franciæ temeritatem et errorem filiorum invictissimi regis Angliæ domini nostri, contra 
eum et voluntatem ipsius fovet. Ponite ergo in Domino Deo spem vestram, et pugnate 
viriliter, quia Christus Filius Dei vivi, Qui factus est obediens Patri usque ad mortem, in 
mentibus filiorum regis domini nostri hodie filialem obedientiam inspirabit, vel 
ostendens Se Deum nolentem iniquitatem, hodie puniet scelus perfidorum 
Francigenarum, qui in tantum illos seduxerunt quod, ordine humanitatis oblito, et 
naturæ lege soluta, insurrexerunt filii in parentem, in genitorem geniti. 
193. ut vicamus vel occumbamus. 
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197. Martyrium imminens animo gratanti est excipendum. Sed antequam moriamur, vita 
comite, mortem nostram ulciscamur, gratias agentes Deo, quod qualem quæsivimus per 
martyrium mortem nos invenire contingit. Hæc est merces laborum, et finis vitæ simul 
et præliorum. 
199. Numquid in hoc vulgus ignavum littus obsidens non applicabimus? A animas 
nostras reputabimus pretiosiores animabus jam in absentia nostra pereuntium? 
200. Quo audito, rex ait, Si sic ergo Deo complacet, in Cujus obsequium, Ipso duce, huc 
advenimus, ut hic cum fratribus nostris moriamur, pereat modo qui non processerit. 
201. scientes quod aut oportet nos vincere aut mori. 
202. Nos quidem prompti et parati sumus pro Christo mortem subire, Qui morte sua 
pretiosa nos redemit. Hoc scientes, sive vivimus sive morimur, in nominee Jesu semper 
esse victores. 
203. sive enim vivimus Domino vivimus sive morimur Domino morimur sive ergo 
vivimus sive morimur Domini sumus in hoc enim Christus et mortuus est et revixit ut 
et mortuorum et vivorum dominetur tu autem quid iudicas fratrem tuum aut tu quare 
spernis fratrem tuum omnes enim stabimus ante tribunal Dei… 
205. Securi igitur procedite milites, et intrepido animo inimicos crucis Christi propellite, 
certi quia neque mors, neque vita poterunt vos separare a caritate Dei, quæ est in 
Christo Jesu, illud sane vobiscum in omni periculo replicantes: sive vivimus, sive 
morimur Domini sumus. 
206. Ite in nomine Jhesu Christi! Et ego vobis testis sum et in die Judicii fidejussor 
existo quod quicumque in isto glorioso occubuerit bello absque ulla purgatorii pena 
statim eterna premia et martyria gloriam consequetur, dummodo contritus sit et 
confessus vel saltem firmum habeat propositum quod, statim peracto bello, super 
peccatis de quibus nondum fecit confessionem ostendet se sacerdoti. 
208. Virorum nimium es taut triumphare, aut gloriose mori. 
 
